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Preface
This report presents the methodology for evaluating flight readiness developed by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) under NASA RTOP 553-02-01 sponsored by the
Office of Space Flight (OSF), NASA Headquarters. This methodology was developed
as a part of the Certification Process Assessment task initiated by OSF due to concern
about criteria for certifying flight readiness of the Space Shuttle propulsion system.
An early phase of this work included an extensive review of certification and failure
risk assessment approaches used by the aerospace industry and government
agencies. Based on the findings of this review, 1further work was focused on defining,
developing, and demonstrating an improved technical approach for failure risk
assessment that can incorporate information from both test experience and engineer-
ing analysis to obtain a quantitative failure risk estimate. This approach, called
Probabilistic Failure Assessment (PFA), is of particular value when information
relevant to failure prediction, including test experience and knowledge of parameters
used in engineering analyses of failure phenomena, is expensive or difficult to acquire.
Under such constraints, a quantitative evaluation of failure risk based on the informa-
tion available from both engineering analysis and operating experience is needed to
make effective risk management decisions and utilize financial resources efficiently.
The PFA methodology is applicable to failure modes that can be characterized by
analytical or empirical modeling of failure phenomena and is especially useful when
models or information used in analysis are uncertain or approximate. PFA can be
applied at any time in the design, development, or operational phases of a program
to quantitatively estimate failure risk based on the information available at the time of
the risk assessment and can be used to evaluate and rank alternative measures to
control risk, thereby enabling the more effective allocation of limited financial
resources.
The work documented in this report was carried out by a multidisciplinary team of
JPL technical personnel, which was managed by N. R. Moore. This team was
composed of individuals with expertise in statistics, systems modeling, and engineer-
ing analysis. D. H. Ebbeler formulated and structured the statistical methodology and
directed its implementation. L. E. Newlin formulated and implemented probabilistic
engineering models and implemented the statistical methodology. S. Sutharshana
1 See [3] of Section 1.0 references.
iii
formulated probabilistic engineering analysis methods and models. M. Creager 2
made major contributions to defining and formulating the probabUistic modeling
approach and engineering analysis procedures used in this work. Present or former
JPL personnel who made substantial contributions in early phases of this work include
D. L. Schwartz, W. E. Edmiston, and L. J. Grondalski. D. Goode and J. Ramsay
typeset the manuscript, including graphics, using computerized desktop publishing
methods, and E. Reinig edited the manuscript.
In developing the PFA methodology, the JPL team interacted with aerospace
system manufacturers, the Marshall Space Right Center, and the Lewis Research
Center. Individuals of these organizations generously shared information and spent
significant amounts of time with the JPL team. In particular, Rocketdyne, Canoga
Park, California, and Pratt & Whitney, West Palm Beach, Rorida, collaborated in
performing the application examples given herein. In addition, technical comments
on certification approaches and failure modeling were provided by the above-listed
organizations and by General Electric, Cincinnati, Ohio; the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration; and the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The PFA methodology, examples of its application to spaceflight components, and
computer software used to implement PFA are documented in the three volumes of
this report. Volume I documents the PFA methodology and the application examples,
including the rationale for PFA and the analysis procedures used in the examples.
Volume II contains user's guides and flowcharts for the computer software used to
implement PFA in the application examples. Volume III presents the structure and
listings of the computer programs.
2 Currently of Structural Integrity Engineering, Chatsworth, CA.
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Abstract
An improved methodology for quantitatively evaluating failure risk of spaceflight
systems to assess flight readiness and identify risk control measures is presented.
This methodology, called Probabilistic Failure Assessment (PFA), combines operating
experience from tests and flights with engineering analysis to estimate failure dsk°
The PFA methodology is of particular value when information on which to base an
assessment of failure risk, including test experience and knowledge of parameters
used in engineering analyses of failure phenomena, is expensive or difficult to acquire.
The PFA methodology is a prescribed statistical structure in which engineering
analysis models that characterize failure phenomena are used conjointly with uncer-
tainties about analysis parameters and/or modeling accuracy to estimate failure
probability distributions for specific failure modes. These distributions can then be
modified, by means of statistical procedures of the PFA methodology, to reflect any
test or flight experience. Conventional engineering analysis models currently
employed for design or failure prediction are used in this methodology.
The PFA methodology can be applied at any time in the design, development, or
operational phases of a program to quantitatively estimate failure risk based on the
information available at the time failure risk is assessed. Sensitivity analyses con-
ducted as a part of PFA can be used to evaluate and rank such alternative measures
to control risk as design changes, testing, or inspections, thereby enabling limited
program resources to be allocated more effectively.
PFA is generally applicable to failure modes that can be characterized by analytical
or empirical models of failure phenomena and is especially useful when models or
information used in analysis are uncertain or approximate. Such failure modes
include, but are not limited to, fatigue, flaw propagation, rupture, degradation and
wear, and malfunction of mechanical or electrical systems.
It is often not feasible to acquire enough test experience to establish high reliability
at high confidence for spaceflight systems. Moreover, the results of conventionally
performed engineering analyses of failure modes can be subject to serious
misinterpretation when uncertain or approximate information is used to establish
analysis parameters and calibrate the accuracy of analysis models. Under these
conditions, a quantitative evaluation of failure risk based on the information available
from both test or flight experience and engineering analysis is needed to make
effective risk management decisions.
vi
This report describes the PFAmethodology and presents examples of its applica-
tion. Conventional approaches to failure risk evaluation for spaceflight systems are
discussed, and the rationale for the approach taken in the PFA methodology is
presented. The statistical methods, engineering models, and computer software
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Section 7.1
High Cycle Fatigue Failure Programs
The program tree structures, list of subprograms, descriptions of the key variables,
and the FORTRAN source listings for the two HCF analysis codes DCTHCF and
HEXHCF are given here. The pertinent HCF methodology is given in Section 2.2.1.
The overall description of the programs and the flowcharts are given in Section 5.1.
The user's guides for running DCTHCF and HEXHCF are given in Section 6.1.
7.1.1 DCTHCF Program
7.1.1.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for DCTHCF using Uniform variation on the materials
shape parameter m is given in Figure 7-1, while the tree structure for the truncated
Normal case is given in Figure 7-2. In both trees, those subprograms not "shadow-
boxed" are part of the materials characterization model: The program, subprogram,
and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
7.1.1.2 List of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and their purposes is given in Table 7-1. The section numbers
where the subprograms are described by means of flowcharts are given next to the
names.
Table 7-1 List of Subprograms For Program DCTHCF









Adds the m ranges for the non-data life regions to the right of those
with data, for the Uniform distribution case.
Adds the m ranges for the non-data life regions to the right of those
with data, for the truncated Normal distribution case.
Generates Beta(a, b, p, 0) random variates.
Performs the stress component calculations in Equations 2-68,
2-69, 2-71 and 2-72 by using the loads, stress concentration factors,
and geometric information.
Adjusts the upper bound of the posterior ranges on m to be
consistent with concavity constraints.
Transforms stress data to equivalent zero-mean stresses with stress



































Figure 7-1 Tree Structure for Program DCTHCF for the Uniform

























Figure 7-2 Tree Structure for Program DCTHCF for the




































List of Subprograms For Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
PURPOSE
The main routine that controls the logical flow of the high cycle
fatigue elbow welded duct program.
Controls the logical flow for the driver transformation and fatigue life
calculations.
Calculates the median S/N curve parameters from the results of the
information aggregation calculations.
Calculates the value of the location parameter K (where A = K rn)
for each life region by using Equations 2-37 and 2-41.
Obtains the value of m for each life region by adjusting the range
(to ensure concavity) and then sampling from the Uniform distribu-
tion over the appropriate m range.
Calculates the m range for each life region implied by the constraint
on the coefficient of variation of fatigue strength C by using
Equations 2-28 through 2-32.
Obtains the value of m for each life region by sampling from the
appropriate truncated Normal distribution on m.
Calculates the life region =tie-points" or stress values which
correspond to the "life boundaries" conditional on the randomly
selected m for each region. Also calculates K, characterizing the
specific material SIN data set, which is a function of/]o and k.
Combines the 95% confidence interval, Jo, with the implicit and
explicit constraints on m to obtain posterior credibility ranges on rn
for each life region.
Generates Gamma(c=, 1) random variates.
Calculates the cycles to failure for a particular stress based upon
the materials characterization model S/N curve of Equation 2-48.
Calculates a 2, Equation 2-49, the extent of departures from the mul-
tiple heat median S/N curve warranted by the information available.
Controls the logical flow for the Information aggregation portion of
the materials characterization model.
Initializes the entries of the arrays used in the information aggrega-
tion subroutine, INFAGG, to zero.
Performs an insertion sort for the lowest fifty percent of the lives
calculated.
Calculates the 95% confidence intervals Io for C, and Jo for m, for







































Ust of Subprograms For Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
PURPOSE
Calculates k and/3 o from the sample mean and variance of Z, where
Z is a function of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's
by using Equation 2-42.
Calculates Ko and mo for the zero region, the no data region to the
left of the first data region. Extends the S/N curve consistent with
the tensile point at So. Disabled for this application.
Performs the calculations, Equations 2-73 through 2-80, necessary
to find the stress at location 1, the exterior surface of the duct.
Performs the calculations, Equations 2-73 through 2-80, necessary
to find the stress at location 2, the interior surface of the duct.
Calculates the median values of m based on the posterior credibility
ranges of m by using Equation 2-34.
Calculates the posterior Normal distribution parameters: mean mo
and standard deviation 0.°, for each life region of the S/N curve.
Calculates the composite stress-time history by usingEquations
2-82 and 2-84 and then calls RAINF1 to calculate the fatigue life.
Generates Normal_, 0 "2) random variates.
Combines the implicit and explicit constraints on m to obtain the
posterior credibility ranges of m for each life region.
Controls the logical flow for the parameter estimation model
portion of the materials characterization model.
Calculates the equivalent mean stress from the maximum stress by
using Equation 2-87.
Generates the Uniform(a, b) and Uniform(c, d) pair of independent
random variates.
Performs rainttow cycle counting, Miner's rule damage accumula-
tion, and calls GTLIFE to calculate the fatigue life.
Uses a Linear Congruentlal random number Generator (LCG) to
generate Uniform(0, 1) random variates.
Reads the data from DCTHCD and RELATD; calls CONVRT to
transform the stress data to a stress ratio of -1.0; and echoes the
data to DCTHCO and RELATO. RCE also breaks SIN data sets into
regions as specified by the user.
Calculates the sample mean and variance of Z, where Z is a
function of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's by
using Equation 2-42.
Sorts the m values in increasing order for each life region for the














Calculates the residual variances from the Y on X and X on
regressions for each life region where Y = In(Endurance cycles)
and X = In(Stress) by usingEquations 2-20 and 2-21; to be used in
the credibility range calculations.
Performs premature program termination, when required.
Performs the calculations necessary to transform the specific
material SIN data into the variable Z, where Z is a function of stress,
life, the life region boundaries, and the m's.
Generates Weibull_, r/(,B)) random variates.
1 No data regions to the right are discussed on Page 2-1Z
2 The Beta distribution is discussed on Page 2-25.
3 Concavity constraints are discussed on Pages 2-13 through 2-14.
4 The stress transformation is discussed on Page 2-7.
5 The median S/N curve parameter estimation calculations are described onPages 2-15 through 2-1&
6 Selection of the {mj} parameters is discussed on Page 2-15.
7 Combining information to obtain the posterior credibility ranges on In is cfiscnssed on Page 2-13.
8 The information aggregation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-6 through 2-14.
9 Extension of the S/N curve to the left is discussed on Page 2-17.
10 Calculation of the truncated Normal distribution parameters is discussed on Page 2-14.
11 The Normal distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
12 The parameter estimation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-15 through 2-1&
13 The Uniform distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
14 Rainflow cycle counting is discussed on Page 2-51 and inAppendix 2.,4.
15 The need for saving m's is discussed onPage 2-15.
+6 The S/N data transformation is discussed on Page 2-16.
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7.1.1.3 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the elbow welded duct HCF code, DCTHCF, is given in
Table 7-2. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the
variable "type" can be interpreted as follows: CH6 is a character variable, six
characters long; INT is a standard integer variable; LOG is a standard logical variable;
RE is a standard real variable; and DRE is a double precision variable. The various
array dimensions are defined by using the following parameters: MAXBLF, MAXDAT,












List of Variables for Program DCTHCF




2-D array containingthe materialsmodel shape
parameters (m's) for each liferegion to be used in
the truncated Normal median S/N curve calculation.1
RE _ (rad) in Equation 2-68, the angle measured
counterclockwise from Z-direction to the critical
circumferential location.
RE A (in.2) in Equation 2-68, the cross-sectional area
of the duct wall.
RE ,8 in Equation 2-79, the stress increase due to the
torus effect.
RE 1-D array containing values of the materials model
location parameter K, Equation 2-12, where
A=K m.
RE Dummy variable used during calls to subroutine
EXPCTD, equal to BIGK(1).
RE 1-D array containing user-specified B-lives which
are obtained from the simulated failure distribution.
A B4ife is the value of accumulated operating time
to failure at a failure probability specified as a per-
cent: e.g., B.1 is the failure time at a probability of
0.001 or 0.1%.
INT 1-D array containing the indices for the army vari-
able LIFE( ) corresponding to the user-requested
simulated failure distribution B-lives contained in
variable BLFPER().
RE RB (in.) in Equation 2-74, the elbow BeNd RaDius.























Ust of Variables for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE Estimate of Weibull distribution shape parameter
,6o, Equation 2-11, which characterizes the intdnsic
variation of the S/N data set.
RE Coy inEquation 2-77, the out-of-plane circumferen-
tial stress cam/over factor.
RE Ccy Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE Coy Uniform distribution upper bound.
RE Ccz inEquation 2-75, the in-plane circumferential
stress carryover factor.
RE Ccz Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE Ccz Uniform distribution upper bound.
RE C/y inEquation 2-76, the out-of-plane axial stress
carryover factor.
RE C/y Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE C/y Uniform distribution upper bound.
RE Ctz in Equation 2-74, the in-plane axial stress cam/-
over factor.
RE C/z Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE C/z Uniform distribution upper bound.
INT Location about duct circumference responsiblefor
faiure. See variable LOCAT for the possiblelocations.
RE Di (in.) the duct innerdiameter at the weld, used to
calculate Ri in Equation2-68. (see IDWE in DCTHCF)
RE _DYNstr in Equation 2-81, the randomly selected
dynamic stress analysis accuracy factor.
RE Dynamic stress analysis accuracy factor Uniform
distribution lower bound.
RE Dynamic stress analysis accuracy factor Uniform
distribution upper bound.
RE Real function that controls the logical flow for the
driver transformation and fatigue life calculations of
a duct at a weld near an elbow, and then retums























UstofVariablesfor Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE E (psi) in Equation 2-70, Young's modulus of
elasticity for the material. (see EMOD in DCTHCF)
RE E (psi) in Equation 2-70, Young's modulus of
elasticity for the material. (see EM in ELWELD)
RE Value of FATigueLIFe calculated (sec).
RE Variable used to access the fifty-percent point in
the UFE( ) array.
INT 1-D array containing the file unit numbers for the
reference time history files.
RE 1-D array containing values of Fk, Equation 2-73,
used to find stress concentration due to weld
eccentricity, KOFF.
LOG File TEST. Used to test for the existence of a refer-
ence time history file before attempting to open it.
RE Material ultimate strength (psi).
RE Material yield strength (psi).
RE _dam in Equation 2-91, the randomly selected
damage accumulation model accuracy factor. See
Section 2.2.1.4 for a discussion of the damage
calculations.
RE Damage accumulation model accuracy factor
Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE Damage accumulation model accuracy factor
Uniform distribution upper bound.
RE _'cy inEquation 2-77, the out-of-plane circumferen-
tial ovality effect coefficient.
RE Ycz in Equation 2-75, the in-plane circumferential
ovality effect coefficient.
RE y/y in Equation 2-76, the out-of-plane axial ovality
effect coefficient.
RE _'/zin Equation 2-74, the in-plane axial ovality effect
coefficient.
RE Ynbi in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
RE }'nbo in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
























7trnoin Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
Controls inner DO loop.
Di (in.) the duct Inner Diameter at the WEld, usedto
calculateRi inEquation 2-68. (see DI inELWELD)
INT Controls DO loop for narrow-band random and
superimposed sinusoidal loads.
INT Output dump controller.
INT Controls DO loop for each B-life.2
INT Controls outer DO loop.
RE 2-D array containing the fatigue stress concentra-
tion factors required for the stress analysis. K(1,*)
is KT1 in Equation 2-68 and K(2,*) is KT2 in Equa-
tion 2-69. K(1,1) is the outer diameter axial stress
concentration factor, the value of KGOD * KWOD;
K(1,2) is the inner diameter axial stress concentra-
tion factor, the value of KGID * KWlD; K(2,1) is the
outer diameter hoop stress concentration factor;
and K(2,2) is the Inner diameter hoop stress con-
centration factor. (see KT(2,2) In DCTHCF)
RE Axial stress concentration factor due to geometry
for the duct inner diameter used to calculate KT1 in
Equation 2-68.
RE Randomly selected axial stress concentration
factor due to geometry for the duct outer diameter
used to calculate KT1 in Equation 2-68.
RE Outer diameter geometric axial stress concentration
factor lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE Outer diameter geometric axial stressconcentration
factor upper bound of Beta distribution.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameter p for the outer diameter geometdc axial
stress concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta distribu-
tion of the outer diameter geometric axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta distribu-

















List of Varial_es for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution shape
parameter 0 for the outer diameter geometric axial
stress concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta distribu-
tion of the outer diameter geometric axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta distribu-
tion of the outer diameter geometric axial stress
concentration factor.
RE KOFF in Equation 2-73, the stress concentration
factor due to eccentricity of the weld.
RE Ratio of MED K*/MED K inEquation 2-48. KRATIO
is constant over life regions for the materials model.
RE 2-D array containing the fatigue stress concentra-
tion factors required for the stress analysis.
KT(1,*) is KT1 in Equation 2-68 and KT(2,*) is KT2
in Equation 2-69. KT(1,1) is the outer diameter
axial stress concentration factor, the value of
KGOD * KWOD; KT(1,2) is the inner diameter axial
stress concentration factor, the value of KGID *
KWlD; KT(2,1) is the outer diameter hoop stress
concentration factor; and KT(2,2) isthe inner
diameter hoop stress concentration factor. (see
K(2,2) in ELWELD)
RE KT1 in Equation 2-68, the stress concentration
factor for the axial stress.
RE KT2 inEquation 2-69, the stress concentration
factor for the hoop stress.
RE Randomly selected axial stress concentration
factor due to the weld for the duct inner diameter
used to calculate KT1 in Equation 2-68.
RE Inner diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE Inner diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor upper bound of Beta distribution.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location


















List of Variables for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution shape
parameter 0 for the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE Randomly selected axial stress concentration
factor due to the weld for the duct outer diameter
used to calculate KT1 in Equation 2-68.
RE Outer diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE Outer diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor upper bound of Beta distribution.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameterp for the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution shape
parameter 0 of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta




















Listof Variables for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE e Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
INT Controls DO loop for each liferegion of the S/N curve.
RE ,_in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
RE 2DRNVDOMin Equation 2-81, the randomly selected
load scale factor for the narrow-band random
loads. See Section 2.1.3.2 for a description of the
parameters k, coefficient of variation C, and strain
gage factor d.
RE Lower bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
narrow-band random load scale factor.
RE Upper bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
narrow-band random load scale factor.
RE Coefficient of variation C for the narrow-band ran-
dom load scale factor.
RE Strain gage correction factor d for the narrow-band
random load scale factor.
RE Randomly selected k for the narrow-band random
load scale factor.
RE The resulting mean/_ of the Normal distribution for
the narrow-band random load scale factor, where
!_ = d/(1 + kC).
RE The resulting standard deviation a of the Normal
distribution for the narrow-band random load scale
factor, where ¢r = C/(1 + kC).
RE ;(DSINUSOIDAL in Equation 2-81, the randomly
selected load scale factor for the supedmposed
sinusoidal loads. See Section 2.1.3.2 for a descrip-
tion of the parameters k; coefficient of variation C;
and strain gage factor d.
RE Lower bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Upper bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Coefficient of variation C for the superimposed




















List of Variables for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE Strain gage correction factor d for the supedm-
posed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Randomly selected k for the superimposed
sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE The resulting mean F of the Normal distribution for
the superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor,
where/z = d/(1 + kC).
RE The resulting standard deviation ¢rof the Normal
distribution for the superimposed sinusoidal load
scale factor, where a = C/(1 + kC).
RE _13TinEquation 2-81, the randomly selected load
scale factor for the static loads.
RE Uniform distdbution lower bound for the static load
scale factor.
RE Uniform distribution upper bound for the static load
scale factor.
RE LAMbda Weld offset, the randomly selected Jl.OFF
in Equation 2-73, the accuracy factor for the weld
offset eccentricity stress concentration factor, KOFF.
RE _OFF Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE _'OFF Uniform distribution upper bound.
CH6 1-D array containing LoaD NAMEs for the dynamic
or time-varying loads. These are the names of the
reference time history files.
RE 1-D array containing values of the lives generated
by program DCTHCE The livesare sorted values
for the left-hand tail simulated failure distribution.
RE Pi (psi) inEquation 2-68, the LIMit or internal
PRessure. (see PSUBI in ELWELD)
RE 1-D array containing values of In(A) = In(BIGK) •
MM for each life region of the S/N curve.
RE In(Z) in Equation 2-48, the Normal(0, PVAR)
random variata for the materials process variation
aspect of the materials model.
INT Critical location of interest on the duct wall where
1 is the exterior surface of the duct, and 2 is the


















Ust of Variables for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE 1-D array containing values of In(PHI) • MM for
each life region of the S/N curve.
RE 2-D array containingthe dynamic or time-varying mo-
ment load components. M(1,*) isMy (in.-Ibs) in
Equation 2-68, the moment load components about
the y axis; and M(2,*) isM z (in.-ibs) inEquation 2-68,
the moment load components about the z
INT Maximum number of B-lives to be obtained from
the simulated failure distdbution. The maximum
number of B-lives allowed is 10.2
INT Maximum number of points per data sat per region
allowed for S/N curve. The maximum number of
data points per set allowed is 50.
INT Maximum number of dynamic or time-varying
loads allowed. The maximum number of loads is 16.
INT Maximum number of fatigue lives allowed for the
simulated failure distribution. The maximum num-
ber of fatigue lives to be saved is 10,000.
INT Maximum number of points allowed inthe time his-
tory arrays. The maximum number of points is 24,000.
INT Maximum number of m's to be saved and sorted
for the truncated Normal median S/N curve. 1The
maximum number of m's is 20,000.
INT Maximum number of life regions allowed for the
S/N curve. The maximum number of regions is 3.
INT Counts number of m's to be used to calculate
median S/N curve for the truncated Normal
distribution case. 1
RE 1-D array containing the empirical median m for
each life region of the S/N curve.3
RE I (in.4) inEquation 2-68, the cross-sectional
Moment of Inertia.
INT Pointer to the median m values in array SORTM( )
for the truncated Normal median S/N curve. Value
of half of MCOUNT.
RE I (in.4) in Equation 2-68, the cross-sectional
moment of inertia calculated by using the wall


















I (in.4) in Equation 2-68, the cross-sectional
moment of inertia calculated by using the wall thick-
ness at the outer bend.
RE 2-D array containingthe dynamic or tirne-varying mo-
ment load components scaled by DSTR and LAMS
or LAMN, as appropriate, according to vadable
TYPE(). MLAM(1,*) isMy 0n.-Ibs) inEquation 2-68,
the moment load components about the y axis; and
MLAM(2,*) isMz (in.-Ibs)in Equation 2-68, the mo-
ment load components about the z axis.
RE mj inEquation 2-12, the 1-D array containing ran-
domly selected values of the materials model shape
parameter m for each life region of the S/N curve.
RE tw1 (in.) the duct MINimum Wall Thickness at the
weld outer diameter. (see TOB in ELWELD)
INT Materials PROCess variation. Controls materials
process variation. A value of 0 indicates no
materials process variation, while a value of 1
indicates that materials process variation should
be included.4
RE 1-D array containing static moment load com-
ponents scaled by SSTR and LAMST. MSLAM(1)
is My (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the moment load
component about the y axis; and MSLAM(2) is Mz
(in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the moment load com-
ponent about the z axis.
RE 1-D array containing the static moment load
components. MSTAT(1) is My (in.-ibs) in Equation
2-68, the moment load component about the y axis;
and MSTAT(2) is Mz (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the
moment load component about the z axis.
RE 1-D array c_ontainingthe posterior Normal distribu-
tion mean:_of the materials shape parameter m for
each life region of the truncated Normal S/N curve.
INT Number of B-lives to be obtained from the simu-
lated failure distdbution.2
RE Ni,i+I* in Equation 2-35, the 1-D army containing
upper bounds for the NUMREG life regions of




















Ust of Variables for Program DCTHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE Fatigue life value (sec) returned from call to
function ELWELD.
RE 2-D array containing values from the array
RAWNF( ) for the specific material S/N data set
partitioned into life regions.
INT The outer loop size.
INT The inner loop size.
INT Total number of lives calculated by program
DCTHC! =.Value of NHYPER * NUFE.
INT NLOAD in Equation 2-81, the number of dynamic
or time-varying loads.
INT Controls S/N curve median calculationfor the
truncated Nom_ distributioncase. A value of 0
indicatesthat the user does not desire a median
calculationor that the Uniform distdbutloncase is
being used; whle a value of I Indicatesthat the user
desiresthe median calculation to be performed.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points per life
region for the specific material S/N data set.
INT Number of RANdom points. Number of points in
the reference time history.
RE v in Equations 2-74 through 2-77, the Poisson's
ratio for the duct material.
INT R in Equation 2-11, the number of life regions of
interest in the S/N curve.
RE _ova/in Equations 2-74 through 2-77, the randomly
selected ovality effect analysis accuracy factor.
RE Uniform distribution lower bound for the ovality
effect analysis accuracy factor.
RE Uniform distribution upper bound for the ovality
effect analysis accuracy factor.
RE 1-D array containing P (Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the
dynamic or time-varying axial load components.
RE T (sec) in Equation 2-91, the length of time in

























_pin Equation 2-11, the materials intrinsic variation,
or scatter, given by a Weibull(,6o, _/o_o)) random
vadate.
RE _, constant equal to 3.1415926536.
RE 1-D array containing P Obs) in Equation 2-68,
the dynamic or time-varying axial load
components scaled by DSTR and LAMN or LAMS,
as appropriate, according to variable TYPE().
RE i/, in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
RE a in Equation 2-48, the value of SQRT(PVAR).
RE P (Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the static axial load
component scaled by SSTR and LAMST.
RE P (Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the static axial load
component.
RE Pi (psi) in Equation 2-68, the limit or internal
pressure. (see UMPR in DCTHCF)
RE a 2 in Equation 2-48, characterizes the extent of
departure from the multiple heat median S/N curve
warranted by the available information.
RE Qo in Equation 2-78, the decay factor for the ovality
effect.
RE QT in Equation 2-80, the decay factor for the torus
effect.
RE R inEquation 2-68, the radius where the stress is to
be found.
RE Real function which performs rainfiow cycle count-
ing, Miner's Rule damage accumulation, and calls
GTLIFE to calculate the fatigue life.
DRE Random number seed.
RE 2-D array containing values of the posterior
credibility ranges on the materials modal shape
parameter m for each life region in the S/N curve.
RANGEM(1,L) is the lower bound and
RANGEM(2,L) is the upper bound.6
RE RB (in.) in Equation 2-74, the elbow bend radius.
(see BNRD in DCTHCF)





















Rrn (in.) inEquations 2-74 through 2-77, the mean
duct radius.
RE Ro (in.) in Equation 2-68, the duct outer radius.
RE Ro (in.) in Equation 2-68, the duct outer radius
calculated by using the wall thickness at the inner
bend.
RE Ro (in.) in Equation 2-68, the duct outer radius
calculated by using the wall thickness at the outer
bend.
RE R Over T, the value of the ratio R/t.
RE R OVER I, the value of the ratio R/I.
RE 1-D array containing values of R//used in
conjunction with Fk, Equation 2-73, to find stress
concentration due to weld eccentricity, KOFF.
RE 2-D array containing the total component stress-
time histories ak(t ) (psi), Equation 2-82, resulting
from the combination of static, narrow-band ran-
dom, and sinusoidal loads. S(1,*) is the axial
stress-time history (7l(t); S(2,*) is the hoop stress-
time history a2(t); S(3,=) is the radial stress-time
historya3(t); and S(4,*) is the shear stress-time
historya4(t ).
RE 1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each life region of the S/N
curve contained in array NBND().
RE 1-D array containing the EFFective or uni-axlal
stress-time history o(t) (psi), Equation 2-84, resu_-
ing from the combination of static, narrow-band
random, and sinusoidal loads for all four stress
components.
RE 1-D array containing the posterior Normal distribu-
tion standarddeviation" of the materials model
shape parameter m, for each life region of the
truncated Normal S/N curve.
RE ;LSTsvinEquation 2-81, the randomly selected
static stress analysis accuracy factor.























RE 1-D array containing values of the static stresses
%Tk (psi), Equation 2-82. STATIC(I) is the axial
stress GST1; STATIC(2) is the hoop stress OsT2;
STATIC(3) is the radial stress oST3; and
STATIC(4) is the shear stress oST4.
RE 2-D array containing stress points with stress ratio
= - 1.0, for the specific material S/N data set
partitioned into life regions.
RE 2-D army containing values of the amplitudes of the
dynamic or time-varying stresses _ (psi), Equa-
tion 2-82. STRAMP(1,1) is _ the amplitude of
the ithaxial stress; STRAMP(2,1) is o--_ the
amplitude of the i th hoop stress; STRAMP(3,1) is
o_, the amplitude of the i th radial stress; and
STRAMP(4,1) is _ the amplitude of the ith shear
stress.
RE 2-D array containing cri(t),Equation 2-82, the
reference time histories for the dynamic or time-
varying load components.
RE Stress tensile test point, So (psi).8
RE 1-D army containing Mx (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-72,
the dynamic or time-varying torsional load com-
ponents.
RE Uniform(0, 1) random variate used to determine
Beta distribution for WOFF.
RE tw2 (in.) the wall thickness at the bend inner
diameter at the weld. (see W'rlD in DCTHCF)
RE 1-D army containing Mx (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-72,
the dynamic or time-varying torsional load com-
ponents scaled by DSTR and LAMN or LAMS, as
appropriate according to variable TYPE().
RE tm (in.) in Equations 2-74 through 2-77, the mean
wall thickness at the weld.
RE tw1 (in.) the duct minimum wall thickness at the
















1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = -1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each region of the S/N curve
contained in array NBND( ) for each PHI draw
consistent with the tensile point So.8
RE Value used to filter out noise inthe composite
stress-time historyduring rainflow cycle counting.
See Section 2.2.1.4 for a discussion of rainflow
cycle counting.
RE Mx (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-72, the static torsional
load component scaled by SSTR and LAMST.
RE Mx (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-72, the static torsional
load component.
INT 1-D array containing the type of dynamic or time-
varying load, used to assign the appropriate load
scale factors. TYPE(*) = 1, use the narrow-band
random load scale factor; and TYPE(,) = 2, use
the superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE 2-D array containing the dynamic or time-varying
shear load components. V(1,*) is Vy (lbs) in
Equation 2-72, the shear load components along
the y axis; and V(2,*) is Vz (Ibs) in Equation 2-72,
the shear load components along the z axis.
INT Controls type of S/N curve variation desired. A
value of 0 indicates that no variation is required; a
value of 1 means that intrinsicmaterials variation
only; a value of 2 indicates that the user desires a
Uniform distribution on m; while a value of 3 indi-
cates that a truncated Normal distribution is desired.
RE 2-D array containing the dynamic or time-varying
shear load components scaled by DSTR and
LAMN or LAMS, as appropriate, according to
variable TYPE(). VLAM(1,*) is Vy (Ibs) in Equation
2-72, the shear load components along the y axis;
and VLAM(2,*) is Vz (Ibs) inEquation 2-72, the


























isVy 0bs) in Equation 2-72, the shear load com-
ponent along the y axis; and VSLAM(2) is Vz Obs)
in Equation 2-72, the shear load component along
the z axis.
RE 1-D array containing the static shear load com-
ponents. VSTAT(1) is Vy0bs) in Equation 2-72,
the shear load component along the y axis; and
VSTAT(2) is Vz 0bs) in Equation 2-72, the shear
load component along the z axis.
RE Wo (in.) in Equation 2-78, the Weld Distance from
elbow tangency line. (see WEDS in DCTHCF)
RE WD (in.) in Equation 2-78, the WEld DiStance from
elbow tangency line. (see WD in ELWELD)
RE WOFF inEquation 2-73, the randomly selected WEld
OFfset (%). (see WOFF in ELWELD)
RE WOF F lower bound of Beta distdbution 1.
RE WOF upper bound of Beta distribution 1.
RE WOFr lower bound of Beta distribution 2.
RE WOFF upper bound of Beta distribution 2.
RE Decimal equivalent percentage weight occurring
in Beta distribution I of the weld offset WOFF.
RE Upper bound of the randomly selected Beta
distribution for the weld offset WOFF.
RE Lower bound of the randomly selected Beta
distribution for the weld offset WOFF.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameterp for the weld offset WOFF,
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution I of WOFF.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 1 of WOFF.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta





















p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOFF.
RE Randomly selected Beta distdbution shape
parameter 0 for the weld offset WOF F.
RE 8 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution 1 of WOFF.
RE 0 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 1 of WOFF.
RE 8 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOF F.
RE 8 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOFF.
RE WOFF in Equation 2-73, the randomly selected
Weld OFFset (%). (see WEOF in DCTHCF)
RE P_v2 (in.) the Wall Thickness at the bend Inner
Diameter at the weld. (see TIB in ELWELD)
RE X1 in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
RE X2 in Equations 2.74 through 2-77.
RE X3 in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
RE X4 in Equations 2-74 through 2-77.
RE Z in Equation 2-48, the randomly selected process
variation shift factor given by a Lognormal(O,PVAR)
random variate.
INT ZeRO REGIon, the variable permits the inclusionof
the tensile pointSo. The value of 0 Impliesa DO loop
from zero to NUMREG, while a value of 1 causes the
DO loop to be executed from one to NUMREG. 8
1 The need for saving rn's is discussed on Page 2-15.
2 See variable BLFPER( ) for a description of B-life.
3 The median S/N curve for the truncated Normal case is discussed on Page 2-15.
4 See Section 2.1.2.3 for a discussion on process variation in materials.
s rn. of the posterior density ofrn is discussed on Page 2-14.
6 The posterior credibility ranges _(rn) are discussed on Page 2-13.
7 o. of the posterior density ofrn is discussed onPage 2-14.
8 Extension of the S/N curve to the left using the tensile point is discussed on/'age 2-17.
Disabled for this application.
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PROGRAM DCTHCFCONTROLS THE FLOWOFLOGIC OFT HE HIGH CYCLEFATIGUE ELBOW WELDED DUCT PROBLEM
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 4 SEP91
C VERSION: 3.4 (MATCHR V8.5, PIPE V8.3, INSORT V2.1)
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.









INFAGG, PAREST, PRYRV, BETAGN, NORMGN, WEIBGN, ELWELD,
TRMNAT, INSORT. SORTM, EXPTCDI:DCTHCD-OLD; 3:DCTHCO-NEW_ 5:RELATD-OLD; 6.RELATO-NEW;
7:DUMP-NEW; 8:IOUTPR-NEW; 9:LOWLIF-NEW;
11-26 :user named-OLD;
NOTE: 5 & 6 ARE OPENED IN 'INFAGG'
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXBLF, MAXDAT, MAXLD, MAXLIF, MAXM, MAXMM, MAXREG
REAL PI
10. ,, DAT : 16 3. ir = 10000.& MAXM= 24000. MA_4M 20001, MAXREG






BLFPOS(MAXBLF), CULPRT, FILNUM(MAXLD)__I, II, IOUT, J,
K, L, LOCAT, MCOUNT, MID, MPROC, NBLIFE, NHYPER, NLIFE,




























ALLM(MAXMM, MAXREG)t ANGLE, BIGK(0:MAXREG)__BIGK1,
BLFPER(MAXBLF), BNRD, BZERO, CCY, CCYA, CCYB, CCZ, CCZA,
CCZB, CLY, CLYA, CLYB, CLZ, CLZA. CLZB, DSTR, DSTRA,
DSTRB, ELWELD, EMOD, FIFTY, FK(10), FTU, FTY, GAM, GAMA,
GAMB, IDWE, KGID, KGOD, KGODA, KGODB, KGOOR, KGODR1.
KGOOR2, KGODT, KGODTI, KGODT2, KRATIO, KT(2,2), KWID,
KWIDA, KWIDB, KWIDR, KWIDRI, KWIDR2, KWIDT, KWIDTI,
KWIDT2, KWOO. KWODA, KWODB, KWODR, KWODRI, KWODR2,
KWOOT, KWODTI, KWODT2, LAMN, LAMNA, LAMNB, LAMNC, LAMND,
LA/_TK, LAMNMU, LAMNSG, LAMS, LAMSA. LAMSB, LAMSC, LAMSD,
LAMSK, LAMSMU, LAMSSG, LAMST. LAMSTA, LAMSTB, _,
_A, LAMWB, LIFE(MAXLIF), LIMPR, LNA(0:MAXREG), LNZ,
LPHIM (0 :MAXREG )
M(2t MAXLD), MEDM(MAXREG}, MLAM (2, MAXLD),
MM(0:MAXREG), MNWT, MSLAM(2), MSTAT(2), WJ(MAXREG),
NBND(0:MAXREG), NEWLIF. NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG), OVAL, OVALA,
OVALB, P(MAXLD), PERIOD, PHI, PLAM(MAXLD), PSIG, PSLAM,
PSTAT, PVAR, RANGEM(2, MAXREG), RT(10), SBND(0:MAXREG},
SIG(MAXREG), SSTR, SSTRA, SSTRB F STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG)_
STRHIS(MAXLD, MAXM), SZERO, T(MAXLD), TEST, TLAM(MAXLD),
TRSBND(0:MAXREG), TRUNC, TSLAM, TSTAT, V(2, MAXLD),
VLAM(2, MAXLD), VSLAM(2), VSTAT(2), WEDS, WEOF, WEOFA,
WEOFB, WEOFC, WEOFD, WEOFE, WEOFEI, WEOFLO, WEOFR,
WEOFRI, WEOFR2, WEOFR3. WEOFR4, WEOFT, WEOFTI, WEOFT2,
WEOFT3, WEOFT4, WTID, Z
CHARACTER* 6 LDNAME (MAXLD)
LOGICAL FTEST
DATA (FILNUM(I), i4 i 1. MAXLD) /& 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
& 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 /
7 - 32
C ** SEE BOTTOM OF P_J:_RAMFOR LIST OF VARIABLES
_31I_oOPEN I , FILE 'DCTHCO', STATUSOPEN (7 FILE 'DUMP', STATUSOPEN FILE 'IOUTPR' , STATUS 'NEW '
OPEN (9, FILE 'LOWLIF' , STATUS 'NEW' )

























VLAM( I, I) 0.0
CO VL_M_2,I) = 0.0
READ (lt* ) RAND
WRITE _ 8, * ) ' RANDOM NUMBER SEED ,,', RAND
READ (it*) IOUT
WRITE(8,*) 'IOUT (MATCHR .. I0, DCTHCF - 15, ELWELD - 25)-', IOUT
READ(It* ) NLIFE
WRITE(8,*) ' INNER LOOP SIZE ,.', NLIFE
READ (lt* ) NHYPER
WRITE(8,*) ' OUTER LOOP SIZE ,,',NHYPER
READ (1L*) VARY
WRITE(8,*) ' TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED 8,,VARY
READ (I,*) NMED
WRITE(8,*) ' NORMAL MEDIAN CURVE (0 - NO, I - YES) ,,',NMED
READ (1 _* )i_, ROCWRITE (8, * MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION DESIRED 'WRITE(8,* (0 - NO, 1 - YES) _', MPROC
((VARY .LT. 0) .OR. (VARY .GT. 3))THEN
IF _,,-__,__W_'_TE_'_*'_T'ERROR: INVALID TYPE OF SIN VARIATION DESIRED'
ENDIF
0 .AND. (NMED .NE. i))THEN
IF ((NMED .NE. ,E_A INVALID RESPONSE TO NORMAL MEDIAN '
WRITE(8,*)
& 'CURVE QUESTION '
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF __ .LT. 0).OR. (MPROC .GT. 1))THEN






DO 15 J " 1, NBLIFE
15 CONTII_ADN_I'*) BLFPER(J)
C ** READ DATA FROM DCTHCD
READ(I,*) WEOFA, WEOFB, WEOFRI, WEOPR2, WEOFT1, WEOFT2,










OVALA, OVALB, _, LAMWB GAMA, GAMB
&READ(I,*) NLOAD, PSTAT, TSTAT, MSTAT(_), MSTAT(2), VSTAT(1),
& VSTAT (2 )
DO20 I = I, NLOAD
READ(I,*) LDNAME(I), TYPE(I), P(I), T(I), M(I,I), M(2,I),
V(I,T), V(2,1)
IF ((TYPE{I) .LT. I) .OR. (TYPE(I) .GT.
C__T,ERROR: LOAD INCORRECTLY _D 'T_N
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
READ(I,*) KGID, KT(2,1), KT(2,2), LIMPR, BNRD, WEDS, IDWE,
& MNWT, WTID, EMOD, LOCAT, ANGLE, PERIOD, TRUNC, NRAN
READ(I,*) (FK(I), RT(I), I .. i, i0)
WEOFE,
KWODA, KMODB, KWODR1, KWODR2, KWODTI, KWODT2,
KWIDA, KMIDB, KWIDR1, KWIDR2, KWIDTI, KWIDT2,
KGODA, KG(X)B, KGODR1, KGODR2, KGODTI, KGODT2,
LAMNA, LAMNB, LAMNC, LAMND,
LAMSA, LAMSB, LAMSC, LAMSD,
LAMSTA, LAMSTB, DSTRA, DSTRB, SSTRA, SSTRB,
CLZA, CLZB, CLYA, CLYB,
CCZA, CCZB, CCYA, CCYB,
C ** ECHO DATA TO DCTHCO
WRITE (3,900 )
WRITE(3,901} WEOFA, WEOFB, WEOFR1, WEOFR2, WEOFTI, WEOFT2,
& WEOFC, WEOFD, WEOFR3, WEOFR4, WEOFT3, WEOFT4,
& WEOFE
WRITE(3,902 KWODA, KWODB, KWODRI, KWODR2, KWODT1, KW(X)T2
WRITE(3,903 KWIDA, KWIDB, KWIDRI, KWIDR2, KWIDTI, KWIDT2
WRITE_3,904 KGODA, KGODB, KGODRI, KGODR2, KGODTI, KGODT2
WRITE(3,905 LAM_A, LAMNB, LAM_C, LAMND
WRITE(3,906 LAMSA, LAMSB, LAMSC, LAMSD
WRITE ( 3,907 LAMSTA, LAMSTB, DSTRA, DSTRB, SSTRA, SSTRB,
& CLZA, CLZB, CLYA, CLYB,
& CCZA, CCZB_ CCYA, CCYB,
& OVALA, OVALB, LAtonA, LAmaB,EXP(GAMA),EXP(GAMB) _
WRITE(3,910) PSTAT, TSTAT, MSTAT(1), MSTAT(2), VSTAT(1), VSTAT(2)
DO 25 I _. i. NLOAD
WRITE(3,911) LDNAME(I), P(I), T(I), M(I,I), M(2,I), V(1,I),
& V(2,I)
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,920) KGID, KT(2,1), KT(2,2). LIMPR, BNRD, WEDS, IDWE,
& MNWT, WTID, EMOD, LOCAT, ANGLE, PERIOD, TRUNC,
& NLOAD, NRAN
IF (NRAN .GT. MAXM)THEN
ENDIF
DO 30 I .. 1, NLOAD
INQUIRE (FILE = LDNAME(I_, EXIST = FTEST)
IF (FTEST .EQV..TRUE.) THEN
OPEN (FILN__ (I), FILE .. LDNAME(I), STATUS *. 'OLD')
DO 31 J = 1, NRAN
31 CONTIITR_DN_FII_ (I }, * _ STRHIS (I, J)
CLOSE (FZLNUM (z))
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: CANNOT OPEN FILE, ', LDNAME(I),





C ** _ INFA_ _ PE_O_ _ _TION _TTON _D_ _
C OF _ _TE_ _TE_TI_ M_ _TI_S
I_ (_, _, SIG, _, _, SZ_O, Z_G, _G,
& NBND, S_, _, _, _Y, _R_, _TIO, _)
ZRO_ = 1
SZ_O .. 0.0
IF (_R_ .EQ. i) _IG., SQRT (_)
_.. 0
C ** INIT_IZE V_T'_S
35 K = I, _IF
LI_(K) = 1.0E+36
35 CONTINUE
40 J = I, _F
B_S (J) = 0
40 CO_INUE
_I_ " N_PER * _I_
_ = _ * PI / 180.0
C ** O_ L_P -- THIS _P S_S H_-P_ S_S
150 K = 1, _
C ** _ PR_V _ OBT_N _O,_A P_ _R _ _P _TI_S
_ (TEST___
IF (TEST .LE. WEOFE) THEN








IF _III_IiEQ i 15)T_'TEST =', TEST, ' _O_ =', _O_
'_O_ =', _O_O, ' _O_I ", _OFHI
E_IF
PR_V (_D, _DRI, _D_, _I, _2, _DR, _I_)
PR_V (_D, _DRI, _D_, _i, _2, _DR, _
PR_V (_D, K_DRI, K_D_, K_I, K_2, K_DR, K_)
PR_V (_D., _, _B, _A, _B, _, _K)
= _D / (1.0 + _ * _C)
_SG = _C I {I.0 + _ * _C)
_ = _D I (1.0 + _K * _C)
_SG = _C / (I.0 + _K * _C)
IF (I_ .EQ. 15) T_N
& ' _ = ', _
_I_(8,*) '_K = ', _K, ' _ = ', _,
& ' _ .. ,, _
E_IF
C ** _ P_ST _ PE_O_ _ P_ ESTI_TI_ _PE_ OF T_
c C,, CrZRIZATIO",OD .  U TIO, S
P ZST (WRY. .u,SIG,.r,  rs, ZROPZG,
& _, _, S_, BIGK, BZ_O, _, SB_)
C ** OBT_N _TE_ _ESS _TION P_TE_ IF DESI_D
7 - 35
NORMGN (RAND, 0.0, PSIG, LNZ)
IF (MPROC .EQ. 1) T_EN






MCOUNT - MCOUNT + 1
DO 175 L - i, NUMREG
co -175
C ** INNER LOOP -- THIS LOOP GENERATES DUCT LIVES TO FAILURE
DO 200 I - I, NLIFE
C ** INITILIZE S/N CURVE PARAMETERS





C ** SELECT DRIVERS FOR CALCULATING LIFE
IRR_NDi WEOFR, WEOFT, WEOFLO, WEOFHI, WEOF)KWIDR, KWIDT, KWIDA, KWIDB, KWID)KWODR, KWODT, KWODA, KWODB, KWOD)
I_RA_ i LAMSMu,LAMNMu'KGODR'KGODT,LAMSsG,LAMNsG,KGODA,LAMs)LAMN)KGODB, KGOD)
I_RAND i OVALA, OVALB, LAMSTA,LAMSTB, OVAL,LAMSS
DSTRA, DSTRB, SSTRA, SSTRB, DSTR, SST_i I













CALL WEIBGN ( BZERO, RAND, PHI)
IF (VARY .EO. 0) PHI - 1.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15)THEN
WRITE(B,*) 'WEOF -',WEOF,' KWID -' ,KWID,' KWOD ,,:,KWOD
WRITH(8,*) 'KGOD -',KGOD.' LAMN -',LAMN,' LAMS -',_
WRITE(8,*) 'LAMST -',LAMST,' DSTR -',DSTR, ° SSTR -',SSTR
WRITE(8,*) "CLZ- ', CLZ, ' CLY " ', CLY.
WRITE(8,*) 'CCZ- ', CCZ, ' CCY" ', _:z
WRITH(8,*) 'OVAL -',OVAL,' LA_4 -',LAMW
WRITE(8,*} 'GAM =',CAM,' PHI '',PHI
ENDIF
C ** SCALE TIME-VARYING LOADS
PSLAM " PSTAT * LAMST * SSTR
TSLAM " TSTAT * LAMST * SSTR
MSLAM(1) i MSTAT(Ii i LAMST i SSTR
MSLAM (2 ) MSTAT (2 LAMST SSTR
VSLAM( 1 _ VSTAT { i LAMST SSTR
VSLAM (2 ) VSTAT (2 LAMST SSTR
DO 235 II " I, NLOAD
IF (TYPE(II) .EQ. 17 THEN
PLAM(II) " P(II) * LAMN * DSTR
TLAM(II) = T(II) * LAM_ * DSTR
MLAM(I,II) = M(I,II) * LAM_ * DSTR
MLAM(2,II) = M(2,II) * LAMN * DSTR
VLAM(1,II) _" V(1,1I) * LAMN * DSTR
VLAM(2,II) " V(2,II) * LAMN * DSTR
ELSE
PLAM(II) = P(II) * LAMS * DSTR
7-36
235
TLAM(II) T(II) * LAMS * DSTRB
- M(I,II) * LAMS * DSTRMLAM(1,II)
MLAM(2,II) " M(2,II) * LAMS * DSTR
VLAM(Z,II) = V(I,II) * LAMS * DSTR






IF {IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN
WRITE
18::I 'STATIC LOADS'WRITE , p s ,, PSLAM, ' T s ', TSLAM,
' M2- ', MSLAM(1)
WRITE{8,*) ' M3 - ', MSLAM_2), ' V2 = ', VSLAM(1),
- ' V3- ', VSLAM(2)
WRITE(8.*) 'TIME-VARYING LOADS'
DO 240 II _ 1, NLOAD
wRITE(S,*) "rI, , TYPE- ', T'n'Z(II) .........
WRITE(8,*) ' P _ ', PLAM(II). ' T _ , "_'¢_,
- - ' M2 " ', MLAM(IIII) _ .
wRITE(8,*) ' M3 = ,, _Ju_(2,II), ' v2_- -,VLAH(1,II), ' V3 s ,, VLAN(2,II)
CONTINUE
ENDIF
C ** CALCULATE AXIAL Kt's
KT(1,1) - KGOD * KWOD
KT(1,2} _ _J_ID * KWID
& WRITE(8,*) (1,1) - ', KT(1,1), ' KT(1,2) - '
C ** CALCULATE REGION DEPENDENT S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
DO 250 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
, KT(1,2)
LNA(L) = MM(L) * ALOG(BIGK(L))
LPHIM(L) - MM(L) * ALOG(PHI)
TRSBND(L) - SBND(L) * PHI * KRATIO * Z
IF (IOIOUT .EQ. 15) THEN
WRITE(8, _) 'L -', L, ' MM -', MM(L), ' BIGK m ,BIGK(L)
.WRITE(8,*) 'LNA =', LNA(L), ' PHI =', PHI ......
WRITE(8,*) 'LPHIM =', LPHIM(L), , SBND.=.£ _u(_.p
WRITE(8,*) 'KRATIO = ', KRATIO, ' Z = ", Y.
WRITE(8,*) 'TRSBND s,, TRSBND(L)
ENDIF
250 CONT INUE
C ** CALL ELWELD OF PIPE V8.3 TO CALCUI_TE FATIGUE LIFE
NEWLIF = GAM * ELWELD(PSLAM, MSLAM, TSLAM, VSLAM, NLOAD,
& PLAM, MLAM, TLAM, VLAM, FTY, FTU, EMOD, KT,
& LIMPR, WTID, MNWT, IDWE, WEOF, LAMW, BNRD,
& WEDS, FK, RT, CCY. CCZ, CLYt CLZ, OVAL,
& LOCAT, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, TRSBND,
& SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG, STRHIS, NRAN,
& PERIOD, TRUNC, ANGLE, CULPRT)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'NEWLIF = ', NEWLIF
IF (NLIFET .GE. I00) CALL INSORT (NEWLIF, LIFE, NLIFET)
200 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
IF (NLIFET .GEo i00) THEN
C ** PRINT SORTED LIVES
DO 300a - 1._z_ / 1oo)
WRITE(9,*} _, FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NLIPET), LIFE(J)
300 CONTINUE




DO 350 J " i, NBLIFE





C ** CALCULATE NORMAL MEDIAN CURVE IF DESIRED
TF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (_mD .EQ. 1)) THEN
CALL SORTM (ALLM, NUMREG, MCOUNT)
MID " MCOUNT / 2





CALL EXPCTD (I, MEDM. NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
NBND, BIGKI, BZERO}
ENDIF
C ** FORMAT STATEMENTS TO ECHO INPUT DATA TO DCTHCO
900 FORMAT(2X, 'CopYright (C) 1990, California Institute of ',
& 'Techn_logy. 0._. Government',/,2X_ 'sponsorship under ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledge_. ',////,
& 33X, 'INPUT DATA',
& ///, 14X, 'DRIVERS' ,25X, 'PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS' ,
& //, 48X, 'RHO', 16X, 'THETA' )
901 FORMAT(/,2X,'WELD OFFSET (%),,3X,'Be(',F4.2,',',F5.2,'_',6X,
& 'U(',F7.5.',',FS.5.')',4X.'U(',F4.1,',',F5-1_'_ /,20X,
& 'Be(',F4.2,','.F5.2,')',6X,'U(',F7.5,','tF8.5, )',4X,
& 'U(',F4.1,',',F5.1,')',/,20X,'TEST = ',F4.2)
902 FORMAT(/,2X,'K WELD (OD)',7X,'Be(',F4.2f' ',F5.2.'i',6X,& ,U( ' ,F7.5, ', ',F8.5, ') ',4X, 'U( ',F4.1, ', ',F5. ,'}')
903 FORMAT(/,2X,'K WELD (ID)',7X,'Be(',F4.2_' ',F5 ' '
._(,,_7.5, ,, ,,_..5, .),,4_, ,,(,,_.i, , ;_.i,;_'_
,o, ,O_T(/,_x,K GEON(_);::_:,..(.,.,._,. ,,,s._. :i::_'& 'U(',FT.5, ',',FS. ,4X, 'U(',F4._, ', ',F_ )')
905 FORMAT(//.2X, 'LAMBDA RANDOM' ,5X.'k¢ U(' ,F7.5, ', ',F8.5, ') ',
& /,20X, 'COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION: ' ,F5.3,
& /,20X, 'STRAIN GAGE FACTOR: ',F9.7 )
906 FORMAT(/,2X,'LAMBDA SINE',7X,'k: U(',FT.5,'L'.F8.5,')',
& /,20X, 'COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION: ',FS._,
& /,20X, 'STRAIN GAGE FACTOR: ',F9.7}
907 FORMAT(// 2X, 'LAMBDA STATIC' ,23X, 'U(' ,F8.5, ',' ,F9.5,' ) '
& // 2X, 'DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS', 13X, 'U( ',F8.5, ',
// 2X, 'STRESS CARRYOVER FACTORS',
X, 'IN-PLANE AXIAL',IgX, "_U(' ,F8.5, ',',F9.5.') '
_,.o_-o,-,_,_ _._, ,_,x,,u_.,,.. 5,,.,.,,; s;;_.,",
ii X, 'OUT-OF-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL' ,
X, 'IN-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL' ,gX, 'U( ',F8.5, ' ') 'I
,'U(',FS.5,',',Fg.5,')',//,
2X 'OVALITY ANALYSIS FACTOR',I3X_'U(',F8.5,',' F9.5,')',
// 2X,'LAMBDA KOFF',25X,'U(',FS:5,',',Fg.5_'_'_
// 2X,'DAMAGE MODEL _CURACY',lSX,'U(In',FS._,
' ln',F8.5,')')
7-38
910 FO_(II/I,28X,'L_ , _UT'_/I_L5_P____:____'_X_.T ._,5X,




& /,2X, F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X, F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X, F10.4,2X,F10.4)
911 FORMAT(2X,A6,/,2X, F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X, F10.4,2X,F10.4,2X, F10.4,
& 2X, F10.4)
920 FORMAT(////,20X,'GEOMETRIC,AND _ INPUT',
& ///.2X,'K GEOM (ID) .4IX,F4.2,
& //,2X,'K HOOP (_D)_,41X,F4.2,
& //,2X,'K HOOP (ID)',41X,F4.2,
& //,2X,'LIMIT PRESSURE, PSI',29X,F6.0,
& //,2X,'BEND RADIUS, IN.',35X,F512,//, , _ _
& 2X, WELD DISTANCE FROM ELBOW TAIJK;EN_CY L_INE, IN. ,8X,F6.3,
& //,2X,'DUCT INSIDE DIAMETER, IN.',26XLFb._,
& //,2X,'MINII_JMWALL THICKNESS, IN.',25X_F6.4, _
& //,2X,'WALL THICKN SS AT BEND (ID), IN. ,20X,F6.4,
& // 2X,'ELASTIC MODULUS, PSI',32X, E9.3,
& // 2X,'ANALYSIS LOCATION',35X.I1,
& // 2X,'ANGLE PHI(DEG)',34X,F6.l,
& // 2X,_STRESS-TIME HISTORY PERIOD, SEC',20X,FS.2, _
& // 2X, STRESS-TIME HISTORY NOISE FILT_, PSI ,1IX,F7.1,
& // 2X, NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ,23X, I2 L
& // 2X,'NUMBEROF POINTS IN HISTORIES',IgX,IS}




C SAMPLE 'DCTHCD' INPUT FILE
C 675 ............................... RANDOM NUMBERSEED
C 0 ................................. OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
C I00 ............................... INNER LOOP SIZE
C 200 ............................... OUTER LOOP SIZE
C 3 ................................. S/NVARIATION
C 1 ................................. NORMAL MEDIAN REQUIRED
C 0 ................................. MATERIAI_ PROC. VAR. NOT REQUIRED
C 3 ................................. NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE PROVIDED
C 0.0001 ............................ B.01 LIFE
C 0.001 ............................. B.1 LIFE
C 0.01 .............................. B1 LIFE
C 0.00 0.20 0.50 0.8 0.5 5...WELD OFFSET (A,B) (RI,R2) (TI,T2)
C 0 20 0 50 0 00 0.2 5. I0 ................. (C,D) (R3,R4) (T3,T4)
c 0"90 " " .................................. ST B- , -DIST.
c 0.70 0.5 10...KWeLD (OD) (A,S) (T1,T2)
C 1.04 1.43 0.30 0.70 0.5 10...K WELD (ID) (A,B) (RI,R2) (TI,T2)
C 1.20 1.34 0.30 0.70 0.5 10...K GEOM (OD) (A,B} (R1,R2) (T1,T2)
C 1.50 3.00 0.15 0.90 .......... LAMBDANARROW-BAND RANDOM: k: U(AFB),
C COEFF. OF VAR., STRAIN GAGE FACTOR
C 2.00 3.00 0.20 0.90 .......... LAMBDA SUPERIMPOSED SIREz kz U(A_B),












I.i0 ........................ LAMBDA STATIC
1.20 ........................ DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
I.i0 ........................ STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
STRESS CARRYOVER FACTORS:
0.60 ........................ IN-PLANE AXIAL
0.60 ........................ OUT-OF-_ AXIAL
0.60 ........................ IN-PLANE CIRCUMI_ERENTIAL
0.60 ........................ OUT-OF-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL













































































o.95 1.o5 ........................ LamWa x _ ox_s_'r Accu_cY r_'oa
-1.38629 0.95166 ................. MOOELACCURACY
16 ................................... h-U_aER Or LOXDS
MSTAT(1) MSTAT(2) VSTAT(1) VSTAT(2) ..... STATIC






'NBM2 ' 1 0.00
'NBM3' I 0.00
'NBV2 ' I 0.00
'NBV3' i 0.00 0.00
'SIN1' 2 4.889461 1.88731
'SIN2' 2 17.2329 12.6415
'SIN3' 2 3.117695 2.764815
'SIN4' 2 1.107417 0.856604
'SIN5' 2 10.23887 11.81905
'SIN6' 2 2.151205 1.62707
'SINT' 2 4.13738 8.509805
'SIN8' 2 9.1491 0.904076
'SIN9' 2 32.10965 0.084774
'SIN10' 2 79.7046 7.056975
T() M(1,*) M(2,*) V(I,*)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
103.41 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 181.21 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 626.175 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 147.49
0.00 0.00 0.00
3.002265 8.618995 13.91015 0.829459..SINE1
0.182346 38.4677 54.89455 2.90558...SINE2
4.45821 29.7981 4.905385 0.691592..SINE3
1.17435 3.663675 1.350412 0.414575..SINE4
137.38 28.5843 6.0813 13.24209..SINE5
0.430078 5.991475 7.077595 0.395232..SINE6
5.235795 71.06695 15.61234 1.242015..SINE7
5.953345 0.934805 5.04324 0.843876..SINE8
1.236315 23.9187 16.7327 0.162597..SINE9








1.0 ............................... K GEOM (ID)
1.0 ............................... K HOOP (OD)
1.0 ............................... K HOOP (ID)
4902 .............................. LIMIT PRESSURE, PSI
6.0 ............................... BEND RADIUS, IN
.112 .............................. WELD DIST. FROM ELBOWTANG. LINE, IN
4.0 ............................... DUCT INSIDE DIAMETER, IN
0.113 ............................. MINIMUM WALL THICKNESS, IN
0.134 ............................. WALL THICENESS AT BEND (ID), IN
3.01E+07 .......................... ELASTIC MODULUS
1 ................................. LOCATION OF INTEREST
90.0 .............................. ANGLE OF INTEREST (DEG)
1.0 ............................... STRESS-TIME HISTORY PERIOD (SEC)
500.0 ............................. STRESS-TIME HISTORY NOISE FILTER (PSI)









220400. 1 20 ........ YIELD & ULTIMATE STRENGTHES, NDIV, NPTS
I ..................... # PTS IN DIV, STRESS RATIO, REGION
o.615 2.00 .................... FE(1)
0.693 4.80 .................... FK(2)
0.753 7.20 .................... FK(3)
0.813 9.60 .................... _(4)
0.873 12.50 .................... FK(5)
0.933 15.80 .................... FE_6)
0.993 20.00 .................... FK(7)
1.029 24.00 .................... FK(8)
1.053 30.00 ...... .............. FK(9)
1.053 200.00 .................... FK(IQ





377000 .................. S,l i
694000 .................. S, 5
2175000 .................. S S
4198000 .................. s 7
5053000 .................. s s
9210000 .................. S
9667000 .................. S 1
418000 .................. s n
732000 .................. S t;
740000 .................. s 1_
859000 .................. s 14
n81ooo .................. s z_
4020000 .................. S ZE
5917000 .................. s l_
6522000 .................. S 1|
6891000 .................. S lS







































C 0.0 ............................... NO VALUE OF SO SUPPLIED
C i 0 .............................. NUMBER OF REGIONS:W/DATA W/O DATA
C 1.0E+36 ........................... LIFE BOUNDARIES REGION I
C 0.00 .............................. CONSTRAINT ON COEFF. OF VARIATION
C 2 3.596 ::::::::::::::::::::::::: _ IN ]_.'gGE. LOWER BOUND, UPPER B O(_gOC 0.0 0.0 0. .NORMAL DIST. PRIORS= DELTA, MO, SIGMA2
C







C BLFPER ( )























































2-D ARRAY CONTAINING M VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGION
ANGLE PHI MEASURED COUNTER-_ISE FROM Z-DIRECTION --
GIVEN IN DEGREES, TRANSFORMED TO RADIANS FOR CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGK(1) -- DUMMY PARAMETER FOR CALLS TO SUBROUTINE
EXPCTD
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING USER SPECIFIED BLIVES TO BE PROVIDED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING POSITION IN LIFE() OF EMPIRICAL BLIVES
BEND RADIUS, IN.
VALUE OF BETAo RANDOMLY SELECTED FROM BETA() INTERVAL
SELECTED OUT-OF-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS CARRYOVER FACTOR
CCY LOWER BOUND
CCY UPPER BOUND
SELECTED IN-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS CARRYOVER FACTOR
CCZ LOWER BOUND
CCZ UPPER BOUND
SELECTED OUT-OF-PLANE AXIAL STRESS CARRYOVER FACTOR
CLY LOWER BOUND
CLY UPPER BOUND




SELECTED DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
DUMMY VARIABLE
REAL FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE DUCT LIFE (IN SECONDS)
AT A WELD NEAR AN ELBOW
MATERIAL ELASTIC MODULUS
EQUAL TO .5 -- USED TO ACCESS 50% POINT IN LIFE()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UNIT NUMBERS FOR STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
FILES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
File TEST -- USED TO TEST EXISTENCE OF FILE
MATERIAL ULTIMATE STRENGTH
MATERIAL YIELD STRENGTH
SELECTED DAMAGE ACCUMULATION MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR, LAMBDAdam
GAM LOWER BOUND
GAM UPPER BOUND
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH LIFE CALCULATION
WELD INSIDE DIAMETER, IN
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR RANDOM AND SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS
CONTROLS DUMP TO SCREEN/PRINTER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH B-LIFE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH HYPER-PARAMETER SET
K GEOM (ID)
SELECTED K GEOM (OD)
K GEOM (OD) LOWER BOUND
K GEOM (OD) UPPER BOUND
SELECTED RHO FOR K GEOM (OD)
K GEOM (OD) - RHO LOWER BOUND
K GEOM (OD) - RHO UPPER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR K GEOM (O D)
K GEOM (OD) - TBETA LOWER BOUND
K GEOM IOD) - THETA UPPER BOUND
RATIO O? K&/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS --T KT(_ILI_ .....
Kt AXIAL (OD) (- KGOD * KWOD); ET(I,2_ ". _ A.-_.u_ml_u)













































































SELECTED K WELD (ID)
K WELD (ID ) LOWER BOUND
K WELD (ID) UPPER BOUND
SELECTED RSO FOR K WELD (XD)
BOUND
K WELD RHO UPPER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR K WELD (ID)
KWELD (ID) - THETA LOWER BOUND
K WELD (ID) - THETA UPPER BOUND
SELECTED K WELD (OD)
K WZLD (OD) LOWER BOUND
K WELD (OD) UPPER BOUND
SELECTED RHO FOR K WELD (OD,
z WELD (OD) - _O LOWER BOUND
K WELD (OD) - RSO UPPER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR K WELD (ODJ
K WELD (OD) - THETA LOWER BOUND
K WELD(OD) - THETA UPPER BOUND
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
SELECTED LAMBDA FOR ONE SIGMA NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS -- LOWER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS -- UPPER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS STRAIN GAGE ACCURACY FACTOR
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS k -- INDICATES VARIATION
DUE TO SAMPLE SIZE
MEAN OF LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS (MU, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION)
STANDARD DEVIATION OF LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS
(SIGMA, NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)
SELECTED LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS -- LOWER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS -- UPPER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS STRAIN GAGE ACCURACY FACTOR
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS k -- INDICATES VARIATION
DUE TO SAMPLE SIZE
MEAN OF LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS (MU, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION)
STANDARD DEVIATION OF LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS
(SIGMA, NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)
SELECTED LAMBDA FOR STATIC LOADS
LAMBDA STATIC LOADS LOWER BOUND
LAMBDA STATIC LOADS UPPER BOUND




I-D ARRAY CONTAINING LoaD NAMEs FOR THE TIME-VARYING LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE LIVES GENERATED BY THE
PFM -- SORTED VALUES OF THE LEFT-HAND TAIL
LIMIT PRESSURE, PSI (INTERNAL PRESSURE)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING Ln(A) ,, I_(BIGK)*MM FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0, PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIABLE
LOC_TION OF INTEREST WHERE 1 IS THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE
DUCT AND 2 IS THE INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE DUCT
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING Ln(PHI} *MM FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOAD6 -- M(I,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE M3 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE CALCULATED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER DATA SET PER REGION ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FATIGUE LIVES ALLOWED FOR BETA, THETA,
ALPHA CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS ALLOWED IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF M's TO BE SORTED FOR MEDIAN CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF M's TO BE USED TO CALCULATE MEDIAN S/N CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
POINTER TO THE MEDIAN M VALUES -- EQUAL TO HALF OF MCOUNT
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS SCALED
BY DSTR AND LAMS OR LAM_ AS APPROPRIATE (INDICATED BY








































































C TYPE ( )
C
C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
MINIMUM WALL THICKNESS AT WELD, IN
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; 1 - VARIATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS SCALED BY LAMST
AND SSTR -- MSLAM(1) IS THE M2 LOAD; MSLAM(2) IS THE M3 L(_D
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS -- MSTAT(I) IS
THE M2 LOAD; MSTAT(2} IS THE M3 LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE CALCULATED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUND6 FOR THE NUMREG LIFE
REGIONS OF INTEREST FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE)
MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
LIFE VALUE RETURNED FROM CALL TO ELWELD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATER/AL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO LIFE REGIONS
SIZE OF OUTER LOOP
SIZE OF INNER LOOP
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIVES CALCULATED BY PFM
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
CONTROLS MEDIAN CALCULATION FOR THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION CASE
-- 0 - NO MEDIAN CALCULATION; 1 - MEDIAN CALCULATION DESIRED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER LIFE REGION
FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE)MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY (Number of RANdom
N_ints)
ER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
SELECTED OVALITY ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
OVALITY ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
OVALITY ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS
LENGTH OF TIME IN SECONDS OF RANDOM STRESS-TIME HISTORY
WEIBULL(BETAO, ETAO) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
CONSTANT EQUAL TO 3.1415926536
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS SCALED BY
DSTR AND LAMN OR LAMS AS APPROPRIATE (INDICATED BY TYPE(})
EQUAL TO SQRT(PVAR) -- MATERIALS PROCESS STANDARD DEVIATION




2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = - 1.0}
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR F_H
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND(
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES}OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
SELECTED STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS POINTS (STRESS RATIO = -i .0}
FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO
LIFE REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE AMPLITUDES FOR THE TIME-VARYING
STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS
UNIFORM(0, i) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO DETERMINE HYPER-
DISTRIBUTION TO SELECT FROM FOR DUAL-BETA DISTRIBUTIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS SCALED
BY DSTR AND LAMN OR LAMS AS APPROPRIATE (INDICATED BY
TYPE( ))
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF PHI * KRATIO * Z * SBND FOR
EACH REGION CALCULATED FOR EACH TRIAL
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
STATIC TORQUE LOAD SCALED BY LAMST AND SSTR
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TYPE OF TIME-VARYING LOAD I USED FOR
LOAD FACTORS -- TYPE(*) _ 1 INDICATES NARROW-BAND RANDOM;







































2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS -- V( I, * )
ARE THE V2 LOADS; V(2,*) ARE THE V3 LOADS
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO VARIATION;
1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM VARIATION; 3 -
TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS SCALED
BY DSTR AND _ OR LAMS AS APPROPRIATE{ INDICATED BY
TYPEO) -- VLAM(1,*) ARE THE V2 LOADS; VLAM(2,*) ARE THE
V3 LOADS
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS SCALED BY LAMST
AND SSTR -- VSLAM(1) IS THE V2 LOAD; VSLAM(2} IS THE V3 LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- VSTAT( 1 ) IS
THE V2 LOAD; VSTAT(2)IS THE V3 LOAD
WELD DISTANCE FROM ELBOW TANGENCY LINE, IN
SELECTED WELD OFFSET (_)
WELD OFFSET LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTIOW 1
WELD OFFSET UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
WELD OFFSET UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTIOM 2
PERCENTAGE OCCURRING IN F/I_FdR-DISTRIBUTION I
SELECTED WELD OFFSET UPPER BOUND
SELECTED WELD OFFSET LOWER BOUND
SELECTED RHO FOR WELD OFFSET
WELD OFFSET - RHO LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET - RHO UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTIOW 1
WELD OFFSET - RHO LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTIOW 2
WELD OFFSET - RHO UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
SELECTED THETA FOR WELD OFFSET
WELD OFFSET - THETA LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTIOW 1
WELD OFFSET - THETA UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET - THETA LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
WELD OFFSET - THETA UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
SELECTED WALL THICKITESS AT BEND (ID) AT WELD, IN
LOG-NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 ZERO REGION EXISTS, I - NO ZERO
REGION
C SUBROUTINE INSORT PERFORMS AN INSERTION SORT FOR F_H LIFE CALCULATED
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 20JUNg0
C VERSION: 2. I
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California.Institute of Technoloqy.





SUBROUTINE INSORT (NEWLIF, LIFE, NLIFET)




PARAMETER (MAXLIF - i0000)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, NLIFET, NUM, PLACE





















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TAIL VALUES OF THE LIVES GENERATED BY THE
PFM TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FATIGUE LIVES ALLOWED FOR BETA, THETA, ALPHA,
CALCULATION
LIFE VALUE TO BE INSERTED INTO LIFE()
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIVES CALCULATED BY PFM
NUMBER OF LIFE VALUES IN LIFE() INTO LIFEPOSITION WHERE NEWLIF IS TO BE INSERTED FE()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF LIFE() TO BE SHIFTED UPON
INSERTION OF NEWLIF
NUM = NLIFET / 2
C FIND POSITION IN LIFE() FOR NEWLIF
IF (NEWLIF .GT. LIFE(NUM)) GOTO 400
DO 100 I = 1, NUM






C STORE VALUES OF LIFE() TO BE SHIFTED DUE TO NEWLIF INSERTION IN TEMP()
DO 200 I = (PLACE + _i), NUM
CONTITIEMPN_I) = LIFE(I-l)200
C INSERT NEWLIF
LIFE (PLACE) = NEWLIF
C SHIFT VALUES OF LIFE() FOLLOWING NEWLIF
DO 300 I = (PLACE + 1), NUM
LIFE(I) -- TEMP(I)
300 CONTINUE
C IF NEWLIF IS LARGER THAN ALL LIVES IN LIFE() THEN RETURN
400 CONTINUE
C SUBROUTINE PRYRV GENERATES A PAIR OF U(RHOI,RHO2) AND U(THEI,THE2)
C INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIATES




C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE PRYRV (RAND, RHO1, REO2, THE1, THE2, X, Y)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND




X " _ * (RHO2 - RBOl)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(
Y - FRAC * (THE2 - THE1)




C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A BETA RANDOM VARIABLE
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: GAM
C
C The random variates are genera te.d u.s.lng.the.met_.od..de.scribod_ in:
c Johnson, N. L., an.d K?.tz, S., D1s_riDurlon.ln .s_a__isrlcs: _InuousC univariate D1sur_Du_1ons - I, Hougn_on _IIl_n company, ,
C pp. 181-182.
SUBROUTINE BETAGN (RAND, RHO, THETA, A, B, X)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL A, B, GAM, RHO, THETA, W, X, YI, Y2
INTEGER IOUT
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'RAND =', RAND, ' REO =', RHO,
' THETA =', THETA, ' A =', A, ' B =', B, ' X =', X
&YI = GAM( (RHO * THETA + i.), RAND)
Y2 = GAM(((I. - RHO) * THETA + i.), RAND)
W = Y1 / (Y1 + Y2)
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'Y1 =', Y1, ' ¥2 =', Y2, ' W =', W
C TRANSFORMING STANDARD BETA DISTRIBUTION TO BETA DISTRIBUTION
I-F-W * (B - A) + A(IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'W =', W, ' X =', X
RETURN
END
C The random variates are g.enerated u.s.ing an -Ac_c.ept.ml.ce./Rejection Method"
c Fishman, George S.,. "S..ampllng l_..cm cne Gain. DIs_rIDu_Ion on a_ .....
C COMputer_" Cca_lunlcatlons of _r_ ACM, Volume I_, Number I, July lylo,
C pp. 407-409.









IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'A -', A, ' ALPHA -', ALPHA
CALL RANDOM (Ul, RAND)
CALL RANDOM (U2, RAND)
Vl " - ALOG(UI)
V2 " - ALOU(U2)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8t*) 'UI '', UI, ' U2 '', U2, ' V1 "'
& V1, ' V2 T'' V2
ARG " A * (VI - ALOG(VI_ - i.)
IF (V2 .LT. ARG) GOTO 10
GAM I ALPHA * VI
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'GAMMA l', GAM
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE INFAGG CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FORT HE INFORMATION
C AGGREGATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C FOR THE STRESS FORMULATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 13JUL89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUGgl
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california.lnstitute of Technoloqy.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship unuer NASA Contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE INFAGG (RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, REFNP, SZERO, ZROREG,
& NUMREG, NBNDw STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, VARY, MPROC,
& KRATIO, PVAR)
C INPUTS z READS DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD_ VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, REFNP, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG,
C NBND. STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, KRATIO, PVAR
C SUBPROGRAMS: _NIT. RCE, SW2SU2__FINDMC, INTRVL, FNDRNG. ADDR_G,
C CONCAV, MEDIAN_ EXPCTD, MUSIG, NORRNG, ADDRGN, GTPVAR
C FILES : 5 :RELATD-OLD; 6 .RELATO-NEW
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG 1 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), MPR_, NNODAT,
& NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG), NPTS(0.MAXSET),












BIGKHT, BZERO, CZERO, DD(MAXREG), DELTA(MAXREG),
FTUZ, FTYZ, IZERO(2, MAXREG), JZERO(2, MAXREG),
KRATIO, LAMN, LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET,_ _MA_____,_
LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG) _,, MC(2, _),
MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MEDM(MAXREG), MO(MAXR__)L MU__),
MZERO(2. MAXREG), NBND(0;MAXREG), NF_T______L_'A_X_),
PvAR, RANGEM(2t _), RATSTR(MAXDAT, uZ_T),
RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), RAWSTR(MAXD_ATL U-'__M___G_),
SIG(MAXREG), SIGMA2(MAXREG), STR(MAXDAT, MAXRE ),




























































































































VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO, CHARACTERIZING THE S/N
DATA SET
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L_/SX2(L} FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN _/LTIPLIER USED IN MU( }
AND SIG() CALCULATION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF var(Ln N given S) / (m**2 C*-2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF() }, ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR() ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L} IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) = -DD. THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L} s SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZERO_ ) FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation --CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; 1 - VARIATION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
•DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L} IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES} FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROEZN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA}
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF (.(SUM OF (NP( )-I) )-I) OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED F.OR
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI} OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
c CE)MATE s/,, DATASETIN ms
co AI,,ING vALuEsOF POe,muOR
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL


















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X .. Ln S r Y .. Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH R_GION (X I Ln S, y I I_I N_
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X .. Ln S)ID c  ,INo x Ycov  .c-FOBEACH
REGION (X " Ln S, y R Ln N)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
%
TENSilE TEST POINT, SO
cI_rI'RQff._ TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED _ 0 - NO
VARIATION; 1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO REGION
opE. (s, rzI_ - 'P._a_,, STATUS - 'OLD')
OPEN(6, FILE 'RELATO', STATUS 'NEW')
C RELATD CONTAINS THE RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET INFORMATION
C RELATO CONTAINS THE PROCESSED RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
C INFORMATION
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS COMMON TO BOTH UNIFORM AND NORMAL TYPE OF VARIATION
C INITIALIZE PRIMARY ARRAYS
CALL INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNNF, LNSTR, REFNP,
& NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2)
C READ, CONVERT, ECHO INFORMATION
LNNF, REFNP, STR, NF, SZERO r ZROREG, NUMREG, NN TA 'MO
NSETS, NBND, CZERO, MPNT, MZERO, FTUZ, FTYZ, DEL , ,SIGMA2, KRATIO, LAMN)
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (NUMREG, NSETS t NP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE M CONTRAINT BASED ON CO
CALL FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, MC)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. 1) .OR. (VARY .EQ. 2)) THEN
C CALCULATIONS FOB ALL TYPES OF VARIATION SAVE NORMAL
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT)
C CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. 1) THEN
GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
C COMBINE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO, MCHAT,
RANGEM)
C ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
CALL ADDREG (RANGEM, MCEAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT)
7 - 49
C ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF PO6TERIQR RANGZS FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE(7,900)
DO 25 L = I, NUMREG
WRITE(7,905) L, IZERO(I, L), IZERO(2 L I
& JZERO(I, L), JZERO(2_ _,'
25 CONTINUE
WRITE (7,910)
DO 50 L " 1, NUMREG
WRITE(7,915) L, MCHAT(2,L), MCHAT(I,L)
50 CONTINUE
IF {CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960 )
DO 150 L - I, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i) THEN
WRITE(7,965) L, MC(I,L)
ELSEIF(MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN






DO i00 L " i, NUMREG
WRITE(7,940) L, RANGEM(1,L), RANGEM(2,L)
100 CONTINUE
WRITE (7,950)
C CALCULATE MEDIAN M VALUES BASED ON DATA, MZERO, AND CZERO
CALL MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)
C CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES FOR S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
CALL EXPCTD (I, MEDM. REFNP, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
& NBND, BIGKHT, BZERO)
C CHECK TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED AND FIX M AT MEDIAN IF DESIRED
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. i)) THEN






C NORMAL VARIATION IS DESIRED
C CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
CALL MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, /40,
& SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
C CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. i) THEN
CALL GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
C COMBINE PRIOR INFORMATION TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
7-50
• CALL NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT, RANGEM)
C ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
CALL ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO,
& MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
C ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF POSTERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE (7,975)
DO 350 L = 1, NUMREG
WRITE(7,980) L, MCHAT(I,L}
350 CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960)
DO 360 L = i, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i) THEN
WRITE(7,965) L, MC(1,L)
ELSEIF(MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN




 TEI :9 0 WRITE 930)
DO 370 L I 1, NUMREG




DO 380 L = 1. NUMREG
WRITE(7,990) L, _J(L), SIG(L)
380 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C PRINT RESULTS OF MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION CALCULATIONS




900 FORMAT(2X, 'Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute 95 ', _
& 'Technozogy. U.S. Gove .zqm_nt',/,2X_ Sponsorsnzp unaer
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 zs acknowledgea.',////, ,
& 2X, 'RESULTS OF INFORMATION AGGREGATION ,_C___, TIONS ,
& ///,2X, '95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C AND m ,
& 'FOR EACH REGION' ,/ )
905 FORMAT(7X.'REG, ION: ',Ii,7X,'Io- (',FI2 _ ' ' F12.9,')',& /,24X, Jo- (',F12.9,',',F12.9,'); ' ' '
910 FORMAT(//,2X,'POINT ESTIMATES OF C AND m FOR EACH REGION',
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 8X, 'E(C} ', 12X, 'E(m) ', /)
915 FORMAT (9X, I1,8X, Fll. 9,5X,F9.6)
920 FORMAT(///,2X, 'POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGE ON m FOR EACH '
& 'REGION ' )




940 FORMAT (6X, 11, 8X, F8.4,8X, F8.4 )
950 FORMAT(///)
960 FORMAT(//,2X,'RANGE ON m FOR EACH REGION IMPLIED BY C '
& 'CONSTRAINT',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND',/)
965 FORMAT(6X, I1,8X,FS.4, 8X, 'INFINITY' )
970 FORMAT(6X, I1, 8X,F8.4,8X,FS.4)
975 FORMAT(2X, 'Copyright _(C_ 1990, Calif,orl},ia I_o_ti_tu__ of_' .,.....
& 'Tecll_Ology. U.5. c_ve .rl_mn1: ,/,zxt _ponsornnJ.p u_xa_ '
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledgea. ',////, ,
& 2X, RESULTS OF INFORMATION AGGREGATION, CALCULATIONS ,
& ///,2X, 'ESTIMATE OF m FOR EACH REGION ,
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 12X, 'E(m) ',/)
980 FORMAT(gX,I1, 11X,F10.6)
985 &FORMAT (2X_' POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS',
,2X,'REGION',5X,'MEAN',8X,'STD DEV',/)
990 FORMAT( 5X, 11,5X, F7.4,5X,Ell. 5 )
995 FORMAT(/,2X,'THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT ',
& 'MEDIAN S/N CURVE',/,2X, 'WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE ',
& 'INFORMATION',//, 7X, Ell. 5)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TRMNAT HANDLES THE TERMINATION OF THE PROGRAM RUN WHEN
C ONE OF THE PROGRAM'S ASSUMPTIONS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 5OCT87
C VERSION: MATCHR V6,4V6_I,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.
C MATGRM V4, . _ V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROt_ INE TRMNAT
WRITE (8, * ) 'PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATED'
STOP
END
C SUBROUTINE INIT PERFORMS THE INITIALIZATION ON THE PRIMARY ARRAYS
C USED IN THE INFORMATION _]GREGATION SUBROUTINE INFAGG
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C MATGRM V4.1, V4 V4. V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNNF, LNSTR__
& REFNP, NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2)
C INPUTS: ---
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, sI_LNSTR, REFNP,









































INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT - 50, MAXREG - 3, MAXSET - 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, K, L, MPNT(MAXREG}, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
& NPTS (0 :MAXSET), REFNP (MAXREG)
DELTA(MAXREG), I_MaF_MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),O. XSET,
& MZERO(I :, MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG)-- •
& RATSTR MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0.MAXSET),
& RAWSTR MAXDAT, 0 :MAXSET}, SIGMA2 (MAXREG},
& STR (MAXDAT, MA.EREG)
LIST OF VARIABLES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG ()CALCULATION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF(} ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()J, ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N f)ATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED FOR
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA S.ETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OF TOTAL STRAIN
DATA(%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH_RE__GI_ON_.........
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL D1_TKCSU'_'_
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
























DO i00 J = 0, MAXSET
NPTS_J) " 0.0
I00 CONTINUE
DO 200 L = i, MAXREG
DO 250 J = 0, MAXSET
NP(J, L) = 0.0
250 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 300 J = 0, MAXSET







DO 400 L = i, MAXREG
DO 425 K = I, MAXDAT






DO 500 L I" 1, MAXREG
















C SUBROUTINE RCE "READS" THE DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD; "CONVERTS"
C THE STRESS DATA TO A STRESS RATIO OF -1.0; AND "ECHOES" THE DATA TO
C SPECFOAND RELATO. RCE ALSO BREAKS S/N DATA SETS INTO REGIONS AS
C SPECIFIED BY USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 21JUN88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V8 _: V8.2, V8.3, V8 _: V8.5c MATGRMV4_ V4.2, V4.3, V4_ V4.5
SUBROUTINE RCE (VARY, MPROC, NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP,
& LNSTR, LNNF, REFNP, STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG,
& NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND, CZERO, MPNT, MZERO,
& FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2, KRATIO, LARN)
C INPUTS: VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, REFNP,
C STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND,
C CZERO, MPNT, MZERO, FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2,
C KRATIO, LAMN
C SUBPROGRAMS: TRMNAT, CONVRT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER COUNT, I, IOUT, J, K, L, M, MPNT(MAXREG), MPROC, NDIV,
& NNODAT, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPTS(0;MAXSET), NSETS,
& NUM, NUMREG, REFNP(MAXREG), REG, VARY, ZROREG
REAL CZERO, DELTA(MAXREG), FTU, FTUZ, FTY, FTYZ,
& KRATIO, LAMN, LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), MO(MAXREG_,
& MZERO(2, MAXREG), NBND(0_MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXR__)___
& RATIO, RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET)z RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
& RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), SIGMA2(MAXREG),
7-54
& STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SZERO




















































































































INDEX THAT KEEPS TRACK OF DATA DURING INPUT, ECHO,
CONVERSION, AND BREAK UP
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG() _ULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) OF MATERIAL DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI} FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF var(Ln N given S) /(m**2 C*'2),
CONSTANT OVER ALL REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN (RAWNF() ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA DIVISION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO_) FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation N CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; I - VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF DIVISIONS DATA SET IS BROKEN INTO BY RATIO,
REGION PAIRS DURING INPUT
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN A PARTICULAR DIVISION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
STRESS RATIO (R = -1.0 IS DESIRED)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRE. CTED FOR STRESS
RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE)MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
REGION OF INTEREST IN A PARTICULAR DIVISIO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; i - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOGEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP








INITIALIZE COUNT AND NBND()
COUNT= 0
DO 10 L = 0, MAXREG
NBND_L) = 0.0
i0 CONTINUE
INPUT DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
READ(I,*) DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NDIV, NPTS(0)
IF (NPTS(0) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN




WRITE(3,900) DESCRP(0), FTY. FTU, NPTS(0)
IF (IOUT .E0. I0) WRITE(8,900) DESCRP(0}, FTY, FTU, NPTS(0)
WRITE (3,905)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,905}
STORE VALUES OF SPECIFIC MATERIAL FTU AND FTY INTO FTUZ AND FTYZ
FTUZ .= FTU
FTYZ = FTY
INPUT STRESS/LIFE INFORMATION -- INCLUDING STRESS RATIO AND REGION
INFORMATION FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
DO 100 M = 1, NDIV
READ (I,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
IF (ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0) THEN
_,,_W_"'TE_'u_*_T'ERROR: INVALID VALUE FOR RATIO: ', RATIO
ENDIF
IF (HEG.GT. MAXREG) THEN
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR: OVER REGION LIMIT IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
DO 110 I " (COUNT + l)t (COUNT + NIJM)
READ(I,*) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,O)
CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF STRESS RATIO IS -i.0 AND CONVERT STRESSES IF NOT
IF (RATIO .EQ. -i.0) THEN
STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT




STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION MUST BE DONE
CALL CONVRT (0, (COUNT + i_, (COUNT + SUM), RAWSTR, RATSTR,
& RATIO, FTU, FTY)
ENDIF
ECHO STRESS/LIFE DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL




WRITE(3,910) RAWSTR(I,0RATSTR(I,01;RAWNF  iI:Ol
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8.910) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0},




BREAK UP DATA ACCORDING TO SPECIFIED REGIONS FOR USE BY SW2SU2,
EXPCTD, AND PAREST
K I NP(0,REG)
DO 140 I " (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
K=K+ 1
LNSTR(K_0.REG) 1 AIX)G(RATSTR(I,0) )
I_(K,O,REG) - A.T._(X_(I,O))
STR(K, REG) = RATSTR(I,0)
NF(K,REG) " RAWNF(I,0)
CONTINUE
IF (K .GT. MAXDAT)THEN






COUNT = COUNT + NUM
I00 CONTINUE
IF (NPTS(0) .NE,. COUNT} THEN
WRITE (8, * } ERROR : NUMBER OF POINTS PER DIVISION '
& 'INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED'
WRITE(8,*) 'IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
READ(I, * ) SZERO





IF .E0.& (8,*) ERO = ', SZERO, ' ZROREG i ,, ZROREG
150
160
INPUT OTHER REGION INFORMATION AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
READ(l,*) NUMREG, NNODAT
IF ((NUMREG + NNODAT) .GT. MAXREG) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED LIMIT ON NUMBER OF REGIONS'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
DO 150 L 1 ZROREG, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
co_._z, *) .S.D(L)
READ(l,*) CZERO




IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) WRITE(3,914) SZERO
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
7 - 57
WRITE(8,913 )
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) WRITE($,914) SZERO
ENDIF
WRITE(3,915) NUMREG, NNODAT
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,915) NUMREG, NNODAT
DO 170 L - ZROREG, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
WRITE(3,920) NBND(L} _
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(a,920) NBND(L)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,925) CZERO
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,925) CZERO
DO 180 L - I. (NUMREG + NNODAT)
WRITE(3,930) L, MPNT(L), MZERO(I,L), MZERO(2,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)
& WRITE(8,930) L, MPNT(L), MZERO(I,L)t MZERO(2,L)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3).AND. (MPIP_(L) .EQ. 0)•
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NORMAL VARIATION REQUIRES A PRIOR ',




IF (VARY .EQ. 3)THEN
C READ PRIOR INFORMATION ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
WRITE(3,945)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,945)
DO 190 L = 1, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
READ(I.*) DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGMA2(L) _
WRITE(3,950) L, DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGMA2(L)
IF (IOUT .E(}. I0)
& WRITE(8,950) L, DELTA(L}, MO(L), SIGMA2(L)
IF ((DELTA(L) .LT. 0.0) .OR.
& ((DELTA(L) ,GT. 0.0) .AND. (HO(L) .LE. 0.0))) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERRORz BAD VALUE FOR DELTA OR VALUE OF 140 '





IF (MPROC .EQ. 1) THEN
READ(1.*) KRATIO, LAMN
WRITE(3,955) KRATIO, LAMN




BEGIN INPUT OF RELATED MATERIAL INFORMATION FROM RELATD
AND THEN ECHO TO RELATO
READ( 5, *) NSETS
IF (NSETS .GT. MAXSET) THEN




DO 200 J = 1, NSETS
COUNT = 0
IF (IOUT. EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)'J =', J, ' NSETS -', NSETS
READ(5,*) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NDIV, NPTS(J)
IF (NPTS(J) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN
wRITE(8, * ) 'ERROR : OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF POINTS IN ' ,














WRITE(6,940) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NPTS(J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,940) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NPTS(J)
WRITE (6,905)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,905)
DO 300 M .. i, NDIV
READ(5,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
IF (ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0) TBEN
_._W 'TE_'*_T'ERROR: INVALID VALUE OF RATIO: ', RATIO
ENDIF
IF (REG .GT. MAXREG) THEN
WRITE_.*8 *)
'EI_ROR_ OVER REGION LIMIT IN RELATED MATERIAL ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF {IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'NUM = ', NUM, ' COUNT" ', COUNT
WRITE(8,*) 'RATIO" ', RATIO, ' REG " ', REG
ENDIF
DO 310 I = (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
CONTIR_ADN_5,*) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
STRESS RATIO IS -i.0 AND CONVERT STRESSES IF NOT
IF (RATIO .EQ. -I.0) THEN
STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT




STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION MUST BE DONE
CALL CONVRT(J, (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM), RAWSTR,
RATSTR, RATIO, FTU, FTY)
ENDIF
RECORD BOTH S/N DATA SETS TO RELATO
DO 330 I " (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM)
WRITE(6,910) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J), RATIO, REG,
RATSTR(I, J), RAWNF (I, J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,910) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J),
RATIO, REG, RATSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
CONTINUE
K = NP(J,REG)
DO 340 I " (COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM}
K=K+ 1
LNSTR(K,J,REG)=" ALOG(RATSTR(I,J) )
LNNF (K, J, REG) ALOG (RAWNF (I, J) )
CONTINUE
IF (K .GT. MAXDAT) THEN
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR: OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF POINTS ',






COUNT .. COUNT + NUM
CONTINUE
ZF (NPTS(J) .HE. COUNT) THE_
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DIVISION '




FORMAT STATEMENTS USED TO WRITE TO SPECFO AND REI_TO
900 FORMAT(//// 13X 'MATERIAL INPUT',///, 2X, 'DESCRIPTION: ',2X,A40,//,
& 2X, '_I_ STRENGTH' ,18X, EII.5,//,2X_'ULTIMATE STRENGTH ,
& 15X,Ell.5,//,2X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS', 16X,I2)
905 FORMAT(//LTX, 'ORIGINAL_ S/N' ,9X, 'STRESS', 15X.'TRANSFORMED S/N',
& /, 5X, 'STRESS' ,TX, 'LIFE' ,TX, 'RATIO' ,3X, 'REGION' ,5X,
& 'STRESS' ,TX, 'LIFE'/)
910 FORMAT(2X, Ell. 5,2X, F9.0,5X, F5.2,5X, I1,5X, E11.5,2X,Fg. 0)
913 FORMAT(//)
914 FORMAT(2_X, 'THERE IS A NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT WITH AN So OF',
& 5X,Ell.5)
915 FORMAT(2Xt'THERE IS ',I2.' REGION(S) WITH DATA '__
& /,2X,'AND ',I2,' REGION(S} TO THE RIGHT WITHOUT DATA',
& /,2X, 'THE UPPER BOUND(S) OF THE REGION(S) ARE ',
& '(CYCLES); ',/)
920 FORMAT(10X,E9.3)
925 FORMAT(///,2X, 'EXOGENOUS INFORMATION',///,2X,
& 'CONSTRAINT ON COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION. C:',2X,F6.4,
& //,2X, 'EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT ON m FOR EACH REGION:',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, '# OF POINTS', 5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,
& 5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,/)
930 FORMAT( 6X,I1, 11X, I1,12X, F7.4,9X,F7.4)
935 FORMAT(20X, 'NUMBER OF DATA SETS: '.2X, I2,//,17X,
& 'NOTE: ALL Kt ASSUMED TO BE 1.0',////,23X,
& 'TRANSFORMED DATA' )
940 FORMAT(///.2X, 'DESCRIPTION: ' ,2X.A40.
& //,2X, 'YIELD STRENGTH' ,I,SX,F?.0.
& //,2X, 'ULTIMATE STRENGTH , 15X, FT.0,
& //,2X,'NUMBER OF POINTS',I6X,I2)
945 FORMAT(/,2X, 'PRIOR NO _R/4AL DISTRIBUTION PAR_4E,TERS: '.,
& //,2X,'REGION',SX,'DELTA',SX,'mo',10X, SIGMA2 ,/)
950 FORMAT (5X, I1, 5X, F7.2,5X, F7.4,5X, Ell. 5)
955 FORMAT(//,2X, 'MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION INFORMATION',




C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE TRANSFORMATION ON STR() WHEN THE
C STRESS RATIO, R, IS NOT -i.0
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE = CODE : 6OCT87 CO)_ENTS = 13JUL89
C VERSION= MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, VT, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2,
C V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONVRT (J, NUMI, NUM2, STR, RSTR, R, FTU, FTY)
C INPUTS= J, NUMI, NUM2, STR, R, FTU, FTY
C OUTPUTS = RSTR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT " 50, MAXSET " 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, NUMI, NUM2
REAL FTU, FTY, R, RSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),


















ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL (PSI)
YIELD STRENGTH OF MATERIAL(PSI )
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN THE DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
DATA SET OF INTEREST
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
FIRST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
LAST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
STRESS RATIO (R = -I.0 IS DESIRED)
STR( VALUES TRANSFORMED TO R = -i.0 PSI
ARRA_ CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI) _OR _/NFTyCURVE
Kt * Smax * (i - R)/2 , TO BE COMPARED WITH
Kt IS ASSUMED TO BE ONE
DO i00 I = NUMI, NUM2
TEST = STR(I,J) * (I.0 - R)/2.0
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*) 'I =',I,' J =',J,' TEST -',TEST
IF (TEST .GE. FTY) THEN
RSTR(I,J) = TEST
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*)'I=RSTR() =',RSTR(I,J}
ELSE IF ((TEST .LT. FTY) .AND. (STR(I,J) .GT. FTY)) THEN
RSTR(I,J) = TEST/(1.0 -( (FTY - TEST)/FTU))
IF (IOUT.EQ.10)WRITE(8,*)'2=RSTR() =',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE
RSTR(I,J) = TEST/(1.0 - ((I.0 + R) * STR(I,J}
/(2.0 * FTU)))






cC SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 _. SWHAT2__THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES OF Y ONAND, SUHAT2, THE X ON Y REGRESSIONS FOR EACH REGION WHERE Y = LN(NF) AND
C X = LN(STR); TO BE USED IN THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CALCULATIONS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE • CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS = 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 (NUMREG. NSETS, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY,
& SY2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C INPUTS: NUMREG__NSETS, NP, LNSTR. LNNF
C OUTPUTS: SX2, SXY, SY2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, KI L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG},
& NSETS, NUMREG
REAL BB(MAXREG}, DD(uM_v_) , DIFFX(MAXDAT, 0 :MAXSET),
& DIFFY(MAXDAT, 0.MAXSET), LNNF(MAXDAT, 0!MAXSET, MAXREG) ,
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET_ MAXREG), MEANX(0:MAXSET),
& MEANY(0:MAXSET), SUHAT2(_), SWHAT2(MAXREG),






























I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SY2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L}/SX2(LI FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNSTR(K,J,L)
AND MEANX(J} FOR EACH POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNNF(K,J,L)
AND MEANY(J) FOR EACH POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()). ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X MEAN FOR POINTS FROM P._GION
L AND DATA SET J(X " Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y MEAN FOR POINTS FROM RBGION
L AND DATA SET J(Y = Ln N)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF (_SUM OF (NP_)-I))-l) OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN AREGION (_r of Points Per Region)
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION







c sY2 ( )
c
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X " Ln S
I-D ARRAY C_rJ_TNING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y, COVARIANCE FOR
EACH REGION (X ,, Ln S, y m _ N) .... ON
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACU _
(¥ " Ln N)
C INITIALIZE ARRAYS










DO 60 J " 0, MAXSET





MEANX (J) = 0.0
60 CONTINUE
C NOW PERFORM CALCULATION OF SX2, SY2, SXY, SWHAT2, SUHAT2 FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L = 1, NUMREG
DO 200 J " 0, NSETS
C FIRST CALCULATE SAMPLE X AND Y MEANS
C FOR DATA SET J IN REGION L
MEANY(J) ,, 0.0
MEANX(J_ J 0.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) ,WRITE(,8,*)'L "', L, ' J "', J,
& NP ,, , NP(J,L)
DO 250 K - 1, NP(J,L)
MEANY(J) = MEANY(J) + LNNF(K,J,L)
MEANX(J) = MEANX(J} + LNSTR(K,J,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'LNNF =', LNNF(K,J,L),
& ' LNSTR ,,', LNSTR(K,J,L)
250 CONTINUE
MEANY(J) = MEANY(J)/FLOAT(NP(J,L))
MEANX(J} MEANX (J }/FLOAT (NP (J, L) )
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'MEANY(J) I", MEANY(J),
& , MEANX(J) = , MEANX(J)
C NOW CALCULATE SAMPLE VARIANCES, SY2, SX2 AND SXY,
C OF X AND Y FOR EACH REGION BY SU/_ING OVER EACH




DO 300 K " I, NP(J,L)
DIFFY(K,J) " LNNF(K,J,L) - MEANY(J)
DIFFX(K,J) = LNSTR(K,J,L) - MEAN X(J)
SY2(L) " SY2(L) + DIFFY(K,J) ** 2
SX2(L) " SX2(L} + DIFFX(K,J} ** 2
SXY(L) - SXY(L) + DIFFX(K,J) * DIPTY(K,J)
IF IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN ,
_ITE(8,*) 'K-', K, DI.FFY(K,J_." . DIFFY(K,J),
' DIFFX(K,J) i-, u.r_A_zu]
WRITE(8,*) 'SY2(L)-'', SY2(L), ' SX2(L) "', SX2(L),
• SXY(L) -', SXY(L)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
NPPR(L) m NPPR(L) + NP(J,L) - 1
7-63
200
XF (SXY(L) .GE. 0.0) TREN
LIFE WILL INCREASE WITH INCREASING STRESS -- INVALID FOR
OUR MODEL
.d...__._._W_**TE_T'ERROR:SXY >- 0 IN REGION', L
ENDIF
NPPR(L) " NPPR(L} - 1
IF (NPPR(L) .LE. 0) THEN





SX2 FLOAT (NPPR (L))
SXY(L) = SXY(L) / FLOAT(NPPR(L)}
NOW CALCULATE THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, FOR EACH
REGXON FROM THE Y ON X AND X ON ¥ REGR_SSXONS
DD(L} .. SXY(L) / SX2(L)
BB(L) = SXY(L} / SY2(L)
IF (XOUT .Z0. 10) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'NPPR(L} -', NPPR(L}, ' SY2(L) ..', SY2(L},
& ' SX2(L} ,,', SX2(L) ,
WRITE(8,*) 'SkY(L) ,,', SXY(L), DD(L) ,,', DD(L),
& ' BB(L) ,,', BB(L)
ENDIF
DO 400 J " 0, NSETS
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'J "', J, ' NP(J,L} "', NP(J,L)
DO 500 K = 1, NP(J,L)
SWHAT2 (L } "_SWHAT2 (L }
& + (DIFFY(K,J) - DD(L} * DIFFX(K,J)) ** 2
SUHAT2 (L) " SUHAT2 (L)
FX(K,J 1 - BB(L) * DIFFY(K,J)} ** 2& + (DIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*} 'K-', K, ' SWHAT2(L} ,,',
& SWHAT2(L), ' SUHAT2(L) .,', SUHAT2(L)
500 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
SWHAT2(L) .. SWHAT2(L} / F/X)AT(NPPR(L))
SUHAT2(L) SUHAT2(L) / FLOAT(NPPR(L)}
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'NPPR(L)-', NPPR(L),




C SUBR(X/TINE INTRVL _ULATES THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL, Io, ON
C C; AND THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL, Jo, ON M
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 5OCT87 COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5











































































































































































































































& 136.38, 137.52, 138.65, 139.79, 140.92,
& 142.05, 143.18, 144.31, 145.44, 146.57,
& 147.70, 148.83, 149.96, 151.09, 152.21,
& 153.34, 154.47, 155.59, 156.72, 157.84,
& 158.97, 160.09, 161.21, 162.33, 163.46,
& 164.58, 165.70, 166.82, 167.94, 169.06,
& 170.18, 171.30, 172.41, 173.53, 174.65,
& 175.77, 176.88, 178.00, 179.12, 180.23,
& 181.35, 182.46, 183.58, 184.69, 185.80 /
C VALUES FOR THE TABLES ABOVE WERE OBTAINED IN THE F(EJ_R_INGMANNER=
C
C 1 - 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 -- Theil, pp. 718-719
C
C 31-39, 41-49, 51-59, 61-69 t 71-79__81-89, 91-99, 101-150
C -- CALCULATED USING CUBE RULE APPROXIMATION
DATA T025 / 12.706, 4.303, 3.182, 2.776, 2.571, 2.447,
, 2 2.201, 2.179,& 2.365, 2.306 .262, 2.228,
& 2.160, 2.145, 5.131, 2.120, 2.110, 2.101,
& 2.093, 2.086, ,.080, 2.074, Z.069, 2.064,

























C SUHAT2 ( }
C
C SWHAT
C SWHAT2 ( }
C
C SX







TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
TABLE OF 0.975 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN CHI025 AND CHI975
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS LOOP FOR CHI025() AND CHI975()
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAI_ ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) = -DD, THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2 ,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM OF (NP()-I))-I) OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region)
EQUAL TO NPPR(L) FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
EQUAL TO SUHAT2(L)**0.5 FOR A SET OF _TIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X m La S, Y m I_n N)
EQUAL TO SWHAT2(L)**0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X m Ln S, Y - La N)
EQUAL TO (NPPR(L)*SX2(L))**0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X=Ln S)
VALUE OF T025() USED IN CALCULATIONS
TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, T DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN T025
C INITIALIZE IZERO, JZERO AND MCHAT




JZERO(2,L ! " 0.0MCHAT (1, = 0.0
MCHAT (2, = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
7-88
C CHECK THAT ALLOWABLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE NOT BEEN EXCEEDED
DO 75 L = I, NUMREG
IF (NPPR(L) .GT. CHITAB)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED LIMIT ON DEGREES OF FREEDOM '




cC ASSIGN VALUES TO NUM, T. SWHAT, SUHAT AND THENCONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EACH REGION
C
C
DO 100 L " 1, NUMREG
NUM " NPPR(L)





SWHAT = SWHAT2(L) ** 0.5
SUHAT - SUHAT2_L) ** 0.5
SX = (NUM * SX2(L)) ** 0.5
CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES OF M AND C
ARG = T * SWHAT / SX
MCHAT(I,L) _= - DD(L)
MCHAT (2, L ) SUHAT
CALCULATE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
IZERO(I,L) _ MCEAT(2,L) (FLOAT(NUM) CHI975(NUM) ** 0.5
IZERO(2,L) MCHAT(2,L) : _ I **(FLOAT (NUM) CHI025 (NUM) 0.5
JZERO(I,L) _= MCHAT(I,L) - ARG
JZERO(2,L) MCHAT(I,L) + ARG
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L i,. L, ' NPPR i', NPPR(L), ' NUM _'r NUM
WRITE(8,*I 'SWHAT2 "', SWHAT2(L), ' SWHAT =', SWHATWRITE(8,- 'SUHAT2 =', SUHAT2(L), ' SUHAT "', SUHAT
WRITE(8,*) 'SX2 _', SX2(L), ' SX _', SX
WRITE(8,*I 'CHI025 -', _H_025(NUM), ',CHI975 "', CHI975(NUM)WRITE(8,* 'T ='° T, ' DD =', DD(L), ARG =', ARG .
WRITE(8,*) 'IZERO(I,L)-', IZERO(I,L), ' IZERO(2,L)-',
& IZERO( 2, L)
WRITE(8,*) 'JZERO(I,L) "', JZERO(I,L), ' JZERO(2,L) "',
JZERO(2,L)






C SUBROUTINE FINDMC CALCULATES THE CONSTRAINED M RANGES BASED UPON
C THE Co GIVEN BY THE USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 8OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5





SUBROUTINE FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, MC)




PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG








































EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
EQUAL TO CZERO _* 2
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA -- MC(I,L) IS
THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
NUMBE_ OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X = Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE XF SAMPLE Y COVARIANCE FOR
EACH REGION (X - Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION












CZERO2 "_ CZERO ** 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)
& WRITE(8, _) 'CZERO _ ', CZERO, ' CZERO2 = ', CZERO2
DO i00 L = i, NUMREG
ARGI = SX2(L) - CZERO2
ARG2 = 0.0
IF (CZERO .EQ. 0.0) THEN
THEN NO M CONSTRAINT IS REQUIRED
MCPNT(L) = 0
ELSEIF (ABS(ARGI) .LT. 1.0E-6) THEN






MC(I,L) = - SY2(L) / (2.0 * SXY(L))
ELSE
THE OTHER TWO POSSIBLE CONSTRAINTS REQUIRE SOME
COMMON _TIONS
ARG2 .: (SkY(L) ** 2 - SY2(L) * ARGI)
IF (ARG2 .LT. 0.0) THEN
ARG2 IS NEGATIVE -- IMPLIES M IS COMPLEX
C__T 'ERROR' Co TOO LOW'
ELSE
ARG2 s ARG2 ** 0.5
ENDIF
IF (SX2(L) .LT. CZERO2} THEN
AGAIN THE M CONSTRAINT IS JUST ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) " 1
MC(I,L) = (-SkY(L) -ARG2) / ARGI
ELSE
SX2 (L) .GT. CZERO2 -- THIS TIME THE M CONSTRAINT IS A RANGE
MCPNT (L) " 2 - ARG2







IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN






'MC(I,L) = ', MC(I,L), ' MC(2,L) = ', MC(2,L)
C SUBROUTINE GTPVAR CALCULATES THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE
C HEAT MEDIAN S/N CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAIIJ&BLE INFORMATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 2 IJUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.1: V8.2, V8:3:V8:44 : V8.5ATGRM 4 4 2, 4 V4 4 5
SUBROUTINE GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
C INPUTS: NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT




PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3, MAXSET - 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, L, NP(0zMAXSET, MAXREG), NSETS, NUM(MAXREG),
& NUMREG, TOTAL













































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var(Ln Ngiven S) / (m**2 C*-2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF TRE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION. BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(1,L) ._ -DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) 1 SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
EQUAL TO Nj-i FOR EACH REGION WHERE Nj IS THE SUM OF THE
NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ESTIMATES OF THE MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION IN EACH REGION
CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
WEIGHTED SUM OF THE PSIG2s -- USED TO CALCULATE A WEIGHTED
AVERAGE




DO 50 L - 1, MAXREG
PSIG2(L) 1 0.0
50 C ONTIN_ ) - O
DO I00 L = 1, NUMREG
DO 150 J = 0, NSETS




DO 200 L ,. 1, NUMREG
PSIG2(L) = (LAMN - 1.0) * MCHAT(2,L) ** 2
SUM I SUM + PSIG2(L) * NUM(L)
200 CONTINUE
300
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'LAMN = ', LAMN
DO 300 L 1 I, NUMREG , ,
WRITE(8,*) 'L = ', L, NUM = , NUM(L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT = ', MCHAT(2,L), ' PSIG2
CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) 'TOTAL = ', TOTAL, ' SUM " ', SUM
ENDIF
" ', PSIG2(L)




C SUBROUTINE FNDRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE ON BOTH
C M AND CO WITH THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (JZERO FROM INTRVL)
C TO OBTAIN PO6TERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO,
& MCHAT, RANGEM )
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER NAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG =. 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL JZERO(2, MAXREG), LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG),













C MCHAT ( )
C
C
C MCPNT ( )
C













2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MCHAT(I,L) = - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE
FOR M AND MCHAT(2,L) =_ SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L = i, MAXREG
RANGEM(1,L) = 0.0
RANGEM( 2, L ) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
7 - 71
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST
DO i00 L - 1, NUMREG
IF _ .EQ. I0} ,THEN
WRITE(8'*)i 'L- , L, ' NUMREG " ', NUMREG8,*) 'MPNT " ', MPNT(L), ' MCPNT- ', MCPNT(L)
ENDIF
IF ((MPNT(L} °EQ. 0} .AND° (MCPNT(L} .EQ. 0}} THEN
C THERE IS NO EXOGENOUS INFORMATION





RANGEM (1,L) JZERO (1,L)
RANGEM(2,L) " JZERO(2,L)
.EQ.





RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM( 1,L),
',JZERO(I_L) - ' JZERO(1,L)
RANGEM(2_L) ,, ", RANGEM(2,L),
' JZERO(2,L) ,, ', JZERO(2,L)
.EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i)) THEN
NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A LOWER BOUND ON M DUE
TO Co, ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF Jo ACCORDINGLY
LOWER = AMAXI(JZERO(I,L}, MC(I,L))
UPPER JZERO (2, L )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN





IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'JZERO(1,L) = , JZERO(1,L),
' JZERO(2,L) .. ', JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) - ', MC(I,L)
WRITE(,,-) 'LOWER-', LOWER, ' UPPER = ', UPPER
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) = ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) = ', RANGEM(2,L}
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0} .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2}) THEN
THERE IS NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A RANGE
CORRESPONDING TO THE Co CONSTRAINT, ADJUST Jo ACCORDINGLY
LOWER = AMAXl(JZERO(1,L) MC(1,L) !
UPPER ,, AMINI (JZERO(2,L) 5 MC(2,L) I
IF (UPPER .L'o LOWER) THEN
,.,__W_ITEa'*_T'ERROR: NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND MC'
ELSE
RANGEM (2 = UPPER
ENDIF






'JZERO(I,L) = ', JZERO(I,L),
',_zERo_2,L) ,, JzERo(2,_ ',MC(I,L) = ', MC(I,L), (2,L) = MC(2,L)
'LOWER = ', L_C_R, ' UPPER .. ', UPPER
'RANGEM(1,L) - , RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) = ', RANGEM(2,L)








THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER
INFORMATION: ASSUME POINT POSTERIOR ON M GIVEN BY THE PRIOR
RANGEM(1,L) - MZERO(I,L)
RANGEM(2,L) ." 0.0
IF _TE .EQ. I0) THEN(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) = , MZERO(I,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) = ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) = ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO CO CONSTRAINT
USE INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND )40
LOWER - AMAXl(JZERO(1,L), MZERO(I,L))
UPPER - AMINI(JZERO(2,L)L MZERO(2, L) )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN





IF (iouT .EQ. 10) THEN
wRITE(8,*) JZ_Bo(z,I,) - ,, jzm_o(z,L),
',JZERO(2,L) " ', JZERO(2,L)
WRITE (8,*) MZERO(I,L) ', MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L) = ', MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER = ', LOWER, ' UPPER = ', UPPER
wRITE(8,*) 'RANG_(1,I,) = ', RANG_(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) = ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L} .EQ. i)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A LOWER BOUND DUE TO CO
CONSTRAINT__INTERSECT JO AND MO, ADJUSTING THE L(_fER BOUND
BY MC ACCORDINGLY
LOWER = AMAXl(JZERO(1,L), MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER = AMINI(JZERO(2,L), MZERO(2,L) )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN







IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'JZERO(I,L) " _, JZERO(I,L),
' JZERO(2,L) = , JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) = ', MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L) = ', MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,* 'LOWER = ', = ',
WRITE(8,*) 'RANEGM(1,L) ', RANGEM(1,L),
' I_%NGEM(2,L) : ', I_%NGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
F.J.,SEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO Co CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES WITH Jo
LOWER = AMAXl(JZERO(1,L), MZERO(I,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER = AMIHI(JZERO(2,L), MZERO(2,L), MC(2,L) )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER! THEN









IF (IOUT .EQ. ,I0) THEN
WRITE(8,t) JZERO(1,L) - , JZERO(1,L),
JZERO(2,L) .. , JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(S,*) 'MZEROI I,L) m ', MZERO(I,L},
' MZERO(2,L} m ', MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) " ', MC(I,L)
WRITE(8,*I 'LOWER" ', LOWER, ' UPPEI__ " ', UPPERWRITE(8,* 'RANGEM(1,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSE
WRITE(8.*)'ERROR: PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
CALL _NAT
ENDIF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(I,L) .. AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), 0.0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) I. ', RANGEM(I,L)
100 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L = i, NUMREG
IF ( (MCHAT(I,L} .LT. RANGEM(I,L))
& .OR. (MCHAT(I,L) .GT. RANGEM(2,L)) )
& WRITE(8,*} 'NOTE: E(m) IS NOT IN THE





C SUBROUTINE ADDREGADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES FOR REGIONS
C WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT)
C INPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT






INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG), NNODAT, NUMREG




































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(1,LJ - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) _ SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L}
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA}
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- R_REM_, _ IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG-', NUMREG
DO i00 L = I, NNODAT
NUMR G = NUMREG + 1
LL = NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' NUMREG =', NUMREG,
& ' LL =', LL, ' MPNT(LL) =', MPNT(LL)
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. 1) .OR. (MPNT(LL) .EQ. 2)) T_W
POSTERIOR ON M IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
= MZERO(1,LL)
RANGEM (2I,LL),LL ) =I_E_'LL}0)
IF (IOUT .EQ.
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,LL) -' RANGEM(1,LL),
' MZERO(1,LL) _ ", MZEROII,LL)& WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM_2,LL) ' RANGEM_2,LL),
& ' MZERO(2,LL) ', MZERO{2,LL)
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
CALCULATIONS IN SUBROUTINE EXPCTD
IF (RANGEM(2,LL) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
MCHAT(I,LL) = RANGEM(I,LL)
ELSE
MCHAT(I,LL) = (RANGEM(1,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)} / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT =', MCHAT(1,LL)
ELSE
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY ',






C SUBROUTINE CONCAV ADJUSTS THE UPPER BOUNDS OF THE PO6TERIOR CREDIBILITY
7 - 75
C RANGES ON M TO BE CONSISTENT WITH CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE • 2FEB8 8 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
C INPUTS: _, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS = RANGEM




INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG

















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF RANGE ON M IN REGION L-1 -- USED DURING
CONCAVITY ADJUSTMENT
ADJUST RANGE TO INSURE CONCAVITY
DO 100 L " NUMREG, 2, -1
IF (RANGEM(2,L-1) .EQ. 0.0)THEN
RANGE IS A POINT IN REGION L-I
IF (RANGEM(1,L-1) .GT. AMAXl(RANGEM(1,L),RANGEM(2,L)!) THEN
WRITE(8.*) 'ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION , L




RANGE IS AN INTERVAL IN R_GION L-I
TESTM " AMAXI(RANGEM(I.L), RANGEM(2,L))
IF (TESTM .LT.,RANGEM(I,L-I)) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION ', L,
& ' IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN ',
& 'REGION ', L-I
CALL TRMNAT
ELSE
RANGEM(2,L-I) = AMINI(RANGEM(2,L-I), TESTM)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1.L-1) = , RANGEM(ItL-I)_ :
' RANGEM(2, L-I) =', RANGEM(2,L-I)
& WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(ltL ) =', RANGEM(ItL),
' RANGEM(2,L),,', RANGEM(2,L)






C SUBROUTI_/E MEDIAN _TES THE MEDIAN VALUES OF M AFTER Jo HAS
C BEEN ADJUSTED BECAUSE OF PRIOR llFORMATION ON M OR Co
C PROGRAMMER z Lo NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 5OCT87 COMMENTS: IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, VT, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, RANGEM
C I OUTPUT: MEDM
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG i
PARAMETER (MAXREG .. 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF M RANGE (DUE TO CONCAVITY CONSIDERATION}
TO BE USED IN MEDIAN CALCUI_%TION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
C INITIALIZE ARRAY MEDM
DO 50 L " I, MAXREG
MEDM(L) - 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L " 1, NUMREG
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C RANGE IS A POINT
MEDM(L) - RANGEM(I,L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. i) THEN
C WE ARE IN REGION ONE -- NOT AFFECTED BY OTHER REGIONS
C -- MEDIAN WILL JUST HE AVERAGE OF RANGEM VALUES
MEDM(L) " (RANGEM(I,L) + RANGEM(2,L)) / 2.0
ELSE
C MUST TAKE MEDIAN OF REGION L-1 INTO ACCOUNT
7-77
LOWERM " AMAXlfRANGEM(1,L), MEDM(L-1))











'L = ', L, ' NUMREG m ', NUMREG
'RANGEM(1,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
'LOWERM = ', LOWERM, ' MEDM(L) = ' , _DM(L)
C SUBROUTINE EXPCTD CALCULATES THE EXPECTED OR MEDIAN VALUES OF THE S/N
C CURVE PARAMETERS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 13FEB89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, California.Institute o 5 Technoloqy.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship unoer NASA Contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE EXPCTD (NCOMPS, MEDM, NPTS t STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG,
& ZROREG, NBND, BIGKI, BZHAT)
C INPUTS: NCOMPS, MEDM NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND
C OUTPUTS: BIGKI, BZ_IA'_
C SUBPROGRAMS: TRNSFM, SMNVAR, _ETA, FINDK, FINDSB, KOMO
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT





BIGK(0:MAXREG), BIGKI, BZHAT, FACTR, KHAT, MEANZ,
MEDM(MAXREG), MM(0:MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG),
NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SBND(0:MAXREG), STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG),













I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGK( 1 )
E (BETAO )
A SCALE FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
E(k)
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
or DATA,Z NEND,
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION

























Number of COMPonents -- 1 FOR STRESS AND STRAIN WHEN DECOMPO6ED
DATA UNAVAILABLE -- 2 FOR DECOMPOSED STRAIN DATA
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() {CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH REGION FOR
THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R "= -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
CONTAINED IN NBND()
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K. IN THIS ROUTINE
TRBIGK(i) " BIGK(i)
ZeRO REGIon -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS r 1 - NO ZERO REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TRANSFORMED S-N DATA, Z F(STR, NF,NBND, M_4)
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L = 0. MAXREG
"s0
DO I00 L = 1 NUMREG
100
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z = Ln(X)
CALL TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z = Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE BETAo AND k
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, KHAT, BZHAT)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR EACH REGION
CALL FINDK (BZHAT, KHAT, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
BIGKI = BIGK(1)
C CALCULATE BOUNDARIES OF STRESS REGIONS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C CALCULATE Ko AND Mo FOR THE NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT IF REQUIRED
DO 150 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) = BIGK(L)
150 CONTINUE
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) TR_N
FACTR = 1.0
CALL KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBND, SBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NUMREG)
ENDIF
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
IF (NCOMPS .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZEAT, KHAT
7 - 79
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,900) NUMREG, BZHAT, EHAT
DO 200 L - ZROREG, NUMREG
WRITE(7,910) L, MM(L}__TRBIGK(L), NBND(L), SBND(L)
IF (IOU_ .E(_. I0) WRITE(8,910) L, MM(L), TRBIGK(L),




WRITE(7,930) MM(1), BIGK(1), KHAT
ENDIF
FORMAT STATEMENTS
900 FORMAT(///,2X.'PARAMETER VALUES FOR MEDIAN S/N CURVE'.//,2X, .
& 'NUMBER OF REGIONS: 'LI4,5X, 'E(BETAO} -' ,F8.4,5X, 'E(_k) ..",
& F8.4,//,2X,'REGION',7X,'m',I5X,'K',gX,'LIFE BOUND',7X,
& 'STRESS BOUND',/)
910 FORMAT (5X, 11, 5X,Fg. 5, 5X, E12.5,5X, E9.3,9X, Ell. 5)
920 FORMAT(///)
930 FORMAT(//,2X.'PARAMETER VALUES FOR MEDIAN S/N CURVE',
& //, 11X, 'm', 14X, 'K' .13X, 'E(k) ',
& //, 7X, FS. 5,5X, E12.5,6X,F7.4,/)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE MUSIG CALCULATES THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS:
C MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIG; FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
c VERSION: MATCHR VS.I, V8.2, V8 3_ V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4.1, V4.2, V4_ V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA,
& MO, SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2
C OUTPUTS: MCHAT, MU, SIG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG, NPPR(MAXREG)
REAL ARG, DD(MAXREG), DELTA(MAXREG), MCHAT(2, M_XREG,,
& MO(MAXREG), MU(MAXREG), SIG(MAXREG), SIGMI%2(MAXREG),






I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION


















































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGION ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C FOR
EACH R_GION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY -- MCHAT(I,L) -
- DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND MCEAT (2, L) - SUBAT,
THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH R/DGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM .OF (NP( )-_I) )-I) OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Po_n_s Per RegHon)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVT_AXION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)
EQUAL TO NPPR(}* SX2 () FOR A PARTICULAR REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X - Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X = Ln S)
INITALIZE ARRAYS






BEGIN CALCULATION FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L = 1 , NUMREG
MCHAT(I,L) . _ DD(L) _
MCHAT(2,L) - SQRT (SUHAT2(L))
SUMX2 = NPPR(L) * SX2(L)
ARG = SUMX2 + DELTA(L)
IF (DELTA(L) .EQ. 0.0)THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE MEAN WAS SUPPLIED
USE THE ESTIMATE OF M
MU(L) - MCHAT(I,L)
ELSE
UPDATE THE ESTIMATE OF M WITH )40 USING DELTA
MU(L} = (MCHAT(I,L) * SUMX2 + MO(L) * DELTA(L)} / ARG
ENDIF
IF (SIGMA2(L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE VARIANCE V/AS SUPPLIED
USE SWHAT2 AS AN ESTIMATE OF SIGMA-HAT-2
SIG(L) = SQRT (SWHAT2(L) / ARG)
ELSE
SIG(L) = SQRT (SIGMA2(L) / ARG)
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. ,i0} T,HEN
WRITE(8,*) L = , L. ' DD = ', DD(L), ' MCHAT1 = ',
MCHAT(1, L)
& WRITE(8,*) 'SUHAT2 = ", SUHAT2(L), ' MCHAT2 = ',
& MCHAT(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'NPPR = ', NPPR(L), ' SX2 = ', SX2(L),
& ' SUMX2- ', SUMX2
WRITE{81: I 'MO- ', MO(L), ' MU = ', MU(L)( SWHAT2 m ', SWHAT2(L), ' SIGMA2 = ', SIGMA2(L},
& ' SIG" ', SIG(L)
ENDIF
7 - 81
C SUBROUTINE NORRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR INFORMATION ON BOTH M AND Co TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROG_: L. NEHLIN
C DATE : CODE: 10FEB88 FORMAT/COHMENTS: 12AUG91
c  iON-  8.1, v8.2, 8.3, v8.4,C MATGRM V4, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, ](ZERO, MCPNT, MC, )(CHAT, RANGE)()
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG " 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG)s MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MZERO(2, MAXREG),




























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MCHAT(I,L) ." - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE
FOR M AND MCHAT(2,L) - SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER ROUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION' -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES












DO I00 L., i, NUMREG
IF _ .EQ. ,I0) T,HEN
'MPNT = ', SPNT(L), ' MCPNT = ', MCPNT(L)
ENDIF
IF (MPNT(L) .EQ. 1) THEN
THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER





WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) ;, RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT{L} .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L} .EQ. 0)} THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO CO CONSTRAINT USE }40
RANGEM( I, L) MZERO(I,L)
RANGEM(2,L) " MZERO(2,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(1,L) ., ', MZERO(1,L),
MZERO(2,L) .. ', MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*), 'RANGEM(I,L) = ', RANGEM(I,L),
RANGEM(2,L) .. ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L} .EQ. 2} .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i}) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A LOWER BOUND DUE TO CO
CONSTRAINT ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF Mo BY MC
LOWER.= AMAXI(MZERO(I,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER = MZERO(2,L)
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN





IF _(.EQ. i0) THEN8,*) MZERO(I,L) = ,, MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L) = , MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8.*) 'MC(1,L) = , MC(1,L)
WRITE( 81,*I 'LOWER = ', LOWER, ' UPPER = ', UPPERWRITE( 'RANEGM(I,L) = ', RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO CO CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES
LOWER = AMAXl(MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER " AMINI(MZERO(2,L)_ MC(2,L) )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN






IF _'+_O_('EQ" 10) THEN8,*) 'MZERO(1,L) " ', MZERO(1,L),
' MZERO(2,L} " ', MZERO(2,L)
w TES , cCI.L -
'LOWER _ ', L_E R, UPPER- '
WRITE( 'RANGEM(1,L) ', RAN_ZM( 1,L),





PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
ENDIF
C RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(I,L) ,. AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L}, 0.0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(e,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) .. ', RANGEM(I,L)
100 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L = 1, NUMREG
IF ((MCHATII,L_ .LT- RANGEM_I,.L_).I,L)
.oR. el,L>
& WRITE(8,*) NOTE: E(m) IS NOT IN THE PO6TERIOR RANGE '





C SUBROUTINE ADDRGN ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES AND NORMAL
C DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 10FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1, VS, VS.l, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG t NNODAT, _,
& MZERO, MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
C INPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT,
C 140, SIGMA2
C OUTPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NUMREG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG -- 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG), NNODAT, NUMREG
REAL MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MO(MAXREG}, MU(MAXREG},
& MZERO_2, MAXREG), RANGEM(2, MAXREG), SIG(_),
















































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT (I,L) " - DD (L), THE ESTIMATE _FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FO_R _C
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
DMZ_ FOR EACH REGION OFi
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L}
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions(REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG =', NUMREG
DO 100 L = i, NNODAT
NUMREG = NUMREG + 1
LL = NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10} WRITE(8,*} 'L =', L, ' NUMREG =', NUMREG,
& ' LL :', LL, ' MPNT(LL) =', MPNT(LL)
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. I) .OR.(MPNT(LL).EQ. 2)) THEN
POSTERIOR ON M IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
*_'_Gm4(Z,LL) = _ZERO(Z,LL)
RANGEM (2, LL) MZERO (2 ,LL)
MU(LL) = MO(LL)
SIG(LL) *, SQRT(SIGMA2 (LL))
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)THEN
w_TE(8,*) SANGES(Z,LL) = , SANGEM(Z,LL),
& ' MZERO(I,LL) = ', MZERO(I,LL)
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(2,LL) =', RANGEM(2,LL),
& ' MZERO(2,LL) = ', MZERO(2,LL) .......
WRITE(8,*) 'MU(LL) = ', MU(LL), ' MO(LL) = ", --u_,*_1
WRITE(8,*) 'SIG(I__) = ', SIG(LL), ' SIGMA2(LL) " ,
& SIGMA2 (LL)
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
CALCULATIONS IN SUBROUTINE EXPCTD
IF (RANGEM(2,LL) .EQ. 0.0) THEN




MCHAT(I,LL) = (RANGEM(I,LL} + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*} 'MCHAT =', MCHAT(I,LL),
& ' MU = ', MU(LL), ' SIG ," ', SIG(LL)
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY ',







C SUBROUTINE PAREST CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FORT BE PARAMETER
C ESTIMATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MOOEL
C PROG_: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 13FEB89 FORMAT/COHMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 -- FOR USE WITH PFM'S
C MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (c) 1990, California Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS?_918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE PAREST (VARY r RANGEM, _J, SIG, NF. NPTS. NUMREG,
& ZROREG, RAND, NBND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, _4,
& SBND)
C INPUTS: VARY, RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, NPTS, NUMREG, ZROREG, RAND,
C NBND, STR
C OUTPUTS: BIGK, BZERO, MM, SBND






























PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG, VARY, ZROREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), BZERO, K, MEANZ, _(0:_G},
& MU(MAXREG), NBND(0:_), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
& RANGEM(2, MAXREG), SBND_O:MAXREG), SIG(MAXREG),
















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F STR NF NBND MM
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES _; M _OR _H _GI_
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-DARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FORT HE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FORT HE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FORT HE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-DARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND

























1-D ARRAY CONT_NZ_ _rS S_ESS ,V_U_-_. (PSZ, _ - -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO TRR "LIFE B(X/NDARY VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR( } FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z " F(STR, NF, NBND, _)CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO VARIATI ;
i - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM VARIATION;
3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHO6EN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- O-- ZERO REGION EXISTS, i - NO ZERO REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TRANSFORMED S/N DATA,
Z = F(STR, NF,NBND,MM)
C OBTAIN THE VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
IF (VARY .LE. 2) THEN
C UNIFORM OR NO VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
ELSE
C NORMAL VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, MM)
ENDIF
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z .. Ln(X)
TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z - Ln(X)
CALL S_VAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES FOR k AND BETAo FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN
C AND VARIANCE
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF K FOR EACH REGION WHERE A .. K ** M
CALL FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C CALCULATE STRESS TIE-POINTS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND}
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
C WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZERO
C DO 200 L = ZROREG, NUMREG




900 FORMAT(///.2X, 'SELECTED VALUES OF S/N CURVE PARAME,TERS',.
& //,2X, 'NUMBER OF REGIONS: '.I415X, 'BETAO = ,r_o.e,
& //. 2X, 'REGION', 7X, 'm' ,15X, 'K' ,gX, 'LIFE BOUND' ,bX,
& , S_RESS BOUND' / )





C SUBROUTINE FINDM CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE M RANGE
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 7JUN88 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, VS.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
C INPUTS : RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS : MM
C SUBPROGRAMS : RANDOM, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOta, L, NUMREG


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM_2_L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UNIFORM(U,1) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
C INITIALIZE MM()
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
-oo50
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS
DO i00 L = i, NUMREG
PICK(I I = 0.0PICK(2 = 0.0
IF (P2&NGEM( ,)2 L .EQ. 0.0) THEN
M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUEC
MM(L) - RANGEM(1,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10} WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I_
ELSEIF (m .EQ. i) THEN
C SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE
CALL RANDOM(X. RAND)
MM(L) = (RANGE//f(2,L)- RANGEM(I,L)) * X + RANGEM(I,L)








WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I.L) -,' RANGEM(IzL),
' RANGEM(2,L)s',, RANGEM(2,L) ,
WRITE(S,*) 'L ..', L,' X ,,', X, ' MM(L) " , MM(L)
ENDIF
ELSE




IF (PICK(I} .GT. PICK(2)) THEN
NO RANGE EXISTS -- THIS SHOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE
STOP PROGRAM
W_..TE_,*_m'IMPOSSIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
CALL RANDOM (X L RAND)









'L =', L, ' MM(L-I) ..'. MM(L-1),
, RANGEM(1,L) .", RANGEM(1,L)_
'PICK(1) -', PICK(1), ' PICK(Z! -',,PICK(2)
'RANGEM(2,L) I,, RANGEM(2,L), X ,, , X,




C SUBROUTINE RANDOM USES AN LCG RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO GENERATE
C UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBERS
C
C Miles, R. F.__The RANDOM Computer PT.ogr.am: A Linear Congruential
C Random Number Generator, JPL Publlca_1on 85-98, JPL Documsn_
C 5101-277, Feb. 15, 1986.
C
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V4 V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7: V7.1, VS, VS.I, V8 2: V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
MATGRM V2.3V3,. V3.1, V3.2, V3[-, V4, V4.1, V4.2,C
C V4 , V4.4, V4.5





































RANX ," RANA * RAND + RANC
RANDIV I RANX / RANM
RANT - DINT(RANDIV)
RANSUB., RANT * RANM
RAND., RANX - RANSUB
FRAC - SNGL (RAND / RANM)
IF (_.c .zQ. o.o_ .oR. (nac .zQ. 1.o))_ lo _,_""_--D-- Iv'F _OUT .EQ. 2) WRITE(8,*)'mmX-', EANX, ' EANDXV
& RANT ", RANT, ' RANSUB =', RANSUB, ' RAND ,,',
& ' FRAC "', FRAC
RETURN
END
C NOTES: IOUT,.2 DUMPS TO SCREEN
C SUBROUTINE FINDMN CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE TRUNCATED NORMAL M DISTRIBUTION
C PROGRAMMER: L • NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE" 7JUN88 COMMENTS : 13FEB89
C MATGRM V4, V4. , V4 V4.3, V4 , V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, MM)
C INPUTS: RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS : MM
C SUBPROGRAMS : NORMGN, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEAN OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED









FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,LJ IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM (2, L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF M FOR EACH
REGION
NORMAL (MU, SIGMA) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
INITIALIZE MM( )






DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
PICK(I) = 0.0
PICK(2) - 0.0
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0)THEN
C M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUE
MM(L) = RANGEM(I
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10_L_R/TE(8, *) 'RANGEM(I,L) ", RANGEM(I,L),
& ' MM(L) =', MM(L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. i) THEN
C SAMPLE OH EXISTING RANGE
i0 CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU(L), SIG(L),
IF ((X .LT. RANGEM(I,L}) .OR. (X ._. RANGEM(2,L))) GOTO i0
MM(L) "= X
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(ItL) =', RANGEM(1.L),
& ' RANGEM(2,L)=', RANGEM(2tL) ,
WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' X =', X, ' MM(L) = , MM(L)
ENDIF
ELSE
C ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
C AND THEN SAMPLE
PICK(1) - AMAXI(MM(L-1), RANGEM(I,L))
PICK(2)= RANGEM(2.L)
IF (PICK(I) .GT. PICK(2)) THEN
C NO RANGE EXISTS -- THIS SHOULD NOT BE PO6SIBLE
STOP PROGRAM
C _,_._W_'TE_T IMPOSSIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
C SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
20 CALL NORMGN (RAND MU(L), SIG(L), X)
IF ((X .LT. PICK(1)) .OR. (X .GT. PICK(2))) GOTO 20
MM(L) = X
ENDIF
IF ,r._-'_OUT('EQ"I0)THEN8,*) 'L =', L, ' MM(L-I) "'. MM(L-I),
& ' RANGEM(I,L) =', RANGEM(I,L)_
'PICK(1) =', PICK(1), ' PICK(2! "',,PICK(2)
'RANGEM(2,L) =', RANGEM(2,L), X" , X,




C SUBROUTINE NORMGN GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER
C WITH MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIGMA
7 -91
C PROGRA_4ER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE • 3FEB88
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1, V8, VS.I, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C ' w
C The random variates are generated us'.in..gthe "Direct Mepod
C Abramowitz, M:, and_.Stegun, I: A. 4 en_ors,o_Kjo ---'ied
C Marnema_ical Func_lon8, Natlo.nal Bureau ol. _r_nuar.us ( App_ .
C Mathematics Series 55, Issued June 1964, Nlnth Prln_ng, sove_ner
C 1970 with corrections, pg. 953.
***********************************************************************





REAL FRAC, MU, PI, SIGMA, X, Ul, U2, ZI, Z2

























UNIFORM(0, i) RANDOM VARIATE
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MEAN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL RANDOM VARIATE
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U(0,1)
UNIFORM RANDON NUMBER U(0,1)
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N( O, 1 )
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N( 0, 1 )
IF ((IOUT .EQ.,10).OR. _D(_, :E_ 15)& WRITE(8,*) RAND = , = ,)MU, ' SIGMA =',
RANDOM (FRAC, RAND}
UI = FRAC
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U2 =FRAC
IF ((IOUT .EQ. 10)=;OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))
& WRITE(8,*) 'UI , UI,' U2 =', U2
Z1 = SQRT (- 2. : ALOG(UI)) : COS(2. : PI : U2}
Z2 = SQRT (- 2 ALOG(UI)) SIN(2 PI U2)
X m SIGMA * Zl + MU




C SUBROUTINE TRNSFM PERFORMS THE CALCUlaTIONS NECESSARY TO TRANSFORM
C THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z " Ln(X)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN






























v, io,: vs. : vs vs.]: v8.4, vs.sMATGRM V4, V4. V4 _ V4. V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
INPUTS: NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND
OUTPUTS = NP, ZZ
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT 1 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, K, L, LL, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL MM(0:MAXREG), MML, NBND(0-MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS INNER DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO _(L) FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S-N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS .(PSI OR %)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TRANSFORMED S/N DATA,
Z " F(STR,NF, NBND,MM}
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
NP=0




DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
MML = MM(L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10),WRITE(Sn*)'L =', L,




' MM ", MM(L), ' HML "',
DO _0=KN; +i,1NPTS (L)
ZZ(NP) = ALOG(STR(K,L))+ ALOG(NF(K,L)) * (1.0 / MML)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)'K =', K, ' NP "r NP, ' NF ",
NF(K,L), ' STR "', STR(K,L), ' ZZ =', ZZ(NP)
DO 300 LL 1 2. L
ZZ(NP) " Z_'(NP) + ALOG(NBND(LL-I))
• ((1.o / MM(LL-:I)) - (1.0 / MM_LL))) _
IF (IOUT .EQ: 10) W_TE(_S,*)'LL =% I__, NEND(LL-1} -',
NBND(LL-I), ' MM(LL-I) ..', )g4(XJ.-l), ' )g4(LL) ..',
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C SUBROUTINE SMNVAR CALCULATES THE Sample MeaN and VARiance OF
C Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 24AUG87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2,
C V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C INPUTS: NP, ZZ
C OUTPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, MP













CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION) ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z "m F(STR, NF, NBND, _)
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, _ _ F(STR, NF, NBND, _4)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TRANSFORMED _/N DATA,




C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF ZZ(), MEANZ
DO 100 I = i, NP
MEANZ = MEANZ + ZZ(I)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)'NP = , NP, ' I =', I,
& ' ZZ =', ZZ(I), ' MEANZ =', MEANZ
100 CONTINUE
MEANZ = MEANZ / FLOAT(NP) )' MEANZ -' MEANZIF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*
C CALCULATE THE VARIANCE OF ZZ(), SZ2
DO 200 I == i, NP
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SZ2 = SZ2 + (ZZ(I) - MEANZ) ** 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)'I ", I, ' SZ2 "', SZ2
200 CONTINUE
SZ2 ,. SZ2 / FLOAT(NP - i)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)' SZ2 ,,', SZ2
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE KBETA CALCULATES k AND BETAo FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN AND
C VARIANCE OF Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 60CT87 COI_4ENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.I, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.4, V8.
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C INPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2
C OUTPUTS : K, BZERO
C IMPLICIT NONE
REAL PI
PARAMETER (PI = 3.1415926536)
COMMON 1OUT
INTEGER IOUT














VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
SELF EXPLANATORY CONSTANT
SZ2 ** 0.5
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF THE TRANSFORMED DATA,
Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS
SZ = SZ2 ** 0.5
BZERO- PI / (SZ _ (6.0 ** 0.5))
K = MEANZ
C DATA DUMP STATEMENTS
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN





C SUBROUTINE FINDK CALCUI2&TES THE VALUE OF K, WHERE A m K ** M FOR
C EACH REGION
C PROGRA_B4ER = L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 7JUN88
C VERSION= MATCHR VS, VS:l: V8.2, V8:3, V8:4:V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4 V4 •2, V4 , V4 V4 •5
SUBROUTINE FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK}
C INPUTS; BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG




PARAMETER (GAMMA = 0.57721566490, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG

















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A "= K ** M
FOR EACH REGION




VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
BIGK(L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE K FOR REGION ONE
BIGK(1) " (ALOG(2.0) ** (1.0 / BZERO)) * EXP(K + GAMMA / BZERO)
C WRITE(7,*) 'REGION= I, K _', BIGKII )
IF (IOOT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) BZER? = , BZERO, ' k "', K,
& ' GAMMA =' , GAMMA, ' BIGK(1) = , BIGK(1)
C CALCULATE K FOR REMAINING REGIONS
DO 100 L = 2, NUMREG
BIGK(L) = BIGK(L-I) * NBND(L-I)
• * ((1.o / MM(L)) 7 (1.0 / MM(L-1)))
C WRITE(7,*) _REGION ', L¢ K = , BIGK(L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)'L =', L, ' NBND_L-Z) m,,
& NBND(L-I), ' MM(L) =', MM(L), ' MM(L-I) = , MM(L-1),
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C SUBROUTINE FINDSB CALCULATES THE REGION 'TIE-POINTS' -- THE STRESS
C VALUES WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARIES" ACCORDING TO THE
C RANDOMLY SELECTED MS. AND THE KS _ FROM THE BETA AND kCHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 22DEC88
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM
C OUTPUTS : SBND
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG, ZROREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), MM(0:MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG),

















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A .. K ** M
FOR EACH REGION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R .. -1.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSE_ TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
C INITIALIZE SBND()
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
-oo5O
C CALCULATE SBND(0) IF ZROREG - 0
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) THEN
SBND(0) = BIGK(1) * NBND(0) ** (-I.0 / MM(1))
ENDIF
C CALCULATE THE NON-ZERO REGION STRESS BOUNDARIES
DO i00 L = I. NUMREG









C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES WEIBULL(BETA,ETA) RANDOM VARIATE8 WITHMEDIAN OF DISTRIBUTION CONSTRAINED TO BE ONE USING THE "INVERSE
C TRANSFORM METHOD"
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 18MAR87 COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V2, V3, V3.1, V3.2, V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2,
C V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technolqgy__
C U.S. Government Sponsorship unaer NASA Contract NAS7-Y18
C is acknowledged.
c




















WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER
UNIFORM (0,I) RANDOM VARIATE
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RANDOM NUMBER SEED




ETA = 1.0 / (ALOG(2.0) ** (i.0 / BETA)}
GENERATE WEIBULL RANDOM VARIATE
CALL RANDOM(FRAC, RAND)
= -ALOG(I.0 - FRAC)
WEIB m ETA * ARG**(1.07BETA)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)
& ' FRAC =', FRAC, ' ARG ='
RETURN
END
'BETA = ', BETA, ' ETA =', ETA,
, ARG, ' WEIB =', WEIB
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C SUBROUTINE KOMO CALCULATES Ko AND Mo FOR THE ZERO REGION (NO DATA
C REGION TO THE LEFT). IT ACCOUNTS FOR TYING UP THE TENSILE POINT
C AT SZERO, AND SCALING DOWN THE CURVE IF IT WENT ABOVE SZEROo
C PROGRAMMER : L. NEWLIN
C DATE : IAUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.5 MATGRM V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, Cali.fornia Institute of Technology:.





SUBROUTINE KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBND, TRSBND, TRBIGK,
& F_TR, NUMREG)
INPUTS: SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBND, TRSBND, FACTR
OUTPUTS: TRBIGK, MM, TRSBND
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG 1 3 )
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG
REAL BIGK(0;MAXREG}, FACTR, MM(0;MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG),

































I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A _ K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
SCALE FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR BIGK IF TRSBND(0) > SZERO
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, ADJUSTED TO KEEP
SBND (0 ) < So FOR EACH TRIAL
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES CORRESPONDING TO THE
LIFE BOUNDARY VALUES FOR EACH REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
ADJUSTED BY VARIATION PARAMETERS FOR EACH TRIAL
BIGK(0) = SZERO
IF (TRSBND(0).GT. SZERO) THEN
_CLK = SZERO/TRSBND(0)
DO 100 L 1 0, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) : BIGK(L) * SCLK




MM(0) = +AIx_MM(1)* ((ALOG (BIGK(1)) - ALOG --_(T_-_(-T_-_-ND_0)_BND(0))))(FACTR)) / (ALOG (SZERO)&
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'SZERO = ', SZERO, ' BIGKO 1 ' r±_,.BZGE(O _
WRITE(8,*) 'FACTOR = ', FACTR, ' BIGKI = _, TRBIGK(1)
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C FUNCTION GTLIFE _TES TEE CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR A PARTI_ STRESS
C BASED UPON THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION S/N EQUATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 10FEB89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 -- FOR USE WITH PFM'S
C
C copyright (C) 1990, California.Institute of Technology.
U.S. Government Sponsorship unaer NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
REAL FUNCTION GTLIFE (S, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
& ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
INPUTS: _F_ LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND, ZROREG, NUMREG, SZEROOUTPUTS:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER IOUT, L, MAXREG, NUMREG, ZROREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG= 3)
COMMON IOUT
REAL GETLIF, KRATIO, LNA(0:MAXREG), LNZ, LPHIM(0:MAXREG),







































VALUE TO BE ASSIGNED TO GTLIFE -- CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR
THE REQUIRED STRESS LEVEL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTP_)LLER
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) = M Ln K FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0.PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M I_ PHI FOR EACH REGION WHERE
PHI IS A WEIBULL(BETAo, ETAo) GENERATED RANDOH VARIATE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
VALUE OF STRESS (PSI) FOR WHICH A VALUE OF LIFE (CYCLES TO
FAILURE) IS REQUIRED
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R - -1.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
CONTAINED IN NBNDD( )
STRESS TENSILE POINT, So
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED TO PREVENT ARITHMETIC UNDER AND OVER
_S
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
C
GETLIF - 0.0
CALCULATE CYCLES TO FAILURE
IF ((S .GE. SZERO) .AND. (ZROREG .EQ. 0)) THEN
GETLIF - 1.0
ELSE
DO 100 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
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IF (S .GT. SBND(L)) THEN
TEMP = LNA(L) + LPHIM(L) + MM(L) * ( - ALOG(S}
& + ALOG (KRATIO} + LNZ}
IF (TEMP .GT. 86.0} THEN
TEMP= 86.0
ENDIF









C SUBROUTINE 'SORTM' SORTS THE ARRAY, ALLM(), FROM LOWEST TO HIGHEST
C M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 10FEB88
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.


















SUBROUTINE SORTM (ALLM, NUMREG, NUM)




INTEGER I, INC, IOUT, L, MAXMM, MAXREG, NUM, NUMREG
















2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS INSERTION POINTER
SORT INCREMENT VARIABLE
FLAG TO INDICATE WHETHER SORT IS FINISHED
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF M'S TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ALLM() TO BE SORTED





DO 400 L = I, NUMREG
INC = NUM




DO 300 I = 1, (NUM- INC)
IF (ALLM(I,L) .GT. ALLM(I + INC, L)) THEN
TEMP m ALLM(I,L}
ALLM(I,L) m ALLM(I +___INC, L)










C FUNCTION ELWELD CONTROLS THE CALLS REQUIRED TO CALCULATE A LIFE FORT HE
C WELD ATAN ELBOW CASE (MODE 2)
C PROGRAMMER= L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 3MAY90
C VERSION= PIPE VS.1, V8.2, V8.3
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Goverrmmnt Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
FUNCTION ELWELD (PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT. NLOAD, P, _I_T: V,& FTY, FTU, EM, K, PSUBI, TIB, TOB, DI,
& LAMN, RB, WD, FK__RT, CCY, CCZ, CLY, CLZ, OVAL,
& LOCAT, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
& SZERO, ZROHEG, NUMREG, STRHIS, NRAN, PERIOD,









PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, V, FTY, F_,
EM, K, PSUBI. TIB, TOB. DI, WOFF, LAIR, RB, WD, FK,
CCY, CCZ, CLY, CLZ, OVAL, LOCAT, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO,





INTEGER CULPRT, IOUT, LOCAT, MAXLD, MAXM, MAXREG, NLOAD, NRAN,
& NUMREG, ZROREG
REAL PI
PARAMETER (MAXLD = 16 MAXM - 24000, MAXREG = 3,
& PI = 3.141_926536)
coyc z, DI,
FK(10), FTYI FTU, K(2, 2), KRATIOt LAMWL LIFE,_ _i_
& LIFE2, LNA(0:MAXREG)_ LNZ, LPHIM(0=MAXREG), M_2, S_T),
& MM(0:MAXREG), MSTAT(2), OVAL, P(MAXLD)L__PERIOD, PS ,
PSUBI, RB, RT(10), SBND(0=MAXREG), STATIC(4),






























































































































ANGLE PHI MEASURED COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FROM Z-DIRECTION --
GIVEN IN DEGREES, TRANSFORMED TO RADIANS FOR _TIONS
OUT-OF-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS CARRYOVER FACTOR
IN-PLANE CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS CARRYOVER FACTOR
OUT-OF-PLANE AXIAL STRESS CARRYOVER FACTOR




VALUE OF LIFE CALCULATED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS




FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- K( i, i} IS FOR PIPE
EXTERIOR FOR AXIAL DIRECTION; K(2, I) IS FOR PIPE EXTERIOR
FOR HOOP DIRECTION; K(I,2) IS FOR PIPE INTERIOR FOR AXIAL
DIRECTION; K(2,2) IS FOR PIPE INTERIOR FOR HOOP DIRECTI ON
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
ACCURACY FACTOR OF Fk - r/t CURVE
VALUE OF LIFE CAUSING FAILURE
VALUE OF LIFE AT LOCATION 1
VALUE OF LIFE AT LOCATION 2
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF L_(A} = M Ln K FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M Ln PHI FOR EACH REGION WHERE
PHI IS A WEIBULL(BETAo, ETAo) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
LOCATION OF INTEREST WHERE I IS THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE
PIPE AND 2 IS THE INTERIOR SURF_JCE OF THE PIPE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(I,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE M3 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS ALLOWED IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES FOR m FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS -- M(1) IS THE
M2 LOAD; M(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
OVALITY ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS
INTERNAL PRESSURE
LENGTH OF TIME IN SECONDS FOR RANDOM STRESS-TIME HISTORY
CONSTANT EQUAL TO 3.14 .....
STATIC AXIAL LOAD
BEND RADIUS MEASURED FROM CENTER OF PIPE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R - -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CORRECTED FOR PHI, KRATIO, AND LNZ
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES -- STATIC_I}
IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2) IS THE HOOP STRESS; STATIC 3( )
IS THE RADIAL STRESS; STATIC(4) IS THE SHEAR STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
-- STRAMP(I,*) ARE THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARE.
THE HOOP _TRE_SES; STRAMP(3,*) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES,
STRAMP (4, * } ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE AMPLITUDES FOR THE TIME-VARYING
STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
STRESS TENSILE POINT (PSI)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS
WALL THICKNESS AT INNER BEND
WALL THICKNESS AT PIPE OUTER BEND
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- V(1) IS THE
V2 LOAD; V(2) IS THE V3 LOAD
WELD DISTANCE FROM ELBOW TANGENCY
WELD OFFSET











IF ((LOCAT .EQ. i) .OR. (LOCAT .EQ. 0) ) THEN
EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE PIPE
CALL M2LI (PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, Vl
PSUBI, TIB, TOB, DI, EM, WOFF, LAMW, RB, K, WD,
CCY. CCZ, CLY, CLZ, OVAL, FK, RT, ANGLE, STATIC,
STRAMP)
CALL NARBNI (STRHIS, NRAN, PERIOD, TRUNC, STATIC, STRAMP,
NLOAD, FTY, FTU, 1.0o MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO,
LNZ, SBND, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG, FATLIF)
LIFE1 = FATLIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25} WRITE(8,*) 'FATLIF " ', FATLIF
ENDIF
IF ((LOCAT .EQ. 2) .OR. (LOCAT .EQ. 0)) THEN
INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE PIPE
CALL M2L2 (PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, V,
PSUBI, TIB, TOB, DI, EM, WOFF, LAM_, RB, K, WD,
CCY, CCZ, CLY, CLZ, OVAL, FK, RT, ANGLE, STATIC,
STRAMP)
CALL NARBNI (STRHIS, NRAN, PERIOD, TRUNC, STATIC, STRAMP,
NLOAD, FTY, FTU, 1.0, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO,
LNZ, SBND, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG, FATLIF)
LIFE2 = FATLIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) WRITE(8,*) 'FATLIF = ', FATLIF
ENDIF
IF ((LOCAT .LT. 0) .OR. (IX)CAT .GT. 2)) THEN
WRITE(8,") 'ERROR: LOCATION INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (LOCAT .EQ. 0) THEN
LIFE " MIN (LIFE1, LIFE2}
IF {LIFE .EQ. LIFE1) THEN
_ULPRT '= 1
ELSE IF (LIFE .EQ. LIFE2) THEN
CULPRT = 2
ELSE
_¢._W_TE_'e_T'ERROR" CANNOT FIND CULPRIT LOCATION'
ENDIF
ELWELD = LIFE








C SUBROUTINE M2LI PERFORMS THE CALCULATIONS NECESSARY TO FIND THE STRESS
C FOR MODE 2, LOCATION 1 (WELD NEAR AN ELBOW, EXTERIOR_LLL OF THE PIPE)
C PROGRAMMERS L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 8JAN91
C VERSION: PIPE V8.3
s_a_I_ _LI (PSTAT,_TAT, TSTAT, _T, .LO_, P,., --,__,& PSUBI, TIB, TOB__DI, EM, WOFF, _, RB,
& CCY, CCZ, CLY, CLZ, OVAL, IrK, RT, ANGLE, STATIC,
& STRAMP)
C INPUTS: PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, V, PSUBI,
C TIB, TOB, DI, EM, WOFF n LAMW, RB, K, WD, CCY, CCZ, CLY,
C CLZ, OVAL, FK, RT, ANGLE
C OUTPUTS: STATIC, STRAMP
C SUBPROGRAMS : CALCS
C IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, MAXLD, NLOAD
REAL NU, PI









ANGLE, AREA. ARGNB, ARGNB2, ARGTM3, B, CIPHI, CCY_ CCZ,CLY, CLZ, D_, EM, FK(10), GCY, GCZ, GLY, GLZ, GNB ,
GNBO, GTMI, GTMO, IFK, K(2, 2), KOFF, KTI, KT2, L, L2,
LAMW__M(2, MAXLD). MIIB, MIOB, MSTAT(2), NU2_OVAL,
P(MAXLD), PSI, PSTAT, PSUBI,_QO, QT, R, RB, RI, RM, RO,
ROIB, ROOB, ROVERI r ROT, RT(1O), SIPHI, STATIC(4),
STRAMP(4, MAXLD),T_MAXLD), TIB, TM, TOB, TSTAT,
V(2, MAXLD), VSTAT(2), WD, WOFF, Xl, X2, X3, X4
LIST OF VARIABLESC
C
C ANGLE ANGLE PHI MEASURED COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FROM Z-DIRECTION --
C GIVEN IN DEGREES, TRANSFORMED TO RADIANS FOR CALCULATIONS
C AREA CROSS SECTION AREA OF PIPE WALL
C ARGNB, ARGNB2, ARGTM3
C INTERMEDIATE CALCULATION VARIABLES USED IN OVALITY EFFECT
C CALCULATIONS
C B TORUS EFFECT
C CIPHI EQUAL TO COS (1*PHI )
C CCY, CCZ, CLY, CLZ
C STRESS CARRY OVER FACTORS
C DI INTERIOR DIAMETER
C EM ELASTIC MODULUS
C FK() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS
C CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
C GCY, GCZ, GLY, GLZ
C OVALITY EFFECT COEFFICIENTS
C GNBI, GNBO, GTMI, GTMO
C COEFFICIENTS USED IN OVALITY EFFECT CALCULATIONS
C IFK INTERPOLATED VALUE OF Fk CORRESPONDING TO PARTICULAR VALUE
C OF r/t
C I OUT OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
C J CONTROLS DUE LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN RT() AND FR() DURING
C INTERPOLATION
C K() FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- K(I,I) IS FOR PIPE
C EXTERIOR FOR AXIAL DIRECTION; K(2,1) IS FOR PIPE EXTERIOR





































































































DIRECTION; K(2,2)IS FOR PIPE INTERIOR FOR HOOP DIRECTION
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO ECCENTRICITY OF WELD
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR AXIAL STRESS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR HOOP STRESS
OVALITY EFFECT VARIABLE
EQUAL TO L ** 2
ACCURACY FACTOR OF Fk - r/t CURVE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(1,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE M3 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOAD6 ALLOWED
MOMENT OF INERTIA BASED ON MAXIMUM WALL THICENESS (INNER BEND)
MOMENT OF INERTIA BASED ON MINIMUM WALL THICI_qESS (OUTER BEND)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS -- M(1) IS THE
M2 LOAD; M(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOAD6
POISSON' S RATIO
EQUAL TO NU ** 2
OVALITY ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR





OVALITY EFFECT STRESS DECAY FACTOR
TORUS EFFECT STRESS DECAY FACTOR
RADIUS OF INTEREST -- I%0 FOR EXTERIOR ANALYSIS; RI FOR
INTERIOR ANALYSIS




OUTER RADIUS AT THE MAXIMUM WALL THICKNESS (INNER BEND)
OUTER RADIUS AT THE MINIMUM WALL THICKNESS (OUTER BEND)
EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM R / I
EQUAL TO r / t(R Over T)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
EQUAL TO SIN(I'PHI)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES -- STATIC(I)
IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2) IS THE HOOP STRESS; STATIC(3)
IS THE RADIAL STRESS, STATIC(4)IS THE SHEAR STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
-- STRAMP(I,*) ARE THE _ STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARE
THE HOOP STRESSES; STRAMP( 3, *) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP(4, * ) ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS
WALL THICKNESS AT INNER BEND
MEAN WALL THICKNESS
WALL THICKNESS AT PIPE OUTER BEND
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS -- V(I,*)
ARE THE V2 LOADS; V(2, * ) ARE THE V3 LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- V(1) IS THE V2
LOAD; V(2) IS THE V3 LOAD
WELD DISTANCE FROM ELBOW TANGENCY
WELD OFFSET




CALCULATE KOFF, THE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO
ECCENTRICITY OF THE WELD
NU2 - NU ** 2
RI -DI / 2.0
ROIB _ RI + TIB
ROOB _ RI + TOB
RO _ ROIB
T. - (TOB+ TIS) / 2.0
RM - RI+ TM
R = ROIB
ROT - MAX (ROIB / TIB, ROOB / TOB)








INTERPOLATE TO FIND FACTOR Fk CORRESPONDING TO VALUE OF r/t
IF _O_= .LE. RT(J)) .AND. (ROT .GE. RT(J-1))) THEN
_FK(J) - FK(J-I)} _ tROT - RT(J-I))
/ (RT(J) - RT(J-I)) + FK(J-I)
KOFF = LAMW * (1.0 + 3.0 * IFK * WOFF)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25)
WRITE(8,*) 'TIB = , TIB, ' TOB = ', TOB
WRITE(8,*) 'DI = ', DI, ' RI = ', RI
WRITE(8,*) 'RM = ', RM, ' =, ,
WRITE(8,*) 'RO- ', RO, '
WRITE(8,*) 'ROIB = ', ROIB, ' ROOB = ', ROOB
WRITE(8,*) 'NU2 = ', NU2, ' ROT = ', ROT
WRITE(8,*) 'IFK = ', IFK, ' WOFF = ', WOFF
WRITE(8,*) 'LAMW = ', LAMW, ' KOFF = ', KOFF
ENDIF
CALCULATE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AND MOMENT OF INERTIA
AREA = PI * (ROOB ** 2 - RI ** 2)
MIIB = PI * (ROIB ** 4 - RI ** 4_ / 4.0
MIOB = PI * (ROOB ** 4 - RI ** 4) / 4.0
ROVERI = MAX (ROIB / MIIB, ROOB 7 MIOB)
OBTAIN STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS AND RADII APPROPRIATE TO LOCATION
KTI = K(I,IIIKT2 = K(2,
IF ,IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
'MIIB = ', MIIB. ' MIOB = ', MIOB
WRITE( 'K(I,1) = ', K(I,I), ' KTI = ', KT1
 TE(,8::I = ', KT21 ), ' KT2,K(2,z) = ,, K(2,
ENDIF
CALCULATE STRESS INCREASE DUE TO TORUS EFFECT
SIPHI = SIN (ANGLE)
CIPHI = COS (ANGLE)
QT = 1.0 - (WD I RM)
B = 1.0 + QT * ((2.0 RB + RM * SIPHI)/ (2.0 ** (_ + _ * szPsz)) - 1.o)
IF(IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RB = ', RB, ' WD = ', WD
WRITE(8,*) 'QT = ', QT, ' B = ', S
ENDIF
CALCULATE STRESS INCREASE DUE TO OVALITY EFFECT
• * (EM * RM *
IF (L .LT. 0.16)
& WRITE(8,*) 'WARNING: LAMBDA < .16 DURING OVALITY CALCULATIONS'
L2=L**2
Xl - 5.0 + 6.0 * L2 + 24.0 * PSI
X2 = 17.0 + 600.0 * L2 + 480.0 * PSI
X3 = Xl * ](2 - 6.25
X4 = (I.0 - NU2) * (X3 - 4.5 * X2)
ARGTM3 = 1.5 * X2 - 18.75
ARGNB = L / X4
ARGNB2 = 9.0 * X2
GTMI = SIPHI + (ARGTM3 * SIN(3.0 : ANGLE)
& + 11.25 * SIN (5.0 * ANGLE)& / X4
GTMO = CIPHI + (ARGTM3 * COS(3.0 ANGIeE)
& + 11.25 * COS (5.0 * ANGLE)) / X4
7 - 107
C&GNBI - _B _ (ARGNB2 * COS (2.0 tANGLE)ARGNB+ 225.0 * C06 (4.0 * ANGLE))(ARGNS2 * SIN (2.0 * ANGLE)
&GNBO + 225.0 * SIN (4.0 * ANGLE))
QO - 1.0 - WD / (4.0 * RM)
: OVAL : (S1PHI + QO * (CLZ * (GTMI + NU * GNBI) - S1PBI))OVAL QO * CCZ * (NU * GTMI + GNBI)
OVAL * (ClPHI + QO * (CLY * (GTMO + NU * GNBO) ClPHI))
GCY - OVAL * OO * CCY * (NU * GTMO + GNBO)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THENWRITE
_i!} 'PSUBI = ', PSUBI, ' EM- ', El(WRITE 'L = ', L. ' PSI = ', PSIWRITE 'L2 " ', L2
WRITE 8,*) 'Xl " ', Xl, ' X2 " ', X2
WRITE 8 *l 'X3 = ', X3, ' X4 = ', X4
._TE 8:*S '_'_ = ', _ _ _
,, , . ,,
WRITE 8,*} 'GTMI- ', GTMI, ' GTMO- ', GTMO
WRITE
_. ,, OvAL.,, OvALWRXTE
WRITE 'GLY " ', GLY, ' GCY = ', GCY
ENDIF
CALL CALCS tO _late the Stresses
CALL _S (PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTATt NLOAD, P, M, T. V,
& PSUBI, RI, AREA, RO, R, KTI, KT2, ROVERI, KOFT., B,








_::I 'RI = ', RI, ' AREA-', AREA
'RO- ', RO, ' R = ', R
'ROVERI = ', ROVERI, ' KOFF = ', KOFF
'B = '. B, ' GLZ. = ', GLZ, ' GLY = ', GLY
' GCZ, = ', GCZ, ' GCY- ', GCY
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE M2L2 PERFORMS THE _TIONS NECESSARY TO FIND THE STRESS
C FORM ODE 2, LOCATION 2 (WELD NEAR AN ELBOW, INTERIOR WALL OF THE PIPE)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 8JAN91
C VERSION: PIPE V8.3
SUBROUTINE M2L2 (PSTAT, MSTAT. TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, v,
& PSUBI, TIE, _OB, DI, EM, WOLFF, LAMW, RB, K, WD,






PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, V, PSUBI,
TIB, TOB, DI, WOFF, EM, LA_, RB, K, WD, CCT, CCZ, CLY,





INTEGER IOUT, J, MAXLD, NLOAD
7-108
REAL NU, PI









ARG m, m, cz I, ccz,
CLY. CLZ, DI. EM, FK(10), GCY, GCZ, GLY, GLZ, , _
GNB0, GTMI, GTMO, IFK, K(2, 2), KOFF, KT1, KT2, L, L2,
LAMW, M(2. MAXLD), MI, MSTAT(2)r NU2, OVAL, P(ROM_B ),
PSI. PSTAT, PSUBI, QO__QT, R, RB, RI, RM, RO_ ROIB,
ROOB, ROT, RT(10), SIPBI, STATIC(4), STRAMP(4, MA]q_)},
T(MAXLD), TIB, TM, TOB. TSTAT, V(2, MAXLD), VSTAT(2),





























































ANGLE ANGLE PHI MEASURED COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FROM Z-DIRECTION --
GIVEN IN DEGREES, TRANSFORMED TO RADIANS FOR _IONS
AREA CROSS SECTION AREA OF PIPE WALL
ARGNB, ARGNB2, ARGTM3
INTERMEDIATE CAI_:ULATION VARIABLES USED IN OVALITY EFFECT
CALCULATIONS
B TORUS EFFECT
CIPHI EQUAL TO COS(I'PHI)
CCY, CCZ, CLY, CLZ
STRESS CARRY OVER FACTORS
DI INTERIOR DIAMETER
EM ELASTIC MODULUS
FK() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk usED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
GCY, GCZ, GLY, GLZ
OVALITY EFFECT COEFFICIENTS
GNBI, GNBO, GTMI, GTMO






























INTERPOLATED VALUE OF Fk CORRESPONDING TO PARTICULAR VALUE
OF r/t
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DUE LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN RT() AND IrK() DURING
INTERPOLATION
FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- K(I,I) IS FOR PIPE
EXTERIOR FOR AXIAL.DIRECTION; K(2,1) IS FOR PIPE EXTERIOR
FOR HOOP DIRECTION, K(I.2) IS FOR PIPE INTERIOR FOR AXIAL
DIRECTION; K(2,2) IS FOR PIPE INTERIOR FOR HOOP DIRECTION
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO ECCENTRICITY OF WELD
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR AXIAL STRESS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR HOOP STRESS
OVALITY EFFECT VARIABLE
EQUAL TO L ** 2
ACCURACY FACTOR OF Fk - r/t CURVE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME&VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(I,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE M3 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MOMENT OF INERTIA
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS -- M(1) IS THE
M2 LOAD; M(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
POISSON 'S RATIO
EQUAL TO NU ** 2
OVALITY ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR





OVALITY EFFECT STRESS DECAY FACTOR
TORUS EFFECT STRESS DECAY FACTOR
RADIUS OF INTEREST -- RO FOR EXTERIOR ANALYSIS; RI FOR INTERIOR
ANALYSIS





































OUTER RADIUS AT THE MINIMUM NAI_ THICKNESS (OEFffERBEND}
EQUAL TO r / t (R Over T)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FDm STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
EQUAL TO SIN(I-PHI)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES _- STATIC{I)
IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2} IS THE HOOP STRESS, STATIC(3)
IS THE RADIAL STRESS, STATIC(4) IS TEE SHEAR STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING _ES --
ST_._(1;*) ARE THE AXZAL ST_SSES; STmU_(2.*} AlU¢ T__ ROOF
STRESSES, _TRAMP(3,*)ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES, STRAMP(4,*)
ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TOI%QUE LOADS
_ NALLTHICKNESS AT INNER BEND
TM MEAN WALL THICE_IESS
TOB WALL THICKNESS AT PIPE OUTER BEND
TSTAT STATIC TORQUE LOAD
V() 2-DARRA¥ CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR IX)ADS -- V(l,*)
ARZ THE V2 LOADS; V(2,*) ARE THE V3 LOADS
VSTAT() l-O ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SI_._RLOADS -- V(Z) IS THE
V2 LOAD; V(2)IS THE V3 LOAD
WD WELD DISTANCE FROM ELBOW TANGENCY
WOFF WELD OFFSET
Xl, X2, X3, X4
OVALITY EFFECT VARIABLES
C CALCULATE KOFF, THE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO
C ECCENTRICITY OF THE WELD
NU2 " NU ** 2
RI " DI / 2.0
ROIB = RI + TIB
ROOB = RI + TOB
RO _ ROIB
TM == (TOB + TIB) / 2.0RM RI+ TM
R-RI
ROT - MAX (ROIB / TIB, ROOB / TOB)
DO 100 J - 2. I0
C INTERPOLATE TO FIND FACTOR Fk CORRESPONDING TO VALUE OF r/t
.LE. RT(J)) .AND. (ROT .GE. RT(J-1))) THEN
& ) + FR(J-1)
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
KOFF - LA)_ * (1.0 + 3.0 * IFK * WOFF)
IF (IOUT -E0. 25) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'TIB- ', TIB, ' TOB-- '. TOB
WRITE_8,*} 'DI = ', DI, ' RI = ', RI
WRITE(8,*) 'RM- ', RM, ' TM " ', TM
WRITE(8,*) 'RO "= ', ROr ' R " ', R
WRITE{8,*) 'ROIB = ', ROIB, ' ROOB = ', ROOB
WRITE(8,*) 'NU2 " ', NU2, ' ROT " ', ROT
WRITE(8,*) 'IFK = ', IFK, ' WOFF " ', WOFF
WRITE(e,*) '_ " ', _, ' KOFF " ', KOFF
ENDIF
C CALCULATE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AND MOMENT OF INERTIA
AR_=== PI * (ROOB ** 2 - RI ** 2)PI * (ROOB ** 4 - RI ** 4} / 4.0
C OBTAIN STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS AND RADII APPROPRIATE TO _TION
KT1 K(I )
K(2
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25)THEN




CALCULATE STRESS INCREASE DUE TO TORUS EFFECT
SIPHI = SIN (ANGLE)
ClPHI = COS (_LE.)
QT= 1.0- (WD I RM_
B = 1.0 + QT * ((2.0 RB + RM * SIPHI)
& / (2.0 ** (RB + RM * SIPHI)) - 1.0)
IF(IOUT .EQ. 25} THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RB = ', RB, ' WD = ', WD
WRITE(8,*) 'QT = ', QT, ' B = ', B
ENDIF
CALCULATE STRESS INCREASE DUE TO OVALITY EFFECT
((""*" " s, RT(1.o;RB ** 2 (EM * RM *
IF (L .LT. 0.16)
& WRITE(8,*) 'WARNING: LAMBDA < .16 DURING OVALITY CALCULATIONS'
L2=L** 2
Xl " 5.0 + 6.0 * L2 + 24.0 * PSI
](2 = 17.0 + 600.0 * L2 + 480.0 * PSI
X3 = Xl * X2 - 6.25
X4 = (1.0 - NU2) * (X3 - 4.5 * X2)
ARGTM3 = 1.5 * X2 - 18.75
ARGNB = L / X4
ARGNB2 = 9.0 * X2
GTMI = SIPHI + (ARGTM3 * SIN (3.0 * ANGLE)
& = + 11.25 * SIN _5.0 * ANGLE)) / X4GTMO CIPHI + (ARGTM3 * COS (3.0 * ANGLE)
& + 11.25 * COS (5.0 * ANGLE)) / X4
GNBI = ARGNB * (ARGNB2 * COS (2.0 * ANGLE)
& == * + 225.0 * COS (4.0 * ANGLE))
GNBO ARGNB (ARGNB2 * SIN (2.0 * AN_T._'.)
& + 225.0 * SIN (4.0 * ANGLE))
QO = 1.0 - WD I (4.0 * RM)
GLZ = OVAL : (SIPHI + QO * (CLZ * (GTMI - NU * GNBI} - SIPHI)}
GCZ = OVAL QO * CCZ * (NU * GTMI - GNBI)
GLY == OVAL : (C1PHI + QO * (CLY * (GTMO - NU * GNBO) - CIPHI))
GCY OVAL QO * CCY * (NU * GTMO - GNBO)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'PSUBI = ', PSUBI, ' EM = ', EM
WRITE(8,*) 'L = ', L, ' PSI = ',PSI
WRITE(8,*) 'L2 = ', L2
WRITE(8,*) 'Xl = ', Xl, ' X2 = ', X2
WRITE(8,*) 'X3 = ', X3, ' X4 = ', X4
WRITE(8.*) 'ARGTM3 = ', ARGTM3
WRITE(8i*I 'ARGNB = ', ARGNB, ' ARGNB2 = ', ARGNB2WRITE(8 'GTMI = ', GTMI, ' GTMO m ', GTMO
WRITE(8,*) 'GNBI = ', GNBI, ' GNBO = ', GNBO
WRITE(8,*! 'OO = ', % : OVAL = ', OVAL,,,".zTE(8,* ,GI.=: :, z , GCZ =., _zWRITE(8,* 'GLY , GLY, ' GCY " ', GCY
ENDIF
CALL CALCS to CALCulate the Stresses
CALL CALCS (PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, V,
& PSUBI, RI, AREA, RO, R, KTI, KT2, R/MI, KOFF, B,
& GLZ, GLY, GCZ, GCY, ANGLE, STATIC, STRAMP}
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
7-111
WRITEli,!! 'RO- °, RO, ' R- *, R _
WRrI_ 'I_1 m ", I_l, ' I¢g2 _ ', let2
WRITE 'MI - ', 1_, ° KOI_- '.gOI_
MRT.TE 8,*) 'B- '. B, ' GLZ.- ', GY.,Z, ' GLY- ', GLY




SUBROUTINE _ USES THE LOADS, STRESS CONC]_k'TRATION FACTORS, ANDGEOMETRIC INFORMATION TO CALCULATE THE STRESS CO_
C PROG_: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 26APRg0
C VERSION: PIPE V8, VS.I, V8.2, V8.3
SUBROUTINE CALCS (PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, NLOAD, P, M, T, V,
& PSUBI, RI. AREA. RO, R, KTI. KT2. ROVERI. KOFF,
& B, GLZ, GLY, GC_, GCY, ANGLk, STATIC, STkAMP)
C INPUTS: PSTAT, MSTAT, TSTAT, VSTAT, ___P, M, T e V, PSUBI.,RI,,GCyC AREA, RO, R, KTI, KT2, ROVERI, KOFF, B, GLZ, GLY, GCZ
C ANGLE
C OUTPUTS: STATIC, STRAMP
C IMPLICIT NONE
COHMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, MAXLD, HLOAD
REAL PI
PARAMETER (MAXL - 16, PI - 3.1415926536)
REAL ANGLE, AREA, ARGA, ARGB, ARGI, ARG2, B, GCY, GCZ, GLY,
& GLZ. KOFF, KTI. KT2, M(2, MAXLD), MSTAT_2), P(MAX_.},
& PSTAT, PSUBI, R, RI, RO, RO2, ROVERI, R2, STATIC(4),



























ANGLE PHI MEASURED COUNTER_SE FROM Z-DIRECTION --
GIVEN IN DEGREES, TRANSFORMED TO RADIANS FOR CALCULATIONS








CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO ECCENTRICITY OF WELD
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR AXIAL STRESS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR HOOP STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(I,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE 143 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS -- M(1) IS THE )(2
LOAD; M(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS









































EQUAL TO RO ** 2
EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM R / I
EQUAL TO R ** 2
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES _- STATIC_I)
IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2} IS THE HOOP STRESS, STATIC( J )
IS THE RADIAL STRESS, STATIC(4) IS THE S]_J_R STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES --
STRAMP(I.*) ARE THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARE THE
HOOP STRESSES; STRAMP(3,*) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP(4, *) ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES S
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOAD
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR IXZADS -- V(I,*}
__D THE V2 LOADS; V(2r* ) ARE THE V3ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- V(1) IS THE V2




RO2 = RO ** 2
ARG1 = RI ** 2 / (RO2 - RI *_ 2)
ARG2 = (RO2 + R2) / R2
ARGA = PSUBI * ARGI
ARGB = ARG2 * ARGA
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25} THEN(8,.} ,R- ,, R, ' ,u& ' RO = ', RO, ' RO2
WRITE 8, = ', ARGI, ' ARG2 = , ARG2
WRITE(8, 'ARGA = ', ARGA, ' ARGB = ', ARGB
ENDIF
CALCULATE STATIC STRESS COMPONENTS
STATIC(I) = KTI * (PSTAT / AREA + (GLZ * MSTAT(2}
& + GLY * MSTAT(1)) * ROVERI + ARGA) * KOFF
STATIC(2) = KT2 * (B * ARGB + (GCZ * MSTAT(2)
+ GCY * MSTAT(1)) * ROVERI)
& STATIC(3 = - ARGA * (RO2 - R2) / R2
STATIC(41 (TSTAT * I_OVERI / 2.0) - 2.0 * (VSTAT(1).
& * COS (ANGLE) + VSTAT(2} * SIN (ANGLE)) I AREA
CALCULATE TIME-VARYING STRESS COMPONENTS
DO 100 I = i, NLOAD
STRAMP(I,I) = KTI * (P(I} / AREA + (GLZ * M(2,I}
+ GLY * M(I,I)) * ROVERI) * KOFF
& STRAMP(2,I) KT2 * (GC_. * M(2,I) + GCY * M(I,I)) * ROVERI
STRAMP( 3, I) 0.0
s_(4,1) (T(Z_ * Rov_I / 2.0_ - 2.0 * (v(1,I)
& * COS (ANGLE) + V(2,I) * SIN (ANGLE}} / AREA
i00 CONTINUE
IF (IOIOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
WRITE ( )8,* 'I AXIAL HOOP RADIAL SC/H_'WRITE(8,*) STATIC(l), STATIC(2), STATIC(3), STATIC( )







C SUBROUTINE NARBN1 CALCULATES THE FATIGUE LIFEWHEN ARAl_K)HLY DISTRIBUTED
C LOAD IS PRESENT USZNGA SI)_LATEDN_RR(_f BAND STRESS-TIME HISTORY
C PR_: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 3NAYg0
C VERSION: 1.5 (PIPE V8.1, V8.2, V8.3)
&SUBROUTINE 14ARBNI (STRHIS, /4, PERIOD, TRUNC, STATIC. STRAMP.I_AD, FTY, FTU, KT, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO,
& LNZ, SBND, SZERO, ZROREG, _, FATLIF}
INPUTS: STRHIS, M, PERIOO, TRUNC, STATIC, STRAMP, NLOAD, FTY,






INTEGER I. IO_T, J, M, MAXLD, MAXM, MAXREG, NLOAD, NUMREG,
& ZkOREG
PARAMETER (MAXLD " 16, MAXM " 24000, HAXHEG " 3)
REAL FATLIFI FTY, FTU, KRATIO, KT, LNA(0:MAXREG), LNZ,
& LPHIM(0:MAXREG), MM!0:MAXREG). PERIOD, RAINFI.
& S(4, _4AXM), SBND(0.MAXREG), SEFF(MAXM), STATIC(4J_

























C SBND ( )
C
C




VALUE OF FATIGUE LIFE CALCULATED
YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR RANDOM AND SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) m M Ln K FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL (0, PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M L_ PHI FOR EACH REGION WHERE
PHI IS A WEIBULL(BETAo, ETAo) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS ALLOWED IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES FOR m FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
TIME IN SECONDS FOR ONE PERIOD OF STRESS-TIME HISTORY
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE TIME TO FAILURE FOR A GIVEN
UNI-AXIAL STRESS-TIME HISTORY
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TOTAL COMPONENT STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE EFFECTIVE (OR UNI-AXIAL) STRESS-TIME
HISTORY RESULTING FROM THE COMBINATION OF STATIC, RANDOM, AND
SINUSOIDAL LOADS FOR ALL FOUR COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI. R - -I.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CORRECTED FOR PHI, KRATIO, AND LNZ
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES -- STATIC_I)
IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2} IS THE HOOP STRESS; STATIC(3)













2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES --
STRAMP_I,*)A.RE. THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*)ARETHE
HOOP STRESSES, STRAMP(3,*) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP 4,*) ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
2-D _ CONTAINING THE AMPLITUDES FOR THE TIME-VARYING
S SS-T .ISTORIES
STRESS TENSILE POINT IP_II
VALUE USED TO FILTER _u_,OISE IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
Zero REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO
REGION






DO i00 1 = I, NLOAD





+ STRHIS(I,J) i STRAMP(I'II




DO 300 J = l, M
SQRT (
SEFF(J) = (S(I,J) / ABS (S(I_J)})+**2 (-
-
S(3,J) ) 2
& + (S(2,J) S(3,J)) ** 2 + 2))
& / 2.0)
300 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
DO 125 J = I, M
WRITE(8,*) J, 'S: ', S(I,J), S(2,J), S(3,J), S(4,J)
WRITE(8,*) 'SEFF = ', SEFF(J)
125 CONTINUE
ENDIF
FATLIF = RAINFI (SEFF, M, TRUNC, PERIOD, KT, FTU, FTY, MM, LNA,
& LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) WRITE(8,*) 'PERIOD = ', PERIOD.




C FUNCTION RAINFI CALCULATES THE TIME (in seconds) TO FAILURE FOR
C THE GIVEN UNI-AXIAL (OR EFFECTIVE) STRESS-TIME HISTORY
C
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 23MAY89
C VERSION: 3.1+ (MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5)
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.
c u.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7agI8
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C is acknowled ed.
&FUNCTION RAINFI (SEPT, M, TRUNC, PERIOO, KT, FTU, FTY, _, LNAFLPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG}
C INPUTS: SEFF. M, TRUNC. PERIOD__KT. FTU, FTY, _, LNA, LPHIM,




COMMON / COUNT / TOHIGE
INTEGER MAXREG, MAXM
PARAMETER (MAXREG .. 3, MAXM .. 24000}
INTEGER BIG1, I, INDEX(MAXM), IOUT, J, JMAX, K, M, N, NEWTOT,
& NUMREG, TOHIGH, ZROREG
REAL ARGM. CHKFT, E(MAXM), FTU, FTY, GTLIFE, INVLIF(MAXM},
& KRATiO. KT, LIFE(MAXM!, LNA(0:MAXREG), LNZ r
& LPHIM(0:MAXREG), MM(0.MAXREG), PERIOD, PGETSM, RAINF1,
& S(MAXM), SALTF(MAXM), SBND(0=MAXREG), SEFF(MAXM),
& SEFFM(2, MAXM), SEFMAX, SM, SMEANF(MAXM), SP(MAXM),
& STR(MAXM), SUMDAM, SZERO, TESTI(MAXM), TEST2(MAXM), TRUNC
C LIST OF VARIABLES
C
C RAINFI CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR THE GIVEN STRESS LEVELS
C



































C LPHIM ( )
EFFECTIVE STRESSES BEFORE FILTERING/RAINFLOW
TOTAL NUMBER OF STRESS DATA POINTS PER PERIOD
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE
TIME IN SECONDS FOR ONE PERIOD
FATIGUE CONCENTRATION FACTOR
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH (PSI)
YIELD TENSILE STRENGTH (PSI }
variables"
LARGEST EFFECTIVE STRESS
INDEX (LOCATION} OF SEFMAX IN SEFF()
COUNTERS FOR VARIOUS DO LOOPS
RESEQUENCED EFFECTIVE STRESSES; # OF PTS " M+I
FILTERED EFFECTIVE STRESSES
TOTAL NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE STRESS VALUES AFTER FILTERING
HOLDING ARRAY USED TO FIND CYCLES DURING RAINFLOW ANALYSIS
NUMBER OF CYCLES FOUND DURING RAINFLOW ANALYSIS
EFFECTIVE STRESSES AFTER RESEQUENCING/FILTERING/RAINFLOW
SEFFM(1,I) = sigma max,eff,i
SEFFM(2,I) = sigma min,eff&i
SALTF(I) - sigma al_ernating,ezz,i
SMEANF(I) - sigma mean,ezz,z
VALUE OF i FOR SEFMAX
SM .. EQUIVALENT MEAN STRESS
INTmm_DXATZ CALCULATION VARIABLE EQUAL TO KT/(I - SM/FTU)
LIS_I ) ,m EQUIVALENT (COMBINED} STRESS, I
(I) " CALCULATED LIFE FOR STRESS LEVEL STR(I)
INVLIF(I) " I/LIFE(I), DAMAGE FRACTION
SUM OF ALL THE DAMAGE FRACTIONS
OUTPUT DUMP CO_RO_
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) .,M Ln K FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE






C PHI IS A WEIBULL(BETAO, _GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
C I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
C NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
C 1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = - 1.0}
C CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
C REGION CONTAINED IN NBND() CORRECTED BY PHI, KRATIO,
C AND LNZ
C SZERO STRESS TENSILE POINT (PSI)
C ZROREG Zero REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
C BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, I - NO ZERO
C REGION
C dump input data
if (%out.eq.20) then
write(8,_) • rainfl inputs'
write( 8, *) 'm :' ,m,- period- ',period
write(8,*) 'kt :',kt,' ftu :',ftu,' fty :',fry
write (8, } 'numreg :,,numreg, 'zroreg =', zr?reg_ .
write( 8,-) 'szero •', szero, 'kratio : '_kratlo,'inz. : ',Inz






















********************* B E G I N R E S E Q U E N C E **********************
C RESEQUENCE effective stresses (needed for .rai.nflow analMsi?);_.M+ I
c largest effective stress is placed at beglnnlng ana ena oi s_( )
C find SEFMAX, the largest sigma,eff, and JMAX, its location within SEFF(M)
SEFMAX = -i. 0E+20
DO 200 I=I,M
IF (SEFF(I) .GT. SEFMAX } THEN




C assign_ all points from JMAX out, to the beginning of SP()
DO 210 I = 1, M-JMAX+I
J = JMAX-I + I
=sEF (J,210
C assign points before JMAX to the end of SP()
J=0










********************** E N D R E S q U E N C E **************************
*********************** B E G I N F I L T E R ***************************
FILTER the resequenced effective st_emses _ leaving only peaks and valleys(excursions larger than TRONC are aeAe_e 0 auring rain_low counting) in
C S(NEWTOT), where NEWTOT is _ne new numoer oz po_n_e
c
DO 300 I = 2, M
TESTI(I) SP(I-I) - SP(I)
TEST2 (I) _ SP(I+I)TESTI(I) * (SP(I) - )
300 CONTINUE
C if (iout ..eq. 20) then
C do 305 i - 2, m





DO 310 I = 2. M





NEWTOT = K + 1
INDEX(NEW ) = M + 1




write (B, * ) 'newtot: ', newtot
write(8,*) 's (newtot) :', (s(i), i=l,newT_t)
endif
************************** E N D F I L T E R ***************************
********************** B E G I N R A I N F L O W ***********************
C RAINFLOWANALYSIS to identify cycles withSn effective stress data,
S(NEWTOT); places each cycle's max ana mln values into SEFFM(2,N)C
C
C counters" I counts | of cycles, found, J counts how many S() 's counted,







C check J to avoid reading beyond end of filtered stress data
IF ( J .GT. NEWTOT ) GOTO 499
C read stress point into a holding array to be checked for cycles
E K) - S J)
410 I_ ( K ._T. 3 ) GOTO 400
IF ( ABS(E(K) - E(K-I) ) .LT_ ABS(E(K-I) - E(K-2) ) ) GOTO 400
C if not, then a cycze has been rouna, Du_ we need to check for truncation
IF (ABS (E(KT1) - E(K-2)) .GT. TRUNC) THEN
C cycle is large enough to save
I = I+l
szn_(z,i) _xz(z(K-z), E(K-2)
SEFFM(2,I) _ AMIN1(E(K-I), E(K-2) I
ENDIF




C return for more counting
GOTO 410
499 CONTINUE
C N Nequals the final number of cycles found
if (iout.eq.20) then
write (8,*) 'N .i',n L





IF (N .EQ. 0) THEN





********************** E N D R A I N F L O W **************************
C calculate alternating and mean effective stresses
C
DO 500 I=I,N
SALTF(I) m ( SEFFM(1,I)- SEFFM(2_I) ) / 2.0
SMEANF(I) = (SEFFM(I,I) + SEFFM(Z,I) ) 1 2.0
500 CONTINUE
if (iout.?q.20) then
write(8,*) 'saltf(n) : ', (saltf_i} ,i=ltn)
write(8,*) 'smeanf(n) ', (smeant(1),i=1,n)
endif
C******* Determine Equivalent Mean Stress, SM(N), (two methods} *********
C
BIG1 = N
SM = PGETSM(SALTF(BIGI), SMEANF(BIGI), FTY, KT )
if (iout.eq.20) write(8,*)'sm : ', sm
C
C calculate equivalent stresses, STR(N)
C
ARGM = KT / (I.0 - SM / FTU)
DO 530 I=I,N
STR(I) = SALTF(I) * ARGM
IF (STR(I) oGE. FTU) TOHIGH - TOHIGH + 1
530 CONTINUE
if (iout.eq.20) write(8,*)'str(n) :',(str(i),i=l,n)
C calculate lives and damage fractions: LIFE(N) and INVLIF(N)
C
DO 600 I=I,N
LIFE(I) = GTLIFE (STR(I), MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
& ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
600 CONTINUE
DO 650 I=I,N
















C calculate fatigue life (time to failure) in seconds
C
RAINFI - PERIOD / SUMDAM
if (iout.eq.15) then
chkft-Deriod/sumdam





FUNCTION PGETSM (SALT, SMEAN, FTY, KT)
C SM IS THE EQUIVALENT MEAN STRESS
C IMPLICIT NONE
















7.1.2.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for HEXHCF using Uniform variation on the materials
shape parameter m is given in Figure 7-3, while the tree structure for the truncated
Normal case is given in Figure 7-4. In both trees, those subprograms not =shadow-
boxed" are part of the materials characterization model. The program, subprogram,
and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
7.1.2.2 Ust of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and thei r purposes is given in Tab/e 7-3. The section numbers
where the subprograms are described by means of flowcharts are given next to the
names.
Table 7-3 List of Subprograms for Program HEXHCF














Adds the m ranges for the non-data life regions to the dght of those
with data, for the Uniform distdbution case.
Adds the m ranges for the non-data life regions to the dght of those
with data, for the truncated Normal distribution case.
Generates Beta(a, b, p, 6) random variates.
Adjusts the upper bound of the posterior ranges on m to be consis-
tent with concavity constraints.
Transforms stress data to equivalent zero-mean stresses with stress
ratio of - 1.0.
Calculates the median S/N curve parameters from the results of the
information aggregation calculations.
Calculates the value of the location parameter K (where A = K m )
for each life region by using Equations 2-37 and 2-41.
Obtains the value of m for each life region by adjusting the range
(to ensure concavity) and then sampling from the Uniform distribu-
tion over the appropriate m range.
Calculates the m range for each life region implied by the constraint
on the coefficient of variation of fatigue strength C by using Equa-
tions 2-28 through 2-32.
Obtains the value of m for each life region by sampling from the ap-
propriate truncated Normal distdbution on m.
Calculates the life region =tie-points" or stress values which cor-




Figure 7-3 Tree Structure for Program HEXHCF for the Uniform
Variation in Materials Shape Parameter m
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Figure 7-4 Tree Structure for Program HEXHCF for the

































selected m for each region. Also calculates K, characterizing the
specific material S/N data set, which is a function of.8o and k.
Combines the 95% confidence interval, Jo, with the Implicit and
explicit constraints on rn to obtain posterior credibility ranges on m
for each life region.
Generates Gamma(=, 1) random variates.
Calculates the cycles to failure for a particular stress based upon
the materials characterization model S/N curve of Equation 2-48.
Calculateso 2, Equation 2-49, the extent of departures from the mul-
tiple heat median S/N curve warranted by the information available.
The main routine that controls the logical flow of the high cycle
fatigue plain welded duct program with thermal loads.
Controls the logical flow for the information aggregation portion of
the materials characterization model.
Initializes the entries of the arrays used in the information aggrega-
tion subroutine, INFAGG, to zero.
Performs an insertion sort for the lowest f'_/percent of the lives
calculated.
Calculates the 95% confidence intervals Io for C, and Jo for m, for
each region by using Equations 2-24 and 2-26.
Calculates k and .80from the sample mean and variance of Z, where
Z is a function of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's
by usingEquation 2-42.
Calculates Ko and mo for the zero region, the no data region to the
left of the firstdata region. Extends the S/N curve consistent with
the tensile point at So. Disabled for this application.
Performs the driver transformation, Equations 2-68 through 2-73, for
location 1, the extedor surface of the duct.
Performs the driver transformation, Equations 2-68 through 2-73, for
location 2, the intedor surface of the duct.
Calculates the median values of m based on the posterior credibility
ranges of m by using Equation 2-34.
Calculates the posterior Normal distribution parameters: mean m.
and standard deviation o., for each life region of the S/N curve.
Calculates the composite stress-time history by using Equations


































Calculates the equivalent mean stress from the maximum stress
based on Neuber's rule by using Equations 2-88 and 2-89.
Generates Normal(u, ¢r2) random vartates.
Combines the implicit and explicit constraints on m to obtain the
posterior credibility ranges of m for each life region.
Controls the logical flow for the parameter estimation model
portion of the materials characterization model.
Generates the Uniform(a, b) and Uniform(c, d) pair of Independent
random variatas.
Performs rainflow cycle counting, Miner's rule damage accumula-
tion, and calls GTUFE to calculate the fatigue life.
Uses a Linear Congruential random number Generator (LCG) to
generate Uniform(0, 1) random variates.
Reads the data from HEXHCD and RELATD; calls CONVRT to trans-
form the stress data to a stress ratio of -1.0; and echoes the data
to HEXHCO and RELATO. RCE also breaks S/N data sets into
regions as specified by the user.
Calculates the sample mean and variance of Z, where Z is a func-
tion of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's by using
Equation 2-42.
Sorts the m values in increasing order for each life region for the
truncated Normal distribution case.
Calculates the residual variances from the Y on X and X on Y regres-
sions for each life region where Y = In(Endurance cycles) and
X = In(Stress) by using Equations 2-20 and 2-21; to be used in the
credibility range calculations.
Controls the logical flow for the driver transformation and fatigue life
calculations.
Performs premature program termination, when required.
Performs the calculations necessary to transform the specific
material S/N data into the variable Z, where Z is a function of stress,
life, the life region boundaries, and the m's.
Generates Weibull_, r/(p)) random variates.
1 No data regions to the right are discussed on Page 2-1Z
2 The Beta distribution is discussed on Page 2-25.
3 Concavity constraints are discussed on Pages 2-13 through 2-14.
4 The stress transformation is discussed on Page 2-7.
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S The_S/Ncarveparameterestimafioncalculationsme_onPages2-15through2-1&
e Selection of the {mj} parameters is discussed onPage 2-15.
7 _informaficatoobtmtheposterior_rangesoam istfmoxssedonPage2-13.
a The information aggregation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-6 through 2-14.
9 Extension of the S/N curve to the left is discussed on Page 2-I7.
10 Calculation of the truncated Normal distribution parameters is discussed on Page 2-14.
11 The Normal distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
12 The parameter estimation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-15 through 2-1&
13 The Uniform distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
14 Rainflow cycle counting is discussed onPage 2-51 and inAppendir2.A.
iS The need for saving m's is discussed on Page 2-15.
le The S/N data transformation is discussed on Page 2-1(x
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7.1.2.3 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the plain welded duct HCF code, HEXHCF, is given in
Table 7-4. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the
variable "type" can be interpreted as follows: CH6 is a character variable, six
characters long; INT is a standard integer variable; LOG is a standard logical variable;
RE is a standard real variable; and DRE is a double precision variable. The various
array dimensions are defined by using the following parameters: MAXBLF, MAXDAT,














Ust of Variables for Program HEXHCF
(Footnotes are at the end of the table)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE _DAEROin Equation 2-81, the randomly selected
load scale factor for the AERodynamic Dynamic
load components.
RE Dynamic aerodynamic load scale factor Uniform
distribution lower bound.
RE Dynamic aerodynamic load scale factor Uniform
distribution upper bound.
RE ZSTAEROin Equation 2-81, the randomly selected
load scale factor for the AERodynamic Static load
components.
RE Static aerodynamic load scale factor Uniform
distribution lower bound.
RE Static aerodynamic load scale factor Uniform
distribution upper bound.
RE 2-D array containingthe materials model shape
parameters (m's) for each liferegion to be used in
the truncated Normal median S/N curve calculation.1
RE a ( / OR)in Equation 2-70, the coefficient of thermal
expansion. (see COEXP in HEXHCF)
RE _ (rad) in Equation 2-68, the angle measured
counterclockwise from Z-direction to the critical
circumferential location.
RE A (in.2) in Equation 2-68, the cross-sectional area
of the duct wall.
RE _AEROsuin Equation 2-81, the randomly selected























Aerodynamic stress analysis accuracy factor
Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE Aerodynamic stress analysis accuracy factor
Uniform distribution upper bound.
RE 1-D army containing values of the materials model
location parameter K, Equation 2-12, where
A =K m.
RE Dummy variable used during calls to subroutine
EXPCTD, equal to BIGK(1).
RE 1-D army containing user-specified B-lives which
are obtained from the simulated failure distribution.
A B-life is the value of accumulated operating time
to failure at a failure probability specified as a per-
cent: e.g., B.1 is the failure time at a probability of
0.001 or 0.1%.
INT 1-D army containing the indices for the army vari-
able UFE( ) corresponding to the user-requested
simulated failure distribution B-lives contained in
variable BLFPER().
RE Estimate of Weibull distribution shape parameter
_o, Equation 2-11, which characterizes the intrinsic
variation of the S/N data set.
RE <z(/OR) inEquation 2-70, the COefficient of thermal
EXPansion. (see ALPHA inTHWELD)
RE DI (in.), the randomly selected duct inner diameter
at the weld used to calculate Ri in Equation 2-68.
RE Di lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE Di upper bound of Beta distribution.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameter/) for Di.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of Di.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of Di.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution shape


























Listof Variables for Program HEXHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE 8 Uniform distdbution lower bound of Beta
distribution of DI.
RE 0 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of Di.
RE DELTAT. AT (°R) in Equation 2-70, the temperature
difference across the wall of the duct.
RE Value of (PCMUB - PCMUA).
RE Value of (PCSlGB - PCSIGA).
RE _DYNstr in Equation 2-81, the randomly selected
dynamic stress analysis accuracy factor.
RE Dynamic stress analysis accuracy factor Uniform
distribution lower bound.
RE Dynamic stress analysis accuracy factor Uniform
distribution upper bound.
RE Value of ('rlMUB - TIMUA).
RE Value of (TISlGB - TISlGA).
RE Value of (TOMUB - TOMUA).
RE Value of (TOSlGB - TOSlGA).
RE Dummy variable
RE 1-D array containing the strain Evalues for the
stress/strain versus strain curve.2
RE E (psi) in Equation 2-70, Young's modulus of
elasticity for the material.
RE Value of FATigueLIFe calculated (sec).
RE Variable used to access the fifty-percent point in
the UFE( ) array.
INT 1-D array containing the file unit numbers for the
reference time history files.
RE 1-D array containing values of Fk, Equation 2-73,
used to find stress concentration due to weld
eccentricity, KOFF.
LOG File TEST. Used to test for the existence of a refer-
ence time history file before attempting to open it.
RE Material ultimate strength (psi).




















_tdam in Equation 2-91, the randomly selected
damage accumulation model accuracy factor.
See Section 2.2.1.4 for a discussion of the damage
calculations.
RE Damage accumulation model accuracy factor
Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE Damage accumulation model accuracy factor
Uniform distribution upper bound.
INT Controia inner DO loop.
INT Controls DO loop for narrow-band random, super-
imposed sinusoidal, and dynamic aerodynamic
loads.
INT Output dump controller.
INT Controls DO loop for each BJife.3
INT Controls outer DO loop.
RE 2-D array containing the fatigue stress concentra-
tion factors required for the stress analysis. K(1,*)
is KT1 in Equation 2-68 and K(2,*) is KT2 in Equa-
t/on 2-69. K(1,1) is the outer diameter axial stress
concentration factor, the value of KGOD * KWOD;
K(1,2) is the inner diameter axial stress concentra-
tion factor, the value of KGID * KWlD; K(2,1) is the
outer diameter hoop stress concentration factor;
and K(2,2) is the inner diameter hoop stress con-
centration factor. (see KT(2,2) in HEXHCF)
RE Axial stress concentration factor due to geometry
for the duct inner diameter used to calculate KT1 in
Equation 2-68.
RE Axial stress concentration factor due to geometry
for the duct outer diameter used to calculate KT1 in
Equation 2-68.
RE KOFF in Equation 2-73, the stress concentration fac-
tor due to eccentdcity of the weld.
RE Ratio of MED K*/MED K in Equation 2-48. KRATIO
is constant over life regions for the materials model.
RE 2-D array containing the fatigue stress concentra-
tion factors required for the stress analysis.
















UstofVariablesfor Program HEXHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
in Equation 2-69. KT(1,1) is the outer diameter
axial stress concentration factor, the value of
KGOD * KWOD; KT(1,2) is the inner diameter axial
stress concentration factor, the value of KGID *
KWlD; 1(1"(2,1) is the outer diameter hoop stress
concentration factor; and KT(2,2) is the inner
diameter hoop stress concentration factor. (see
K(2,2) inTHWELD)
RE Randomly selected axial stress concentration
factor due to the weld for the duct inner diameter
used to calculate Kn in Equation 2-68.
RE Inner diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE Inner diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor upper bound of Beta distribution.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location p for
the Inner diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of the Inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution shape
parameter 0 for the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of the Inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the inner diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE Randomly selected axial stress concentration
factor due to the weld for the duct outer diameter
used to calculate KT1 inEquation 2-68.
RE Outer diameter weld axial stress concentration
factor lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE Outer diameter weld axial stress concentration





















Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameterp for the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE Randomly selected Beta distrlbutlon shape
parameter 0 of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform distdbutlon lower bound of Beta
dlstdbution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
RE 0 Uniform dlstdbutlon upper bound of Beta
dlstdbution of the outer diameter weld axial stress
concentration factor.
INT Controls DO loop for each llfe region of the S/N
curve.
RE ,_DRANDOM in Equation 2-81, the randomly selected
load scale factor for the narrow-band random
loads. See Section 2.1.3.2 for a description of the
parameters k, coefficient of variation C, and strain
gage factor d.
RE Lower bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
narrow-band random load scale factor.
RE Upper bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
narrow-band random load scale factor.
RE Coefficient of variation C for the narrow-band
random load scale factor.
RE Strain gage correction factor d for the narrow-band
random load scale factor.
RE Randomly selected k for the narrow-band random
load scale factor.
RE The resulting mean/_ of the Normal distribution for
the narrow-band random load scale factor, where



















Ust of Variables for Program HEXHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE The resulting standard deviation ¢rof the Normal
distribution for the narrow-band random load scale
factor, where a = C/(1 + kC).
RE ;_DS/NUSO/DALinEquation 281, the randomly
selected load scale factor for the superimposed
sinusoidal loads. See Section 2.1.3.2 for a descrip-
tion of the parameters k; coefficient of variation C;
and strain gage factor d.
RE Lower bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Upper bound of the Uniform distribution of k for the
superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Coefficient of variation C for the superimposed
sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Strain gage correction factor d for the superim-
posed sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE Randomly selected k for the superimposed
sinusoidal load scale factor.
RE The resulting mean/_ of the Normal distribution for
the superimposed sinusoidal load scale factor,
where/_ = d/(1 + kC).
RE The resulting standard deviation a of the Normal
distribution for the superimposed sinusoidal load
scale factor, where G = C/(1 + kC).
RE LAMbda Weld offset, the randomly selected,to_F
inEquation 2-73, the accuracy factor for the weld
offset eccentricity stress concentration factor, KoFF.
RE ,toFF Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE 2OFF Uniform distribution upper bound.
CH6 1-D array containing LoaD NAMEs for the dynamic
or time-varying loads. These are the names of the
reference time historyfiles.
RE 1-D array containing values of the lives generated
by program HEXHCE The lives are sorted values
for the left-hand tail simulated failure distribution.
RE 1-D array containing values of In(A) = In(BIGK) *



















RE In(Z)inEquation 2-48, the Normal(0, PVAR)
random vadate for the materials process variation
aspect of the materials model.
INT Critical location of interest on the duct wall where
1 is the extedor surface of the duct, and 2 is the
interior surface of the duct.
RE 1-D array containing values of In(PHI) * MM for
each life region of the S/N curve.
RE 2-D array containing the dynamic or time-varying
moment load components. M(1,*) is My (in.Jb) in
Equation 2-68, the moment load components about
the y axis;and M(2,*) is Mz 0n.Jbs) in Equ_on 2-68,
the moment load components about the z axis
INT Maximum number of B-lives to be obtained from
the simulated failure distribution. The maximum
number of B-lives allowed is 10.3
INT Maximum number of points per data set per region
allowed for S/N curve. The maximum number of
data points per set allowed is 50.
INT Maximum number of dynamic or time-varying loads
allowed. The maxlmum number of loads is 16.
INT Maximum number of fatigue lives allowed for the
simulated failure distribution. The maximum num-
ber of fatigue livesto be saved is I0,000.
INT Maximum number of points allowed Inthe time
hlstory arrays. The maximum number of points is
24,000.
INT Maximum number of m's to be saved and sorted
for the truncated Normal median S/N curve.I The
maximum number of m's is 20,000.
INT Maximum number of life regions allowed for the
S/N curve. The maximum number of regions is 3.
INT Maximum number of segments allowed in the
stress/strain versus strain curve. The maximum
number of segments is 10.2
INT Counts number of m's to be used to calculate



















1-D array containing the empirical median m for
each life region of the S/N curve.4
RE I (in.4) inEquation 2-68, the cross-sectional
Moment of Inertia.
INT Pointer to the median m values in array SORTM( )
for the truncated Normal median S/N curve. Value
of half of MCOUNT.
RE 2-D array containing the dynamic or time-varying
moment load components scaled by DSTR or
ASTR and tAMS, LAMN, or AERD, as
appropriate, according to variable TYPE().
MLAM(1,*) is My (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the
moment load components about the y axis; and
MLAM(2,,,) is Mz (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the
moment load components about the z axis.
RE mj in EquaUon2-12, the 1-D array containing ran-
domly selected values of the materials model shape
parameter m for each life region of the S/N curve.
INT Materials PROCess variation. Controls materials
processvariation.A value of 0 indicates no materials
processvariation,while a value of 1 indicatesthat
materialsprocess variation should he included.5
RE 1-D array containing the static moment load com-
ponents scaled by ASTR and AERS. MSLAM(1) is
My (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the moment load
component about the y axis; and MSLAM(2) is Mz
(in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the moment load com-
ponent about the z axis.
RE 1-D array containing the static moment load com-
ponents. MSTAT(1) is My (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-68,
the moment load component about the y axis; and
MSTAT(2) is Mz (in.-Ibs) inEquation 2-68, the
moment load component about the z axis.
RE 1-D array c=ontainingthe posterior Normal distribu-
tion mean_ of the materials shape parameter m for
each life region of the truncated Normal S/N curve.
























Ni*i+ l in Equation 2-35, the 1-D array containing
upper bounds for the NUMREG life regions of
Interest for the specific material S/N data set.
RE _tneu In Equation 2-89, the randomly selected
Neuher's rule model accuracy factor.
RE Neuber's rule model accuracy factor Uniform
dlstrlbutlon lower bound.
RE Neuber's rule model accuracy factor Uniform
dlstdbutlon upper bound.
RE Fatigue life value (sec) retumed from call to
function THWELD.
RE 2-D array containing values from the army
RAWNF( ) for the specific material S/N data set
partitioned Into life regions.
INT The outer loop size.
INT The inner loop size.
INT Total number of livescalculated by program
HEXHCF. Value of NHYPER - NUFE.
INT NLOAD in Equation 2-81, the number of dynamic
or time-varying loads.
INT Controls S/N curve median calculation for the
truncated Normal distdbution case. A value of 0
indicates that the user does not desire a median
calculation or that the Uniform dlstdbetlon case is
being used; whle a value of I Indicates that the
userwishes the median calculation to be performed.
RE The variable NORM functions intwo capacities. In
the outer loop of HEXHCF, NORM is a Uniformly
distributed random variate used to select the
Normal distribution parameters/_ and o for the flow
condition drivers Ti, To, and Pi. In the inner loop,
NORM is a Normally distdbuted random varlata
used to select the actual values of the flow
conditions to be used in the driver transformation.
INT 1-D army containing the number of points per life
region for the specific material S/N data set.
INT Number of RANdom points. Number of points in
the reference time history.





















Ust of Variables for Program HEXHCF (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
INT R in Equation 2-11, the number of life regions of
interest in the S/N curve.
INT Number of segments of interest in strass/strain
versus strain curve.2
RE 1-D array containing P Obs) in Equation 2-68, the
dynamic or time-varying axial load components.
RE Pi (psi) in Equation 2-68, the randomly selected
internal pressure.
RE Randomly selected Normal distdbution parametar
p for the internal pressure Pi.
RE /_ Uniform distribution lower bound of Normal
distribution of the internal pressure Pi.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Normal
distribution ofthe internal pressure Pi.
RE Po (psi) in Equation 2-68, the external pressure.
RE Randomly selected Normal distribution parameter
o for the internal pressure Pi.
RE o Uniform distribution lower bound of Normal
distdbution of the internal pressure Pi.
RE o Uniform distribution upper bound of Normal
distribution of the internal pressure Pi.
RE T (sec) inEquation 2-91, the length of time in
seconds of the reference time history.
RE rpin Equation 2-11, the materials intrinsicvariation,
or scatter, given by a Weibull(,6o, r/o_o)) random
varlate.
RE _r, constant equal to 3.1415926536.
RE t-D array containing P 0bs) in Equation 2-68, the
dynamic or time-varying axial load components
scaled by DSTR or ASTR and LAMN, LAMS, or
AERD, as appropriate, according to variable
TYPE().
RE o in Equation 2-48, the value of SQRT(PVAR).
RE P 0bs) in Equation 2-68, the static axial load com-






















P (Ibs) in Equation 2-68, the static axial load
component.
RE a 2 In Equation 2-48, characterizes the extent of
departure from the multil_e heat median S/N curve
warranted by the available information.
RE Real function which performs rainflow cycle count-
ing, Miner's Rule damage accumulation, and calls
GTUFE to calculate the fatigue life.
Random number seed.
2-D array containing values of the posterior
credibility ranges on the materials model shape
parameter m for each life region in the S/N curve.
RANGEM(1,L) is the lower bound and
RANGEM(2,L) is the upper bound.7
RE Ri (in.) in Equation 2-68, the duct inner radius.
RE Ro (in.) inEquation 2-68, the duct outer radius.
RE R Over T, the value of the ratio R/t.
RE 1-D array containing values of R/t used in
conjunction with Fk, Equation 2-73, to find stress
concentration due to weld eccentricity, KOFF.
RE 2-D array containing the total component stress-
time histories ak(t ) (psi), Equation 2-82, resulting
from the combination of static, narrow-band ran-
dom, sinusoidal, and aerodynamic loads. $(1,o) is
the axial stress-time history Gl(t); S(2,°) is the
hoop stress-time historyo2(t); S(3,°) is the radial
stress-time history o3(t); and S(4,*) is the shear
stress-time history o4(t).
RE 1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each life region of the S/N
curve contained in array NBND().
RE 1-D array containing values of the product of stress




















1-D array containing the EFFective or uni-axial
stress-time historya(t) (psi), Equation 2-84, result-
Ing from the combination of static, narrow-band
random, sinusoidal, and aerodynamic loads for all
four stress components.
RE 1-D array containing the posterior Normal
distribution standard deviation8 of the materials
model shape parameter m, for each life region of
the truncated Normal S/N curve.
RE KT1 in Equation 2-68, the stress concentration
factor for the axial stress.
RE KT2 in Equation 2-69, the stress concentration
factor for the hoop stress.
RE 1-D array containing values of the static stresses
aSTk (psi), Equation 2-82. STATiC(I) is the axial
stress GST1; STATIC(2) is the hoop stress GST2;
STATIC(3) is the radial stress _rs_; and STATIC(4)
is the shear stress GST4.
RE 2-D array containing stress points with stress ratio
= - 1.0, for the specific material S/N data set
partitioned into life regions.
RE 2-D array containing values of the amplitudes of
the dynamic or time-varying stresses _ (psi),
Equation 2-82. STRAMP(1,1) is G-'_, the
amplitude of the i th axial stress; STRAMP(2,1) is
GD"--"_, the amplitude of the i tl_hoop stress;
STRAMP(3,1) is o--'_, the amplitude of the i th
radial stress; and STRAMP(4,1) is b-'_-_,the
amplitude of the i th shear stress.
RE 2-D array containing ai(t ), Equation 2-82, the
reference time histories for the dynamic or time-
varying load components.
RE Stress tensile test point, So (psi).9
RE 1-D array containing Mx (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-72,
the dynamic or time-varying torsional load
components.
RE Uniform(0, 1) random variate used to determine

























t (in.) the randomly selected wall thickness at the
weld used to calculate the area A and outer radius
Ro in Equation 2-68.
RE t lower bound of Beta distribution.
RE t upper bound of Beta distdbution.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameterp for the wall thickness t.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of t.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of t.
RE Randomly selected Beta distdbution location
parameter 0 for the wall thickness t.
RE 0 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution of t.
RE 0 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution of t.
RE Real function that controls the logical flow for the
driver transformation and fatigue life calculations of
a duct at a weld subjected to thermal loads, and
then returns the fatigue life (sec).
RE Ti (°R) the randomly selected Inner wall surface
temperature, used to calculate AT C'R), inEquation
2-70, the temperature difference across the wall of
the duct.
RE Randomly selected Normal distdbution parameter
/_ for the Inner wall surface temperature Ti.
RE /_ Uniform distribution lower bound of Normal
distdbution of the innerwall surface temperature Ti.
RE /_ Uniform distribution upper bound of Normal
distribution of the inner wall surface temperature Ti.
RE Randomly selected Normal distribution parameter
o for the Inner wall surface temperature Ti.
RE o Uniform distribution lower bound of Normal
distribution of the Inner wall surface temperature 1"/.
RE o Uniform distribution upper bound of Normal




















1-DarraycontainingMx (in.-Ibs) in Equation 2-72,
the dynamic or time-varying torsional load com-
ponents scaled by DSTR or ASTR and LAMN,
LAMS or AERD, as appropriate, according to
variableTYPE().
RE TO CR) the randomly selected outer wall surface
temperature, used to calculate &T (OR),in Equation
2-70, the temperature difference across the wall of
the duct.
RE Randomly selected Normal distribution parameter
/_ for the outer wall surface temperature To.
RE /_ Uniform distribution lower bound of Normal dis-
tdbution of the outer wall surface temperature To.
RE /_ Uniform distribution upper bound of Normal dis-
tribution of the outer wall surface temperature To.
RE Randomly selected Normal distribution parameter
o for the outer wall surface temperature To.
RE o Uniform distribution lower bound of Normal dis-
tribution of the outer wall surface temperature To.
RE o Uniform distribution upper bound of Normal dis-
tribution of the outer wall surface temperature To.
RE 1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio -- - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each region of the S/N curve
contained in array NBND( ) for each PHI draw
consistent with the tensile point So.9
RE Value used to filter out noise in the composite
stress-time history during rainfiow cycle counting.
See Section 2.2.1.4 for a discussion of rainflow
cycle counting.
RE Mx (in.-Ibs) inEquation 2-72, the static torsional
load component scaled by ASTR and AERS.



















1-D array containingthe type of dynamic or time-vary-
ing load, usedto assign the appropriate load scale
factors.TYPE(*) = 1, uselhe narrow-band random
load scale factor;, TYPE(*) = 2, use the superim-
posed sinusoidalload scale factor;, and TYPE(*) =
3, use the dynamic aerodynamic load factor.
RE 2-D army containing the dynamic or time-varying
shear load components. V(1,*) is Vy 0bs) in
Equation 2-72, the shear load components along
the y axis; and V(2,*) is Vz 0bs) in Equation 2-72,
the shear load components along the z axis.
INT Controls type of S/N curve variation desired. A
value of 0 indicates that no variation is required; a
value of 1 means that intrinsic materials variation
only; a value of 2 indicates that the user desires a
Uniform distribution on m; while a value of 3 Indi-
cates that a truncated Normal dist_ is desired.
RE 2-D army containing the dynamic or time-varying
shear load components scaled by DSTR or ASTR
and LAMN, LAMS, or AERD, as appropriate, ac-
cording to variable TYPE(). VLAM(1,*) is VyObs)
in Equation 2-72, the shear load components along
the y axis; and VLAM(2,*) is Vz (Ibs) in Equation
2-72, the shear load components along the z axis.
RE 1-D array containing the static shear load com-
ponents scaled by ASTR and AERS. VSLAM(1) is
Vy (Ibs) in Equation 2-72, the shear load com-
ponent along the y axis; and VSLAM(2) is Vz (Ibs)
in Equation 2-72, the shear load component along
the z axis.
RE 1-D array containing the static shear load com-
ponents. VSTAT(1) is Vy (Ibs) in Equation 2-72, the
shear load component along the y axis; and
VSTAT(2) is Vz (Ibs) inEquation 2-72, the shear
load component along the z axis.
RE WOFF in Equation 2-73, the randomly selected
Weld OFFset (%).
RE WOFF lower bound of Beta distribution 1.
RE WOFF upper bound of Beta distdbution 1.

























WOF F upper bound of Beta distribution 2.
Decimal equivalent percentage weight occurring in
Beta distribution 1 of the weld offset WOFF-
RE Upper bound of the randomly selected Beta
distribution for the weld offset WOFF.
RE Lower bound of the randomly selected Beta
distribution for the weld offset WOFF.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameterp for the weld offset WOFF.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution I of WOFF.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 1 of WOFF.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOFF.
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOFF.
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution shape
parameter 8 for the weld offset WOFF-
RE 8 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution I of WOFF.
RE e Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 1 of WOFF.
RE e Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOFF.
RE 8 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta
distribution 2 of WOFF.
RE Z in Equation 2-48, the randomly selected process
variation shift factor given by a Lognormal(0,PVAR)
random vadate.
INT ZeRO REGion, the vadabie permits the inclusion of
the tensile point So. The value of 0 Implies a DO
loop from zero to NUMREG, while a value of 1
causes the DO loop to be executed from one to
NUMREG. 9
7 - 143
* The need for saving m's is discussed on Page 2-15.
2 Neuber's rule and the stress/strain curve are discussed on Pages 2-53 through 2-54.
3 See variable BLFPER( ) for a description of B-life.
4 The median S/N curve for the truncated Normal case is discussed onPage 2-15.
5 See Section 2.1.2.3 for a discussion on process variation in materials.
6 m. of the posterior densityofm is discnssed on Page 2-14.
7 The posterior credibility ranges_(m) are discussed onPage 2-13.
8 o. of the posterior density ofm is discussed onPage 2-14.
9 Extension of the S/N curve to the left using the tensile point is discussed on Page 2-17.
Disabled for this application.
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7.1.2.4 Program HEXHCF Usting
Routine Page
Program HEXHCF Listing Temporal Order, Uniform Distribution .................................................. 7-147




















































RCE .................................................................................................................................................... 7-175 _










































































































C PROGRAM HEXHCF CONTROLS THE FLOW OF LOGIC OF THE HIGH CYCLE
C FATIGUE PLAIN WELDED DUCT PROBLEM UNDER THERMAL LOADS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 6SEP91
C VERSION: 4.2 -- (MATCHR V8.5, THDUCT V4.1, INSORT V2.1)
cC copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.
c u.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledued.
PROGRAM HEXHCF
C SUBPROGRAMS: INFAGG, PAREST, NORMGN, PRYRV, BETAGN, WEIBGN, THWELD,
C TRMNAT, INSORT, SORTM, EXPCTD
C
C FILES: I:HEXHCD-OLD: 3:HEXHCO-NEW_ 5:RELATD-OLD; 6:RELATO-NEW;
C 7:DUMP-NEW; _:IOUTPR-NEW; 9:LOWLIF-NEW;
C 11-26 :user named-OLD
C
C NOTE: 5 & 6 ARE OPENED IN °INFAGG'
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXBLF, MAXDAT, MAXLD, MAXLIF, MAXM, MAXM , MAXREG,
& MAXSEG
REAL PI
PARAMETER (MAXBLF = I0, MAXDAT = 50, MAXLD = 16, MAXLIF = 10000,
& MA_= = 24000. MAXMM 20001, MAXREG = 3, MAXSEG = I0,
& PI 3.141592654)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER BLFPOS(MAXBLF), FILNUM(MAXLD). I, II, IOUT, J. K, L,
& LOCAT, MCOUNT, MID, MPROC, NBLIFE, NHYPER, NL_FE,
& NLIFET, NLOAD, NMED, NPTS(MAXREG), NRAN, NUMREG, NUMSEG,































AERD, AERDA, AEROB, AERS, AERSA, AERSB,
ALLM(MAXMM, MAXREG), ANGLE, ASTR, ASTRA. ASTRB,
BIGK(0:MAXREG), BIGK1, BLFPER(MAXBLF), BZERO, COEXP,
DI, DIA, DIB, DIR, DIRI, DIR2, DIT, DIT1, DIT2. DLTAT,
DPCMU, DPCSIG, DSTR, DSTRA, DSTRB, DTIMU, DTISIG, DTOMU,
DTOSIG, DUM, E(MAXSEG), EM, FIFTY, FK(10), FTU, FTY,
GAM, GAMA, GAMB, KGID, KGOD, KRATIO, KT(2, 2), KWID,
KWIDA, KWIDB, KWIDR, KWIDRI, KWIDR2, KWIDT, KWIDT1,
KWIDT2, KWOD, KWODA, KWODB, KWODR, KWODRI, KWODR2,
KWODT, KWODTI, KWODT2, LAMN, LAMNA, LAMNB, LAM_C, LAMND,
LAMNK, LAMNMU, LAMNSG, LAMS, LAMSA, LAMSB, LAMSC, LAMSD,
LAMSK, LAMSMU, LAMSSG, LAM_, LAMWA, LAMWB, LIFE(MAXLIF),
LNA(0:MAXREG), LNZ, LPHIM(0:MAXREG)
M(2, MAXLD), MEDM(MAXREG), MLAM(2, MAXLD), MM(0:MAXREG),
NEUBA, NEUBB, NEWLIF, NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG), NORM,
P(MAXLD), PC, PCMU, PCMUA, PCMUB, PCO, PCSIG, PCSIGA,
PCSIGB, PERIOD, PHI, PLAM(MAX_D), PSIG l PSLAM, PSTAT,
PVAR, RANGEM(2, MAXREG), RT(10), SBND(0:MAXREG),
SE(MAXSEG), SIG(MAXREG), STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
STRHIS(MAXLD, MAXM) t SZERO, T(MAXLD), TEST, THIC, THICA,
THICB, THICR, THICRI, THICR2, THICT, THICTI, THICT2.
THWELD, TIN, TIMU, TIMUA, TIMUB, TISIG, TISIGA, TIS_GB,
TLAM(MAXLD), TOUT, TOMU, TOMUA, TOMUB, TOSIG, TOSIGA,
TOSI_B, TRSBND(0:MAXREG), TRUNC, TSLAM, TSTAT l
V(2, MAXLD), VLAM(2, AXL ), VSLAM(2), VSTAT(2), WOFF,
WOFFA, WOFFB, WOFFC, WOFFD, WOFFE, WOFFHI, WO_,
WOFFR, WOFFRI. WOFFR2, WOFFR3, WOFFR4, WOFFT, WOFFTI,
WOFFT_, WOFFT3, WOFFT4, Z
CHARACTER* 6 LDNAME (MAXLD)
7 - 151
LOGICAL FTEST
DATA il, 12, 1_, ZS, 16, Z_, ZS, 19, 20,
& 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 I
C ** SEE BOTTOM OF PROGRAM FOR LIST OF VARIABLES
OPEN (I' FILE = 'HEXHCD'' STATUS "i_W_i/7
OPEN (3, FILE = 'HEXHCO', STATUS "
OPEN 18' FILE =" 'DUMP' , STATUSOPEN , FILE == 'IOUTPR', STATUS ="
OPEN (9, FILE =" 'LOWLIF', STATUS == 'NEW'}


























RF_Iil)'_ IOUT RANDOM NUMBER SEED ==', RAND
I )'IOUT (MATCHR - I0, HEXHCF = 15, TBWELD = 25) -',IOUT
_(_ NLIFEi ) ' INNER LOOP SIZE -', NLIFENHYPER
WRITE( ,*)' OUTER LOOP SIZE ..',NBYPER
P.c_(z *) ,VARY
WRITE( ,*) TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED =', VARY
READ(It* } NMED
WRITE(B,*)' NORMAL MEDIAN CURVE (0 - NO, 1 - YES) =", NMED
READ(1L*) I_OCWRITE(8,* MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION DESIRED'
WRITE(8,* (0 - NO, 1 - YES) =', MPROC
((VARY .LT. 0) .OR. (VARY .GT. 3)) THEN.
IF _,u_=__W_TTE_'t_*'_T'ERROR: INVALID TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED'
ENDIF
IF ((NMED .NE. 0) .AND. (NMED .ME. I))THEN
WRITE( 8, *) 'ERROR." : INVALID RESPONSE TO NORMAL MEDIAN ',
& 'CURVE QUESTION '
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF ((MPROC .LT. 0) .OR. (MPROC .GT. i)} THEN
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IF (NBLIFE .GT. 0) READ(I,*) (BLFPER(J), J " i, NBLIFE)
C ** READ DATA FROM HEXHCD
READ (I, * ) WOFFA, WOFFB, WOFFRI, WOFFR2, WOFFTI, WOFFT2,
& WOFFC, WOFFD, WOFFR3, WOFFR4, WOFFT3, WOFFT4,
& WOFFE,
& KWODA, KWODB, KWODRI, KWODR2 KWODTI, KWODT2,
& KWIDA, KWIDB, KWIDRI, KMIDR2: KWIDTI, KWIDT2,
& DIA, DIB, DIRI, DIR2, DITI, DIT2,
& THICA, THICB, THICRI, THICR2, THICTI, THICT2,
& LAMNA, LAMNB, LAMNC, LAMND,
& LAMSA, LAMSB, LAMSC, LAMSD,
& TIMUA, TIMUB, TISIGA, TISIGB,
& TOMUA, TOMUB, TOSIGA, TOSIGB,
& PCMUA, PCMUB, PCSIGA, PCSIGB,
& AERDA, AERDB, AERSA, AERSB,
& DSTRA, DSTRB, ASTRA, ASTRB,
& LAMWA, LAMWB, NEUBA, NEUBB, GAMA, GAMB
READ(I,*) NLOAD, PSTAT, TSTAT, MSTAT(1), MSTAT(2), VSTAT(1),
& VSTAT (2 )
DO 15 I = i, NLOAD
READ(I,*) LDNAME(I,, TYPE(I), P(I), T(I), M(I,I), M(2,I),
& v(l,z), v(2,z) _




READ(I,*) KGOD, KGID, KT(2,1), KT(2,2), PCO, LOCAT, ANGLE,
& PERIOD, TRUNC, NRAN
C ** ECHO DATA TO HEXHCO
WRITE(3,900 )
WRITE(3,901) WOFFA, WOFFB, WOFFRI, WOFFR2, WOFFTI, WOFFT2,
& WOFFC, WOFFD, WOFFR3, WOFFR4, WOFFT3, WOFFT4,
& WOFFE
WRITE(3,902) KWODA, KWODB, KWODRI, KWODR2, KWODTI, KWODT2
WRITE(3,903) KWIDA, KWIDB, KWIDRI, KWIDR2, KWIDTI, KWIDT2
WRITE(3,904) DIA, DIB, DIRt, DIR2__ DITI, DIT2
WRITE(3,905) THICA, THICB, THICR1, THICR2, THICTI, THICT2
WRITE(3,906) LAMNA, LAMNB, LAMNC, LAMND
WRITE(3,907) LAMSA, LAMSB, LAMSC, LAMSD
WRITE(3,908) TIMUA, TIMUB, TISIGA, TISIGB,
& TOMUA, TOMUB, TOSIGA, TOSIGB,
& PCMUA, PCMUB, PCSIGA, PCSIGB
WRITE(3,909) AERDA, AERDB, AERSA, AERSB,
& DSTRA, DSTRB, ASTRA, ASTRB,
a IAMWA, LAt'aVB, NEUBA, NEtmB, EXP(GAMA), EXP(GAMB)_
WRITE(3,920) PSTAT, TSTAT, MSTAT(1), MSTAT(2), VSTAT(1), VSTAT(2)
DO 20 I = I. NLOAD
WRITE(3,921) LDNAME(I), P(I), T(I), M(I,I), M(2,I), V(I,I),
& V(2,I)
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,925) KGOD, KGID, KT(2,1), KT(2,2), PCO, LOCAT, ANGLE,
& PERIOD, TRUNC, NLOAD, NRAN
C CONVERT ANGLE TO RADIANS FOR CALCULATIONS
ANGLE = ANGLE/180.00000 * PI
WRITE(3,926) ANGLE
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(NRAN .GT. MAXM) THEN
IF cA__q_WRITECS"*_T'ERROR: STRESS-TIME HISTORY TOO LARGE'
ENDIF
DO 25 I - i, NLOAD
INQUIRE (FILE - LDNAME(I), EXIST - FTEST)
IF (FTEST .EQV..TRUE.)THENOPEN (FZLNUM(Z), FZLE- LmU_E(Z), STATUS- 'CZ,D')
DO 26 J- . 1_--1,NRAN
26 CONTIR_N_FILNUM ( I ), * ) STRHIS ( I, J)
CLOSE ( FILNUM ( I ) )
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: CANNOT OPEN FILE, ', LDNAME(I),




C INITIALIZE THE STRESS-STRAIN ARRAYS
30J %16.SE(J)
co_T_ " o.oo30
READ(I,*) EM, COEXP, NU
READ(1,._I - I, 10)_I_, RT(I), IREAD( i,
WRITE(3,927) EM, COEXP, NU
WRITE(3,930) NUMSEG
C READ IN THE STRESS-STRAIN VALUES




C ** CALL INFAGG TO PERFORM THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION MOOEL ASPECT
C OF THE MATERIAI_ CHARACTERIZATION MODEL CALCULATIONS
CALL INFAGG (RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, NPTS, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG,
& NBND, STR, FTU, FTY, VARY, MPROC, KRATIO, PVAR)
ZROREG = 1
SZERO = 0.0
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) PSIG., SQRT (PVAR)
MCOUNT = 0
C ** INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 40 K = 1, MAXLIF
LIFE(K) - 1.0E+36
40 CONTINUE
DO 45 J = I, MAXBLF
BLFPO6(J) - 0
45 CONTINUE
NLIFET = NHYPER * NLIFE
DTIMU = TIMUB - TIMUA
DTISIG = TISIGB - TISIGA
DTOMU - TOMUB - TOMUA
DTOSIG = TOSIGB - TOSIGA
DPCMU = PCMUB - PCMUA
DPCSIG - PCSIGB - PCSIGA
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IF (IOUT .EQ. 15} THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'DTIMU = ', DTIMU, ' DTISIG 1 ', DTISIG
WRITE(8,*) 'DTOMU = ', DTOMU, ' DTOSIG I ', DTOSIG
WRITE(8,*) 'DPCMU = ', DPCMU, ' DPCSIG I ', DPCSIG
ENDIF
C ** OUTER LOOP -- THIS LOOP SAMPLES HYPER PARAMETER SETS
DO 150 K = i, NHYPER
C ** CALL PRYRV TO OBTAIN RRO,THETA PAIRS FOR INNER LOOP CALCULATIONS
CALL RANDOM (TEST, RAND,
IF (TEST .LE. WOFFE} THEN









IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'TEST =', TEST, ' WOFFE ", WOFFE
WRITE(8,*) 'WOFFLO =', WOFFLO, ' WOFFHI ", WOFFHI
ENDIF
PRYRV (RAND, KWIDRI, KWIDR2, KWIDTI, KWIDT2, KWIDR, KWIDT)
CALL PRYRV (RAND, KWODRI, KWODR2, KWODTI, KWODT2, KWODR, KMODT)
CALL PRYRV (RAND, DIRIt DIR21 DITIt DIT21 DIR, DIT)
CALL PRYRV (RAND,THICRI, THICR2, THICTI, THICT2, THICR, THICT)
CALL PRYRV (RAND, LAMNA, LAMNB, LAMSA, LAMSB, LAMNK, LAMSK)
LAMNMU = LAMND / (i.0 + LAMNK * LAMNC)
LAMNSG = LAMNC / (I.0 + LAMNK * LAMNC)
LAMSMU = LAMSD / (I. 0 + LAMSK * LAMSC}
LAMSSG = LAMSC / (i.0 + LAMSK * LAMSC)
(8,*) LAMNK = ', LAMNK, ' LAMNMU = ', _,
& ' LAMNSG " ', LAMNSG
WRITE(8,*). UaSSG =','UaSK= ' _____U_S_&' UaS_ = ',U_S.U,
ENDIF
RANDOM (NORM, RAND)
TIMU = TIMUA + NORM * DTIMU
TISIG _ TISIGA + NORM * DTISIG
TOMU = TOMUA + NORM * DTOMU
TOSIG = TOSIGA + NORM * DTOSIG
PCMU = PCMUA + NORM * DPCMU
PCSIG = PCSIGA + NORM * DPCSIG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'NORM = ',,NORM
WRITE(8,*) ' TIMU = , TIMU, ' TISIG = ', TISIG
WRITE(8,*) ' TOMU " ', TOMU, ' TOSIG 1 ', TO6IG
WRITE(8,*) ' PCMU = ', PCMU, ' PCSIG = ', PCSIG
ENDIF
C ** CALL PAREST TO PERFORM THE PARAMETER ESTIMATION ASPECT OF THE
C MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL CALCULATIONS
CALL PAREST (VARY, RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, NPTS, NUMREG, ZROREG,
& RAND, NBND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, MM, SBND)
CALL NORMGN (RAND, 0.0, PSIG, LNZ)
IF (MPROC .EQ. i) THEN
z =EXP (LNZ)
ELSE





MCOUNT .. MCOUNT + 1
DO 175 L m I, NUMREG
ALLM(MCOUNT, L) " MM(L)
175 CONTINUE
C ** INNER LOOP -- THIS LOOP GENERATES FATIGUE LIVES
DO 200 I m i, NLIFE
C ** INITILIZE S/N CURVE PARAMETERS













(RAND, WOFFR, WOFFT, WOFFLO, WOFFHI, _FF)
IRA_i KWIDR, KWIDT, KWIDA, _IDB, KWID)
_ODR, KWODT, I_ODA, KWODB, _CIDIR, DIT, DIA, DIB,
I_RA_i LAMSJ_j,LAMN_J,THICR'THICT,LAMSsG,LAMNsG,THICA,LANs)LAM_)B
CALL NORMGN TOMU, TOSIG,
DLTAT m TIN -
_ NORMGN (RAND, PC2_J, PCSIG r PC)
CALL PRYRV (RAND, DSTRA, DSTRB, ASTRA, ASTRB, DSTR, ASTR)
CALL PRYRV (RAND, LAMWA, LA/_SB, NEUBA, NEUBB, LAMW, NEUB)
CALL PRYRV (RAND, GAMA, GAMB, GAMA, GAMB, CAM, DUM)
GAM = EXP(GAM)
CALL WEIBGN (BZERO, RAND, PHI)
IF (VARY .EQ. 0) PHI m 1.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN
WR_TEI :18' 'THIC "', THIC,' AERD '',AERD,' AERS " ',AERSWRITE 8, 'DSTR " ', DSTR, ' ASTR m ', ASTR
WRITE( 8,:I '_ '''_'' NEUB '',NEUB,' CAM'', CAM
WRITE(o,.I 'PHI =',PHI,' DI '', DI,' PC '',PCWRITE(8, 'TIN =',TIN,' TOUT =',TOUT,' DLTAT m',DLTAT
ENDIF
C ** SCALE AERO STATIC LOADS
PSLAM m _ * ASTR * PSTAT
TSLAM m AERS * ASTR * TSTAT
MSLAM(1) _ AERS i ASTR i MSTAT(1)
MSLAM(2 ) AERS ASTR MSTAT(2)
V (1 ) V (1 )
VSLAM (2 ) AERS ASTR VSTAT (2 )
C ** SCALE TIME-VARYING LOADS
DO 230 IIm I, NLOAD
IF (TYPE(II) .EQ. I) THEN
PLAM(II) " LAR_ * DSTR * P(II)
TLAM(II) = LA_ * DSTR * T(II)
MLAM(I,II) " LAMN * DSTR * M(1,II)
MLAM(2,II} " _ * DSTR * M(2,II
VLAM(1,II) " LAR_ * DSTR * V(I,II
VLAM(2,II) = LAm_ * DSTR * v(z,II)
ELSE IF (_E(II) .EQ. 2) THEN
PLAM(II) = LAMS * DSTR * P(II)
TLAM(II) m LAMS * DSTR * T(II)
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IIl! _LR_MSLAMSDSTR * M(1,II)
MLAM( i, *
MLAM(2,II * DSTR * M(2,II}
VLAM(1,II LAMS * V
VLAM(2,II) * DSTR * V(2,II)
ELSE
PLAM(II) " AERD * ASTR * P(II}
TLAM(II) = AERD * ASTR * T(II}
MLAM(I,II) = AERD * ASTR * M(I,II}
MLAM(2,II) = AERD * ASTR * M(2,II)
VLAM(1,II) = AERD * ASTR * V(1,II)
VLAM(2,II) = AERD * ASTR * V(2,II)
ENDIF
230 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'AERO STATIC LOADS'
'P = ', PSLAM, ' T = 't TSLAM,
& WRITE(8,*), M2 = ', MSLAM(1), ' )/3 = ', MSLAM(2),
, v2 = '. VSLAM(1). ' v3 = ', VSLAS(2)
& WRITE(8 *) 'TIME-VARYING LOADS'
DO 240 'II- i. NLOAD
WRITE(8,*} _I, ' P = ',PLAM(II}, ' T " ',TLAM(II),
& ', M2 = ',MLAM(I,II), ' M3 = ',MLAM(2,II),
& V2 = ',VLAM(I,II), ' V3 = ',VLAM(2,II)
240 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C ** CALCULATE AXIAL Kt' S
" KGID * KWID
IF .EQ.
& (8,*) 'K (1,1) = ', KT(1,1), ' KT(1,2) = ', KT(1,2)
C ** CALCULATE REGION DEPENDENT S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
DO 250 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
LNA(L} - MM(L) * ALOG(BIGK(L)}
LPHIM(L) - MM(L) * ALOG(PHI)
TRSBND(L) = SBND(L) * PHI * KRATIO * Z
IF IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN , ,
_ITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' 1414=', MM(L), BIGK = ,BIGK(L)
WRITE(8,*} 'LNA =', LNA(L), ' PHI =', PHI
WRITE_8,*_ 'LPHIM =', LPHIM(L), ' SBND =', SBND(L)
WRITE(8,*} 'KRATIO = ', KRATIO, ' Z = ', Z
WRITE(8,*) 'TRSBND =', TRSBND(L)
ENDIF
250 CONTINUE
C ** CALL THWELD OF THDUCT V4.1 TO CALCULATE FATIGUE LIFE
NEWLIF = GAM * THWELD (COEXP, ANGLE, DLTAT, E, EM, FTU,
& FTY, DI, KT, KRATIO, _, FK, RT, LNA, LNZ,
& LOCAT, LPHIM, MLAM, MM, MSLAM, NEUB__NLOAD, NRAN,
& NU, NUMREG, NUMSEG, PLAM, PC, PCO, PERIOD, PSLAM,
& TRSBND, SE, STRHIS, SZERO, TLAM, THIC, TRUNC,
& TSLAM, VLAM, VSLAM, WOFF, ZROREG)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'NEWLIF = ', NEWLIF
IF (NLIFET .GE. i00) CALL INSORT (NEWLIF, LIFE, NLIFET)
200 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
IF (NLIFET .GE. i00} THEN
C ** PRINT SORTED LIVES
DO 300 J = i. (NLIFET / I00)
WRITE(9,*) J, FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NLIFET), LIFE(J)
300 CONTINUE
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C ** PRINT EMPIRICAL BLIVES
FIFTY = 0.50E0
WRITE (3,935 }
DO 350 J m I, NBLIFE





C ** _TE NORMAL MEDIAN CURVE IF DESIRED
TF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (NMED ._. i)) THEN
CALL SORTM (ALLM, NUMR , MCOUNT)
MID - MCOUNT / 2
DO 400 L = I, NUMREG
MEDM(L) = ALLM(MID, L)
400 CONT INUE
CALL EXPCTD (1, MEDM, NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
& NBND, BIGKI, BZERO)
ENDIF
C ** FORMAT STATEMENTS TO ECHO INPUT DATA TO HEXHCO
900 FORMAT(2X,'Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of ',
& 'TechnSlogy. 0._. Govermnent',/,2X_'Sponsorship Under





& ,U(,,F7.5,,,,,FS.5,,),,4X,,U(I,F4.1,,,,,F5.1, ,) ,
& /,20X, 'Be(',F4.2,',',F5.2,')',6X,'U(',FT.5_'I',FS.5,
& 4X,'U(',F4.1,',',F5.1,')',/,20X,'TEST = ',F4.2)
902 FORMAT(/,2X,'K WELD (OD)',TX,'Be(',F4.2,' ',F5.2L'_',6X,& 'U(',F7.5,',',F8.5,')',4X,'U(',F4.1,',',F5. ,')')
903& U( ,F7.5, , ,FS.5,')',4X,'U(',F4.1,',',F5
904 FORMAT(/,2X,'INNER DIAMETER',4X.',B, uI',F6.4,',',F7:_:'I: 2X,& 'U(',F7.5,',',FS.5,')',4X ',F4.1,', ,F5 '
905 FOR.MAT(/,2X,'HALL THICKNESS',4X,'._I',F6.t:',',F7:_::I',2X,& U( ,FT.5,',',Fe.5,')',4X, ',F4. ',',F5 ')
906 FORMAT(//.2X,'LAMBDA RANDOM',5X.'k: U(',F7.5,',',FS.5,')',
& /,20X, 'COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION: ',F5.3,
& /,20X, 'STRAIN GAGE FACTOR: ',F9.7)
907 FORMAT(/,2X,'LAMBDA SINE' ,TX, 'k: U(',FT.5,'L'z F8"5,')',
& /,20X,'COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION: ',F5.3,




& //,2X, 'OUTER TEMPERATURE', 4X, 'NORMAL: U(',





909 FOI_,T(II,2X,'DIn_I,M4ZC _RO _ F,I_,,C'IS_',
_, _x,:u(',rs.5,',',rg._,.')', , _ ,- -, -- - , , .5 )& //,2X, STATIC AERO LOAD FACTOR ,6X, U( ,__o__, , ,F9 ,' ",
& //,2X,'DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS',6,X, _U( ,F8;5, ._,Fg. ')',
& I/,2x,'AERO STRESS Am_LYSIS_,gx,_u_ ,F8-5L , ,F9.5,')',
& //,2X,'LAMBDA KOFF',I8X,'U( ,F8.5, , ,F?.__, ),,
& //, 2X, 'NEUBERS RULE' 17X, 'U( '.F8.5, ', 'LFg:b, ').,, , )
& //,2X,'DAMAGE MODEL ACCURACY',SX,'U(In',F8._, , In ,F8.5,')
920 FORMAT(////.28X,'LOADS,INPL_' , __ ,___ _____,
& ///,5X, 'P LOADS ,SXt T LOADS ,bX, M_ LOAU_ ,
& 4X,'M3 LOADS'.4X, 'V2 LOADS',4X, 'V3 LOADS',
& /,6X, ' (LBS) ',5XL' (IN.-LBS} ".4X, '(IN.-LBS) ',
& 3X, '(IN .-LBS) ', 5X, '(LBS)', 6X, '(LBS) ',
& //.2X.' STATIC AERO'.
& /,2X, Fg.6,3X, Fg.6,3X, F9.6,3X, Fg-6,3X,F9-6,3X, F9"6)






















_20X,'GEOMETRIC AND OTHER INPUT',




X,'EXTERNAL PRESSURE, PSi',26X, F6.0,
X,'ANALYSIS LOCATION',35X,II
X,'ANGLE THETA (DEGREES)'.28X,F6.1,
X,'STRESS-TIME HISTORY PERIOD. SEC',20X.F5.2, _
X,'STRESS-TIME HISTORY NOISE FILTER, PSI',IIX,F7.1,
X,'NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS',23X, I2L
X,'NUMBEROF POINTS IN HISTORIES',I9X, IS)
(/,2X,'ANGLE THETA (RADIANS)',29X,F6.2)
(/,2X,'ELASTIC MODULUS, PSI',27X,Eg.3,
//,2X,'COEFF OF THERMAL EXPANSION',21X,EI4.8,
//,2X,'POISSONS RATIO',33X,F5.3)
(///.25X,'STRESS-STRAIN CURVE INPUT',







C SAMPLE 'HEXHCD' INPUT FILE
C 625 .............................. RANDOM NUMBER SEED
C 0 ................................ OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
C i00 .............................. INNER LOOP SIZE
C 200 .............................. OUTER LOOP SIZE
C 2 ................................ S/N VARIATION -- UNIFORM REQUIRED
C 0 ................................ NORMAL MEDIAN NOT REQUIRED
C 0 ................................ MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION NOT REQUIRED
C 3 ................................ NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE PROVIDED
C 0.0001 ........................... B.01 LIFE
C 0.001 ............................ B.1 LIFE
C 0.01 5 ..... WELD OFFSET (A,B) (R1,R2) (T1,T2)i0'''0:i0'''0:50 "''_:_'''_:_''BI LIFE
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 ................ (C,D} (R3,R4) (T3,T4)
C 1.00 ............................. WELD OFFSET TEST FOR HYPER-DISTRIBT_IT_ 1
C 0.88 1.32 0.30 0.70 0.5 I0 .... K WELD (OD) (A,B) (RI,R2) (T , _)
C 1.26 1.74 0.30 0.70 0.5 10 .... K WELD (ID) (A,B) (RILR2) (TILT2)
C 0.1885 0.1915 0.50 0.75 0.5 20...INNER DIAM (A,B) (R1,R2) (T1,T2)
C 0.0113 0.0137 0.50 0.75 0.5 20...WALL THICK (A,B) (R1,R2} (T1,T2}
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C 1.50 3.00 0.15 0.90 ......... LAMBDA NARROI4-BAND RANDOMI kl U(A,B),
C COEFF. OF VAR., STRAIN GAGE F_
C 2.00 3.00 0.20 0.90 ..... LAMBDA SUPERIM_ SINE= k= U(A,B),
C COEFF. OF VAR.__STRAIN GAGE FACTOR
C MEAN BOUNDS SIGMA BOUNDS .... NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS
C 486. 666. 29. 56.5 ........ INNER WALL TEMPERATURE, DEGREES R
C 799. 908. 49.5 48 ....... OUTER NALL TEMPERATURE, DEGREES R
C 3808. 4177. 69. 69. " __ ..... INTERNAL PRESSURE, PSI
C 0.50 1.50 .................. LAMBDA DYNAMIC AERO U(A,B)
C 0.80 1.20 .................. LAMBDA STATIC AERO U(A,B)
C 0.80 1.20 .................. DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY U(A,B)
C 0.90 1.10 .................. AERO STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FU_C 0.80 1.20 .................. LAMBDA K WELD OFFSET ACCURACY
C 0.60 1.40 .................. NEUBER'S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR
C -1.38629 0.95166 ............... DAMAGE MODEL ACCURACY U(InA, InB}
C
C 16 ............................... NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
C
C PSTAT TSTAT MSTAT(I} MSTAT(2} VSTJtT(1)
C
C 0.00 0.00 -0.07214 0.00 0.00
C
C FILE TYPE P() T() M(I, ) M(2, )
C
C 'NBP' i 0.050464 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 'NBT' i 0.00 0.018395 0.00 0.00
C 'NBM2' i 0.00 0.00 0.89901 0.00
C 'NBM3' I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.064034
C 'NBV2' 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 'NBV3' 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 'SIN1' 2 0.001150 0.001927 0.051544 0.000312
C 'SIN2' 2 0.002284 0.001917 0.050250 0.000457
C 'SIN3' 2 0.008944 0.003591 0.043037 0.002533
C 'SIN4' 2 0.023373 0.004778 0.427142 0.006577
C 'SIN5' 2 0.012763 0.000495 0.102889 0.007273
C 'SIN6' 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 'AEROI' 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07179
C 'AERO2' 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C 'AERO3' 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C
C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ......... K GEOM (OD, ID);K
C 0.I0 .......................... Weld OFFset
VSTAT(2)
0 •00 .......... STATIC AERO
V(1, ) V(2, ) LOADS
0.00 0.00 ...... RANDOM P
0.00 0.00 ...... RANDOM T
0.00 0.00......RANDOM M2
0.00 0.00......RANDOM M3







0.00 0.00 ......siNE 6
0.00 0.00 ......AERO 1
0.00 0.00 ...... AERO 2
o.00 0.00 ......AERO 3
HOOP (OD,ID): KT(2,1) KT(2,2)
C 3640 .......................... EXTERNAL (OUTER) PRESSURE (PCO, PSI)
C 2 ............................. SURFACE LOCATION (I_OUTER, 2=INNER}
C 270 ........................... ANGLE (DEGREES}
C 1.0 ........................... STRESS-TIME HISTORY PERIOD (SEC)
C 500 ........................... STRESS-TIME HISTORY NOISE FILTER (PSI)
C I000 .......................... NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
C 29000000. 8.8E-06 0.30 .... YOUNG'S MODULUS, COEFF OF THERMAL EXPANSION,
C POISSON' S RATIO
C 0.615 2.00 ............... FKII I RTII93 4 8 2 2
C 0.753 7.20.
. . " . . RT4
C 0.813 9.60.
C 0.873 12.50. . RT 5
C 0.993 20.00 .............. RT 7
C 1.029 24.00 .............. _FK(8) RT 8
c 1.053 30.00 ..... FEI9t RTR'_90_TSC 1.053 200.00 ............... FK 1 , (
C 6 ............................. NUMBZ _ OF S IN STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
C 21.95 0.001 ................ STRESS-STRAIN PRODUCT- SE(1), STRAIN: E(1}
C 55.77 0.002 ................ SE{2) , E(2)
C 144.85 0.005 ................ SE(3} , E(3)
C 322.73 0.010 ................ SE(4) , E(4)
c 194s.90 o.oso................ ,
c 50688.0 0.660 ................ sE(6 , z(6!C 70 F, 321 STAINLESS STEEL ALLOY - WELDED ..... _ .MATERIALS DESCRIPTION
C 27900. 76800. i 13 ...... YIELD & ULTIMATE STRENGTHS, NDIV, NPTS
C 13 -I.0 I ................ # PTS IN DIV, STRESS RATIO, REGION
,oooo  ooo...............
C 40000. 2000 ............... S N RAW
C 40000. 3000 ............... S(3 N(3) STRESS


































C 0.00 ......................... _ SUPPLIED
C 1 0 ................... . ... . NOMBER OF REGIONS: W/DATA, W/O DATA
C 1.0E+36 ....................... LIFE BOUNDRIES REGION 1
C 0.00 .......................... CONSTRAINT ON COEFF. OF VARIATION
C 0 0.000 0.000 .......... 2 PTS IN RANGE, LOWER BOUND, UPPER BOUND
C 0.0 0.0 0.0 ............ NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PRIORS¢ DELTA, Mo, SIGMA2
C
C





















































SELECTED AERO DYNAMIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR
AERO DYNAMIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR LOWER BOUND
AERO DYNAMIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR UPPER BOUND
SELECTED AERO STATIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR
AERO STATIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR LOWER BOUND
AERO STATIC LOAD SCALE FACTOR UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING M VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGION
ANGLE THETA MEASURED COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FROM THE X2-DIRECTION
GIVEN IN DEGREES, TRANSFORMED TO RADIANS FOR CALCULATIONS
SELECTED AERO STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR
AERO STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
AERO STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A " K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGK( 1 ) -- DUMMY PARAMETER FOR CALLS TO SUBROUTINE
EXPCTD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING USER SPECIFIED BLIVES TO BE PROVIDED
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING POSITIONS IN LIFE()OF EMPIRICAL BLIVES
VALUE OF BETAO RANDOMLY SELECTED FROM BETA() INTER_ VAL
COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
SELECTED WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER
WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER LOWER BOUND
WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER UPPER BOUND
SELECTED RHO FOR WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER
WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER - RHO LOWER BOUND
WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER - RHO UPPER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER
WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER - THETA LOWER BOUND
WELD INTERIOR DIAMETER - THETA UPPER BOUND
SELECTED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INNER AND OUTER
SURFACES -- DELTA T
EQUAL TO PCMUB - PCMUA
EQUAL TO PCSIGB - PCSIGA
SELECTED DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS _JCCURACY FACTOR
DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
EQUAL TO TIMUB - TIMUA
EQUAL TO TISIGB - TISIGA
EQUAL TO TOMUB - TOMUA
EQUAL TO TOSIGB - TOSIGA
DUMMY VARIABLE
I-D ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE STRAIN VALUES
ELASTIC MODULUS
EQUAL TO .5 -- USED TO ACCESS 50% POINT IN LIFE()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UNIT NUMBER FOR STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
FILES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
File TEST -- USED TO TEST EXISTENCE OF FILE
MATERIAL ULTIMATE STRENGTH
MATERIAL YIELD STRENGTH















































































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH LIFE _TION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR LOAD6
CONTROLS DUMP TO SCREEN/PRINTER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH BLIFE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH HYPER PARAMETER SET
K GEOa (ID)
SELECTED K GEOM (OD)
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND CONPONENTS
FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- KT( I, i) m Kt AXIAL ((X))
(- KGOD * KWOD); KT(1,2) = Kt AXIAL (ID) (" KGID * KWID);
KT(2,1) " Kt HOOP (OD); KT(2,2) " Kt HOOP (ID)
SELECTED K WELD (ID)
K WELD (ID) LOWER BOUND
K WELD (ID) UPPER BOUND
SELECTED RHO FOR K WELD (ID)
K WELD (ID) - RHO LOWER BOUND
K WELD (ID) - RHO UPPER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR K WELD (ID)
K WELD (ID) - THETA LOWER BOUND
K WELD (ID) - THETA UPPER BOUND
SELECTED K WELD (OD)
K WELD (00) LOWER BOUND
K WELD (OD) UPPER BOUND
SELECTED _O FOR K WELD (OD_
K WELD (OD) - RHO LOWER BOUND
K WELD (OD) - RSO _FER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR K WELD (CO)
K WELD (OD) - TBETA LOWER
W_D (OD) - TSET_ UP_
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
SELECTED LAMBDA FOR ONE SIGMA NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS -- LOWER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS -- UPPER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS STRAIN GAGE ACCURACY FACTOR
LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS k -- INDICATES VARIATION
DUE TO SAMPLE SIZE
MEAN OF LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS (MU, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION)
STANDARD DEVIATION OF LAMBDA FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM LOADS
(SIGMA, NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)
SELECTED LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPO6ED SINE LOADS
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS -- LOWER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS -- UPPER BOUND OF k
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
SUPERIMPOSED SIRE LOADS STRAIN GAGE ACCURACY FACTOR
LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS k -- INDICATES VARIATION
DUE TO SAMPLE SIZE
MEAN OF LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SINE LOADS (MU, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION)
STANDARD DEVIATION OF LAMBDA FOR SUPERIMPOSED SIRE LOADS
(SIGMA, NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)




I-D ARRAY CONTAINING LoaD NAMEs FOR THE TIME-VARYING LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE LIVES GENERATED BY THE PFM
-- SORTED VALUES OF THE LEFT-HAND TAIL
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING Ln(A) - LII(BIGK)*Z_I FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
LOCATION OF INTEREST WHERE 1 IS THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE
DUCT, AND 2 IS THE INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE DUCT
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING Ln(PHI)*MM FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(I, t )
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE M3 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BLIVES TO HE CALCULATED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER DATA SET PER REGION ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FATIGUE LIVES ALLOWED FOR BETA, THETA,
ALPHA _TION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS ALLOWED IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF M's TO BE SORTED FOR MEDIAN CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGION ALLOWED (S/N CURVE)










































































NUMBER OF M'S TO BE USED TO CALCULATE MEDIAN S/N CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
POINTER TO THE MEDIAN M VALUES -- EQUAL TO HALF OF MCOUNT
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS SCALED
-- MLAM(I,*) ARE THE M2 LOADS; MLAM(2, ) _A_Z_T_E M3
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGTON
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; 1 - INCLUDE VARIATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC LOADS SCALED BY AERS --
MSLAM(I} IS THE M2 LOAD; MSLAM(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC LOADS -- MSTAT(1) IS THE M2
LOAD; MSTAT(2} IS THE M3 LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE CALCULATED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMREG LIFE
REGIONS OF INTEREST FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE)
MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
SELECTED NEUBER'S RULE MODEL _CURACY FACTOR
NEUBER' S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
NEUBER' S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
LIFE VALUE RETURNED FROM CALL TO THWELD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO LIFE REGIONS
SIZE OF OUTER LOOP
SIZE OF INNER LOOP
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIVES CALCULATED BY PFM
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
CONTROLS MEDIAN CALCULATION FOR THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION CASE
-- 0 - NO MEDIAN CALCULATION; 1 - MEDIAN CALCULATION DESIRED
RANDOM VARIABLE (SOMETIMES UNIFORM, SOMETIMES NORMAL) USED
TO OBTAIN SELECTED TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURE
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER LIFE REGION
FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY (Number of RANdom
points)
POISSON 'S RATIO
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS OF INTEREST IN STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS
SELECTED INTERNAL PRESSURE. PSI "
SELECTED MEAN OF INTERNAL PRESSURE, PSI (MU, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION )
MEAN OF INTERNAL PRESSURE LOWER BOUND
MEAN OF INTERNAL PRESSURE UPPER BOUND
EXTERNAL PRESSURE, PSI
SELECTED STANDARD DEVIATION OF INTERNAL PRESSURE, PSI (SIGMA,
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION )
STANDARD DEVIATION OF INTERNAL PRESSURE LOWER BOUND
STANDARD DEVIATION OF INTERNAL PRESSURE UPPER BOUND
LENGTH OF TIME IN SECONDS OF RANDOM STRESS-TIME HISTORY
WEIBULL(BETAO, ETAO) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
CONSTANT FOR THE VALUE 3.1415926536
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS SCALED
BY LAMS, LAMN, OR AERD AS APPROPRIATE (INDICATED BY AT_TIE() )
EQUAL TO SQRT(PVAR) -- MATERIALS PROCESS STANDARD DEVIAT ON




2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS TEE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Rt USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R I -io0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
I-D ARRAY OF PRODUCT OF STRESS AND STRAIN FOR EACH SEGMENT OF
THE STRESS-STRAIN VS STRAIN CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION













































































FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO
LIFE REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE AMPLITUDES FOR THE TIME-VARYING
STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS
UNIFORM(0.1) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO DETERMINE
HYPER-DISTRIBUTION TO SELECT FROM
SELECTED WALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID) AT WELD, IN
WALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID) LOWER BOUND
NALL THICKNESS AT BEND(ID) UPPER BOUND
THICENESSSELECTED RHO FOR WALL AT BEND (ID)
NALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID) - RHO LOWER BOUND
WALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID) - RHO UPPER BOUND
SELECTED THETA FOR WALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID)
WALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID) - THETA LOWER BOUND
WALL THICKNESS AT BEND (ID) - THETA UPPER BOUND
REAL FUNCTION WHICH _ULATES THE DUCT LIFE (IN SECONDS)
AT A PLAIN WELD UNDERF.OING THERMAL LOADING
SELECTED INNER WALL SURFACZ TEMPERATURE(RANKINE)
SELECTED MEAN OF INNER WALL TEMPERATURE, (_@J, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION) /
MEAN OF INNER WALL TENPERATURE _ BOUND
MEAN OF INNER WALL TEMPERATURE UPPER BOUND
SELECTED STANDARD DEVIATION OF INNER WALL TEMPERATURE, (SIGMA,
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION}
STANDARD DEVIATION OF INNER WALL TEMPERATURE LOWER BOUND
STANDARD DEVIATION OF INNER WALL TEMPERATURE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS SCALED
BY LAMS, LAMN, OR AERD AS APPROPRIATE (INDICATED BY TYPE())
SELECTED OUTER WALL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (RANKINE)
SELECTED MEAN OF OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE (MU, NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION)
MEAN OF OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE LOWER BOUND
MEAN OF OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE UPPER BOUND
SELECTED STANDARD DEVIATION OF OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE, (SIGMA,
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION )
STANDARD DEVIATION OF OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE LOWER BOUND
STANDARD DEVIATION OF OUTER WALL TEMPERATURE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF SBND * PHI * KRATIO * Z FOR
EACH REGION AND TRIAL
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
STATIC AXIAL LOAD SCALED BY AERS
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TYPE OF TIME-VARYING LOAD, USED FOR
LOAD FACTORS -- TYPE(*) .. 1 INDICATES NARROW-BAND RANDOM;
TYPE(*) = 2 INDICATES SUPERIMPOSED SINUSOID; TYPE(*) .. 3
INDICATES DYNAMIC AERO
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS -- V(1,*)
ARE THE V2 LOADS; V(2,*) ARE THE V3 LOADS
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO VARIATION;
1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM VARIATION; 3 -
TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS SCALED
BY LAMS, LAMN, OR AERD AS APPROPRIATE (INDICATED BY TYPE())
-- VLAM(I,*) ARE THE V2 LOADS; VLAM(2,*} ARE THE V3 LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS SCALED BY AERS
-- VSLAM(1) IS THE V2 LOAD; VSLAM(2) IS THE V3 LOAD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- VSTAT (1) IS
THE V2 LOAD; VSTAT(2) IS THE V3 LOAD
SELECTED WELD OFFSET (%)
WELD OFFSET LOWER ROUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
WELD OFFSET UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
PERCENTAGE OCCURRING IN HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
SELECTED WELD OFFSET UPPER BOUND
SELECTED WELD OFFSET LOWER BOUND
SELECTED RHO FOR WELD OFFSET
WELD OFFSET - RHO LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET - RHO UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
WELD OFFSET - RHO LOWER ROUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
WELD OFFSET - RHO UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
SELECTED THETA FOR WELD OFFSET









WELD OFFSET - THETA UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION i
WELD OFFSET - THETA LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
WELD OFFSET - THETA UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
LOG-NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXITS, 1 - NO ZERO
REGION
C SUBROUTINE INSORT PERFORMS AN INSERTION SORT FOR EACH LIFE CALCULATED
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE • 20JUN90
C VERSION: 2.1
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE INSORT (NEWLIF, LIFE, NLIFET)




PARAMETER (MAXLIF = I0000)
COMMON IOUT



















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR INSERTION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TAIL VALUES OF THE LIVES GENERATED BY THE
PFM TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FATIGUE LIVES ALLOWED FOR BETA, THETA, ALPHA,
CALCULATION
LIFE VALUE TO BE INSERTED INTO LIFE()
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIVES CALCULATED BY PFM
NUMBER OF LIFE VALUES IN LIFE( )INSERTEDPOSITION WHERE NEWLIF IS TO BE INTO LIFE()
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF LIFE() TO BE SHIFTED UPON
INSERTION OF NEWLIF
NUM = NLZFET / 2
C FIND PO6ITION IN LIFE() FOR NEWLIF
IF (NEWLIF .GT. LIFE(NUM)) GOTO 400
DO 100 I = i, NUM






C STORE VALUES OF LIFE() TO BE SHIFTED DUE TO NEWLIF INSERTION IN TEMP()
7 - 165
+ 1
DO 200 I = (PLACE(I_I),) NUM
CONTIT_I} - LIFE200
C INSERT NEWLIF
LIFE (PLACE ) - NEWLIF
C SHIFT VALUES OF LIFE() FOLLOWING NENLIF
DO 300 I - (PLACE + 1), NUM
LIFE(I} - TEMP(I)
300 CONTINUE




C****** t**t***_** _**t _r******* ..****_ _*t t***_ _t***tt • ***_t_t_ttt t t it**
C SUBROUTINE PRYRV GENERATES A PAIR OF U(RHOI,RHO2) AND U(THEI,THE2)
C INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIATES
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: RANDOM
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California .Institute of Technol_ogy.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship unoer NASA Conuract NAS7-915
C is acknowledged.
***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE PRYRV (RAND, RHOI, RHO2, THEI, THE2, X, Y)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL FRAC, RHOI, RH02, THEI, THE2, X, Y
INTEGER IOUT
RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)_
c IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) W_TE(5,*) FRAC-', FRAC
X - FRAC * (RHO2 - RHOI) + RHOI
CALL RANDOM (FRAC,. RAND)
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRZTE_(8,*) 'FRAC-', FRAC
Y - FRAC * (THE2 - THE1) + THE1
IF (IOn, .EQ. 151 WRITE(8,*)'RHOI =', RHOI, ',RHO2 _'_ R_,,2_& THE1 = THE1, ' THE2 =', THE2, X = , X,
RETURN
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A BETA RANDOM VARIABLE
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: GAM
C
C The random variates, are genera t_.d us.!ng 'the. me_*hod, de.scribed in:
c Johnson, N. L.¢ an.d Ko.tz, S., Dlstrl.Duulon.lno._a__Isrlcs: co_ll_uousC Univariate D1stributlons - 1, Houghton MIiilln company, £_ ,
C po. 181-182.
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SUBROUTINE BETAGN (RAND, RHO, THETA, A, B, X)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL A, B, GAM, RHO, THETA, W, X, YI, Y2
INTEGER IOUT
&IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'RAND "', RAND, ' _RHO,=', ,RHOL
' THETA =', THETA, ' Am', A, ' B =', Sw A = r A
Y1 = GAM( (RHO * THETA + i.), RAND)
Y2 = GAM(((I. - RHO) * THETA + i.), RAND)
W = Y1 / (Yl + Y2)
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8, _) 'Y1 =', Y1, ' Y2 -', Y2, ' W =', W
C TRANSFORMING STANDARD BETA DISTRIBUTION TO BETA DISTRIBUTION
X = W * (B - A) + A
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'W =', W, ' X =', X
RETURN
END
C The random variates are generated using an -Acceptance./Rejection Method"
C Fishman. George s.,.-sag_, ling From the G a_. Dls_r_Duuaon on a_ .....











REAL A, ALPHA, ARG, UI, U2, VI, V2
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
A = ALPHA - i.
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'A =', A, ' ALPHA =', ALPHA
CALL RANDOM (UI, RAND)
CALL RANDOM (U2, RAND)
Vl = - ALOG(UI)
V2 = - ALOG(U2)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8L*) 'UI =', UI, ' U2 =', U2, ' V1 =',
& VI, ' 9-_ =', V2
ARG = A * (VI - ALOG(VI) - i.)
IF (V2 .LT. ARG) GOT0 i0
GAM = ALPHA * V1
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'GAMMA =', GAM
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE INFAGG CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE INFORMATION
C AGGREGATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHAR_fERIZATIONM ODEL
C FOR THE STRESS FORMULATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 13JUL89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHRV8.4, V8.5 MATGRMV4.4, V4.5
7 - 167
C Copyright (C) 1990, Cali.fornia.Institute of Technology.
cC U.S. Government sponsorship unaer NASA Contract NAS7-918is acknowledged.
&SUBROUTINE INFAGG (RANGEM,NuMREG,ME SIG, NF, REFNP, SZERO, ZROREG,NBND, STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, VARY, MPROC,
& . KRATIO, PVAR) .
C INPUTS. READS DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD, VARY w MPROCOUTPUTS: RANGEM. _3, SZG, NF, REFNP. SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG,
C NBND__STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, KRATIO, PVARSUBPROGRAMS: INIT, RCE, SW2SU2, FINDMC, INTRVL, FNDRNG, ADDREG,
C CONCAV__MEDIAN. EXPC/_, MUSIG, NORRNG, ADDRGN, GTPVARFILES: 5 :RELATD-OLD; 6: RELATO-NEW
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT - 50, MAXREG - 3, MAXSET - 5)
COMMON IOUT
&INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), MPROC, NNOOAT,NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG), NPTS(0zMAXSET),












BIGKHT, BZERO. CZERO, DD(MAXREG), DELTA(MAXREG},
FTUZ. FTYZ, IZERO(2, MAXREG), JZERO(2, MAXREG),
KRATIO, LAMN, LNNF(MAXDAT, 0zMAXSET, MAXREG),
LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), MC(2, MAXREG),
_zERo(2, mum__ ), .SND(0.mumm), ,F(J_X_.AT, MAXRm),
PVAR, RANGEM(21 MAXREG) , RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET) ,
RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET) t RAWSTR(MAXDAT. 0.MAXSET),
SIG(M_G), SIGMA2(M_REG), STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
















































EQUAL TO THE MEDIAN VALUE OF K IN REGION 1
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO, CHARACTERIZING THE S/N
DATA SET
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, Co
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU()
AND SIG( ) CALCULATION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH <PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF var(Ln C NPONENTSNogiVen ) I (m**2 C*-2),CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF() ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN SIN DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND

















































C SUHAT2 ( )
C














FOR EACH REGION. BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) " -DD, TwR ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation --CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; 1 - VARIATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VAI/;ES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF (.(SUM OF (NP()-I))-I} .ovER.
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (N_r of Points Per Region)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEMNGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D _ CONT_ING S_SS DATA (PSI) _TED _R
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (') FOR ALL S/N DATA S.ETS
2-O ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X - Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X =Ln S )
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y COVARIANCE FOR EACH
REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
%
TENSILE TEST POINT, SOs s; TM N
coN o,.s oF VARIATIONDESIRED-- 0 - NO
VARIATION; i - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY, 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO REGION
OPEN(5, FILE = 'RELATD', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(6, FILE = ,RELATO', STATUS = 'NEW')
C RELATD CONTAINS THE RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET INFORMATION
C RELATO CONTAINS THE PROCESSED RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
C INFORMATION
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS COMMON TO BOTH UNIFORM AND NORMAL TYPE OF VARIATION
7-169
C INITIALIZE PRIMARY ARRAYS
CALL INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, kiP, LNNF, LNSTR, REFNP,
& NF, STR, MPNT, MZEPJO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2)
C READ, CONVERT, ECHO INFORMATION
RCE (VARY, MPROC, NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNSTR,
& LNNF, REFNP, STR, )IF, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMRBG, NNOOAT,
& NSETSe NBND, CZERO, MPNT, ]4ZERO, FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, 140,
& SIGMA2, KRATIO, LAMN)
C CAI_ULATE RESIDUAL VARXANCES
SW2SU2 (NUMR__, NSETS e liP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE M CONTRAINT BASED ON CO
CALL FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, MC)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. i) .OR. (VARY .EQ. 2)) THEN
C CALCULATIONS FOR ALL TYPES OF VARIATION SAVE NORMAL
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT )
C CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. i} THEN
GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, HCHAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
C COMBINE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
CALL FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO, MCHAT,
RANGEM)
C ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
CALL ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT)
C ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF POSTERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE(7,900)
DO 25 L = i, NID4REGIzERO(I_. L), IZERO(2, L),& WRITE(7,905) L, JZERO( L), JZERO(2, L)
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(7,910)
DO 50 L - 1 NUMREGWRITE(7 §15) L, MCHAT(2,L), MCHAT(I,L)
50 CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960)
DO 150 L = i, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(?,965) L, MC(1,L)
ELSEIF(MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN







DO i00 L = I, NUMREG
WRITE(7,940) L, RANGEM(1,L), RANGEM(2,L)
100 CONTINUE
WRITE(7,950 )
C CALCULATE MEDIAN M VALUES BASED ON DATA, MZERO, AND CZERO
CALL MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)








CALL EXPCTD (i, MEDM. REFNP. STR, NF, SZERO, NOMREG, ZROREG,
& NBND, BIGKHT, BZERO)
CHECK TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED AND FIX M AT MEDIAN IF DESIRED
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. i)) THEN






NORMAL VARIATION IS DESIRED
CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
CALL MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO,
& SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) THEN
CALL GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
COMBINE PRIOR INFORMATION TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
CALL NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MC_AT, RANGEM)
ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
CALL ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO,
& MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF POSTERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE(7,975)
DO 350 L = i, NUMREG
WRITE(7,980) L, MCHAT(I,L)
CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960)
DO 360 L = 1, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i) THEN
WRITE(7,965) L, MC(I,L)
ELSEIF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN







DO 370 I, - l r




DO 380 1'. ,, 1. _ •
_,I'1_(7,990) I,, ]_J(L), SIG(L)
380 CONTINUE
ENDZF
PRINT RESULTS OF MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION CALCULATIONS




900 FORMAT(2X, 'CoDvright {C) 1990, california Institute of '
& 'Techn_logy. 0.H. Goverrmmnt' ,/,2X, 'Sponsormhip _der ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledcma.',/////
& 2x, 'RESULTS OF INFORMATION _ CALCULATIONS 'AGGREGATI(,
& ///,2X,'95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C AND m ',
& 'FOR EACH REGION ', / )
905 FORMAT(7X,'REGION: ',I1.TX,'Io = (',F12.9,',',FI2.9,')',
& /,24X,'Jo - (',F12.9,',',F12.9,')')
910 FORMAT(//,2X, 'POINT ESTIMATES OF C AND m FOR EACH REGION',
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 8X, 'E(C) ', 12X, 'E(m) ',/)
915 FORMAT(9X, I I, 8X,FII. 9,5X, F9.6 )
920 FORMAT(///,2X, 'POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGE ON m FOR EACH '
& 'REGION' )
930 FORMAT(//,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,/}
940 FORMAT(6X, I1, 8X,FS.4,8X,F8.4)
950 FORMAT(///)
960 FORMAT(//,2X, 'RANGE ON m FOR EACH REGION IMPLIED BY C '
& 'CONSTRAINT',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,/)
965 FORMAT( 6X, I1, 8X,FS. 4, 8X, 'INFINITY' )
970 FORMAT(6X, I1, 8X,F8.4, 8X,FS.4)
975 FORMAT(2X, 'Cowright (C) 1990, california Institute of ',
& 'Techn_logy. 0.H. Goverranent' ,/,2X, 'sponsorship fiu_der ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledqea. ',////.
& _N CALCULATIONS '2X, 'RESULTS OF INFORMATION AGG_TI_
& ///.2X, 'ESTIMATE OF m FOR EACH REGION',
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 12X, 'E(m) ',/)
980 FORMAT(gX, I1, 1IX, F10.6)
985&FORMAT( 2_' POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS',
,2X, 'REGION', 5X, 'MEAN' ,8X, 'STD DEV' ,/)
990 FORMAT( 5X, I1, 5X,F7 •4,5X,Ell •5)
995 FORMAT(/,2X,'THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT ',





C SUBROUTINE TRMNAT HANDLES THE TERMINATION OF THE PROGRAM RUN WHEN
C ONE OF THE PROGRAM'S ASSUMPTIONS RAVE BEEN VIOLATED
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 5OCT87
C VERSION" MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, VT, V7.1, V8, VS°I, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE TRMNAT
WRITE (8, _ ) 'PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATED '
STOP
END
C SUBROUTINE INIT PERFORMS THE INITIALIZATION ON THE PRIMARY ARRAYS
C USED IN THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION SUBROUTINE INFAGG
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8:_: V8._: V8._: V8:_: V8.5C MATGRMV4 V4. V4. V4 V4.5
SUBROUTINE INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNNF, LNSTR,
& REFNP, NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2)
C INPUTS: ---
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNNF, LNSTR, REFNP,
C NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET





















I, IOUT, J, K, L, MPNT(MAXREG), NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
NPTS(0:MAXSET), REFNP(MAXREG)
DELTA(MAXREG), LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), MO(MAXREG},
MZERO_2, MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),











I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG()CALCULATION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION










































3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR() ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER RBGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
DMZAR_ FOR EACH REGION2- CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAIIATRE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED FOR
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI} OF TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
DO I00 J = 0, MAXSET
coNTN[rs!  - o.o100
DO 200 L " i, MAXREG
DO 250 J -- 0, MAXSET
NP(J, L) = 0.0
250 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 300 J " 0, MAXSET
DO 350 I ,. I, MAXDAT
RAWNF(I,J) = 0.0




DO 400 L = i, MAXREG
DO 425 K = I, MAXDAT






DO 500 L = i, MAXREG

















C SUBROL?PINE RCE "READS" THE DATA FROM SPECFDAND RELATD; "CONVERTS"
C THE STRESS DATA TO A STRESS RATIO OF -I.0; AND "ECHOES" THE DATA TO
C SPECFO AND RELATO. RCE ALSO BREAKS S/N DATA SETS INTO REGIONS AS
C SPECIFIED BY USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 21JUN88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V8 _: V8.2, V8.3, V8 _: V8.5C MATGRM V4_ . V4.2, V4.3, V4: V4.5
SUBROUTINE RCE (VARY, MPROC, NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP,
& LNSTR, LNNF, REFNP__STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG, O
& NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND, CZERO_MPNT, MZE_ ,
& FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2, KRATIO, LAMN)
C INPUTS : VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, REFNP,
C STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND,
C CZERO, MPNT, MZERO, FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2,
C KRATIO, LAMN
C SUBPROGRAMS: TRMNAT, CONVRT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER COUNT, I, IOUT, J. K, L, M, MP_aM_%En._ MPROC, NDIV,
& NNODAT, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPTS(0.MAXSET), NSETS,
& NUM, NUMREG, REFNP(MAXREG), REG, VARY, ZROREG
REAL CZERO, DELTA(MAXREG}, FTU, FTUZ, FTY, FTYZ,
& KRATIO, LAMN, LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), MO(MAXREG),
& MZERO(2, MAXREG)__NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDA?, MA_EG).L__
& RATIO, RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET}, RAWNF(MAXDAT, U:MAX_T),
& RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), SIGMA2(MAXREG),



























INDEX THAT KEEPS TRACK OF DATA DURING INPUT, ECHO,
CONVERSION, AND BREAK UP
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG() CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) OF MATERIAL DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var (Ln N given S) /(m**2 C*-2),CONSTANT OVERALL REGIONS AND COMPONEN
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()),ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION







































































MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZEROJ) FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERL%LS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; I - VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L}
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF DMSIONS DATA SET IS BRO_ZN INTO BY RATIO,
REGION PAIRS DURING INPUT
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() {CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN A PARTICULAR DIVISION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
STRESS RATIO (R = -i.0 IS DESIRED}
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED FOR STRESS
RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) _OR ALL S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
RE_REPERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
ION OF INTEREST IN A PARTICULAR DIVISION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; i - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, I - NO ZERO
REGION
INITIALIZE COUNT AND NBND()
COUNT= 0
DO i0 L - 0, MAXREG
NBND(L) - 0.0
i0 CONTINUE
C INPUT DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
READ(l,*) DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NDIV, NPTS(0)
IF (NPTS(0) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN




WRITE(3,900) DESCRP(0), FTytAFTU, NPTS(0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0} WRITE(5,_00} DESCRP(0}, FTY, FTU, NITS(0}
WRITE (3,905 )
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,905)




C INPUT STRESS/LIFE INFORMATION -- INCLUDING STRESS RATIO AND REGION
C INFORMATION FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
DO i00 M = I, NDIV
READ (I,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
(ABS(RATIO} .GT. i.
IF _.-._A*u_ W_''TE_'_*'_T'ERROR: 0_Iv_T_IID VALUE FOR RATIO: ', RATIO
ENDIF
IF (PEG .GT. MAXREG)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVER REGION LIMIT IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
DO 110 I = (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM)
,0), RAWNF (I, 0 )
co *)RAws  Iii0
C CHECK TO SEE IF STRESS RATIO IS -I.0 AND CONVERT STRESSES IF NOT
IF (RATIO .EQ. -1.0) THEN
C STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT
DO 120 I - (COU_=T + i), (COUNT + NUM)
RATSTR( I, 0) RAWSTR( I, 0 }
120 CONTINUE
ELSE
C STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION MUST BE DONE
CALL CONVRT (0, (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM), RAWSTR, RATSTR,
& RATIO, FTU, FTY )
ENDIF
C ECHO STRESS/LIFE DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DO 130 I = (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
WRITE(3,910) RAWSTR(I, RAWNF(I ), RATIO, REG,
& RATSTR(I, 01, :0, RAWNF (I )
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)WRITE(8,910) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0),
& RATIO, REG, RATSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0}
130 CONTINUE
C BREAK UP DATA ACCORDING TO SPECIFIED REGIONS FOR USE BY SW2SU2,
C EXPCTD, AND PAREST
K = NP(0,REG)
DO 140 I = (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
K=K+ 1
LNSTR(Kt0,REG) = ALOGIRATSTR(I, 0) )I_(K, O,X_) ALC_(_a_ (I,0))
STR(K,REG) = RATSTR(I, O)
NF(K,REG) = RAWNF(I, 0)
140 CONTINUE







COUNT ,, COUNT + NUM
100 CONTINUE
IF (NPTS(0) .NE. COUNT) T_N
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DMSION '
& 'INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED'
c_TTE(8,T_T' IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
ENDIF
READ(I,*) SZERO





IF (IOUT .EQ. ,i0_
& WRITE(8,*) ERO = ', SZERO, ' ZROREG- ', ZROREG
C INPUT OTHER REGION INFORMATION AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
READ (1, * ) NUMREG, NNODAT
IF ((NUMREG + NNODAT) .GT. MAXREG) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED LIMIT ON NUMBER OF REGIONS'
CALL TRMS_T
ENDIF
DO 150 L " ZROREG, (NUMREG + NNODAT I
isocoNT R . 1'.1 .S.D(L)
READ( 1, *) CZERO
DO 160 L " 1,(NUMREG + NNODAT)
READ(I,*) MPNT(L), MZERO(I,L), MZERO(2,L)
160 CONTINUE
WRITE (3,913)
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 01 WRITE(3,914) SZERO
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,913 )
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) WRITE(8,914) SZERO
ENDIF
WRITE(3,915) NUMREG, NNOOAT
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,915) NUMREG, NNODAT
DO 170 L = ZROREG, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
WRITE(3,920) NBND(LI
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,920) NBND(L)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE (3,925) CZERO
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,925) CZERO
DO 180 L = i, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
WRITE(3,930) L, MPNT(L), MZERO(I,L), MZERO(2,L)
IF (IOUT .E0. I0)
& WRITE(8,9301 L, MPNT(L), MZERO(I,L), MZERO(2,L)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (MPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR : NORMAL VARIATION REQUIRES A PRIOR '




IF (VARY .EQ. 3) THEN
C READ PRIOR INFORMATION ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
WRITE(3,945 )
IF (IOUT .EQ. 101 WRITE(8,945)
7 - 178
190
DO 190 L = i, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
READ(1.*) DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGMA2(L) _
WRITE(3,950) L, DELTA(L}, MO(L), SIGMA2(L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)
WRITE(8,950) L, DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGR_2(L)
IF ((DELTA(L) .LT. 0.0) .OR.
((DELTA(L) ,GT. 0.0) .AND. (MO(L) .LE. 0.0))) THEN
WRITE(8,*} ERROR: BAD VALUE FOR DELTA OR VALUE OF MO ',





IF (MPROC .EQ. 1) THEN
READ(1.*) KRATIO, LAMN
WRITE(3,955) KRATIO, LAMN
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,955) KRATIO, LA)_
ENDIF
C BEGIN INPUT OF RELATED MATERIAL INFORMATION FROM RELATD
C AND THEN ECHO TO RELATO
READ (5,*) NSETS
(NSETS .GT. MAXSET) THEN
IF _.u_=.,,,,I_W'R'/''TE_'u_'*_T'ERROR:OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF RELATED DATA SETS'
ENDIF
WRITE(6,935) NSETS
DO 200 J = i, NSETS
COUNT= 0
IF (IOUT. EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)'J =', J, ' NSETS =', NSETS
READ(5,*) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NDIV, NPTS(J)
IF (NPTS(J) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF POINTS IN ',
& 'SET ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
WRITE(6,940) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY. NPTS(J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,940) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NPTS(J)
WRITE (6,905)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,905)
DO 300 M = I, NDIV
READ(5,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
IF (ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0) THEN
.WRIT_TTE_,u*_ 'ERROR: INVALID VALUE OF RATIO, ', RATIO
ENDIF
IF (REG .GT. MAXREG) THEN
WRITE (8,*)
& 'ERROR: OVER REGION LIMIT IN RELATED MATERIAL ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)
WRITE(8,*) 'NUM = , NUM, ' COUNT = ', COUNT
WRITE(8,*) 'RATIO = ', RATIO, ' REG = ', REG
ENDIF
DO 310 I = (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
7 - 179
C_i_5,*) RAWSTR(I,J}, l_(I,J)310
C CHECK IF STRESS RATIO IS -I.0 AND CONVERT STRESSES IF NOT
IF (RATIO .EQ. -i.0} THEN
C STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT










CONVRT(J, (COUNT + I}, (COUNT + NUM), RAWSTR,
RATSTR, RATIO, FTU, FTY)
ENDIF
RECORD BOTH S/N DATA SETS TO RELATO
DO 330 I = (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM)
WRITE(6,910) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J), RATIO, REG,
RATSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,910) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J),
RATIO, REG, RATSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
CONTINUE
K = NP(J,REG}
DO 340 I = (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM)
K=K+ 1
LNSTR(K,J,REO) = ALOG(RATSTR(I,J) )
LNNF(K,J,REG} .. ALOG(RAWNF(I,J) )
CONTINUE
IF _ TE_8 MAXDAT) THENI ,*) 'ERROR: OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF POINTS ',
& 'IN SET ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
NP(J,R_=G) = KCOUNT COUNT + NUM
300 CONTINUE
IF (NPTS(J) .HE. COUNT} TeEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DIVISION ',




C FOR.AT STA_NTS USED TO WaI_ TO sPEcro _._ _TO
900 FORMAT( II II, 13X,' MATERIAL. INPUT' ./II, 2X,' DE,S_. PTION: ', 2X,A40, _/,& 2X, YIELD STRENGTH ,18X,EII.5.1/,2X, ULTIMATE STRENGTH'
& 15X, Ell.5,//,2X,'NUMBEROF POXNTS',I6X, I2)
905 FORMAT(//.7X,'ORIGINAL S/N',gX,'STRESS'.I5X.'TRANSFORMED S/N',
& /,5X,'STRESS',TX,'LIFE',7X,'RATIO',3X,'REGION',5X,
& 'STRESS',TX,'LIFE'I)
910 FORMAT(2X,Ell.5,2X, Fg.0,5X, F5.2,5X, I1,5X,Ell.5,2X,Fg-0)
7-180
913 FORMAT (//)
914 FORMAT(_2X, 'THERE IS A NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT WITH AN SO OF',
& 5X,Ell.5)
915 FORMAT(2Xo 'THERE IS ',I2.' REGION(S} WITH DATA '__
& /,_X, 'AND ',I2,' REGION(S} TO THE RIGHT WI _TBO_UT.DATA ,
& /,2X, 'THE UPPER BOUND(S) OF THE REGION(S) ARE ",
& '(CYCLES): ',/)
920 FORMAT (10X, E9 •3)
925 FORMAT(///,2X, 'EXOGENOUS INFORMATION',///,2X,
& 'CONSTRAINT ON COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION. C: ',2X,F. 6.4,
& //,2X, 'EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT ON m _FOR EACH REGION:',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,5X,' | OF POINTS' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,
& 5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,/)
930 FORMAT (6X, I1,11X,I1, 12X, F7.4,gX, F7.4)
935 FORMAT(20X, 'NUMBER OF DATA SETS: ', 2X,I2,//, 17X,
& 'NOTE: ALL KI: ASSUMED TO BE 1.0',/7//,23X,
& 'TRANSFORMED DATA' )
940 FORMAT(///.2X, 'DESCRIPTION: ' ,2X.A40,
& //,2X, 'YIELD STRENGTH', 18X, FT.0,
& //,2X, 'ULTIMATE STRENGTH' , 15X.F7.0,
& //,2X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS', 16X, I2)
945 FORMAT(/,2X, 'PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS: 't
& //, 2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'DELTA' ,SX, 'mo' ,10X, 'SIGMA2',/)
950 FORMAT (5X, I1,5X, F7.2,5X, F7.4,5X, Ell. 5)
955 FORMAT (//, 2X, 'MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION INFORMATION ',
& //, 2X, 'HEDK*/MEDK: ', 5X, Ell. 5,/,5X, 'LAMBDAN: ', 5X,E11.5)
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE TRANSFORMATION ON STR() WHEN THE
C STRESS RATIO, R, IS NOT -i.0
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 6OCT87 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2,5VT, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2,C V8.3, V8.4, V8
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2: V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONVRT (J, NUMI, NUM2, STR, RSTR, R, FTU, FTY)
C INPUTS: J, NUMI, NUM2, STR, R, FTU, FTY
C OUTPUTS : RSTR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, NUMI, NUM2
REAL FTU, FTY. R, RSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
& STR( AXDAT, 0:MAXSET), TEST















ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL (PSI)
YIELD STRENGTH OF MATERIAL (PSI}
CONTROLS DO IADOP FOR EACH POINT IN THE DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
DATA SET OF INTEREST
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN $/N DATA SET (PER REGION)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SIN DATA SETS
FIRST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
LAST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
STRESS RATIO (R = -i.0 IS DESIRED)
STR() VALUES TRANSFORMED TO R m -1.0 (PSI)
ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI) FOR _;IN CURVE
Kt * Smax * (I - R)I2 , TO BE CO_ARED WITH FTY
Kt IS ASSUMED TO BE ONE
DO I00 I m NUMI, NUM2
TEST " STR(I,J) * (I.0 - R)/2.0
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*) 'I =',I,' J =',J,' TEST =',TEST
IF (TEST .GE. FTY) THEN
RSTR(I,J) = TEST
IF (IOUT.EQ.10)WRITE(8,*)'I:RSTR() '',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE IF ((TEST .LT. FTY) .AND. (STR(I,J) .GT. FTY}) THEN
RSTR(I,J) " TEST1(1.0 -((FTY - TEST)/FTU))
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*)'2:RSTR() '',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE
RSTR(I,J) " TEST/(1.0 - ((I.0 + R) * STR(I,J)
& /(2.0 * FTU)))





C SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 CALCULATES, SWHAT2, THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES OF Y ON X
C AND, SUHAT2, THE X ON Y REGRESSIONS FOR EACH REGION WHERE Y = LN(NF) AND
C X=LN(STR); TO BE USED IN THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL _TIONS
C I_R(X_I_z L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSIONs MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.4, V8
C MATGRM V4, V4.1_ V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 (NUMREG, NSETS, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY,
& SY2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, NSETS, NP, LNSTR, LNNF
C OUTPUTS: SX2, SXY, SY2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR
C IMPLICIT NONE
7 - 182
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG " 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, K, L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG),
& NSETS, NUMREG
BB(MAXREG). DD(MAXREG), DIFFX(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
&REAL DIX_FYIMAX_AT, 0:HID(SET), LNNF(M_(DA?, 00_ _),
& LNSTR(MAXDAT__0:MAXSET l MAXREG), MEANX_ : ) ,
& MEANY{0:MAXSET), SUHAT2 (_), SWHAT2 (MAXREG),




C DIFFX ( )
C





















C SUHAT2 ( )
C









I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SY2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L}/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNSTR(K,J,L)
AND MEANX(J) FOR EACH POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNNF(K,J,L)
AND MEANY(J) FOR EACH POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS AIZX)WED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X MEAN FOR POINTS FROM REGION
L AND DATA SET J (X = Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y MEAN FOR POINTS FROM REGION
L AND DATA SET J (Y = Ln N)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM OF (NP()-I))-I) .OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Reglon)
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X = Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y, COVARIANCE FOR
EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(Y = Ln N)
C INITIALIZE ARRAYS











DO 60 $0=K0_MAXSETDO I, MAXDAT






C NOW PERFORM CAI_ULATION OF SX2, SY2, SkY, SWHAT2, SUHAT2 FOR EACH REGION
DO I00 L = I, NUMREG
DO 200 J = 0, NSETS
C FIRST CALCULATE SAMPLE X AND Y MEANS
C FOR DATA SET J IN REGION L
MEANY(J) - 0.0
MEANX(J) = 0.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)'L "_', L, ' J =', J,
& ' NP =', NP(J ,L)
DO 250 K " 1, NP(J,L)
MEANY(J) = MEANY(J) + LNNF(K,J,L)
MEANX(J) = MEANX(J) + LNSTR(K,J,L)
IF (ZOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'LNNF '', LNNF(K,J,L),
& ' LNSTR =', LNSTR(K,J,L)
250 CONTINUE
MEANY(JI = MEANY(J)/FLOAT(NP(J,L) )
MEANX_J)., MEANX(J}/FLOAT(NP(J,L))
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'MEANY(J) I,, MEANY(J),
& ' HEANX(J) =', MEANX(J)
C NOW CALCULATE SAMPLE VARIANCES, SY2, SX2 AND SXY,
C OF X AND Y FOR EACH REGION BY SUMMING OVER EACH
C DATA SET IN REGION L
DO 300 K = I, NP(J,L)
DIFFY(K,J) " LNNF(K,J,L) - MEANY(J)
DIFFX(K,J} " LNSTR(K,J,L) - MEAN X(J)
SY2(L) = SY2(L) + DIFFY{K,J) *_ 2
SX2_L} = SX2_L) + DIFFX(K,J) ** 2
SXY(L) = SXY(L) + DIFFX(K,J) * DIFFY(K,J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) _ ,
WRITE(8,*) 'K " , K, DIFFY(K,J} " , DIFFY(K,J),
& ' DIFFX(K,J) ", DIFFX(K_J) _
WRITE(8,*) 'SY2(L) ", SY2(L), ' SX2(L) "', SX2(L),
& ' SXY(L) = , SXY(L)
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
NPPR(L) = NPPR(L) + NP(JtL) - 1





IF (SXY(L) .GE. 0.0) THEN
LIFE WILL INCREASE WITH INCREASING STRESS -- INVALID FOR
OUR MODEL
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: SXY >e 0 IN REGION', L
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
NPPR(L) = NPPR(L) - 1
IF (NPPR(L) .LE. 0) THEN




SY2(L) = SY2(L) / FLOAT(NPPR(L))
SX2(L) _ SX2(L) / FIXbAT(NPPR(L) )skY(L) SX_(L) / n,O_T(_PR(L))
NOW CALCULATE THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, FOR EACH
REGION FROM THE Y ON X AND X ON Y REGRESSIONS
DD(L) = Sky(I,) / SX2(L)
BB_L) = SXY(L} / SY2(L}
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WR_TE(8,*) 'NPPR(L) =', NPPR(L), ' SY2(L) =', SY2(L),
' SX2(L) =', SX2(L)
7-184
'SXY(L) SXY(L) ' DD(L) " DD(L)
mu_(8,*) . ss(L) =',', ss(L) ' ' '&
ENDIF
DO 400 J " 0, NSETS
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0} WRITE(8,*} 'J '', J, ' NP(J,L} '' NP(J,L)
DO 500 K " i, NP(J,L)
SWHAT2(L) = SWHAT22(LL)
+ (DIFI_Y(K,J} - DD(L) * DIFFX(K,J)) /r* 2
SUHAT2(L) " SUHAT2 L}
+ (DI_X(K,J) - BB(L} * DIFFY(K,J)) ** 2
__TlrtIOUT .EO_. 10) WR/TE(8,*) 'K-'. K, ' SWHAT_(L) "
_AT2(L), ' _UHAT2(L) "', SUHAT2(L}
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
SWHAT2(L) = SWHAT2(L_ / FLOAT(NPPR(L))
SUHAT2(L) = SUHAT2(L} / FLOATINPPR(L)) ,
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*} NPPR(L) = , NPPR(L).









C SUBROUTINE INTRVL _TES THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL, IO, ON
C C; AND THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL, JO, ON M
C PROGRAMMER= L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE = 5OCT87 COMMENTS : 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, VT.I, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NFPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NFPR
C OUTPUTS: IZERO, JZERO, MCHAT
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER CHITAB, MAXREG, TTAB
PARAMETER (CHITAB = 150, MAXREG = 3, TTAB = 31)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, L, NPPR(MAXREG), NUM, NUMREG
REAL ARG, CHI025(CHITAB), CHI975(CHITAB), DD(MAXREG),
& IZERO(2, MAXREG), JZERO(2, MAXREG),_MCHA_T_2, _.M_REG),
& SUHAT, SUHAT2(MAX____)_ __SWHAT, SWHAT2(_), _a,
& SX2(MAXREG), T, T025(TTAB)
DATA (CHI025(I , I .. 1 75} /
& _.000982669, 0.506356, 0.215795, 0.484419, 0.831211,
& 1.237347, 1.68987, 2.17973, 2.70039, 3.24697,
& 3.81575, 4.40379, 5.00874, 5.62872, 6.26214,
& 6.90766, 7.56418, 8.23075, 8.90655, 9.59083,
& 10.28293, 10.9823, 11.6885, 12.4011, 13.1197,
& 13.8439, 14.5733, 15.3079, 16.0471, 16.7908,
& 17.53, 18.28, 19.04, 19.80, 20.56,
& 21.33, 22.10, 22.87, 23.65, 24.4331,

















































































































































































































































































































C VALUES FOR THE TABLES ABOVE WERE OBTAINED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
C
C 1 - 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 -- Theil, pp. 718-719
C
C 31-39, 41-49, 51-59, 61-69, 71-79, 81-89, 91-99, 101-150
C -- CALCULATED USING CUBE RULE APPROXIMATION





3.182, 2.776, _.571, _.447,
.201,2.262, 2.228, .179,
2.131, 2.120, _.110, _.101,
.064,.069,2.080, 2.074,







































TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
TABLE OF 0.975 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF _ IN CHI025 AND CHI975
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS LOOP FOR CHI025() AND CH1975()
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION. BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) = -DD, THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L} - SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C _
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES .OF ((S_UM OF (NP()-I}).-.1} OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per _eg_on)
EQUAL TO NPPR(L) FOR A SET OF _IONS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
EQUAL TO SUHAT2(L}**0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = L_ S, Y = Ln N)
EQUAL TO SWHAT2(L)**0.5 FOR A SET OF _TIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S__Y = Ln N)
EQUAL TO (NPPR(L)*SX2(L))**0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
v_X = Ln S)
UE OF T025() USED IN CALCULATIONS
TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, T DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN T025
C INITIALIZE IZERO, JZERO AND MCHAT








C CHECK THAT ALLOWABLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE NOT BEEN EXCEEDED
DO 75 L = i, NUMREG
IF (NPPR(L) .GT. CHITAB)THEN
WRITE(8,*} 'ERROR: EXCEEDED LIMIT ON DEGREES OF FREEDOM '




C ASSIGN VALUES TO NUM, T. SWHAT, SUHAT AND THEN CALCULATE
C CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EACH REGION
DO i00 L = i, NUMREG
NUM = NPPR(L)





SWHAT = SWHAT2(L) ** 0.5
SUIIAT = SUHAT2_L) ** 0.5
SX = (NUM * SX2(L)) ** 0.5
C CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES OF M AND C
7-187
ARG m T * SWHAT / SX
MCHAT( i, L) : "')
co. IDEN IN  LS
I_(NUM) / CHI025(NUM)) ** 0.5
JZERO(2, MCHAT(I,L) ARG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) _ , ,
WRITE(8,*) L " . L, NPPR " . NPPR(L). ' NUM " . NUM
WRITE(8,*) 'SWSAT?-', SWNAT?(L), ' _-', SWSAT
WRITE(8,*) 'SUBAT2 ,,', SUHAT2(L), ' SUHAT ,,', SUBAT
WRITE(8,*) 'SX2 R', SX2(L). ' SX m,, SX
WRITE(8,*) 'CHI025 m', _025(NUM), ' cwr975 -', CHI975(NUM)
WRITE(8,*) 'T -', T, ' DD m,, DD(L), ' ARG m', ARG
WRITE(8,*) 'IZERO(I,L) "', IZERO(I,L), ' IZERO(2,L) '',
& JZERO(I,L} " , JZERO(1,L), ' JZERO(2,L) "',WRITE (8,*) ,I 2 ) ,
& JZERO(2,L)






C SUBROUTINE FINDMC CALCULATES THE CONSTRAINED M RANGES BASED UPON
C THE CO GIVEN BY THE USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 8OCT87 COHMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, VT.I, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, MC}
C INPUTS: NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2





INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG














EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
EQUAL TO CZERO ** 2
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER













c sY2 ( )
C
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF Co AND THE DATA -- MC(I,L) IS
THE _ BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
sum_k OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR FACE REGION
(X " Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Xr SAMPLE Y COVAR/ANCE FOR
EACH REGION (X., Ln S, Y - Ln N) _ ____
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(Y = Ln N)
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES






CZERO2 = CZERO ** 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)
& WRITE(8,*) 'CZERO = ', CZERO, ' CZERO2., ', CZERO2






ARGI = SX2(L) - CZERO2
ARG2 = 0.0
IF (CZERO .EQ. 0.0) THEN
THEN NO M CONSTRAINT IS REQUIRED
MCPNT(L) .. 0
ELSEIF (ABS(ARGI) .LT. 1.0E-6) THEN
THEN THE CONSTRAINT WILL BE ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) = 1
MC(I,L) = - SY2(L) / (2.0 * SXY(L))
ELSE
THE OTHER GO POSSIBLE CONSTRAINTS REQUIRE SOME
COMMON CALCULATIONS
ARG2 = _SXY(L) ** 2 - SY2(L) * ARGI)
IF (ARG2 .LT. 0.0) THEN
ARG2 IS NEGATIVE -- IMPLIES M IS COMPLEX
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: Co TOO LOW'
CALL TRMNAT
ELSE
ARG2 = ARG2 ** 0.5
ENDIF
IF (SX2(L) .LT. CZERO2) THEN
AGAIN THE M CONSTRAINT IS JUST ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) = 1
MC(I,L) = (- SXY(L) - ARG2) / ARGI
ELSE
SX2(L) .GT. CZERO2 -- THIS TIME THE M CONSTRAINT IS A RANGZ
MCPNT(L) = 2
7-189





IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
DO 200 L " 1,
WRITE(8,*) 'L " ', L, ' MCPNT " ', MCPNT(L)





C SUBROUTINE GTPVAR _TES THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE
C HEAT MEDIAN S/N CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR VS_i : V8.2, V8.3, V8_: V8o5C MATGRM V4 V4.2, V4.3, V4 V4.5
SUBROUTINE GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
C INPUTS: NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : PVAR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXREG " 3, MAXSET " 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NSETS, NUM(MAXREG),
& NUMREG, TOTAL


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var (Ln N given S) / (m**2 C*-2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) -DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) _ SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
2-V ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA




















NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
EQUAL TO Nj-I FOR EACH REGION WHERE Nj IS THE SUM OF THE
NUMBER OP POINTS IN EACH DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ESTIMATES OF THE MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION IN EACH REGION
THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE _/LTI_ HEAT MEDIAN S/N
CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
WEIGHTED SUM OF THE PSIG2s -- USED TO CALCULATE A WEIGHTED
AVERAGE








DO 100 L = 1, NUMREG
DO 150 J = 0, NSETS
NUM(L) .. NUM(L) + NP(J,L)
150 CONTINUE
NUM(L) -NUM(L) - i
TOTAL = TOTAL + NUM(L)
I00 CONTINUE
DO 200 L = 1, NUMREG
PSIG2(L) = (LAMN - 1.0) * MCHAT(2,L) ** 2
SUM = SUM + PSIG2(L) * NUM(L)
200 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'LAMN = ', LAMN
DO 300 L = I, NUMREG
300
WRITE(8,*} 'L _ ', L, ' NUM _, ', NUM(L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT = ', MCHAT(2,L), ' PSIG2 ,z
CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) 'TOTAL = ', TOTAL, ' SUM = ', SUM
ENDIF




C SUBROUTINE FNDRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE ON BOTH
C M AND Co WITH THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (JZERO FROM INTRVL)
C TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO,
& MCHAT, RANGEM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM




PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXRBG), MPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG






























2-D ARRAY CONTAINING Jo, TEE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR FACE REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF TEE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS TEE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR_H REGION-- .C__._I,L)____:..: VD(L), _'_ ESTIMATEFOR. _ .CFAT(2,L) - S.MAT,.._ ESTI_TE FOR¢
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, 1, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO () FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES




C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST
DO i00 L " 1, NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) L, ' NUSREG ', NtaeREG
.RITE(s,*) :_;
, MPNT(L), MCPNT m ', MCPNT(L)
ENDIF
IF ((MPNT(L) .E_. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
C THERE IS NO EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
C ASSUME RANGE TO BE JO
RANGEM(I,L) JZERO(1,L)
RANGEH(2,L) _ JZERO(2,L)
IF _O_(.EQ. 10) THEN8,*) RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(1,L),
• JZERO(I_L) - ' JZERO(I,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(2,L) - _, RANGEM(2,L),
' JZERO(2,L) - ', JZERO(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L} .EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 1}} THEN
NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A LOWER BOUND ON M DUE










LOWER - AMAXl(JZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER - JZERO(2,L}
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN






'JZERO(1,L) = ',, JZERO(1,L),
' JZERO(2,L) = __ JZERO(2,L)
'MC(1,L) " ', MC(I,L)
'LOWER= ', LOWER, ' UPPER_ = ', UPPER
'RANGEM(I,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
• RANG_M(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L}
.EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2}) THEN
THERE IS NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A RANGE
CORRESPONDING TO THE CO CONSTRAINT, ADJUST JO ACCORDINGLY
LOWER = AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER = AMINI(JZERO(2,L), MC(2,L})
IF (UPPER .LT. LCSfER) THEN
_*u_.,_r__W_''TE_'_*'_T'ERROR:NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN JO AND MC'
ELSE
RANGEM(I,L I = LOWERRANGEM( 2, = UPPER
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'JZERO(1,L) = ', JZERO(I,L),
' JZERO(2,L) = ', JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*! 'MC(I,L) m ', MC(I,L), ' MC(2,L) = ', MC(2,L)
WRITE(8,* 'LCMER = ", LOWER, ' UPPER m ', UPPER
WRITE(8,* I 'RANGEM(I,L) ' RANGEM(1,L),
sANGEMC2,L)= :' ' RANGEM(2, L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF (MPNT(L) .EQ. i} THEN
THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER
INFORMATION: ASSUME POINT POSTERIOR ON M GIVEN BY THE PRIOR
RANGEM(I,L) .. MZERO(I,L)
RANGEM(2,L) = 0.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) = ' MZERO(I,L)
w TE(8,*) " ' I_,NGEM ( 1, L),'RANGEM (1,L) '• ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO Co CONSTRAINT
USE INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND )40
LOWER .. AMAXl (JZERO( I,L), MZERO(I,L) )
UPPER = AMINI(JZERO_2,L), MZERO(2,L) )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN
W_.TE_,*_m'ERROR: NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND 14o'




IF (IOUT .EQ. ,I0) THEN






',JZERO(2,L) I ,, JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) MZERO(1,L) ', MZERO(1,L),
, .zERo 2,L - ,, UPPER
WRITEI8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) " ', RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) - ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 1)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A LOWER BOUND DUE TO Co
CONSTRAINT, INTERSECT JO AND MO, ADJUSTING THE LOWER BOUND
BY MC ACCORDINGLY
LOWER - AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MZERO(I,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER - AMINI(JZERO(2,L), MZERO(2,L))
IF (UPPER .LT.,LOWER! THEN




I-RANGEM (2 .. UPPER
ENDIF
10) THEN
'JZERO(1,L) i :, JZERO(I,L),
' JZERO(2,L_ - , JZERO(2,L)
'MZERO(I,L) " ', MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L),._ ', MZERO(2,L)
'MC(I.L) " . MC(I,L)
'LOWER ." ', LOWER, ' UPPER " ', UPPER
'RANEGM(1,L) _ ', RANGEM(1,L),







ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO Co CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES WITH Jo
IUPPER - AMINI(JZERO(2 MZERO(2,L), MC(2,L)
IF (UPPERA.LT. LOWER} THEN







IF _I_ .EQ. ,101 THEN(8,*) JZERO(1,L) - ', JZERO(1,L),
',JZERO(?,L) ! ', JZERO(2,L)
WRITE (8, *) MZERO(1,L) ', MZERO(I,L),
,MZERO(2,L) M
MC(I,L) - ' MC(I,L)
WRITE 'LOWER .. ', LOWER, ' UPPER B ,, UPPER
WRITE 'RANGEM(1,L) _ ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) - ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSE
CAI_TRi4NAWRITE_8"*)T'ERROR:PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
ENDIF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(I,L) -- AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), 0.0)
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CIF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WS_TE(8,*) 'RANGF._(1,L) - ', RANGEM(1,L)
100 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L - 1, Ntg_IEG
IF ((MCHAT i L_ .LT. RANGEM I,L•oR.
& WRITE (8, * ) NOTE = E(m) IS NOT IN THE





C SUBROUTINE ADDREG ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES FOR REGIONS
C WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS, 12AUG91
C VERSION, MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, VT, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT)
C INPUTS, RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT
C OUTPUTS" RANGEM, MCHAT, NUMREG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG " 3 )
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG), NNODAT, NUMREG























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT (1, L) = - DD(L ), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L)= SUEAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
DMZ_ FOR EACH REGION2- CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L} IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions(REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA}
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND





IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG m',
DO I00 L m 1, NNODAT
_ s NUMREG + 1
LL = NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'L_ _Lf ' NUMREG ", NUMREG,
' LL =', LL, ' MPNT(LL) =',m_T(LL)
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. I) .OR.(m_T(LL).EQ. 2)) T_
POSTERIOR ON M IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
RANGEM(I,LL) = MZERO(I,LL)
R,_G_{2,LL) = HZERO(2,LL)
IF (IOUT .EQ. ,i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) RANGEM{I,LL) s, RANGEM(1,LL),
' MZERO(I,LL) = ', MZERO{1,LL_
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM{2,LL) =' RANGEM{2,LL),
' MZERO{2,LL) - ", MZERO(2,LL)
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
_TIONS IN SUBROUTINE
IF (RANGEM(2,LL) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
MCHAT(1,LL) = RANGEM(1,LL)
ELSE
MCHAT(1,LL) = (RANGEM(1,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT ..', MCHAT(I,LL)
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY ',






C SUBROUTINE CONCAVADJUSTS THE UPPER BOUNDS OF THE POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY
C RANGES ON M TO BE CONSISTENT WITH CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 2PEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, RANGE)/
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG





















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,L} IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,LJ IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND O_ RANGE ON M IN REGION L-I -- USED DURING
CONCAVITY ADJUSTMENT
ADJUST RANGE TO INSURE CONCAVITY
DO i00 L = NUMREG, 2, -I
IF (RANGEM(2,L-1) .EQ. 0.0)THEN
RANGE IS A POINT IN REGiON L-I
IF (RANGEM(I,L-I) .GT. AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L),RANGEM(2,L)!) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION , L




RANGE IS AN INTERVAL IN REGION L-I
TESTM = AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), RANGE M(2,L) )
IF (TESTM .LT. RANGEM(I,L-'I))THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION ',,L,
& ' IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN ,
& 'REGION ', L-I
CALL TRMNAT
ELSE
RANGEM(2,L-I) = AMINI(RANGEM(2,L-I), TESTM)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I_L-1) -', RANGEM(I_L-1),
' RANGEM(2,I,-I) ,, , RANGE M(2,I,-I)
& WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(l_L) =', RANGEM(ItL ) ,
' RANGEM(2,L)=', RANGEMI2,L)





C SUBROUTINE MEDIAN CAL_TES THE MEDIAN VALUES OF M AFTER JO HAS
C BEEN ADJUSTED BECAUSE OF PRIOR INFORMATION ON M OR CO
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 5OCT87 COMMENTS : IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.4, V8.
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)
C INPUTS : NUMREG, RANGEM
C I OUTPUT : MEDM
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON 1OUT
7 - 197
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG






















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF M RANGE (DUE TO CONCAVITY CONSIDERATION)
TO BE USED IN MEDIAN CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE _OR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGpER_, _ IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE
INITIALIZE ARRAY MEDM
DO 50 L = 1, MAXREG
MEDM(L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION
DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C RANGE IS A POINT
MEDM(L) = RANGEM(I,L}
ELSEIF (L .EQ. I} THEN
C WE ARE IN REGION ONE -- NOT AFFECTED BY OTHER REGIONS
C -- MEDIAN WILL JUST BE AVERAGE OF RANGEM VALUES
MEDM(L) = (RANGEM(I,L) + RANGEM(2,L)) / 2.0
ELSE
C MUST TAKE MEDIAN OF REGION L-I INTO ACCOUNT
LOWERM = AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), MEDM(L-I))
MEDM(L) = (LOWERM + RANGEM(2,L}) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)
WRITE(8,*) "-L = , L, ' NUMREG m ', NUMREG
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) " ', RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) = ', RANGEM(2,L)





C SUBROUTINE EXPCTD _ULATES THE EXI_ECTED OR MEDIAN VALUES OF THE S/N
C CURVE PARAMETERS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 13FEB89 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
7 - 198
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technoloqy.






SUBROUTINE EXPCTD (NCOMPS, MEDM, NPTSt STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG,
& ZROREG, NBND, BIGK1, BZHAT)
INPUTS: NCOMPS, MEDM, NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND
OUTPUTS : BIGKI, BZHAT
SUBPROGRAMS: TRNSFM, SMNVAR, KBETA, FINDK, FINDSB, KOMO
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT " 50, MAXREG " 3)
COMMON 1OUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NCOMPS, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMR G, ZROREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), BIGKI, BZHAT, FACTR, KHAT, MEANZ,
& MEDM(MAXREG). MM(0:MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG): ...........
& NP(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SBND(0:MAXREG), STR(MAXDAT, Rk%XI(Z_),
































































I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A - K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGK (1 )
E (BETAD)
A SCALE FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
E(k)
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
saLE OF SFO D DATA,Z
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
Number of COMPonents -- 1 FOR STRESS AND STRAIN WHEN DECOMPOSED
DATA UNAVAILABLE -- 2 FOR DECOMPOSED STRAIN DATA
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH REGION FOR
THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
------- --'--- FO.TREsPEciFiC SIN
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K. IN THIS ROUTINE
TRBIGKIi) = BIGK(i)
ZeRO REGIon -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS. 1 - NO ZERO REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TRANSFORMED S-N DATA, #- F(STR, NF,NBND,MM)
INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L = 0. MAXREG
=50
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c CREA_ m_( ) ARRAY FROM mmM( ) ARRAY
DO 100 L _- 11oo
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z m Ln(X)
CALL TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z u Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE BETAo AND k
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, KHAT, BZHAT)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES OF K, WHERE A .. K ** M FOR EACH R]_GION
FINDK (BZHAT, KHAT, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
BIGKI m BIGK(1)
C _ BOUNDARIES OF STRESS REGIONS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C CALCULATE KO AND MO FOR THE NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT IF REQUIRED
DO 150 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) " BIGK(L)
150 CONTINUE
IF (ZBOREG _.EQ. 0) THEN
FACTR " I.O
KONO (SZERO, BIGK, IOl, NBND, SBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NUNREG)
ENDIF
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
IF (NCOMPS .EQ. I) THEN
WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZHAT. KHAT
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,900) NUMREG, BZHAT, KHAT
DO 200 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
WRITE(7,910) L, MM(L)LTRBIGK(L), NBND(L), SBND(L)





WRITE(7,930) MM(1), BIGK(1), KHAT
ENDIF
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
900 FORMAT(///,2X, 'PARAMETER VALUES FOR MEDIAN S/N CURVE'.//.2X,
& 'NUMBER OF REGIONS: 'LI4,5X, 'E(BETAo} ..',FS.4.5X, 'E(_k) -',
& F8.4,//, 2X, 'REGION ', 7X, 'm' ,15X, 'K', 9X, 'LIFE BOUND' ,7X,
& 'STRESS BOUND',/)
910 FORMAT(5X, I1, 5X, F9.5,5X,E12.5,5X, E9 •3,9X, Ell. 5)
920 FORMAT(///)
930 FORMAT(//,2X.'PARAMETER VALUES FOR MEDIAN S/N t_'RVE',





C SUBROUTINE MUSIG CALCULATES THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS:
C MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIG; FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA,
& MO, SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2
C OUTPUTS: MCHAT, MU, SIG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3}
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG, NPPR(MAXREG}
REAL ARG, DD(MAXREG), DELTA(MAXREG}, MCHAT(2, MAXR_G).
& MO(MAXREG), MU(MAXREG), SIG(MAXREG}, SIC4MA%2(MAXREG),


















C SIG ( )
C











I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR F_H REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG( ) CALCULATION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGION ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C FOR
EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY -- MCHAT(I,L) i
- DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND MCEAT(2,L} = SUHAT,
THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM OF (NP( )-i) )-i) OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)
EQUAL TO NPPR() * SX2 (} FOR A PARTICULAR REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = I_n N}
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION













BEGIN CALCULATION FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L ,, I , NUMREG
MCHAT(I,L) - - DD(L) _
MCHAT(2,L} - SQRT (SUHAT2(L))
SUMX2 - NPPR(L) * SX2(L)
ARG " SUMX2 + DELTA(L)
IF (DELTA(L) .EQ. 0.0} THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE MEAN WAS SUPPLIED
USE THE ESTIMATE OF M
MU(L) " MCHAT(I,L)
ELSE
UPDATE THE ESTIMATE OF M WITH MO USING DELTA
MU(L) " (MCHAT(I,L) * SUMX2 + MO(L) * DELTA(L)) / ARG
ENDIF
IF (SIGMA2(L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE VARIANCE WAS SUPPLIED
USE SWHAT2 AS AN ESTIMATE OF SIGMA-HAT-2
SIG(L) = SQRT (SWHAT2(L) / ARG}
ELSE
SIG(L) = SQRT (SIGMA2(L) / ARG)
ENDIF
WRITE(8,*) L ,, , L, ' DD ,, ', DD(L), ' FEHAT1 ,, ',
MCHAT(1,L)
& WRITE(8,*) 'SUHAT2 ,, ', SUHAT2(L), ' MCHAT2., ',
& MCHAT (2, L )
wRITE_8,*) ,NPPR =' _PR_) , sx2- ', SX2_L),
& ' SUMX2 " ' _u,_, '
I
WRITE _ 8. " ) ' DELHA " #. DELHA(L) , ' ARG " ', A_G
WRITEI8i:I '140 " ', MO(L), ' MU " ',
HULL).
wRITE ,sweA_2.- ,, sw_H=CL), s_,_- ', sI_L_,





C SUBROUTINE NORRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR INFORMATION ON BOTH M AND CO TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 10FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS = 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1, VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,5VS.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.
SUBROUTINE NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT, RANGEM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS: RANGEM




PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON 1OUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG),
REAL LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MZERO(2, MAXREG),




























.CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS _D
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MC_HAT(1,L) =- DD(L), THE ESTIMATE
FOR M AND MCHAT(2,L) -_ SUHAT, Tin5 ESTIMATE FOR C
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES




C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST
DO i00 L = i, NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L = ', L, ' NUMREG " ', NUMREG
WRITE(8,*) 'MPNT " ', MPNT(L), ' MCPNT = ', MCPNT(L)
ENDIF
IF (MPNT(L) .EQ. I) THEN
C THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER
C INFORMATION: ASSUME POINT POSTERIOR ON M GIVEN BY THE PRIOR
RANGEM(1,L) = MZERO(1,L)
RANGEM(2,L) = 0.0
IF _/RITE'IOUT('EQ'Ii0) THEN'MZERO(I,L) = ' MZERO(I,L)
'RANGEM(I,L) = _, RANGEM(I,L),
&
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
C THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO CO CONSTRAINT USE MO
RANGEM(I,L) = MZERO(I,L)
RANGEM(2,L) MZERO(2,L)














WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) : _, MZERO(I,L),' MZERO(2,L) , MZERO_2,L)& RITE( *) RANGEM( i, L) ', RANGEM( i, L),
& ' RANGEM(2,L) ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. I)} THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A LOWER BOUND DUE TO Co
CONSTRAINT ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF 14o BY Mc
LOWER ,, AMAXI(MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER - MZERO(2,L)
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER)THEN






MZERO(1,L) - _, MZERO(1,L),
& ' MZEI_O(2,L) m , MZERO(2,L)
'MC(I.L) - ', MC(1,L)
'LOWER ,, ', LOWER, ' UPPER., ', UPPER
,RANEGM( 1 :L 1 ' RANGEM( i, L),, 2,
.EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO Co CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES
- AMAXI(MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER = AMINI(MZERO(2,L}, MC(2,L} )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN













'MZERO(I,L) : _, MZERO(I,L),
',MZERO(2,L) . , MZERO(2,L)MC(1,L) ,. ' MC(I,L)
'LOWER.. ". _LOWER,, ' UPPER.. ', UPPER
'RANGEM(I,L) - , RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) .. ', RANGEM(2,L)
PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
ENDIF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(I,L) " AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), 0.0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) = '
100 CONTINUE
, RANGEM(1,L)
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L = 1, NUMREG
7-204
IF ((MCHAT I,L .LT. RANGEM I,LoR
WRITE (8, * ) NOTE: E(m ) IS NOT IN THE





C SUBROUTINE ADDRGN ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES AND NORMAL
C DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE= 10FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7._ V8, VS.l, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4. V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG t NNODAT, NUMREG,
& MZERO, MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
C INPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT,
C MO, SIGMA2
C OUTPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NUMREG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG), NNODAT, NUMREG
REAL MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MO(MAXREG), MU(MAXREG),




























C S IGMA2 ( )
LIST OF VARIABLES
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) = - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT{2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
E_H REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions(REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-DARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION





VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG m', NUMREG
DO i00 L _ I, NNODAT
NUMREG _ NUMREG + 1
LL - NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0_ WRITE(e,*),'L "', L, ' NUMREG "', NUMREG,
, LL-', LL, _NT(LL) - , MPNT(LL)
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. I) .OR.(MPNT(LL).EQ. 2)) THEN




SIG(LL) - SQRT(SZGMA2(LL) )
IF (IOUT .EQ. ,I0) THEN
WRITE(S,*) RANGEM(1,LL) - , RANG_M(1,LL),
, MZZRO(1,LL) - ', )=¢RO(1,LL)
WRITE(S,*) 'RANGEM(2,LL) -', RANGEM(2,LL),
& ' MZERO(2,LL) - ', MZERO(2,LL) ,
WRITE(S,*) 'MU(LL) ,= ', MU(LL), ' MO(LL) _-, , MO(.LL)
WRITE(8,*) 'SIG(I.__) ,, ', SIG(LL), ' SIGMA2(LL) ,, ",
a SZGMA2(LL)
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
CALCULATIONS IN SUBROUTINE EXPCTD





MCHAT(1,LL) - (RANGEM(1,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*} 'MCHAT m,, MCHAT(I,LL),
• MU = ', _J(LL), ' STG = ', STG(LL)ELSE
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR : OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY ',






C SUBROUTINE PAREST CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE PARAMETER
C ESTIMATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 13FEB89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 -- FOR USE WITH PFM'S
C MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
Copyright (C) 1990, California.Institute of Technolggy__
U.S. Government Sponsorship unoer NASA Contract NAST-91B
C is acknowledged.
&SUBROUTINE PAREST (VARY, RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF r NPTS, NUMREG,ZROREG, RAND, NBND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, IO(,
a SSND)
C INPUTS: VARY e RANGEMe MUw SIGe NF, NPTS, NUMREG, ZROREGr RAND,
C NBND, STR
C OUTPUTS: BIGK, BZERO, MM, SBND




PARAMETER (MAXDAT- 50, MAXREG- 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG, VARY, ZROREG
BIGK(0:MAXREG), BZERO, K, MEANZ, MM(0:MAXREG),REAL
& MU(MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, _G)
& RANGEM(2, MAXREG), SBND(0:MAXREG}, SIG(MAXRE ),



















C NPTS ( )
C
C NUMREG




















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A " K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO, CHARACTERIZING S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH R_GION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROEZN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN MBND()
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
sAbLE V CE OF DATA,Z " --oF STR'-.r,...D.CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED NO VARIATION;
1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM VARIATION;
3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TRANSFORMED S/N DATA,
Z = F (STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C OBTAIN THE VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
IF (VARY .LE. 2) THEN
C UNIFORM OR NO VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
ELSE
C NORMAL VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
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CALL FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, _)
ENDIF
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z " Ln(X)
CALL TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z " Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCUI_TE THE VALUES FOR k AND BETAO FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN
C AND VARIANCE
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF K FOR EACH REGION WHERE A _ K ** M
FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C CALCULATE STRESS TIE-POINTS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, _M, SBND}
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
C WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZERO
C DO 200 L = ZROREG, NUMREG




900 FORMAT(///.2X,'SELECTED VALUES OF S/N CURVE PARAMETERS',
& //,2X,'NUMBER OF REGIONS: '.I4_5X,'BETAO " ',F8.4,
& //,2X,'REGION',7X,'m',I5X,'K',gX,'LIFE BOUND',SX,
& 'STRESS BOUND' /)




C SUBROUTINE FINDM CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE M RANGE
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 7JUN88 COMMENTS" 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR VS, VS.11 : V8.2, V8_33 : V8.4:V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4. V4 •2, V4 V4 • V4 •5
SUBROUTINE FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
C INPUTS: RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS : MM
C SUBPPX)GRAMS : RANDOM, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
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INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG

















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH R_GION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM{2 tL } IS THE UPPER BOUND
UNIFORM(0, I) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
C INITIALIZE MM( )
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
so -oo
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS
DO 100 L " 1, NUMREG
PICK(11 = 0.0PICK(2 = 0.0
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN






MM(L) = RANGEM{I,L) __
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) -', RANGEM(I,L),
& ' MM(L) -', MM(L)
ELSEIF (L oEQ. i) THEN
SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE
CALL RANDOM(X, RAND)
MM(L) = (RANGE M{2,L) - RANGEM(I,L)) * X + RANGEM(I,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I.L_ --', RANGEM(I_L),
' RANGEM(_,L)= , RANGEM(2,L) ,
& WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' X =', X, ' MM(L) -, , MM(L)
ENDIF
ELSE
ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
AND THEN SAMPLE
PICK(1) = AMAXI(MM(L-I), RANGEM(I,L))
PICK(2) = RANGEM(2,L) _
IF (PICK(1) .GT. PICK(2)) THEN
NO RANGE EXISTS -- THIS SHOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE
STOP PROGRAM
_-=__v._W_''TE_'_*'_T'IMPOSSIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
CALL RANDOM (X. RAND)
MM(L) = (PICK(2) - PICK(l)) * X + PICK(l)
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' MM(L-I) - , MM(L-I),
• RANGEM(I,L) -', RANGEM(I,L)_
& WRITE(8,*) 'PICK(I) =', PICK(I}, ' PICK(Z) -', PICK(2)
WRITE(8,*} 'RANGEM(2,L) -', RANGEM(2,L), ' X ..', X,







SUBROUTINE RANDOM USES AN L_ RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO GENERATE




C Milem, R. F., The RANDOM Computer Prod.am: A Linear Congruential
C Random Number Generator, JPL Publication 85-98, JPL Document
C 5101-277, Feb. 15, 1986.
C
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L° NEk_IN
C DATE: IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7, V7.1, V@, V8.1, V@.2, V@.3, V@.4, V@.5
C MATGRM V2, V3, V3.1, V3.2, V3.3, V4, _4.1, V4.2,
C V4.3, V4.4, V4.5




































RANX = RANA * RAND + RANC
RANDIV - RANX / RANM
RANT = DINT(RANDIV}
RANSUB = RANT * RANM
RAND _ RANX - RANSUB
FRAC - SNGL (RAND / RANM)
IF I((FRAC .EQ. 0.0) .OR. (FRAC .EQ. 1.0)) GOTO i0 _,RANDIV,IF IOUT .EQ. 2)WRITE(@,*)'RANX _', RANX, ' RANDIV
& RANT =', RANT, ' RANSUB =', RANSUB, ' RAND =',
& ' FRAC -', FRAC
RETURN
END
NOTES: IOUT_2 DUMPS TO SCREEN
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C SUBROUTINE FINDMN CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE TRUNCATED NORMAL M DISTRIBUTION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 7JUN88 COMMENTS : 13FEB89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8, VS.1: V8.2, V8 3: V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4. V4.2, V41 V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, _)
C INPUTS: RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS : MM
C SUBPROGRAMS: NORMGN, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG





















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEAN OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF M FOR EACH
REGION
NORMAL (MU, SIGMA) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
C INITIALIZE MM()




DO I00 L = 1, NUMREG
PICK(_ I = 0.0PICK( = 0.0
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUE
MM(L) = RANGEM(I,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) =', RANGEM(I,L),
& ' MM(L) =', MM(L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. i) THEN
C SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE






IF ((X .LT. RANGEM(I,L)) .OR.
MM(L) - X
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
(X .GT. RANGEM(2,L))) GOTO 10
_EM_IIL) "', RANGEM(IIL),
(2;L). -,, e_,_.M_2.L) ,
WRITE(6,*) 'L "', L, x" , X, _(L)
ENDIF
ELSE
ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
AND THEN SAMPLE
, _(L)
PICK(l) = AMAXl(MM(I.,-1), RANGEM(1,L))PicK(2) RANGEM(2.L) _
ZF (PIC..K(_) .GT. PICK(2)) Tmm
NO RANGE EXISTS -- THIS SHOULD NOT BE PO6SIBLE
STOP PROGRAM
_._. --_W_aTTTE_T' IMPOSSIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
IF ( (X .LT. (X .GT...,.CK(2) ) ) GOTO 20
MM(L) - X
ENDIF
IF WRITE(IOUT(.EQ. i0) THEN8,*) 'L-', L, ' MM(I,-1)"', MM(L-I),
• RANGEM(I,L) "', RANGZM(I,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'PICK(1) '', PICK(l), ' PICK(2) m',,PICK(2}
WRITE(U,') 'RANGEM(2,L)", RANGEM(2,L), " X " , X,






C SUBROtPFZNE NORMGN GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER
C WITH MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIGMA
C PROG_: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE z 3FEB8 8
C VERSION: MATCHR VT, VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4,
C
C The random variates are generated usinqthe "virectMsthod"
C Abramgwitz, Mz, and Stegun c I. A., edi_ors,_Bandbqo, k ol . _
Mat_mnarical Functions, National Bureau o_ S t_p_arc_, c AppzieaMathematics Series 55, Issued JUne 1964, Ninth Prinulng, NOVem_Der"
c 1970 with corrections, pg. 953.
C
C





REAL FRAC, MU, PI, SIGMA, X, UI, U2, ZI, Z2


















MEAN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED




.ORNAL EANDO. m._ERON _(o,IINORMAL RANDOM NUMBERON N(0,
IF ((IOUT .EQ. 10) .OR. _ ,E_ 1,5))& WRITE(8,*) 'RAND m', m , MU, ' SIGMA m', SIGMA
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
Ul = FRAC
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U2 = FRAC
IF |(IOUT .EQ. I0} .OR. (IOUT .E,Q. 15))
& WRITE(8,*) 'Ul =', Ul,' U2 = , U2
Z1 - SQRT )_ ALOGIUI) COS12. PI : U2 IZ2 = SQRT I- : ALOG(UI)I : SIN(2. : PI
X = SIGMA * Z l + MU
IF ((IOUTA.EQ. I0) .OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))
& WRITE(S,*) 'Zl '', Zl, ' Z2 =', Z2, ' X '', X
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TRNSFM PERFORMS THE CAI_ULATIONS NECESSARY TO TRANSFORM
C THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z = Ln(X)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 7JUN88 COMMENTS • 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8, V8.1, V8 2: V8.3: V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4_ V4. V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C INPUTS: NPTS, STR, NF, NUMR_G, MM, NBND
C OUTPUTS: NP, ZZ
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, K, L, LL, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL MM(0:MAXREG), MML, NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),








CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
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cC LL CONTROLS INNER DO LOOP F(I EACH REGIONMAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION) ALLOWED
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED













2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOt_ TEE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO PJGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATER.TAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
_ S-N DATA SET BROEEN INTO REGIONS .(PSI Ot_ %)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING TRANSFORMED S/N DATA,
Z " F(STR, NF,NBN ,)9()
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
NP'0




DO I00 L ,, i, NUMREG
m4L - m4(L)
IF (IOUT ;EQ. 10),WRITE(8,*)'L ,,', L,







' MM " MM(L) ' )_L "'P • •
ZZ(NP),, ALOG(STR(K,L)) + ALOG(NF(K,L)) * (i.0 / MML)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) W_TE(S,*)'K-', K, • NP-', NP, ' k'F-',
NF(K,L), ' STR ,,', STR(K,L), ' ZZ ,,', ZZ(NP)
DO 300 LL ,, 2, L
ZZ(NP) " ZZ(NP) + ALOG(NBND(LL--1))
IF (IOUT .E_. 10! WRI_(8,II,LL ", LL, ,_ "(L_,-I!*(1.0 / MM L_-I ,- (1;o / )a41LL 0
NBND(LL-1). _a4(LL-1)- , MM(LL-1), _(LL) - ,






cC SUBROUTINE SMNVAR CALCULATES THE Sample MeaN and VARiance OF
Z ,, F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: COOE: 24AUG8? COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION= MATCHRV5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, V8.1, V8.2,
C V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRMV3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C INPUTS: NP, ZZ
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C OUTPUTS : MEANZ, SZ2
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, NP













CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION} ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA__Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET





C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF Z Z (}, MEANZ
DO 100 I " 1, NP
MEANZ = MEANZ + ZZ(I)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)'NP "', NP, ' I "', I,
& ' ZZ "', ZZ(I), ' MEANZ =', MEANZ
100 CONTINUE
MEANZ = MEANZ I FLOAT(NP)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)' MEANZ "', MEANZ
C CALCULATE THE VARIANCE OF ZZ( ), SZ2
DO 200 I = i, NP
SZ2 = SZ_ + (ZZ(I) - MEANZ) ** 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)'I =', I, ' SZ2 =', SZ2
200 CONTINUE
sz2 = sz2 / FIX)AT(NP - i_
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0} WRITE(8,*)' SZ2 ..', SZ2
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE KBETA CALCULATES k AND BETAo FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN AND
C VARIANCE OF Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, VT, VT.I, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C INPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2




PARAMETER (PI - 3.1415926536)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IO_T














VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z .. F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
SELF EXPLANATORY CONSTANT
SZ2 ** 0.5
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF THE TRANSFORMED DATA,
Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS
SZ - SZ2 ** 0.5
BZERO-PI / (SZ * (6.0 ** 0.5))
K ,, MEANZ
C DATA DUMI • STATEMENTS
IF _% .EQ. ,i0} THEN




t Kw r BZERO =', BZERO
C SUBROUTINE FINDK CALCULATES THE VALUE OF K, WHERE A " K ** M FOR
C EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 7JUN88
C VERSION: MATCHR V8, V8 !, V8 2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4_I, V4_2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C INPUTS: BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG




PARAMETER (GAMMA " 0.57721566490, MAXREG " 3)
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COMMON IOUT
INTEGER 1OUT, L, NUMREG
















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M
FOR EACH REGION




VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
BIGK(L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE K FOR REGION ONE
BIGK(1) = (ALOG(2.0) ** (i.0 / BZERO)} * EXP(K + GAMMA / BZERO)
WRITE 7,*) 'REGION: I, K "' BIGK 1)
C IF (IO_ .EQ. I0)WRITE(8.*)'B_-ERO =I. BZERO, ' k-' , K,
& ' GAMMA =', GAMMA, ' BIGK(1) =', BIGK(1)
C CALCULATE K FOR REMAINING REGIONS
DO 100 L = 2, NUMREG
BIGK(L) = BIGK(L-I) * NBND(L-I)
& ** ((i.0 / MM(L)) - (i.0 / MM(L-I)))
C WRITE(7,*) 'REGION ', L, ' K = , BIGK(L) _ .
IF (IOOT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)'L-', L, ' NBND!L-I) _'_.
& NBND(L-I), ' MM(L)..', MM(L), ' MM(L-I) =', ru4_,---1,




C SUBROUTINE FINDSB CALCULATES THE REGION 'TIE-POINTS' -- THE STRESS
C VALUES WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARIES" ACCORDING TO THE
C RANDOMLY SELECTED Ms, AND THE Ks CALCULATED FROM THE BETA AND k
C CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 22DEC88
c VEaSION: MATCSR V8.2, V8.3, V8 4,,V8.5C MATGRM V4.2, V4.3, V4[ V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM






















PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOU'T
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG, ZROREG
REAL B'rGK(0:_XR_a), MM(0zMAXRE_), NB,qD(0zMAXRZG),










I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A m K ** M
FOR EACH REGION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTR(E_dER
CONTRQLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FO_ EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R m -I .0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES F_ EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
INITIALIZE SBND( )
DO 50 L - 0, MAXREG
SBND(L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
CALCULATE SBND(0) IF ZROREG = 0
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) THEN
SBND(0) = BIGK(1) * NBND(O) ** (-i.0 1 MM(I})
ENDIF
CALCULATE THE NON-ZERO REGION STRESS BOUNDARIES
DO 100 L = 1. NUMREG
IF (NBND(L) .GE. 1.0E+36) THEN
SBND(L) = 0.0
ELSE





THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES WEIBULL(BETA,ETA) RANDOH VARIATES WITH
C MEDIAN OF DISTRIBUTION CONSTRAINED TO BE ONE USING THE "INVERSE
C TRANSFORMMETHOO"
C PROGRAMMER= L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 18MAR87 CO_qENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8 _, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V2, V3. V3.1. V3.2, V3_., V4, V4.1, V4.2,
C V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute o 5 Te?hng_17__: 8U.S. Government sponsorsnlp unaer NASA Con_rac; _I-y_
C is acknowledged.
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SUBROUTINE WEIBGN (BETA, RAND, WEIB)
C INPUTS = BETA, RAND
C OUTPUTS : WEIB

















WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER
UNIFORM (0, I) RANDOM VARIATE
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
WEIBULL(BETA, ETA) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
CALCULATE CONSTRAINED ETA
ETA = 1.0 / (ALOG(2.0) ** (I.0 / BETA))
GENERATE WEIBULL RANDOM VARIATE
CALL RANDOM(FRAC, RAND)
ARG = -ALOG(I.0 - FRAC)
WEIB = ETA * ARG**(I.0/BETA)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)'BETA = ', BETA, ' ETA i'




C SUBROUTINE KOMO CALCULATES KO AND MO FOR THE ZERO REGION (NO DATA
C REGION TO THE LEFT). IT ACCOUNTS FOR TYING UP THE TENSILE POINT
C AT SZERO, AND SCALING DOWN THE CURVE IF IT WENT ABOVE SZERO.
C PROGRAMMER : L. NEWLIN
C DATE : IAUG91
C VERSION : MATCHR V8 •5 MATGRM V4 •5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBNU, TRSBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NUMREG )
INPUTS: SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBND, TRSBND, FACTR
OUTPUTS: TRBIGK, MM, TRSBND
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG








BIGK(0:MAXREG), FACTR, MM(0zMAXREG), NBND(0zMAXREG),
SCLK, SZERO, TRBIGK(0:MAXREG), TRSBND(0:_)
C
C









I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A m K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
SCALE FACTOR m PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FO_ EACH REGION
Z-D ARRAY HONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE
REGIONS OF INTEREST
cC NUMREG NUMBER OF REGIONSSCLK ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR BIGK IF TRSBND(0) > SZERO
cC SZERO STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SoTRBIGK() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, ADJUSTED TO KEEP
C SBND{0) < So FOR EACH TRIAL
C TRSBND() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES CORRESPONDING TO THE
C LIFE BOUNDARY VALUES FOR EACH REGION CONTAINED IN NBN ()




IF (TRSBND(0) .GT. SZERO) THEN
SCLK =-SZERO/TRSBND(0)
DO 100 L = 0, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) BIGK(L) * SCLK




MM(0)" MM(1) * ((ALOG (BIGK(1))- AIXX_ - ALOG(TRs(TRSBND(0))BND(0))))& + ALOG (FACTR)) / (ALOG (SZERO)
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'SZERO = ', SZERO, ' BIGKo-', TRBIGK(0}
WRITE(8,*) 'FACTOR = ', FACTR, ' BIGKI - 't TRBIGK(1)




C FUNCTION GTLIFE CALCULATES THE CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR A PARTICULAR STRESS
C BASED UPON THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION S/N EQUATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE z 10FEB89
C VERSION: MATCHRV8.3, V8.4, V8.5 -- FOR USE WITH PFM'S
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California.Institute of Technoloqy.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship unaer NASA contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
REAL FUNCTION GTLIFE (S, MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
& ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)




























INTEGER IOUT, L, MAXREG, NUMREG, ZROREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3 )
COMMON IOUT
REAL GETLIF. KRATIO. LNA(0:_), LNZ, LPHI_0:MA_R_G),

















VALUE TO BE ASSIGNED TO GTLIFE -- CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR
THE REQUIRED STRESS LEVEL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH R_GION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) ,, M I_ K FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M Ln PHI FOR EACH REGION WHERE
PHI IS A WEIBULL(BETAo, _GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
VALUE OF STRESS (PSI) FOR WHICH A VALUE OF LIFE (CYCLES TO
FAILURE) IS REQUIRED
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R - -1.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
CONTAINED IN NBND()
STRESS TENSILE POINT, So
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED TO PREVENT ARITHMETIC UNDER AND OVER
FLOWS
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
GETLIF - 0.0
CALCULATE CYCLES TO FAILURE
IF _I-.I_--'--GE'-_uSZERO) .AND. (ZROREG .EQ. 0)) THEN
ELSE
DO i00 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
IF (S .GT. SBND(L)) THEN
TEMP = LNA(L) + LPHIM(L) + MM(L) *
& + ALOG (KRATIO) + LNZ)
IF (TEMP .GT. 86.0) THEN
TEMP = 86.0
ENDIF










C SUBROUTINE 'SORTM' SORTS THE ARRAY, ALLM(), FROM LOWEST TO HIGHEST
C M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 10FEB88
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CC VERSION: MATCHR V7, V_:I: V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5MATGRM V4, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technoloqy.
















SUBROUTINE SORTM (AIA_, NU_REG, NUM)




INTEGER I, INC, IOUT, L, MAXMM, MAXREG, NUM, NUMREG
















2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES TO BE SORTED FO_ EACH REGION
CONTROLS INSERTION POINTER
SORT INCREMENT VARIABLE
FLAG TO INDICATE WHETHER SORT IS FINISHED
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF M'S TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ALLM() TO BE SORTED






DO 400 L s i, NUMREG
INC = NUM
IF (INC .GT. 1
INC = INC /)2 THEN
INORDR = .TRUE.
DO 300 I _ i, (NUM - INC)
IF (ALLM(I,L) .GT. ALLM(I + INC, L)) THEN
TEMP " ALLM(I,L)
ALLM(I,L) = ALLM(I + INC, L)










C FUNCTION THWELD CONTROLS THE CALLS REQUIRED TO CALCULATE A LIFE FOR A
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C PLAIN WELD UNDER A THERMAL LOAD
C PROGRAMMER" L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 1 IJUL90
C VERSION: THDUCT V4, V4.1
C
C copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technoloqy.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NASTlgI8
C is acknowledged.
FUNCTION THWELD (ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT. E, EM, FTU, FTY. DI, K,
& KRATIO, LAMW, FK, RT, LNA, LNZ, LOCAT, LPHIM,
& M, MM, MSTAT, NEUB, NLOAD, NRAN, NU, NUMREG,
& NUMSEG, P, PC, PCOw PERIOD, PSTAT_ SBNDV, SE,
& STRHIS, SZERO. T, THIC, TRUNC, TSTAT, ,
& VSTAT, WOFF, ZROREG )
C INPUTS- ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, E, EM, FTU, FTY, DI, K, LAMH, FK, RT, LNA,
LOCAT, LPHIM, M, MM, MSTAT, NEUB_ %_, NRAN, NU, NUMREG,
CC NUMSEG, P, PC, PCO, PERIOD, PSTAT, , SE, STRHIS, SZERO, T,




C SUBPROGRAMS: M4LI, M4L2, NARBN2, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXLD, MAXM, MAXREG, MAXSEG
PARAMETER (MAXLD = 16, MAXM = 24000, MAXREG = 3, MAXSEG = I0)
COMMON IOUT








ALPHA, ANGLE. DI, DLTAT, E(MAXSEG), EM, FATLIF, L_I0),
FTY, FTU, K(2, 2), KRATIO, _, LNA(0:MAXREG), _ 2'
LPHIM(0:MAXREG), M(2. MAXLD), MM(0:MAXREG_, MST__(),
NEUB, NU, P(MAXLD), PC, PCO, PERIODt PSTAT, RT(IU),
SBND(0:MAXREG), SE(MAXSEG), STRAMP(4, MAXLD},
STRHIS(MAXLD, MAXM), STATIC(4}t SZERO, T(MAXLD) z THIC,


























COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
ANGLE THETA IN RADIANS
INTERIOR DIAMETER
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE INNER AND OUTER SURFACES
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRAIN VALUES
YOUNG' S MODULUS BEFORE YIELD
VALUE OF LIFE CALCULATED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS




FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- K(I, I) IS FOR DUICTO
EXTERIOR FOR AXIAL DIRECTION; K(2, i} IS FOR DUCT E_k"__ I_O_R
FOR HOOP DIRECTION; K(I,2} IS FOR DUCT INTERIOR FORR AXIAL
DIRECTION; K(2,2) IS FOR DUCT INTERIOR FOR HOOP DIRECTION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
ACCURACY FACTOR OF Fk - r/t CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) = Ln(K**m) FOR EACH
REGION
NORMAL (0, PVAR)GENERATED FROM RANDOM VARIATE


















































































2 IS THE INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE DUCT
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(PHI)m FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(1,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*} ARE THE M3 LOADG
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS ALLOWED IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS ALLOWED (STRESS-STRAIN)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES FOR m FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOHENT LOADS -- M(1) IS THE
.2 ,_; .(2) IS TEz .3
NEUBER S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
POISSON 'S RATIO
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS OF INTEREST IN STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS
LIMIT PRESSURE ON INSIDE OF THE TUBE
LIMIT PRESSURE ON OUTSIDE OF THE TUBE
LENGTH OF TIME IN SECONDS FOR RANDOM STRESS-TIME HISTORY
STATIC AXIAL LOAD
Z-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R - -1.0}
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CORRECTED FOR PHI, KRATIO AND LNZ
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS AND STRAIN PRODUCTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES --
STATIC(1) IS _ AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2) IS THEHOOP
STRESS; STATIC(3) IS THE RADIAL STRESS, STATIC(4) IS THE
SHEAR STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
-- STRAMP(I,*) ARE THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARE
THE HOOP STRESSES; STRAMP(3,*) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP (4.*) ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
STRESS TENSILE POINT (PSI)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS
WALL THIC_34ESS AT DUCT OUTER RADIUS
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE LIPR FOR THE PLAIN WELD UNDER
THERMAL LOADS
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS -- V(1,*)
ARE THE V2 LOADS; V(2,*) ARE THE V3 LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- V(1) IS THE V2
LOAD; v(2) IS THE V3 LOAD
WELD OFFSET
ZeRO REGion--VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE --0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1-NO ZERO REGION
IF (LOCAT .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL M4L1 (ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, EM, DI, K, LAMW, M, MSTAT,
& NLOAD, NU, P, PC, PCO, PSTAT, STATIC, STRAMP, T,




CALL NARBN2 (E, EM, FATLIF, FTU, FTY, 1.0, KRATIO, LNA, LNZ,
LPHIM, MM, NRAN. NEUB. NLOAD, NUMREG, NUMSEG t
SBND, PERIOD, SE, STATIC, STRAMP, STRHIS, SZERO,
TRUNC, ZROREG)
ELSE IF (LOCAT .EQ. 2) THEN
CALL M4L2 (ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, EM__DI_ K. LAMW, M_ MSTAT t
NLOAD, NU, P, PC, PCO, PSTAT, STATIC, STRAMP, T,












(E, EM, FATLIF, FTU, FTY, 1.0, KRATIO, LNA, LNZ,
LPEIM, MM, NRAN. NEUB. NLOAD, NUMREG, +NUMSEG_R O
SBND, PERIOD, SE, STATIC, STRAMP, STRHIS, SZ ,
TRUNC, ZROREG)
'ERROR: INVALID LOCATION SPECIFICATION'
C SUBROUTINE M4LI PERFORMS THE CALCULATIONS NECESSARY TO FIND THE STRESS
C FOR LOCATION 1 (PLAIN WELD, EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE DUCT) UNDER THERMAL
C LOADING
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 4MAR91
C VERSION: THDUCT V4.1
***************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE M4LI (ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, EM__DI. K, LAMW, M, MSTAT,
& NLOAD, NU, P, PC, PCO, PSTAT, STATIC, STRAMP,
& T, THIC, TSTAT, V, VSTAT, WOFF, FK, RT)
INPUTS: ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, EM, DI, K, LAMW, M, MSTAT, NIX)AD, NU, P,




INTEGER I, IOUT, J, MAXLD, NLOAD
REAL PI
PARAMETER (MAXLD = 16, PI = 3.1415926536}
REAL ALPHA. ANGLE, AREA, DI, DLTAT, EM, FK(10), GEOM,_FK,
& K(2, 2), KOFF, LAM_, M(2, MAXL ), MI, MSTAT(2), _ ,
& P(MAXLD), PC, PCO, PSTAT, RDIFF, RI, RI2, ROz RO2,_
& ROT, RT(10), SIGIA(MAXLD), SIGIB(MAXLD), SKTI, SKTZ,
& STATIC(4), STHMA, STRIA, STR2A, STRIB, STR2B, STRIC,



























COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
ANGLE THETA IN RADIANS
CROSS SECTION AREA OF DUCT _ALL
INTERIOR DIAMETER
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INNER AND OUTER SURFACES
YOUNG'S MODULUS PRIOR TO YIELD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
INTERMEDIATE THERMAL STRESS CALCULATION VARIABLE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR RANDOM, SUPERIMPOSED SINUSOIDAL AND
AERODYNAMIC LOADS



































































































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN AT() AND FK() D_
_TION
FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- K(I,I) IS FOR DUCT
EXTERIOR FOR AXIAL DIRECTION; K(2, 1) IS FOR DUCT EXTERIOR
FOR HOOP DIRECTION; K(I,2) IS FOR DUCT INTERIOR FOR AXIAL
DIRECTION; K(2,2)IS FOR DUCT INTERIOR FOR HOOP DIRECTION
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO ECCENTRICITY OF WELD
ACCURACY FACTOR OF Fk - r/t CURVE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOAD6 -- M(I, *)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE 143 LOADS
MAXI}CDM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MOMENT OF INERTIA
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC MOMENT LOADS -- M(I) IS THE M
2 LOAD; M(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
POISSON' S RATIO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS
LIMIT PRESSURE ON INSIDE OF THE VESSEL
LIMIT PRESSURE ON OUTSIDE OF THE VESSEL
SELF EXPLANATORY CONSTANT
STATIC AXIAL LOAD





EQUAL TO r / t(R Over T)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE AXIAL STRESS DUE TO FORCE
FOR THE TIME-VARYING LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE AXIAL STRESS DUE TO BENDING
FOR THE TIME-VARYING LOADS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR AXIAL STRESS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR HOOP STRESS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES --
STATIC(1) IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2_ IS THE HOOP STRESS;
STATIC(3) IS THE RADIAL STRESS; STATIC(4} IS THE SHEAR STRESS
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO THERMAL GRADIENT
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO FORCE
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO BENDING
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO MOMENTUM CHANGE (FLUID}
THE STATIC HOOP STRESS AT OUTER SURFACE DUE TO Iq_TERNAL PRESSURE
THE STATIC HOOP STRESS AT OUTER SURFACE DUE TO EXTERNAL PRESSURE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
-- STRAMP(I,*) ARE THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARE
THE HOOP STRESSES; STRAMP (3, *) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP(4,* ) ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE LOADS
WALL THICKNESS AT DUCT OUTER RADIUS
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS -- V(I,*)
ARE THE V2 LOADS; V(2,*} ARE THE V3 LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- V( 1 ) IS THE V2
LOAD; V(2) IS THE V3 LOAD
WELD OFFSET
CALCULATE KOFF. THE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO
ECCENTRICITY OF THE WELD
RI =DI / 2.0
ROT = (DI + THIC) / (2.0 * THIC)
DO 50 J = 2, 10
INTERPOLATE TO FIND FACTOR Fk CORRESPONDING TO VALUE OF r/t
IF (ROT.GE.AT(J-Z)))(FK(J) - FK(J-I)) * (ROT - RT(J-I))





KOFF - LAMW * (1.0 + 3.0 * IFK * WOFF)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'DI ,, ', DI. ' RI ,, ', RI
WRITE(8,*) 'THIC .. ', THIC, ' ROT- ', ROT
WRITE(8,*) 'IFK ,, ', IFK, ' WOFF., ', WOFF
WRITE(8,*) 'LAMW ,, ', LAMW, ' KOFF ,, ', KOFF
ENDIF
_TE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AND MOMENT OF INERTIA
• RI + THIC) ** 2 )2•, PI _ + THIC) ** 4 _/IE***; _ 4.0PI * ((
OBTAIN STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS AND RADII APPROPRIATE TO LOCATION
THIS IS THE EXTERIOR SURFACE
SKT1 = K(I,1)
SKT2 = K(2,1)










'AREA = _, AREA, ' MI = ', MI
'K(1,1) ', K(I,I), ' SKTI = ', SKT1
'K(2,1) - ', K(2,1). ' SKT2 = ', SKT2
'THIC = ', THIC, ' RO = ', RO
'ALPHA = ' ALPHA, ' NU = ', NUI
'DLTAT = ', DLTAT, ' EM = ', EM
RI2 = RI ** 2
RO2 = RO ** 2
RDIFF = RO2 - RI2
GEOM = 1.00 - 2.00 * LOG (RO / RI) * RI2 / RDIFF
TEMPERATURE STRESS
STHMA - ((EM * ALPHA * DLTAT)/ (2.00 * (i.00 - NU)
& * LOG (RO / PU))) * GEOM
AXIAL STRESS CALCULATIONS
STRIA = PSTAT / AREA
&STRIB = (MSjTAT(1)/r*_* COS (ANGLE) + MSTAT(2) * SIN (ANGLE))
STRIC = (PC - PCO) * RI2 / RDIFF
STATIC(I) = (STRIA + STRIB + STRIC) * SKT1 * KOFF + STHMA
HOOP (2) AND RADIAL (3) STRESS CALCULATIONS
STR2A = 2.0 * PC * RI2 / RDIFF
STR2B = - PCO * (RO2 + RI2) / RDIFF
STATIC(2) = (STR2A + STR2B) * SKT2 + STHMA
STATIC(3) = - PCO
SHEAR STRESS
STATIC(4) = TSTAT * RO /
&
*RO
(2.0 * MI) - (2.0 / AREA
• (VSTAT(1) * COS (ANGLE) + VSTAT(2) * SIN (ANGLE)))
IF IOUT.EQ.25) THEN - _
_TE(8,*) 'RO2 = ', RO2, ' RI2 = ', RI2
WRITE(8,*} 'RDIFF = ', RDIFF, ' GEOM = ', GEOM
WRITE(8,*) 'STATIC STRESS VALUES '
WRITE(8,*) 'AXIAL STRESSES' __._ , ....
WRITE(8,*) ' STRIA = ', STRIA, ' ST_IB = , _'_
WRITE(8,*) ' STRIC = ', STRIC, ' ST HMA = ', STHMA






& WRITE(8, ) ' STHMA - '. STHMA* STATIC(2) m ', STATIC(2)_
WRITE(8 i 'RADIAL STRESS', ' STATIC(3) = ', STATIC(3)RITE ( 8 ', : ' SHEAR STRES ', ' STATIC ( 4 ) " ', STATIC ( 4 )
WRITE(8,*)
ENDIF
DO i00 I = 1, NLOAD
AXIAL STRESS CALCULATIONS
SIGIA(I) P(I) / AREA
SIG1B(I) " (M(1, (ANGLE) + M(2,I) * SIN (ANGLE))
,. * RO I )_ cos
STRAMP(1,I) ,, (SIG1A(I) + SIG1B(I)) * SKT1 * KOFF
HOOp (2) AND RADIAL (3) STRESSES ARE ZERO




STRAMP(4,I) = T(I) * RO / (2.0 * MI) - (2.0 / AREA










(8,*) 'STRESS VALUES FOR I = ',I
(8,*) 'AXIAL STRESSES'
(8,) SIGIA . SIGIA(I), SIGIB , SIGIB(I)
(8,'i ' STRAMP(I,I) = ', STRAMP(I,I)
(8,*) 'HOOP STRESSES', ' STRAMP(2,I) = ',STRAMP(2,I)
(8,*) 'RADIAL STRESS', " STRAMP(3,I) = ',STRAMP(3, I)
(8,*) 'SHEAR STRESS', ' STRAMP(4,I) = ', STRAMP(4,I)
(8,*)
i00 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
WRITE( 8, *) 'I AXIAL HOOP RADIAL SHEAR'
WRITE(8,*) STATIC(1), STATIC(2), STATIC(3), STATIC(4)
DO 300 I .. I, NLOAD






C SUBROUTINE M4L2 PERFORMS THE _TIONS NECESSARY TO FIND THE STRESS
C FOR LOCATION 2 (PLAIN WELD, INTERIOR SURFACE OF THE DUCT), UNDER
C THERMAL LOADING
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : I IJUL90
C VERSION -" THDUCT V4, V4. I
***************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE M4L2 (ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, EM, DI, K, LA/_, M, MSTAT,
& NLOAD, NU, P, PC, PCO, PSTAT, STATIC, STRAMP,
& T, THIC, TSTAT, V, VSTAT, WOFF, FK, RT)
7 - 228
C INPUTS: ALPHA, ANGLE, DLTAT, EM, DI, K. LA_, M, MSTAT, NLOAD, NU,
C P, PC, PCO, PSTAT, T, THIC, TSTAT V, VSTAT, WOFF, FK, RT
C
C OUTPUTS: STATIC, STRAMP
C IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, MAXLD, NLOAD
REAL PI








ALPHA. ANGLE, AREA, DLTAT, EM, FK(10), GEOM, IFK, DI,
K(2. 2), KOFF, LAM___M(2, MAXLD), MI, MSTAT(2}_NU,
Pc, Pco, PSTAT, RO,
ROT, RT(10}, SIGIA(MAXLD), SIGIB(MAXLD}, SKTI,S_,
STATIC(4), STHMA, STRIA, STR2A. STRIB, STR2B, C,




















































































COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION
ANGLE THETA IN RADIANS
CROSS SECTION AREA OF DUCT WALL
INTERIOR DIAMETER
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INNER AND OUTER SURFACES
YOUNG'S MODULUS PRIOR TO YIELD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Fk USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
INTERMEDIATE THERMAL STRESS CALCULATION VARIABLE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR RANDOM, SUPERIMPOSED SINUSOIDAL AND
AERODYNAMIC LOADS
INTERPOLATED VALUE OF Fk CORRESPONDING TO THE VALUE OF r/t
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN RT(} AND FK() DURING
INTERPOLATION
FATIGUE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS -- K( I, i} IS FOR DUCT
EXTERIOR FOR AXIAL DIRECTION; K(2,1) IS FOR DUCT EXTERIOR
FOR HOOP DIRECTION; K(I.2) IS FOR DUCT INTERIOR FOR AXIAL
DIRECTION; K(2,2) IS FOR DUCT INTERIOR FOR HOOP DIRECTION
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO ECCENTRICITY OF WELD
ACCURACY FACTOR OF Fk - r/t CURVE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING MOMENT LOADS -- M(I,*)
ARE THE M2 LOADS; M(2,*) ARE THE M3 LOADS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MOMENT OF INERTIA
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC TIME-VARYING LOADS -- M(1) IS
THE M2 LOAD; M(2) IS THE M3 LOAD
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
POISSON 'S RATIO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING AXIAL LOADS
LIMIT PRESSURE ON INSIDE OF THE VESSEL
LIMIT PRESSURE ON OUTSIDE OF THE VESSEL
SELF EXPLANATORY CONSTANT
STATIC AXIAL LOAD





EQUAL TO r / t (R Over T)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF r/t USED TO FIND STRESS
CONCENTRATION DUE TO WELD ECCENTRICITY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE AXIAL STRESS DUE TO FORCE
FOR THE TIME-VARYING LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE AXIAL STRESS DUE TO BENDING












































STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR AXIAL STRESS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR HOOP STRESS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES --
STATIC(1) IS THE AXIAL STRESS; .STATIC(2_ IS THE HOOP STRESS;
STATIC(3} IS THE RADIAL STRESS; STATIC(4} IS THE SHEAR STRESS
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO THERMAL GRADIENT
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO FORCE
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO BENDING
THE STATIC AXIAL STRESS DUE TO MOMENTUM CHANGE (FLUID)
THE STATIC HOOP STRESS AT OUTER SURFACI DUE TO INTERNAL PRESSURE
THE STATIC HOOP STRESS AT OUTER SURFACE DUE TO EXTERNAL PRESSURE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
-- STRA_(I,*) _ THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARZ
THE HOOP STRESSES, STRAMP(3,*) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP(4, * ) ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING TORQUE
WALL THICKNESS AT DUCT OUTER RADIUS
STATIC TORQUE LOAD
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TIME-VARYING SHEAR LOADS -- V(1,*)
ARE THE V2 LOADS; V(2, *) ARE THE V3 LOADS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATIC SHEAR LOADS -- V(1) IS THE V2
CALCULATE KOFF, THE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR DUE TO
ECCENTRICITY OF THE WELD
RI:DI / 2.0
ROT : (DI + THIC) / (2.0 * THIC)
DO 50 J : 2. i0
INTERPOLATE TO FIND FACTOR Fk CORRESPONDING TO VALUE OF r/t
IF _(_RO_= .LE. RT(J) ) .AND. (ROT .GE. RT(J-I) )) THEN(FK(J) - FK(J-I)) * (ROT - RT(J-I))
& / (RT(J) - RT(J-1)) + FK(J-1)
ENDIF
50 CONTINUE
KOFF - LAMW * (1.0 + 3.0 * IFK * WOFF)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'DIm ', DI__' RI _ RIWRITE(8,*) 'THIC " ', THIC, '=..v. " ', ROT
WRITE(8,*) 'IFK s ', IFK, ' WOFF m ', WOFF
WRITE(8,*) 'LM_" ', LA)_, ' KOFF" ', KOFF
ENDIF
CALCULATE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AND MOMENT OF INERTIA
MIA_= ;IPI ((_RI+ + THIC) ** 2 - RI ** 2).THIC) ** 4 - RI _* 4) / 4.0
OBTAIN STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS AND RADII APPROPR/_TE TO LOCATION
THIS IS THE INTERIOR SURFACE
SKT1 _ K(1,2)
SKT2 m K(2.2)
RO = RI + THIC
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'AREA = ', AREA, ' MI = ', MI
WRITE(8,*) 'K(1,2) = ', K(I,2), ' SKT1 = ', SKT1
WRITE(8,*) 'K(2,2} = '__K(2,2), ' SKT2- ', SKT2
WRITE(8,*) 'THIC = ', THIC, ' RO = ', RO
WRITE(8,*) 'ALPHA = ', ALPHA, ' NU = ', ND
WRITE(8,*) 'DLTAT = ', DLTAT, ' EM _ ', EM
_TE(8,*)
ENDIF




RO2 .. RO ** 2
RDIFF = RO2 - RI2
GEOM .. 1.00 - 2.00 * LOG (RO / RI) * RO2 / RDIFF
TEMPERATURE STRESS
&STHMA .. ((EM * ALPHA * DLTAT)/ (2.00 * (I.00 - NU)
• LOG (RO / RI))) * GEOM
AXIAL STRESS CALCULATIONS
STRIA = PSTAT / AREA
STRIB = (MSTAT(1) * COS (ANGLE) + MSTAT(2) * SIN (ANGLE))
& * RI / MI
STRIC = (PC - PCO) * RI2 / RDIFF
STATIC(I) = (STRIA + STRIB + STRlC) * SKT1 * KOFF + STHMA
HOOP (2 ) AND RADIAL (3) STRESS CALCULATIONS
PC * (RI2 + RO2) / RDIFF
STR2A = * R02 / RDIFFSTR2B - 2.0 * PCO
STATIC(2) = (STR2A + STR2B) * SKT2 + STHMA
STATIC(3) = - PC
SHEAR STRESS
STATIC(4) = TSTAT * RI / (2.0 ;A_LE; (2.0 / AREA& * (VSTAT(I} * COS + VSTAT(2) * SIN (ANGLE)))
IF (IOUT.EQ.25) THEN _
WRITE(8,*) 'RO2 = ', RO2, 'RI2 = ', RI2 ......
WRITE(8,*) 'RDIFF = ', RDIFF, ' GEOM = -, _mum
WRITE (8, * } 'STATIC STRESS VALUES'
WRITE(8,*) 'AXIAL STRESSES' _ ,
wRITE(8,*) STRIA = ', STR_, ' STRIS = ,, s_!s
WRITE(8,*) STRIC = ', STRIC, ' ST HMA = , _z'nr_
WRITE(8,*) STATIC(I) = ', STATIC(I)
WRITE (8, * ) HOOP STRESSES '
WRITE(8,*) STR2A = ', STR2A, ' STR2B = ', STR2B,
STHMA = '• STHMA
& WRITE(8,*) STATIC(2) = ', STATIC(2)
WRITE(8 1 RADIAL STRESS', ' STATIC(3) " ', STATIC(3)
WRITE(8', : 'SHEAR STRESS', ' STATIC(4) = ', STATIC(4)
WRITE(8,*
ENDIF
DO 100 I = I, NLOAD
AXIAL STRESS CALCULATIONS
SIGIA(I)sIGIB(I)= PII),_((1 AREA) * COS (ANGLE) + M(2,I) * SIN (ANGLE))& *MRI MI
STRAMP(1,I) = (SIGIA(I) + SIGIB(I)) * SKT1 * KOFF
HOOP (2 } AND RADIAL (3) STRESSES ARE ZERO




T I / (2.0 * MI) - (2.0 / AREA














' SIGIA .. ', SIGIA(I), ' SIGIB .. ', SIGIB(I)
'HOOP STRESSES', ' STRAMP(2,I) .. ',STRAMP(2,I)
'RADL_L STRESS', ' STRAMP(3,I) = ',STRAMP(3,Z)
188:*))s ss s (4 i)- s (4 i)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
WRITE (8, * ) 'I AXIAL HOOP RADIAL SHEAR'
WRITE(8.*) STATIC(I), STATIC(2), STATIC(3), STATIC(4)
DO 300 I .. i, NLOAD






C SUBROUTINE NARBN2 CALCULATES THE FATIGUE LIFE WHEN A RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED
C LOAD IS PRESENT USING A SIMULATED NARROW BAND STRESS-TIME HISTORY
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : i IJUL90
C VERSION : THDUCT V4, V4.1
***************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE NARBN2 (E, EM, FATLIF, FTU, FTY, KT, KRATIO, LNA,
& LNZ, LPHIM, MMp Mr NEUB. NLOAD. NUMREG,
& NUMSEG, SBND, PERIOD, SE, STATIC, STRAMP,








INPUTS: _LO_: FTU, FTY, KT, KRATIO, LNA, LNZ, LPHIM, MM, M, NEUB,NUMREG, NUMSEG, SBND, PERIOD, SE, STATIC, STRAMP,




INTEGER MAXLD, MAXM, MAXREG, MAXSEG
PARAMETER (MAXLD = 16, MAXM = 24000, MAXREG = 3, MAXSEG " i0)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, M, NLOAD, NUMREG, NUMSEG, ZROREG
REAL EM, E(MAXSEG), FATLIF, FTU..FTY ! KRATIO, KT,
& LNA( 0:MAXREG), LNZ. LPHIM(0.MAXREG). MM(0:MAXREG),
& NEUB, PERIOD, RAINF2, S(4, MAXM), SBND(0:MAXREG),
& SE(MAXSEG), SEFF(MAXM), STATIC(4), STRAMP(4, MAXLD),









I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRAIN VALUES
YOUNG'S MODULUS BEFORE YIELD

































































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR RANDOM, SUPERIMPOSED SINUSOIDAL AND
AERODYNAMIC LOADS
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) ,, Ln(K**m) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(PHI)m FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS _ IN STRESS-TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES FOR m FOR EACH REGION
NEUBER' S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR
NUMBER OF TIME-VARYING LOADS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS OF INTEREST IN STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
TIME IN SECONDS FOR ONE PERIOD OF STRESS-TIME HISTORY
FUNCTION WHICH _TES THE TIME TO FAILURE FOR A GIVEN
UNI-AXIAL STRESS-TIME HISTORY
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TOTAL COMPONENT STRESS-TIME HISTORIES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R .. -I.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CORRECTED FOR PHI, KRATIO AND LNZ
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS-STRAIN PRODUCT
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE EFFECTIVE (OR UNI-AXIAL) STRESS-TIME
HISTORY RESULTING FROM THE COMBINATION OF STATIC, RANDOM, AND
SINUSOIDAL LOADS FOR ALL FOUR COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE STATIC STRESSES -- STATIC_I)
IS THE AXIAL STRESS; STATIC(2) IS THE HOOP STRESS; STATIC(3)
IS THE RADIAL STRESS; STATIC(4) IS THE SHEAR STRESS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE TIME-VARYING STRESSES
-- STRAMP(I,*) ARE THE AXIAL STRESSES; STRAMP(2,*) ARE
THE HOOP STRESSES; STRAMP(3,*) ARE THE RADIAL STRESSES;
STRAMP (4, *)ARE THE SHEAR STRESSES
STRESS TENSILE POINT (PSI)
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE IN THE STRESS-TIME HISTORY
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHO6EN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUES -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO
REGION
DO 50 J = i, M
S 2 STATIC (2 )
S 3 STATIC (3 )
S(4,J) = STATIC(4)
50 CONTINUE
DO i00 I = I, NLOAD
DO 150 J = i, M
SII,J ) = _141:JI + STRHIS(I,J) : STRAMP4,J) = + STRHIS(I,J) STRAMP,_._.
NOTE: STRAMP(2,I) = STRAMP(3,I) = 0
150 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
DO 400 J = i, M
SEFF(J) (S(I,J) / ABS ) ) * SQRT (((S(I'J)2 + (S(I,J) -S(3,J)) ** 2
& (S(l,J)- 12 J{I **+ 2 S : 2 + (6.0 * S(4,J) ** 2))
& / 2.0)
400 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. 25) THEN
7 - 233
DO 125 J = i, M
WRITE( 8,* ! J, 'S: ', S(I,J). S(2,J), S(3,J), S(4,J)
125 CONTINUE
ENDIF
&FATLIF = RAINF2 (E_ EM, FTU, FTY, KT, KRATIO, LNA, NUMREGL/_Z!-,LPHIM, M, MM, NEUB, PERIOD, SBND,
& NUMSEG, SE, SEFF, SZERO, TRUNC, ZROREG)




C FUNCTION RAINF2 CALCULATES THE TIME (in seconds) TO FAILURE FOR
THE GIVEN UNI-AXIAL (OR EFFECTIVE) STRESS-TIME HISTORY
C
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 20SEP89
C VERSION: 4.2+ (CONSISTENT WITH THDUCT V3.8, V3.9, V4, & V4.1,
C MATCHR V8.4, V8.5)
C
copyright (C) 1990, california Institute o 5 Technology.
U.S. Goverr_ent Sponsorship unuer NASA Contract NAS7a918
C is acKnowleagea.
FUNCTION RAINF2 (E, EM, FTU, FTY, KT, KRATIO, LNA, LNZ, LPHIM,
& M. MM, NEUB, PERIOD, SBND, NUMREG, NUMSEG, SE,
& S_FF, SZERO, TRUNC, ZROREG)
C INPUTS: E, EM, FTU, FTY, KT, KRATIO, LNA, LPHIM, M, )04, NEUB, PERIOD,





COMMON / COUNT / TOHIGH
INTEGER MAXREG, MAXM, MAXSEG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3, MAXM= 24000, MAXSEG = i0)
INTEGER BIG1, I, INDEX(MAXM), IOUT, J, JMAX, K, M, N, NEWTOT,








G_C_cmu"r, _-(va.xsza),_(_, _, _ru, F'rY,
, INVLIF(MAXM), KRATIO, KT, LIFE(MAXM},
LNA(0:MAXREG), LNZ__LPHIM(0:MAXREG), MM(0:_),
NEUB, NEUBER, PERIOD, RAI_F2, S(MAXM), SALTF(M,_XM),
SBND(0:MAXREG), SE(MAXSEG), SEFF(MAXM), SEFFM(2,MAXM),
SEFMAX, SM, SMEANF(MAXM)_ SP(MAXM), STR(MAXM), SUMDAM,
SZERO, TEST1 (MAXM), TEST2 (MAXM), TRUNC
C LIST OF VARIABLES
C




C E() I-DARRAY CONTAINING THE STRAIN VALUES
C EM() YOUNG'S MODULUS BEFORE YIELD
C FTU ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH (PSI}

























































C SP_ M+I )
C STR(N)
C SUMDAM
C TEST1 ( )
C. TEST2 ( )
C TOHIGH
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
FATIGUE CONCENTRATION FACTOR
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(A) - La(K**M) FOR
EACH REGION
NOn 0, __
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ln(PHI) M FOR EACB D
REGION WHERE PHI IS A WEIBULL(BETAO, ETAO) GENERATE
RANDOM VARIATE
TOTAL NUMBER OF STRESS DATA POINTS PER PERIOO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN STRESS TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS OF INTEREST
TIME IN SECONDS FOR ONE PERIOD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMREG STRESS
REGIONS OF INTEREST FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE)
MATERIALS S-N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS-STRAIN PRODUCTS
EFFECTIVE STRESSES BEFORE FILTERING/RAINFLOW
STRESS TENSILE POINT (PSI)
VALUE USED TO FILTER OUT NOISE
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILIATE REGION DO LOOPS
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO
REGION
variables -
INTERMEDIATE CALCULATION VARIABLE EQUAL TO KT/(I - SM/FTU)
VALUE OF i FOR SEFMAX
RAINFL VALUE OF LIFE
HOLDING ARRAY USED TO FIND CYCLES DURING RAINFLOW ANALYSIS
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE
COUNTER FOR EFFECTIVE STRESSES
INVLIF(I) = I/LIFE(I); DAMAGE FRACTION
COUNTERS FOR VARIOUS DO LOOPS
INDEX (LOCATION) OF SEFMAX IN SEFF()
LIFE(I) = CALCULATED LIFE FOR STRESS LEVEL STR(I)
NUMBER OF CYCLES FOUND DURING RAINFLOW ANALYSIS
NEUBER' S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR
FUNCTION TO CALCULATE EQUIVALENT MEAN STRESS
TOTAL NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE STRESS VALUES AFTER FILTERING
FLAG INDICATING THAT LIFE IS ONLY ONE CYCLE
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES TIME TO FAILURE FOR A GIVEN
UNI-AXIAL STRESS-TIME HISTORY
FILTERED EFFECTIVE STRESSES
SALTF(I)= siqma alternating,eff,i .
EFFECTIVE STRESSES AFTER RESEQUENCING/FILTERING/RAINFLOW
SEFFM(I,I) = sigma max,eff,i
SEFFM(2,I) = sigma min, ezz,_
LARGEST EFFECTIVE STRESS
SM = EQUIVALENT MEAN STRESS
SMEANF(I) = siqma mean,eff,i
RESEQUENCED EFFECTIVE STRESSES; # OF PT.S = M+I
STR (I ) = EQUIVALENT (COMEINED) STRESS,
SUM OF ALL THE DAMAGE FRACTIONS
I-D ARRAY USED IN FILTERING THE STRESSES
I-D ARRAY USED IN FILTERING THE STRESSES
COUNTER FOR AMOUNT OF STRESSES IN EXCESS OF FTU
dump =input_ data ....
i_ (louz eq.20) znen
write 8,*) ' rainfl inputs'
write 8, * ) 'm : ',m, ' period: ',period _
write 8,*) 'kt :',kt,' ftu :',ftu, _ fry :',Zty
write 8,*) 'numreg: ',numreg," zrore_.- ',z.roreg. , ,__
write 8, * ) 'szero: ', szero, ".Kra_1o: -,..Kra_lo, •lnz -_., _nz
write 8,*)'Ina(1}, . Ipnl.m.(1), .. mm(1),., s.ona(1)"
write 8,*) (Ina(1), Ipnlm(ab _n(1), .sDng_[l), x-zroreg,numre_)
WRITE 8,*) 'EM :',EM,' TRUNC :','XKUR_, R_-u= : ,_u,























********************* B E G I N R E S E Q U E N C E ********************
C RESEQUENCE effective stresses (needed for rain. flow analysis); +
C largest effective stress zs placed at begznnzng and ena of SP(M i)
C find SEFMAX, the largest sigma,eff, and JMAX,
SEFMAX - -1.0E+20
DO 200 I-1,M







its location within SEPT(M)
assig9 all points from JMAX out, to the beginning of SP()
DO 210 I - it M-JMAX+I
J = JMAX-I + I
SP(I) = SEFF(J)
210 CONTINUE
assign points before JMAX to the end of SP()
J-0





if (iout._eq.20) t_hen , .
write(8,*) se_max: ',sefmax, ,i-l, 3max:m+1)',jmaxwrite( 8, *) 'sp(m+l) :', (sp(i)
endif
*********************** B E G I N F I L T E R **************************
C FILTER the resequenced effective stresses, leayingonl.y pea_._and
C valleys (excursxons Aarger _nanTRUNC.are. aeAetea a urxngoraxnzlow
C countzng) in (NEWTOT), where NEWTOT zs Erie new numoer oz poxn=s
C
DO 300 I - 2, M
TESTI(I) _ SP(I-X) - SP(I)








if (iout .eq_. 20) thendo 305 i 2, m





DO 310 I = 2. M






, testl(i), ' test2 - ', test2(i)
.AND. (TEST2(I) .LE. 0)) THEN
NEWTOT = K + 1
INDEX(NEWTOT) = M + 1





write (8, * )'newtot : ', newtot.
write (8,*) 's (newtot) : ', (s(z), i=1, newtot)
endif
************************** E N D






F I L T E R ***************************
R A I N F L O W ***********************
RAINFLOW ANALYSIS to .identify cycles within effective stress data,
S(NEWTOT) ; places each cycle s max anu min values into SEFFM(2,N)
counters: I counts t of cycles found, J counts how many S()'s counted,







C check J to avoid reading beyond end of filtered stress data
IF ( J .GT. NEWTOT ) _OTO 499
C read stress point into a holding array to he checked for cycles
EE(K) = S(J)
410 IF ( K .LT. 3 ) GOTO 490
IF (ABS (rE(K) - rE(K-l)) .LT. ABS (rE(K-I) - rE(K-2))) GOTO 400
C if not, then a cycle has been found, but we need to check for truncation
IF (ABS (rE(K-I) - rE(K-2)) .GT. TRUNC) THEN
C cycle is large enough to save
I = I+l
SEFFM(I,I 1 = AMAXI(rE(K-I), rE(K-2) ISEFFM(2, = AMINI(rE(K-I), rE(K-2)
ENDIF
C discard points K-I and K-2, and decrement the counter of uranatched points




C N equals the final number of cyclem found
Nm I
if (iout.eq.20) then
write(8, *) 'N :',n





IF (N .EQ. 0) THEN





C********************* E N D R A I N F L O W **************************
C
C
calculate alternating and mean effective stresses
DO 500 I=I,N
SALTF(I) - (SEFFM(I,I) - SEFFM(2,I)












We are calculating the equivalent mean stress using_neuber's rule
SM is the equivalent mean stress (see Rockeroyne IL2112-3139)
SM _ NEUBER (EM, SALTF(BIGI), SMEANF(BIGI), NUMSEG, E, SE,
& NEUB, OVER)





if (iout.eq.20) write(8,*)'sm : ', sm
C
c calculate equivalent stresses, STR(N)
C
ARGM = KT I (i.0 - SM I FTU)
DO 530 Z - 1, N
STR(I) - SALTF(I) * ARGM
IF (STR(I) .GE. FTU) TOHIGH - TOHIGH + 1
530 CONTINUE
if (iout.eq.20) write(8,*)'str(n) :',(str(i),i-l,n)






INVLIF(I) = 1.0 / LIFE(I)
650 CONTINUE
if (iout.eq.20) then
do 14 i=l.n °,life(i),'write(8, *) 'life(n) :
14 continue
endif
LIFE(I) = GTLIFE (STR(I). MM, LNA, LPHIM, KRATIO, LNZ,
SBND, _.ROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
invlif(n):',invlif(i)








C calculate fatigue life (time to failure) in seconds
C








C NEUBER USES NEUBERS RULE AND THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE TO _TE THE
C THE MEAN STRESS. PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT THE STRESS STRAIN CURVE IS
C PIECEWISE LINEAR WITH AT MOST FIVE SECTIONS.
C
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 13SEP88
C VERSION: THDUCT V3.7, V3.8, V3.9, V4, V4.1
***************************************************************************
FUNCTION NEUBER (EM, SALT, SMEAN, NUMSEG, E, SE, NEUB, OVER)




INTEGER I, IOUT, MAXSEG, NUMSEG, OVER
PARAMETER (MAXSEG = i0)
REAL E(MAXSEG), EM, EPSLON, NEUB, NEUBER, PRODCT, SALT,








































STRAIN VALUES FOR EACH SEGMENT
YOUNG'S MODULUS BEFORE YIELD
CALCULATED STRAIN (WHERE PLASTIC-ELASTIC DEFORMATION)
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH SEGMENT
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SEGMENTS ALLOWED (STRESS-STRAIN)
NEUBER'S RULE MODEL ACCURACY FACTOR
TOTAL EQUIVALENT MEAN STRESS
NUMBER OR SEGMENTS OF INTEREST IN STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
FLAG INDICATING THAT LIFE IS ONLY ONE CYCLE
STRESS STRAIN PRODUCT (WHERE PLASTIC-ELASTIC D_)
TOTAL ALTERNATING STRESS
I-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS-STRAIN PRODUCTS
FOR A MULTI-SEGMENT CURVE
MEAN STRESS
UNI-AXIAL TOTAL STRESS
TEMPORARY VARIABLE FOR NEUBER
TEMP- 0.00
ST l SALT * SMEAN / (ABS (MEAN +PRoof - ._rs * _ST ** 2_ lSz. _ SMEAN
IF (PRODCT .LE. SE(1)) THEN
TEMP .. SMEAN
ELSE
DO 800 I - I, (NUMSEG - I)
IF (PRODCT .GT. SE(I)) THEN
IF (PRODCT .LT. SE(I+I)) THEN
EPSLON 1 E(I) + ((E(I+I) - E(I)) /
(SE(I+I) - SE(I))) * (PRODCT - SE(I))








'THE VALUE PRODCT EXCEEDED STRESS-STRAIN CURVE'




WRITE(8,*) 'VALUES FROM NEUBER'
WRITE(8,*) INPUT VALUES'
WRITE(8,*) EM " ', EM, ' OVER " ', OVER
WRITE(8,*) SALT " ', SALT, ' SMEAN s ', SMEAN
WRITE(8,*) CALCULATED VALUES'
WRITE(8,*) ST = ', ST, ' PRODUCT " ', PRODCT






Low Cycle Fatigue Failure Program
The program tree structure, a list of subprograms, a description of the key variables,
and the FORTRAN source listing for the LCF analysis code TRBPWA are given here.
The pertinent LCF methodology is given in Section 2.2.2.2. The overall description of
the program and the flowcharts are given in Section 5.2. The user's guide for running
TRBPWA is given in Section 6.2.
7.2.1 TRBPWA Program
7.2.1.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for TRBPWA using Uniform variation on the materials
shape parameter m is given in Figure 7-5, while the tree structure for the truncated
Normal case is given in Figure 7-6. In both trees, those subprograms not "shadow-
boxed" are part of the materials characterization model. The program, subprogram,
and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
7.2.1.2 Ust of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and their pbrposes is given in Table 7-5. The section numbers










Figure 7-5 Tree Structure for Program TRBPWA for the Uniform

















Figure 7-6 Tree Structure for Program TRBPWA for the





















Table 7-5 Ust of Subprograms For Program TRBPWA
















Adds the rn ranges for the non-data life regions to the right of those
with data, for the Uniform distribution case.
Adds the m ranges for the non-data life regions to the right of those
with data, for the truncated Normal distribution case.
Generates Beta(a, b, p, 8) random variates.
Adjusts the upper bound of the posterior ranges on m to be consis-
tent with concavity constraints.
Transforms stress data to equivalent zero-mean stresses with stress
ratio of - 1.0
Calculates the median S/N curve parameters from the results of the
information aggregation calculations.
Calculates the value of the location parameter K (where A = K m )
for each life region by using Equations 2-37 and 2-41.
Obtains the value of m for each life region by adjusting the range
(to ensure concavity) and then sampling from the Uniform distribu-
tion over the appropriate m range.
Calculates the m range for each life region implied by the
constraint on the coefficient of variation of fatigue strength
C by using Equations 2-28 through 2-32.
Obtains the value of rn for each life region by sampling from the
appropriate truncated Normal distribution on m.
Calculates the life region "tie-points" or stress values which
correspond to the =life boundades" conditional on the randomly
selected m for each region. Also calculates K, characterizing the
specific material S/N data set, which is a function of/_o and k.
Combines the 95% conf'clence interval, Jo, with the implicit and
explicit constraints on m to obtain postedor credibility ranges on m
for each life region.
Generates Gamma(G, 1) random variates.
Calculates the cycles to failure for a particular stress based upon
the materials characterization model S/N curve of Equation 2-48.
Calculates 0"2, Equation 2-49, the extent of departures from the mul-
tiple heat median S/N curve warranted by the information available.
Controls the logical flow for the information aggregation portion of
the materials characterization model.
Initializes the entries of the arrays used in the information aggrega-























Ust of Subprograms For Program TRBPWA (Cont'd)
PURPOSE
Performs an insertion sort for the lowest fifty percent of the lives
calculated.
Calculates the 95% confidence intervals Io for C, and Jo for m, for
each region by using Equations 2-24 and 2-26.
Calculates k and/_o from the sample mean and variance of Z, where
Z is a function of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's
by using Equation 2-42.
Calculates K o and mo for the zero region, the no data region to the
left of the first data region. Extends the S/N curve consistent with
the tensile point at So.
Calculates the median values of m based on the posterior credibility
ranges of m by using Equation 2-34.
Calculates the posterior Normal distribution parameters: mean m°
and standard deviation or., for each life region of the S/N curve.
Generates Normal(p, ¢r2) random varlates.
Combines the implicit and explicit constraints on m to obtain the
posterior credibility ranges of m for each life region.
Controls the logical flow for the parameter estimation model portion
of the materials characterization model.
Generates the Uniform(a, b) and Uniform(c, d) pair of independent
random variates.
Uses a Unear Congruential random number Generator (LCG) to
generate Uniform(0, 1) random variates.
Reads the data from TRBPWD and RELATD; calls CONVRT to trans-
form the stress data to a stress ratio of - 1.0; and echoes the data
to TRBPWO and RELATO. RCE also breaks S/N data sets into
regions as specified by the user.
Calculates the sample mean and variance of Z, where Z is a func-
tion of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's by using
Equation 2-42.
Sorts the m values in increasing order for each life region for the
truncated Normal distribution case.
Calculates the residual variances from the Y on X and X on Y regres-
sions for each life region where Y = In(Endurance cycles) and













The main routine that controls the logical flow and performs the
driver transformation calculations of the low cycle fatigue turbine
disk program.
Performs premature program termination, when required.
Performs the calculations necessary to transform the specific
material S/N data into the variable Z, where Z is a function of stress,
life, the life region boundaries, and the m's.
Generates WeibuU_, r/(/_)) random vadates.
1 No data regions to the right are discussed on Page 2-17.
2 The Beta distribution is discussed on Page 2-25.
3 Concavity constraints are discussed onPages 2-13 through2-14.
4 The stress transformation is discussed on Page 2-7.
5 ThemecftanSINcurveparameteresfimafioncal_are_onPages2-15through2-1&
e Selection of the {mj} parameters is discnssed on Page 2-15.
7 Combining information to obtain the posterior credibility ranges ohm is discussed on Page 2-13t
e The information aggregation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-6 through 2-14.
9 Extension of the S/N curve to the left is discussed on Page 2-17.
10 Calculation of the truncated Normal distribution parameters is discussed on Page 2-14.
11 The Normal distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
12 The parameter estimation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-15 through 2-18.
13 The Uniform distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
14 The need for saving m's is ¢fiscnssed on Page 2-15.
15 The S/N data transformation is discussed onPage 2-16.
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7.2.1.3 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the ATD-HPFTP second stage turbine disk LCF code,
TRBPWA, is given in Table 7-6. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPER-
CASE letters; the variable =type" can be interpreted as follows: INT is a standard
integer variable; RE is a standard real variable; and DRE is a double precision variable.
The various array dimensions are defined by using the following parameters:
MAXBLF, MAXDAT, MAXLIF, MAXMM, and MAXREG.
Table 7-6 Listof Variables For Program TRBPWA














2-D array containingthe materialsmodel shape
parameters (m's) for each liferegion to be used in the
truncated Normal median S/N curve calculation.1
RE 1-D array containingvalues of the materials model
location parameter K, Equation 2-12, whereA = Km.
RE Dummy variable used during calls to subroutine
EXPCTD, equal to BIGK(1).
RE 1-D array containing user-specified B-lives which
are obtained from the simulated failure distribution.
A B-life is the value of accumulated operating time
to failure at a failure probability specified as a per-
cent: e.g., B.1 is the failure time at a probability of
0.001 or 0.1%.
INT 1-D array containing the indices for the array vari-
able UFE( ) corresponding to the user-requested
simulated failure distribution BJives contained in
variable BLFPER().
RE Estimate of Weibull distribution shape parameter
_o, Equation 2-11, which characterizes the intrinsic
variation of the S/N data set.
RE CG (psi/°F) in Equation 2-98, the sensitivity of
stress to the deviation from nominal thermal
gradient &GT, due to the deviation from nominal
coolant fluid temperature ATf.
RE CG1 in Equation 2-96, the sensitivity of thermal
gradient to the deviation from nominal coolant fluid
temperature ATf for tLTf < O.
RE CG2 in Equation 2-96, the sensitivityof thermal
gradient to the deviation from nominal coolant fluid






















Cm (psl/°F) in Equation 2-97, the sensitivityof
stress to the deviation from nominal metal tempera-
ture ATm, due to the deviation from nominal
coolant fluidtemperature &T_
RE Cmf (psi/°F) in Equation 2-95, the sensitivityof
metal temperature to the deviation from nominal
coolant fluid temperature &T/_
RE CS in Equation 2-94, the rotational speed correc-
tion factor, (selected speed / reference speed) 2.
RE AGT (_') in Equation 2-96, the deviation from the
nominal thermal gradient in the blade attachment
area as a result of the randomly selected ATp
RE &Tf lower bound of Beta dlstdbution I.
RE ATf upper bound of Beta dlstdbutlon 1.
RE ATf lower bound of Beta dlstdbution 2.
RE L_Tfupper bound of Beta dlstdbution 2.
RE Decimal equivalent percentage weight occudng In
Beta distribution I of the deviation from nominal
coolant fluid temperature &Tf.
RE ATf (°F) In Equation 2-95, the randomly selected
deviation from nominal coolant fluid temperature.
RE Upper bound of the randomly selected Beta dis-
tdbutlon for the deviation from nominal coolant
fluid temperature ATf.
RE Lower bound of the randomly selected Beta dis-
tribution for the deviation from nominal coolant
fluid temperature &Tp
RE ATm (°F) inEquation 2-95, the deviation from the
nominal metal temperature inthe blade attachment
area as a result of the randomly selected &Tp
RE Randomly selected Beta distribution location
parameter p for the deviation from the nominal
coolant fluid temperature &Tp
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta distribu-



























p Uniformdistdbution upper bound of Beta distribu-
tion 1 of &Tf.
RE p Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta distdbu-
tion 2 of ATp
RE p Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta distribu-
tion 2 of ATf.
RE Randomly selected Beta distdbution shape
parameter 8 for the deviation from the nominal
coolant fluid temperature &Tp
RE 8 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta distribu-
tion 1of ATh
RE e Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta distdbu-
tion 1of &Tf.
RE 8 Uniform distribution lower bound of Beta distribu-
tion 2 of &Tf.
RE 8 Uniform distribution upper bound of Beta distribu-
tion 2 of &Tf.
RE Equal to FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * 7- Used by
the materials model.
RE Variable used to access the fifty-percent point in
the UFE ( ) array.
RE Material ultimate strength (psi).
RE Material yield strength (psi).
RE Function that calculates the fatigue cycles to failure
at a given stress, given by Equation 2-48.
INT Controls inner DO loop.
INT Output dump controller.
INT Controls DO loop for each B-life.2
INT Controls outer DO loop.
RE Kd in Equation 2-102, the stress factor to adjust for
using 2-D stress analyses.
RE Ratio of MED K*IMED K inEquation 2-48. KRATIO
is constant over life regions for the materials model.
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Kt inEquation 2-92, the local stress concentration
factor used in stress analysis to obtain the refer-
ence stress from the equivalent elastic stress.
INT Controls DO loop for each life region of the S/N
curve.
RE _o in Equation 2-98, the factor characterizing the
sensitivityof stress due to thermal gradient.
RE _t,,. in Equation 2-103, the randomly selected
r_d
model accuracy factor for the parameter Kd.
RE _Kd Uniform distribution lower bound.
RE ;¢KdUniform distribution upper bound.
RE _Kt in Equation 2-103, the randomly selected model
accuracy factor for the parameter Kt_
RE ;tKtUniform distribution lower bound.
RE _Kt Uniform distribution upper bound.
RE Am in Equation 2-97, the factor characterizing the
sensitivity of stress due to metal temperature.
RE 1-D array containing values of the lives generated
by program TRBPWA. The lives are sorted values
for the left-hand tall simulated failure distribution.
RE In(Z) in Equation 2-48, the Normal(0, PVAR) ran-
dom variate for the materials process variation
aspect of the materials model.
INT Controls symmetry DO loop.
INT Maximum number of B-lives to be obtained from
the simulated failure distribution. The maximum
number of B-lives allowed is 10.2
INT Maximum number of points per data set per region
allowed for S/N curve. The maximum number of
data points per set allowed is 50.
INT Maximum number of fatigue livesallowed for the
simulated failure distribution. The maximum num-
ber of fatigue livesto be saved is 10,000.
INT Maximum number of m's to be saved and sorted
for the truncated Normal median S/N curve.1 The























Maximum number of life regions allowed for the
S/N curve. The maximum number of regions is 3.
INT Counts number of m's to be used to calculate the
median SIN curve for the truncated Normal distribu-
tion case.1
RE 1-D array containing the empirical median rn for
each life region of the S/N curve.3
INT Pointerto the median m values in array SORTM( )
for the truncated Normal median SIN curve. Value
of haft of MCOUNT.
RE Value of min(PHI), the minimum of NSYM draws of
the materials scatter parameter _p.
RE mj inEquation 2-12, the 1-D array containing ran-
domly selectedvalues of the materials model shape
parameter m for each life region of the S/N curve.
INT MaterialsPROCessvariatlon.Controlsmaterials
processvarlatioRA value of 0 indicatesno materials
process variation, while a value of 1 indicates that
materials process variation should be included.4
RE 1-D array c_ontainingthe posterior Normal distribu-
tion meanb of the materials shape parameter m for
each life region of the truncated Normal S/N curve.
INT Number of B-lives to be obtained from the simu-
lated failure distribution.2
RE Ni*,i+l in Equation 2-35, the 1-D array containing
upper bounds for the NUMREG life regions of inter-
est for the specific material S/N data set.
RE Fatigue lifevalue (cycles) returned from call to func-
tion GTUFE.
RE 2-D array containing values from the array
RAWNF( ) for the specific material S/N data set
partitioned into life regions.
INT The outer loopsize.
INT The inner loop size.
INT Total number of lives calculated by program
TRBPWA. Value of NHYPER * NUFE.
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Controls S/N curve median calculation for the trun-
cated Normal distributioncase. A value of 0 indicates
that the user does not desire a median calculation
or that the Uniform distribution case is being used;
while a value of I indicates that the user desires the
median calculation to be performed.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points per life
region for the specific material S/N data set.
INT Symmetry number, usually equal to the multiplicity
of the modeling unit in the component.
INT R in Equation 2-11, the number of life regions of
interest inthe S/N curve.
RE _oin Equation 2-11, the materials intrinsicvariation,
or scatter, given by a Weibull_o, r/o_o)) random
variate.
RE cr inEquation 2-48, the value of SQRT(PVAR).
RE o 2 in Equation 2-48, characterizes the extent of
departure from the multiple heat median S/N curve
warranted by the available information.
Random number seed.
2-D array containing values of the posterior
credibility ranges on the materials model shape
parameter m for each life region In the S/N curve.
RANGEM(I,L) is the lower bound and
RANGEM(2,L) is the upper bound in region L 6
RE REFerence SPeeD w o (rpm) inEquation 2-94, the
speed corresponding to the nominal mechanical
stress SMM due to rotor speed.
RE I-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each life region of the S/N
curve contained inarray NBND().
RE SG (psi) in Equation 2-98, the nominal stress due
to i°hethermal gradient alone, at reference speed
REFSPD and nominal coolant fluid temperature.
RE 1-D array containing the posterior Normal distdbu-
tion standard deviation" of the materials model
shape parameter m, for each life region of the





















SMo (psi) in Equation 2-94, _e nominal mechanical
stress due to centrifugal effects only at the refer-
ence speed REFSPD.
RE Mean/z of Normally distdbuted speed (rpm).
RE Standard deviation o of Normally distributad speed
(rpm).
RE o_(rpm) in Equation2-94, the randomly selected rota-
tionalspeedfor rotationalspeedcorrectionfactorCS.
RE SR (psi) inEquation 2-103, the value of the maximum
reference stressused to calculate life.The stress ratio
is assumedto be greater than or equal to O.
RE Smo(pSi) inEquation 2-97, the nominal stressdue to
the metal temperature alone, at the reference speed
REFSPD and nominal coolantfluidtemperature.
RE 2-D array containing stress points with stress ratio
= - 1.0, for the specific material SIN data set parti-
tioned into life regions.
RE Stress tensile test point, So (psi).8
RE Uniform(0, I) random variate used to determine
Beta distribution for ATf.
RE I-D array containing values of the materials model
location pe8rameter K consistent with the tensile
point SO.
RE 1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each region of the S/N curve
contained inarray NBND( ) for each PHI draw con-
sistentwith the tensile point So.8
INT Controls type of S/N curve variation desired. A
value of 0 indicates that no variation is required; a
value of I means that intflnsic materials variation
only; a value of 2 indicates that the user desires a
Uniform distribution on m; while a value of 3 indi-
cates that a truncated Normal distribution is
desired.
RE Z in Equation 2-48, the randomly selected process
variation shift factor given by a Lognorrnal(O,PVAR)
random variate.
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ZeRO REGion, the variable permits the inclusion of
the tensile point So. The value of 0 Implies a DO
loop from zero to NUMREG, while a value of 1
causes the DO loop to be executed from one to
NUMREG. 8
1 The need for savingm's is discussed onPage 2-15.
2 See variable BLFPER( ) for a description of B-life.
3 The median S/N curve for the truncated Normal case is discussed on Page 2-15.
4 See Section 2.1.2.3 for a discussion on process variation in materials.
5 m* of the posterior density ofm is discussed on Page 2-14.
6 The posterior credibility ranges _z(m) are discussed on Page 2-13.
7 a. of the posterior density ofm is discussed onPage 2-14.
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C***************************** ********************* ****tt****t**_***** **
C PROGRAM TRBPWA CONTROLS THE FLOW OF LOGIC OF THE LOW CYCLE
C FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF THE ATD-HPFTP 2ND STAGE TURBINE DISK
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 9SEP91
C VERSION: 3 (MATCHR V8.5, INSORT V2.1)
C copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Tec.hnolog_:^
C U.S. Government sponsorsnlp unaer NASA Con_rac_ _I-_-
C is acknowleledued.
PROGRAM TRBP_%
C SUBPROGRAMS- INFAGG, PAREST, PRYRV. BETAGN, N_, WEIBGN,
C GTLIFE, INSORT. TRMNAT, SORTM, EXPC
I:TRBPWD-OLD_ 3=TRBPW(>-NEW; 5:RELATD-OLD; 6-RELATO-NEW;
cC FILES: 7:DUMP-NEW; 8:IOUTPR-NEW; 9:IX_TLIF,-NEW;
C NOTE: 5 & 6 ARE OPENED IN 'INFAGG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXBLF, MAXDAT, MAXLIF, MAXMM, MAXREG
&PARAMETER (MAXBLF=MAXMM- 20001,10"MAXDATMAXREG= 50,=3)MAXLIF = i0000,
COMMON IOUT
BLFPOS(MAXBLF), I, IOUT, J, K, L, M L MC_OU__, MID,
&INTEGER MPROC, NBLIFE, NHYPER, NLIFE, NLIFET_,
& NPTS(MAXREG), NSYM, NUMREG, VARY, ZR
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL ALLM(MAXMM, MAXREG), BIGK(0:MAXREG), BIGKI, CS
BLFPER(MAXBLF), BZERO, CG, CGI, CG2. _ _C___ , _




& FTU, FTY, GTLIFE, KD. KRATIO, KT, LAMG, LAMED, LAMKDA&.
& LAMER, LAMKT, LAMKTA, L_an_ L LAMM, LIFE(MAXLIF), LS ,
_4EDM(m.X*4M). MI_SI. MM(o:_._mm;l. _m}_(___._l.__ PSIG
& NBND(0:MAXREG), NEWLIF, NF(MAXDAT___., _, -- ,
& PVAR, RANGEM(2, MAXREG), REFSPD, SBND_U:SR_T_, _.',
& SIG(MAXREG), SMM, SPDMU, SPDSIG, SPEED, S_, ,
& STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SZERO, TEST, TRBIGK(0:MAXREG},
& TRSBND (0 :MAXREG), Z
C ** SEE BOTTOM OF PROGRAM FOR LIST OF VARIABLES
OPEN (1, FILE = 'TRBPWD', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN '3, FILE" 'TRBPWO', STATUS " 'NEW')
OPEN ;7, FILE _ 'DUMP', STATUS = 'NEW'
OPEN _8, FILE = 'IOUTPR', STATUS = 'NEW'
OPEN (9, FILE = 'LOWLIF', STATUS = 'NEW')
READ(It*) ,R_TD NUMBER SEED ', RAND
WRITE( 8, * ) RANDOM
READ(I *) IOUT
WRITE(§,*) ' IOUT (MATCHR = i0, TRBPWA = 15) ', IOUT
READ (it*) NLIFE .........
WRITE(8,*) ' _m_ _r D--_ ', NLIFE
READ 1 *) NHYPER
_IT_(§,*) ' o_ L_P SIZE ,, _n_
READ (IL* ) NSYM ..........
WRITE(8,*) ' _Z."u_'x_z _UA-Lm_ ', NSYM
READDt .1 *) VARY
WRIT_(8,*) ' TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED ', VARY
READ i *)D_ . NMED
wai_(_,*) ' NOmS_L NED_ CURVe (0 - .O, 1 - _S) '. NMED
READ 1 *) MPROCWRit(k.*; ' .ATERI_S PROCESSVARIATIO, DZSIRED
WRITE(8,*) ' (0 - NO, 1 - YES) - ', MPROC
7 - 259
((VARY .LT. 0) .OR. (VARY .GT. 3)) THEN.
IF ,,.._'u.__.,.__I'TE_'_*'_T'ERROR: INVALID TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED'
ENDIF
IF ((NMED .NE. 0) .AND. (NMED .NE. 1))THEN
WR/TE(8,*) 'ERROR: INVALID RESPONSE TO NORMAL MEDIAN ',
& 'CURVE QUESTION '
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF ((MPROC .LT. 0} .OR. (MPROC .GT. i)) THEN




READ(l,*) NBLIFE *) (BLFPER(J) J i NBLIFE)
IF (_BLIFE .GT. 0) READ(l, , " ,
C ** READ DATA FROM TRBPWD
READ(I,*) DELTA, DELTB, DELTR1, DELTR2, DELTTI, DELTT2,
& DELTC, DELTO, DELTR3, DELTR4, DELTT3, DELTT4,
& DELTE
READ (1, * ) SPDM_, SPDSIG
READ(l,*) LAMKDA, LAMKDB
READ(l,') LAMKTA, LAMKTB
READ(l,*) KD, KT, S_n4, REFSPD
READ(I,*) STM, CMF, OM
READ(l,*) SG, CGI, CG2, CG
C ** ECHO DATA TO TRBPWO
WRITE (3,900)
WRITE(3,901) DELTA, DELTB, DELTRI, DELTR2, DELTTI, DELTT2,
& DELTC, DELTD, DELTR3, DELTR4, DELTT3, DELTT4,
DELTE
&WRITE(3,9021 SPDMU, SPDSIGWRITE(3,903 LAMKDA, LAMKDB
WRITE (3,904 LAMKTA, LAMKTB
WRITE(3,905) KD, KT, SMM, REFSPD
WRITE(3,9061 STM, CMF, CMWRITE(3,907 SG, CGI, CG2, OG
C ** CALL TO PERFORM THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION MODEL ASPECTS
C OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL _ULATIONS
CALL INFAGG (RANGEM, M_, SIG, NF, NPTS, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG,
& NBND, STR, FTU, FTY, VARY, MPROC, KRATIO, PVAR)
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) PSIG = SQRT (PVAR)
MCOUNT = 0
C ** INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO i0 K = I, MAXLIF
LIFE,K} = 1.0E+36
i0 CONTINUE
NLIFET = NHYPER * NLIFE
C ** OUTER LOOP -- THIS LOOP SAMPLES HYPER-PARAMETER SETS
DO 150 K = i, NHYPER
C ** CALL PRYRV TO OBTAIN RHO,THETA PAIRS FOR INNER LOOP CALCULATIONS
CALL RANDOM (TEST_RAND)






CALL PR_'V(RAh'D,DI_"TI_, DELTR4,DELTT3, DEL_4,DELTR' DELTT )
DELTLI_ = DELTC '
DELTHI "= DELTD
ENDIF
'DELTLO '=', DELTLO, ' DELTHI "', u=u=_n.L
ENDIF
C ** _ PAREST TO PERFORM THE PARAMETER ESTIMATION ASPECT
C OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL CALCULATIONS
CALL PAREST (VARY, RANGEM, }_, SIG, NF, NPTS, NgMREG, ZROREG,
& RAND, NBND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, _D4, SBND)
C ** OBTAIN MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED






MCOUNT == MCOUNT + 1
DO 175 L = i, NUMREG
co.  Mc°u T'TI .,EL = RM(I.)175
C ** INNER LOOP -- THIS LOOP GENERATES FAILURE LIVES
DO 200 I = I, NLIFE
C ** SELECT DRIVERS FOR CAI_ULATING LIFE
CALL BETAGN (RAND, DELTR, DELTT, DELTLO, DELTHI, DELTF)
_CA_LL NORMGN (RAND, SPDMU, SPDSIG, SPEED}PRYRV (RAND, LAMKDA, LAMKDB,LAMKTA,LAMKTB,LAMED,LAMKT)
MINPHI = 1.0E+36
DO 225 M = I, NSYM
CALL WEIBGN (BZERO, RAND, PHI)
MINPHI =, MIN (PHI, MINPHI)
CONTINUE
PHI = MINPHI
IF (VARY .EQ. 0) PHI = 1.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN
WRITE ,8,.,DEL -, DEL , sPEEo-,sPEED
WRITE li8*}, 'LAMKD "=', LAMKD, ' LAMKT =', LAMKT
WRITE(8,*) 'PHI =', PHI
ENDIF
FIND SO
FACTR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
DO 230 L = ZROREG, NUMREG




IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) CALL KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBN ,





IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) THEN ,
WRITE(8,*) 'ZROREG = , ZROREG, ' NUMREG = ', NUMREG
WRITE(8,*) 'KRATIO " '. KRATIO, ' FACTR .. ', FACTR
WRITE_8,*) 'PHI " ', PHI. ' Z u ,, Z
DO 250 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
w_TE(8,* ,sssv = SSSV(L),
', TRBIGK(L)WRITE(8,* 'BIGK " , BIGK(L), ' TRBIGK
CONTINUE
ENDIF
C *_ PERFORM DRIVER TRANSFORMATION
CS - (SPEED / REFSPD) ** 2
DELTM " C.MF * DELTF
LAtin- 1.0 + (CM / STM)
IF(DELTF.LT. 0- 0) H ELTM
DELGT = CG1 * DELTF
ELSE
DELGT = CG2 * DELTF
ENDIF
LAMG = 1.0 + (CG * DELGT / SG)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15)THEN
WRITE(8,") 'CS = ', CS
WRITE(8,*) 'DELTM " _, DELTM,
WRITE(8,*) 'DELGT = , DELGT,
' LAMN" ', LAMM
' LAMG" ', LAMG
ENDIF
SR = LAMKD * LAMKT * (CS * SMM + _ * STM + LAMG * SG)
& * KD / KT
IF (IOUT .E0. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'SR" ', SR
C ** CALL GTLIFE TO CALCULATE FATIGUE LIFE
NEWLIF = GTLIFE (SR, MM, TRBIGK, PHI, KRATIO, LNZ, TRSBND,
& ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'SR" ', SR,
' NEWLIF _ ', NEWLIF&
IF (NLIFET .GE. 100) CALL INSORT (NEWLIF, LIFE, NLIFET)
200 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
IF (NLIFET .GE. I00) THEN
C ** PRINT SORTED LIVES
DO 300 J = I, (NLIFET / i00)
WRITE(9,*) J, FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NLIFET), LIFE(J)
300 CONTINUE
C ** INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 325 J " 1, MAXBLF
BLFPOS(J) = 0
325 CONTINUE
C ** PRINT EMPIRICAL BLIVES
FIFTY = 0.50E0
WRITE(3,910)
DO 350 J = I, NBLIFE






C ** CALCULATE NORMAL MEDIAN CURVE IF DESIRED
400
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (NMED .EQ. I)) THEN
CALL SORTM {ALLM, NUMREG, MCOUNT)
MID = MCOUNT / 2
DO 400 L = i, NUMREG
MEDM_L) " ALLM(MID,L)
CONTINUE
CALL EXPCTD (I, MEDM, NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
& NBND, BIGK1, BZERO)
ENDIF
C ** FORMAT STATEMENTS TO ECHO INPUT DATA TO TRBPWO
900 FORMAT(2X, '.Copyright (C)1990, califor,nia Ins_ti_tut_e_of_'_nder ,
& 'Tecnno±oqv. U.S. Gore .r_men_ ,I,_A,. _UnSU_IA_ ,
& 'NASA Conf.ract NAS7-918 as ackn_leaged. ',
& ////,33X, 'INPUT DATA',,
& ///,14X, DR/VERS ,25X, PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS',
& //, 48X, 'RHO', 16X, 'THETA' )
901 FORMAT(/, 2X, 'DELTA Tf' ,8X, 'Be( ',F6. i, ', ' ,F7. i, ') ', 3X,
:,'Lrs-÷,
& /.18X,'Be(',F6.1,'I ,F7.1, ) .3X, U( ,F7.5, , ,FB.5,')',
& 4X, ,U(, ,F4.1, ', ',FS. i, ') ',/, 18X, 'TEST _ ',F4.2)
902 FORMAT(/,2X,'SPEED (RPM)',5X,'NORMAL: MEAN =',2X, F6.0,5X,
& 'STAND. DEV. =',2X,F5.0)
903 FORMAT(/, 2X, 'LAMBDA Kd' ,TX, 'U( ',F8.5, ', ' ,F9.5, ') ')
904 FORMAT(/,2X, 'LAMBDA Kt' ,7X, 'U( ',F8.5, ' , ',F9.5, ') ' )
905 FORMAT(////.28X, 'OTHER LOADS INPUT',
// _v 'STRESS ADJUSTMENT. Kd',37X F5.3 _
& ///,2X, _MECHANICAL STRESS (PSI} ',30X.FS.I,
& //,2X, ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM) ,32X,F6.0)
906 FORMAT(//,2X, 'STRESS DUE TO METAL TEMP_EI____T'_J___(P_SI).._I6XAF,8.I_X
& I/,2x, 'SENSITIVITY OF METAL T_y____'___ ,___v=___._._..,,
& FT.5,//.2X, 'SENSITIVITY OF STRE_S OU_ "I_ "_me_a_ tr_I_1 ,
& 14X,F5.2)
 R U T(I/,2X, ,S ' SS TO
& 11,2X, 'SENSITIVITY OF THERMAL _G_F_DI_T "_ u_,_ ,_ ,
& /,7X,'FOR DELTA T_ < 0',37X.FS.3,
& /.TX, 'FOR DELTA Tf >m 0' ,36X,F5.3,
& //,2X.'SENSITIVITY OF STRESS DUE TO THERM. GRAD. (PSI/F)',
& 5X,F8.2 )
910 FORMAT(///,2X, 'B LIVES: EMPIRICAL',/)
920 FORMAT (2X, F7 .5,5X, E13 •6 )
STOP
END
C SAMPLE 'TRBPWD' INPUT FILE
C 675 [RANDOM NUMBER SEED
C 0 IOUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
C 100 !INNER LOOP SIZE










C -200. 200. 0.40 0.60 5.0





C 1.41 2.18 159807. 38600.
C 1915. 0.91325 4.4435
C 14749. 0.04 0.70 101.72
C 'PWAHPFTP2ND_JRBINEDIS K'
C 00000. 198000. 1 9















C 0 0.000 0.000
C 0.0 0.0 0.0
ISYMMETRY NUMBER
IUNIFORM S/N VARIATION
INORMAL MEDIAN NOT REQUIRED
IMATERIALS PROC. VAR. NOT REQUIRED




10.1DELTA Tf (A,B) (R1,R2) (T1,T2)
0.51 _C,D} (R3,R4} (T3,T4)
ITEST FOR DELTA Tf HTPER DIST.
IROTATIONAL SPEED: _, SIGMA
ILAMBDA Kd (A,B)
ILAMBDA K¢ (A,B)
IKd, Kt, MECH. STRESS (PSI_), SPEED (RPM)
ITHERMAL STRESS (PSI), Ql_t, Cm _
ITHERM GRAD STRESS (PSI}, Cgl, Cg2, Cg
ISPECIFIC MATERIAL DESCRIPTION














INUMBER OF ERGIONz W/DATA, W/O DATA
ILIFE BOUNDARY REGION 0
ILIFE BOUNDARY REGION I
ICONSTRAINT ON COEFF. OF VARIATION
I0 PTS IN RANGE, LOWER BOUND, OPPER BOUND
INORMAL DIST. PRIORS: DELTA, 140, SIGMA2
C



































2-D ARRAY CONTAINING M VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K WHERE A t K ** M
DUMMY VARIABLE USED DURING _ TO EXPCTD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING USER SPECIFIED BLIVES TO BE PROVIDED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING POSITION IN LIFE() OF EMPIRICAL BLIVES
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO r CHARACTERIZING S-N DATA SET
SENSITIVITY OF STRESS DUE TO VARIATION OF THERMAL GRADIENT
DUE TO DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE
PS I/degF)
SITIVITY OF THERMAL GRADIENT DUE TO DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL
COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE FOR DELTA Tf < 0
SENSITIVITY OF THERMAL GRADIENT DUE TO DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL
COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE FOR DELTA Tf >_ 0
SENSITIVITY OF STRESS DUE TO VARIATION OF METAL TEMPERATURE
DUE TO DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE
PSI/degF)
SITMTY OF STRESS DUE TO VARIATION OF METAL TEMPERATURE
DUE TO DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE
R_ATIPSI / deg F)
ONAL SPEED CORRECTION FACTOR -- EQUAL TO (SELECTED SPEED
/ REFERENCE SPEED) ** 2
DELTA THERMAL GRADIENT (deg F) IS THE DEVIATION FROM NOKZNAL
THERMAL GRADIENT IN THE BLADE ATTACHMENT AREA AS A RESULT
OF THE SELECTED DELTA Tf
DELTA Tf LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
DELTA Tf UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
DELTA Tf LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
DELTA Tf UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
PERCENTAGE OCCURRING IN HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
-- DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE,
DELTA Tf













































































SELECTED LAMBDA UPPER BOUND FOR DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL
COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE, DELTA Tf
SELECTED LAMBDA LOWER BOUND FOR DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL
COOLANT FLUID TEMPERATURE, DELTA Tf
DELTA Tm IS THE DEVIATION FROM THE NOMINAL METAL
TEMPERATURE IN THE BLADE ATTACHMENT AREA AS A RESULT
OF THE SELECTED DELTF
SELECTED RHO FOR DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID
TEMPERATURE, _ _UND HYPER-DISTRIBUTION IDELTA Tf - RHO
DELTA Tf - RHO UPPER BOUND HYPER-DISTRIBUTION
DELTA Tf - RHO LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
DELTA Tf - RHO UPPER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
SELECTED THETA FOR DEVIATION FROM NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID
TEMPERATURE, DELTA Tf
DELTA Tf - THETA LOWER BOUND - HYPER-DISTRIBUTION 1
DELTA Tf - THETA UPPER BOUND HYPER-DISTRIBUTION
DELTA Tf - THETA LOWER BOUND - HyPER-DISTRIBUTION 2
DELTA Tf THETA UPPER BOUND HYPER-DISTRIBUTION
EQUAL TO FACTOR z PHI * KRATIO * Z
EQUAL TO .5 -- USED TO ACCESS 50% POINT IN LIFE(}
MATERIAL ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI)
MATERIAL YIELD STRENGTH (PSI)
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE CYCLES TO FAILURE AT A GIVEN
STRESS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH LIFE CALCULATION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH BLIPE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH HYPER-PARAMETER SET
STRESS FACTOR TO ADJUST FOR USING 2-D ANALYSIS
RATIO .OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR USED IN ANALYSIS TO OBTAIN
REFERENCE STRESSES
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
THERMAL GRADIENT SENSITMTY FACTOR
SELECTED STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR Kd ACCURACY
Kd ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
Kd _JCCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
SELECTED STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR Kt ACCURACY
Kt ACCURACY FACTOR LOWER BOUND
Kt ACCURACY FACTOR UPPER BOUND
METAL TEMPERATURE SENSITMTY FACTOR
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE LIVES GENERATED BY THE PFM
-- SORTED VALUES OF THE LEFT-HAND TAIL
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
CONTROLS SYMMETRY DO LOOP
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE CALCULATED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FATIGUE LIVES ALLOWED FOR BETA, THETA,
ALPHA CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF M'S TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGION ALLOWED
NUMBER OF M'S TO BE USED TO CALCULATE NORMAL MEDIAN S/N CURVE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
POINTER TO THE MEDIAN M VALUES -- EQUAL TO HALF OF MCOUNT
EQUAL TO MIN(PHI) -- THE MINIMUM OF NSYM DRAWS OF PHI
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR E_H REGION
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION, 1 - VARIATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN
FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF BLIVES TO BE CALCULATED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMREG LIFE
REGIONS OF INTEREST FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE}
MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
LIFE VALUE RETURNED FROM CALL TO GTLIFE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO LIFE REGIONS
SIZE OF OUTER LOOP
SIZE OF INNER LOOP
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIVES CALCULATED BY PFM
CONTROLS MEDIAN CALCULATION FOR THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION CASE
-- 0 - NO MEDIAN CALCULATION; 1 - MEDIAN CALCULATION DESIRED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER LIFE REGION


















































NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
WEIBULL (BETAO, ETAO) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
EQUAL TO SQRT(PVAR) -- _ PROCESS STANDARD DEVIATION
MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGE ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND
AND RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND -- - ICAL
REFERENCE SPEED (RPM) CORRESPONDING TO THE NOMINAL MECHAN
STRESS, SMM, DUE TO ROTATIONAL SPEED ONLY
I-D ARRAY CONTAINZNG TeE STRESS VALU_. (PSZ, R = - 1.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
NOMINAL STRESS DUE TO THERMAL GRADIENT ONLY (PSI), AT
REFERENCE SPEED, REFSPD, AND NO01INAL COOLANT FLUID
TEMPERATURE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PO6TERIOB NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION F(m EACH REGION
NOMINAL MECHANICAL STRESS DUE TO ROTATION ONLY (PSI) AT
REFERENCE SPEED. REFSPD
MEAN SPEED, RPM (NORMAL DISTRIBUTION) ONSTANDARD DEVIATION OF SPEED, RPM(SIGMA, NORMAL DISTRIBUTI )
SELECTED ROTATIONAL SPEED, RPM, FOR ROTATIONAL SPEED
CORRECTION FACTOR
VALUE OF MAXIMUM REFERENCE STRESS USED TO CALCULATE LIFE --
STRESS RATIO IS ASSUMED TO BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 0
NOMINAL STRESS DUE TO METAL TEMPERATURE ONLY (PSI}. AT
REFERENCE SPEED, REFSPD, AND NOMINAL COOLANT FLUID
TEMPERATURE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS POINTS(STRESS RATIO = -I.0) FOR
THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO LIFE REGIONS
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
UNIFORM(0.1) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO DETERMINE
HYPER-DISTRIBUTION TO SELECT FROM
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, ADJUSTED TO BRING CURVE
DOWN IF SBND(0) > SO FOR F_H TRIAL
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R - - 1.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND() FOR EACH TRIAL
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; 1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
LOG-NORMAL(0,PVAR) RANDOM VARIATE
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHO6EN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO
REGION
C SUBROUTINE PRYRV GENERATES A PAIR OF U(REO1,REO2) AND U(THE1,THE2)
C INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIATES
C PROGRAMMER= L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: RANDON
Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technolqgy__
C U.S. Government Sponsorship unuer NASA Con_ract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE PRYRV (RAND, RHOI, RHO2, THEI, TEE2, X, Y)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL FRAC, REOI, RHO2, THE1, THE2, X, Y
7 - 266
CINTEGER lOUT
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)_ * ,---- FRAC
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15} WRITE.!8, __i_ =''
X = FR_ * (RHO2 - RHOZ) _ _u_
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND) * 'FRAC
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8, ) _ =', FRAC
y = FRAC * (THE2 - THE1) + THE1
IF (IOta, T_i 15) WRITE(8,*) 'RHOI ;_2,RROI_ ',RRO2 _P_,O2.=,T_Z, _aF._.., = x,T'_=, _
RETURN
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A BETA RANDOMVARIABLE
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: GAM
C The random variate8 are generat.ed__u_n_the_me_c__.l_c_n_i_uou s
c Johnson,.N.L.¢ ana. K . , ., • • 0
c Unzvarzate Dzstrlbutlon8 - 1, Houghton Mifflzn c_any, 197 ,
SUBROUTINE BETAGN (RAND, RRO, THETA, A, B, X)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL A, B, GAM, RRO, THETA, W, X, YI, Y2
INTEGER IOUT
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'RAND =', RAND, ' RHO =', RRO,
' THETA =', THETA, ' A =', A, ' B =', B, ' X-', X
&Y1 _ GAM((RHO * THETA + 1.), RAND)
Y2 GAM(I(I. - RHO) * THETA + I.), RAND)
W = Y1 / (Y1 + Y2)
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'Y1 =', Y1, ' Y2 =', Y2, ' W ='
C TRANSFORMING STANDARD BETA DISTRIBUTION TO BETA DISTRIBUTION




The random variates are generated u s.ingan -Accep.tance/Rejection _thod"
C CamDutert" ccalnu_icatlons oz _ne r_n, _._-- ,C
C pp.- 407-409 •
C







REAL A, ALPHA, ARG, UI, U2, VI, V2
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
A-ALPHA- i.
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*} 'An,, A, ' ALPHA =', ALPHA
CALL RANDOM (U1, RAND)
RANDOM (U2, RAND)
Vl - - _X_(U1)
V2 - - ALOG(U2)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(SL*) iU_m', UI, ' U2 m', U2, ' V1 =',& VI, ' V2u
ARG m A * (VI - ALOG(VI) - i.)
IF (V2 .LT. ARG) GOTO i0
GAM _ ALPHA * Vl




CC SUBROUTINE INSORT PERFORMS AN INSERTION SORT FOR EACH LIFE CALCULATEDPROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
cC DATE: 20JUNg0VERSION : •1
C Copyright (C) 1990, CaliforniaInstit_ute_ of Techx_. io_:^
C U.S. Goverm_nt Sponsors_p unoer NASA con_r_r _i-_-_is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE INSORT (NEWLIF, LIFE, NLIFET)




PARAMETER (MAXLIF _ I0000)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, NLIFET, NUM, PLACE













C TENP ( )
C
LIST OF VARIABLES
CONTROZ_ DO LOOP FOR INSERTION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TAIL VALUES OF THE LIVES GENERATED BY THE
PFM TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FATIGUE LIVES ALLOWED FOR BETA, THE, ALPHA,
CALCULA_ON
LIFE VALUE TO BE INSERTED INTO LIFE()
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIVES _TED BY PFM
NUMBER OF LIFE VALUES IN LIFE(}
POSITION WHERE NEWLIF IS TO BE INSERTED INTOsLIFE()HIFTED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF LIFE() TO BE UPON
INSERTION OF NEWLIF
NUM - NLIFET / 2
7 -268
C FIND PO6ITION IN LIFE() FOR NEWLIF
IF (NEWLIF .GT. LIFE(NUM)) GOTO 400
DO 100 I - i, NUM






C STORE VALUES OF LIFE(} TO BE SHIFTED DUE TO NEWLIF INSERTION IN TEMP()
DO 200 I = (PLACE + i), NUM
TEMP (I) = LIFE (I-l}
200 CONTINUE
C INSERT NEWLIF
LIFE (PLACE } = NEWLIF
C SHIFT VALUES OF LIFE() FOLLOWING NEWLIF
DO 300 I = (PLACE + 1), NUM
Co_L_I)__ = TEMP(I)300




C SUBROUTINE INFAGG CONTROLS THE _IONS FOR THE INFORMATION
C AGGREGATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C FOR THE STRESS FORMULATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 13JUL89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
C
SUBROUTINE INFAGG (RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, REFNP, SZERO, ZROREG,
& NUMREG, NBND, STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, VARY, MPROC,
& KRATIO, PVAR)
INPUTS: READS DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD; VARY, MPROC
OUTPUTS: RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, REFNP, SZE_RZROREG, NUMREG,
NBND, STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, KRATIO, ..............
SUBPROGRAMS: INIT, RCE, SW2SU2, FINDMC, INTRVL, rNu_c_a, Auur_,
CONCAV, MEDIAN t EXPCTD, MUSIG, NORRNG, ADDRGN, GTPVAR
FILES: 5 :RELATD-OLD; 6 :RELATO-NEW
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
CO_ON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), MPROC, NNODAT,













NSE_, _, HEI_ (_), VARY, ZROHEG
FTUZ, FTYg., IZERO(2, MAXREG): JZERO(2, _ ),
 TIO, Lmm (_m D_ ,_o,MAxs :..mum' mua .
LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0 :_, _), .e_5-:__'__. ._.,......
MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MEDM(MAXR_GI_ MOL_IL "__,
PVAR, RANGEM(2..MAXREG), RATSTR(__'d___T_,u-___=_'t,




























































EQUAL TO THE MEDIAN VALUE OF K IN REGION 1
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING THE S/N
DATA SET
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, Co
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN _g/LTIPLIER USED IN MU()
AND SIG()CALCULATION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTP_LLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var(Ln N _ven S_ / (m**2 C'e2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENT_
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF() ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGIzONON
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REG __
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXII_JM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS _D
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF Co AND THE DATA
-- MC(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION. BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) i -DD, THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FC_ CSI-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINT , 0, I, OR 2, IN
MC( } FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZESO.() FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation --CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; 1 - VARIATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S./N DATA SET BROEZN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa reglons (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF (.(SUM O_F (NP( )-I) )-I) OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (NUmber of Points Per Region)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER _F POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS













C REFNP ( )
C
C SIG ( )
C




















NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION ......
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR _R___F__ _ID M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(Ip_L_) IS THE LOWER SOUND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND FOR2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED ........
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA__T_
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/_
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI} OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR F_H REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECI_C MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR )
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X _" Ln S, Y = Ln _ X
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
I__X_ S_AINING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y COVARIANCE FOR EACH
REGION (X ,. La S, Y = Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(Y = Ln N)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; 1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, I - NO ZERO REGION
OPEN15 FILE : ,RELATD', STATUS : :_:I
_ ' O
C RELATD CONTAINS THE RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET INFORMATION
C RELATO CONTAINS THE PROCESSED RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
C INFORMATION
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS CORMON TO BOTH UNIFORM AND NORMAL TYPE OF VARIATION
C INITIALIZE PRIMARY ARRAYS
CALL INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, S_GM_STR, REFNP,
& NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO,
C READ, CONVERT, ECHO INFORMATION
CALL RCE (VARY, MPROC, NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNSTR,
& LNNF, REFNP, STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREzG, NNODAT,
& NSETSt NBND, CZERO, MPNT, MZERO, FTUZ, FTY , DELTA, MO,
& SIGMA2, KRATIO, LAMN)
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (NUMR G, NSETS_ NP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE M CONTRAINT BASED ON Co
CALL FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, ME)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. i) .OR. (VARY
C CALCULATIONS FOR ALL TYPES OF VARIATION SAVE NORMAL
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
.EQ. 2)) THEN
7 - 271
CALL INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2_ DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT )
C CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
I, {,SETS, NP, NUMREG, LA)_, MCHAT, PVA,R)
ENDIF
C COMBINE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, )(ZERO, MCPNT, 14(::,JZERO, MCHAT,
& RANGEM)
C ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
CALL ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, _, MZERO, MPNT)
C ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF POSTERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGE,q)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE(7,900)
DO 25 L " 1, _G
WRITE(7,905) L, IZERO(
& jZERO(II: LI, IZERO(2,
25 COl_Ilr_
WRITE(7,910)
DO 50 L ." 1, NUMREG
WRITE(7,915) L, MCHAT(2,L), MC_AT(I,L)
50 CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960 )
DO 150 L .. 1, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. I) TEEN
WRITE(7,965) L, MC(I,L)
ELSEIF(MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2} THEN




WRITE( 920)WRi=( ;930 
DO I00 L " I, NUMREG
WRITE(7,940) L, RANGEM(I,L}, RANGEM(2,L)
I00 CONTINUE
WRITE(7,950)
C CALCULATE MEDIAN M VALUES BASED ON DATA, MZERO, AND CZERO
MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)
C CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES FOR S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
C
CALL EXPCTD (i, MEDM, REFNP. STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
& NBND, BIGKHT, BZERO)
CHECK TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED AND FIX M AT MEDIAN IF DESIRED
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. I)) THEN











NORMAL VARIATION IS DESIRED
CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
CALL MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUBAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO,
& SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. i) THEN
CALL GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCBAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
COMBINE PRIOR INFORMATION TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
CALL NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT, RANGEM)
ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
CALL ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, _MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO,
& MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF POSTERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE (7,975)
DO 350 L = i, NUMREG
WRITE(7,9_0) L, MCHAT(I,L)
350 CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960}
DO 360 L = 1, NUMREG
IF _MCP_'(L) .EQ. I) THEN
WRITZ, 7,965) L, MC(1,L_
|CPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN






DO 370 L = 1, NUMREG




DO 380 L = i. NUMREG
WRITE(7,990) L, MU(L), SIG(L)
380 CONTINUE
ENDIF
PRINT RESULTS OF MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION CALCULATIONS
IF (MPROC .EQ. 1)THEN





900 FORMAT(2X, 'Copyright (C) 1990, California InstitutJ .o.f '
'Teohnblogy. U.S. Govermnent' ,l,2X,.'S_o,nsors.n.lp _nder ',
& 2X,'RESULTS OF INFORMATION
& //1,2X,'95% CONFID.ENCE INTERVALS ON C AND m ',
& 'FOR EACH REGION',/)
905 FORMAT(7X,'REGION: ',II07X,'Io - (',FI2 _ ',',F12.9,')',& /,24X, Jo- (',F12.9,',',F12.9,') ; '
,7X, 'REGION' ,SX, 'E(C) ',12X, 'E(m) ',/)
915 FORMAT( 9X, I1,8X,Fl1.9,5X,F9.6 )
920 FORMAT(///,2X, ,POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGE ON m FOR EACH '
& 'REGION' )
930 FORMAT(//,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,/)
940 FORMAT(6X, If, 8X,FS.4,8X,F8.4)
950 FORMAT(///)
960 FORMAT(//,2X, 'RANGZ ON m FOR EACH REGION IMPLIED BY C '
& 'CONSTRAINT',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,I)
965 FORMAT(6X, I1, 8X,F8.4, 8X, 'INFINITY' )
970 FORMAT( 6X, I1, 8X, FS. 4,8X,F8.4)
Institute of '975 FORMATt2X. 'Copyright (C) 1990, california ..
& " 'T_chn_logy. 0.S. Goverr_ent' ,/,2Xw ,s_onso.r.snlp _der '
, 'NASA Contract NAST-918 is ackn°wledgea'_LONS',OHCALCULaT_
& 2X, 'RESULTS OF INFORMATION AGGREGATI,
& ///,2X, 'ESTIMATE OF m FOR .EACH REGION',
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 12X, 'E(m) ',/)
980 FORMAT(9X,II, llX,F10.6)
985 FORMAT(2X, 'POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBt_,ION PARAMETERS',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,SX, 'MEAH' ,SX, STD DEV' ,/)
990 FORMAT(5X, 11, 5X, F7.4,5X,Ell. 5)
995 FORMAT(/,2X.'THE .EXTENT OF_DEP_ FROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT ',
& 'MEDIAN S/N CURVE ,/,2X, WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE ',
& 'INFORMATION ', //, 7X, Ell. 5 )
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TRMNAT HANDLES THE TERMINATION OF THE PROGRAM RUN WHEN
C ONE OF THE PROGRAM'S ASSUMPTIONS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 5OCT87
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.4, V8.
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE _T




C SUBROUTINE INIT PERFORMS THE INITIALIZATION ON THE PRIMARY ARRAYS
C USED IN THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION SUBROUTINE INFAGG
C PROGRAMMER" L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 2 IJUN88 COHMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR VS.I_ V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4. V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NF, LNNF, LNSTR,
& REFNP, NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2)
C INPUTS :
C OUTPUTS: _S, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, _: sIL_FGM_2LNSTR, REFNP,
C NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA,
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, _ = 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, K, L, MPNT(MAXREG), NF(0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
& NPTS(0:MAXSET), REFNP(MAXREG)
REAL DELTA(MAXREG), LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
& MZERO_2, MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG)__ •
& RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0 :MAXSET), RAWNF_K_DAT__ 0 .MAXSET),
& RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0 :MAXSET), SIGMA2 (MAXI_),
& STR (MAXDAT, MAXREG )
C LIST OF VARIABLES
C
C DELTA() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN )_LTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
C SIG( ) CALCULATION
C I CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
C IOUT OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
C J CONTPX)LS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
C K CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
C L CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LNNF ) 3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
C _ 3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR(} ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION __c LNS ()
C MAXDAT MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
C MAXREG MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
C MAXSET MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
C MO() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
C MEAN FOR EACH REGION
C MPNT() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
C MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
C MZERO() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
C EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
C IS THE UPPER BOUND
C NF() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
C SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROEEN INTO REGIONS
C NP() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
C IN EACH REGION
C NPTS () I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
C RATSTR() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED FOR .....
C STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA _J_-I'_N
C RAWNF () 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/
C DATA SETS
C RAWSTR() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OF TOTAL STRAIN
C DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
C REFNP () I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
C (REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
C SIGMA2 () I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
C VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
C STR() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
7 - 275
C S/N DATA SET BROK_ INTO REGIONS
DO 100 J ,, O, oH_SZT
DO 200 L " 1, MAXREG
DO 250 J " 0, MAXSET
NP(J_ L) = 0.0
250 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 300 J = 0, MAXSET






DO 400 L = I, MAXREG
DO 425 K m i, MAXDAT
DO 450 J m 0, MAXSET




DO 500 L = 1, MAXREG
















C SUBROUTINE RCE "READS" THE DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD; "CONVERTS"
C THE STRESS DATA TO A STRESS RATIO OF -i.0; AND "ECHOES" THE DATA TO
C SPECFO AND RELATO. RCE ALSO BREAKS S/N DATA SETS INTO REGIONS AS
C SPECIFIED BY USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 2 IJUN88 FORMAT/CO)e4ENTS : 12AUG91
c VERSION: MATC_ V8.1, V8.2, V8 3: V8.4, V8.5C TGRM 4.1, 4.2, 4_ 4.4, 4.5
SUBROUTINE RCE (VARY, MPROC, NPTS. RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP,
& LNSTR, LNNF__REFNP. STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG,
& NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND, CZERO, MPNT, MZERO,
& FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, 140, SIGMA2, KRATIO, LA)_)
C INPUTS: VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, REFNP,
C STR, NF, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND,






















































SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT, CONVRT
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT - 50, MAXREG - 3, MAXSET " 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER COUNT, I, IOUT, J, K, L, M, MPNT_,nM_.u ), MPROC, NDIV,
& NNODAT, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG}__NPTS(0.MAXSET), NSETS,
& NUM, NUMREG, REFNP(MAXREG), REG, VARY, ZROREG
ainu., czERo, DELTA(_RE_), PTU, PT_.z r, PTy_ , _.n__z,.
& KRATIO, LAMN, LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:_MAXSET:.._._MA__U___?) ,
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), MO(_ l, ....------.
& RATIO, RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0:ma___:_L .._9_._£I._, v..----,,
& RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0 :MAXSET}, SIGMAX (_),
& STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SZERO




































INDEX THAT KEEPS TRACK OF DATA DURING INPUT, ECHO,
CONVERSION, AND BREAK UP
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG( ) CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) OF MATERIAL DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIA_L_
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIALDATACONTROLS DO LOOP FOR E_H DATA POINT IN A SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var(Ln N given S)_ / (m**2 C*-2},
CONSTANT OVER ALL REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA DIVISION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR F_H REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZEROJ) FOR EACH REGION
MAterials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; I - VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER HOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF DIVISIONS DATA SET IS BROKEN INTO BY RATIO,
REGION PAIRS DURING INPUT
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S./N DATA)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN A PARTICULAR DIVISION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST





















2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CO_ FOR STRESS
RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SI_-TS -N2-D ARRAY CONTA---N:_IK;; RAW CY t'T._-_ TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) QQ TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (t) FOR ALL S/N DATA S_.
I-D ASRAY CO_INING TPE NU_B_ OF POINTS FOR TEE SPZCIFIC
(__cz) __ s/N DATA SET _ _ R_ION
REGION OF INTEREST IN A PARTICULAR DMST(_
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; I - S/N RANDOBNESS ONLY_ 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO
R]©GION
c INITIALIZE COUNT AND Nmm()
COUNT- 0
DO i0 L - 0, MAXREG
NBND(L) - 0.0
i0 CONTINUE
C INPUT DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL FROH SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
RZAD(1,*) DESC_(0), FTY, FTU, NDrV, NPTS(0)
IF INPTS_0) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN




WRITE(3,900) DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NPTS{0)
IF (I_X_T .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,900) DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NPTS(0)
WRITE (3,905)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,905)
C STORE VALUES OF SPECIFIC MATERIAL FTU AND FTY INTO FTUZ AND FTYZ
FTUZ -FTU
FTYZ -FTY
C INPUT STRESS/LIFE INFORMATION -- INCLUDING STRESS RATIO AND PJ_GION
C INFORMATION FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
DO 100 M m i, NDIV
READ (i,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
IF (ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0) THEN
_-,,_-_W_"'TE_'_*_T'ERROR: INVALID VALUE FOR RATIO: ', RATIO
ENDIF
110
IF (PEG .GT. MAXREG) THEN
WRITEIB.*' 'ERROR: OVER REGION LIMIT IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
m_IDIF
DO ii0 I - (COUNT + l)t (COUNT + NUM)
CO_II_ADN_I,*) _STR(I,0), RA_CF(I,0)




IF (RATIO .EQ. -I.0) THEN
C STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT




C STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION _ST BE DONE
CALL CONVRT (0, (COUNT + _ (COUNT + NUM), RAWSTR, RATSTR,
& RATIO, FTU, }
ENDIF
C ECHO STRESS/LIFE DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DO 130 I - (COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM)
WRITE(3,910) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,?), RATIO, REG,
RATSTR(I, 0) , RAWNF(I, 0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)WRITE(8,910) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0),
RATIO, REG, RATSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0)
CONTINUE
C BREAK UP DATA ACCORDING TO SPECIFIED REGIONS FOR USE BY SW2SU2,
C EXPCTD, AND PAREST
K - NP(0,REG)
DO 140 I = (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
K=K+ 1
LNSTR(K,0.REG} " ALOG(RATSTR(I,0) }
L_(K,O,X_) - ALOU(_(I,O))
STR (K.REG } " RATSTR (I, 0 )
NF(K,REG) - RAWNF(I,0)
140 CONTINUE
IF (K .GT. MAXDAT) THEN




NP( 0, REG) = K
REFNP(REG) = K
COUNT = COUNT + NUM
i00 CONTINUE
IF (m_rs(o) .m_. couNT) TSES
WRITE(8,*) ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DIVISION ',
& 'INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED'









IF (IOUT .EQ. +_& _RITE(8,*) ERO = ', SZERO, ' ZROREG = ', ZROREG
INPUT OTHER REGION INFORMATION AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
7 - 279
CREAD (1, • ) NUMREG, NNODAT
((NUMREG + NNODAT) .GT. MAXREG)THEN
IF _A_-__W_"'TE_'_*'_T'ERROR= EXCEEDED LIMIT ON NUMBER OF REGIONS'
ENDIF
DO 150 L .. ZROREG, {NUMREG + NNODAT)
iso coNT  
READ(i,*) CZERO
DO 160 L " 1, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
MZERO (1,L),
CONTII_NU_I, * ) MPNT (L), MZERO(2,L)160
o, C3,1, S'=--
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
-'-'° o, sz o
ENDIF
WRITE(3,915) _, NNODAT
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,915) NUMREG, NNODAT
DO 170 L " ZROREG, (NUMREG + NNOOAT)
WRITE 3,920} NBN (L
IF (I_UT .EQ. i0) _TE(8,920) NBND(L)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,925) CZERO
IF (I(XJT .E_. i0) WRITE(8,925) CZERO
180 L " 1 (NUMREG + NNODAT
DO WRITE(3,9_0) L, MPNT(L), MZ_tO(I,L}, MZERO(2,L)
IF (IOUT .E(}. 10)
& WRITE(8,930) L, MPNT(L), MZ_O(I,L)t MZ_2,L)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. MPNT(L .EQ. 0)




IF (VARY .EQ. 3) THEN
READ PRIOR INFORMATION ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
WRITE (3,945)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,945)
DO 190 L " I, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
READ(I,*) DELTA(L}, MO(L), SIGMA2(L) - L
WRITE(3,950) L, DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGMA2( )
IF (IOUT .E(_. I0)
& WRITE(8,950) L, DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGMA2(L)
IF ((DELTA(L) .LT. 0.0) .OR.
DELTA(L ,GT. 0.0} .AND. MO L .LE. 0.0) THEN





IF (MPROC .EQ. i) THEN
READ(1.*) KRATIO, LAMN
WRITE(3,955) KRATIO, LAMN
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,955) KRATIO, LAMN
ENDIF
C BEGIN INPUT OF _TED MATERIAL INFORMATION FROM RELATD
C AND THEN ECHO TO RELATO






IF (NSETS .GT. MAXSET) THEN




DO 200 J " i, NSETS
COUNT" 0
w
tIF (IOUT. EQ. i0} WRITE(8,*)'J '', J, NSETS "' NSETS
READ(5,*) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NDIV, NPTS(J)
IF (NPTS(J) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF POINTS IN ',
& 'SET ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
w_zTE(6,94o) DV.SC_(J), __V_, l_. m___s_.J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(B,94U) DF_t _, FTU, FTY, NPTS(J)
WRITE (6,905)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,905)
DO 300 M " i, NDIV
READ(5,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
(ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0) THEN
'ERROR: INVALID VALUE OF RATIO:
IF __-_-W_''TE_'_*'_T °, RATIO
ENDIF
IF (REG .GT. MAXREG) THEN
& OVER REGION LIMIT IN RELATED MATERIAL , J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0} THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'NUM = ', NUM, ' COUNT _ ', COUNT
WRITE(8,*) 'RATIO ', RATIO, ' REG " ', REG
ENDIF
DO 310 I = (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
co_5,-1 RAWSTRlZ,J), RAWNFlZ,J)
STRESS RATIO IS -1.0 AND CONVERT STRESSES IF NOT
IF (RATIO .EQ. -i.0) THEN
STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT
DO 320 I - (CO_T= + 1), (COUNT + NU_)
RATSTR(I, J) RAWSTR(I, J)
320 CONTINUE
ELSE
STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION MUST BE DONE
CALL CONVRT(J, (COUNT + 1), (COUN_T + NUM), RAWSTR,
& RATSTR, RATIO, FTU, FTY)
ENDIF
RECORD BOTH S/N DATA SETS TO RELATO
DO 330 I = (COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM)





IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)WRITE(8,910) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J),
RATIO, REG, RATSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
CONTINUE
K " NP(J,REG)
DO 340 I .. (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM)
K..K+ 1
LNSTR(K,J,REG)_ ALOG(RATSTR(I,J) )
LNNF (K, J,REG} ALOG (RAWNF (I, J) )
340 CONTINUE
IF (K .GT. MAXDAT) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF POINTS ',




COUNT - COUNT + NUM
300 CONTINUE
IF (NPTS(J) .NE. COUNT) Ta_
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DMSION ',




C FORMAT STATEMENTS USED TO WRITE TO SPECFO AND RELATO
900 FORMATt////, 13X. 'MATERIAL INPUT',///,2X, 'DESCRIPTION: ', 2X,A40,//,
& "2X. 'YIELb STRENGTH',ISX,EII.5.//,2X, 'ULTIMATE STRENGTH ,
& 15k,E11.5,//,2X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS', 16X,I2)
90s FOeMAT(//.TX, 'OeI_Z.XT, S/.' .9,X, 'S_T_. S', }SX.' ,_._m'O_=V S/,',
& /,5X,'STRESS',TX, LIFE ,TX, RATIO ,3X, REGION ,5X,
& 'STRESS' ,7X, 'LIFE'/)
910 FORMAT (2X,Ell. 5,2X, F9.0,5X, F5.2,5X, I1,5X, Ell- 5,2X,F9- 0)
913 FORMAT(//}
914 FORMAT(_2X, 'THERE IS A NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT WITH AN So OF',
& 5X,Ell.5)
915 FORMAT(2Xt'THERE IS ',I2.' REGION(S) WITH DATA '__
& /,2X,'AND ',I2.' R_GION(S) TO THE RIGHT WITHOUT DATA',




& CONSTRAINT ON COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, C:' ,2X,F6.4,
& //,2X, 'EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT ON m FOR EACH REGION: ',
& //,2X, 'REGION'.5X, '# OF POINTS' ,5X, 'LOWER BOUND',
& 5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,I)
930 FORMAT(6X,I1, 11X, I1, 12X,F7.4,gX,FT.4)
935 FORMAT(20X, 'NUMBER OF DATA SETS- ',2X.I2,//,17X,
& 'NOTE: ALL Kt ASSUMED TO BE 1.0',////,23X,
& 'TRANSFORMED DATA' )
7 - 282
940 FORMAT(///.2X, ,DESCRIPTION=' ,2XLA40L _
& /I,2X, YIELD STRENGTH', 16X,_FT.U L _
& //, 2X, 'ULTIMATE STRENGTH', 15X,F7.0,
& //,2X, ,NUMBER OF POINTS', 16X, I2)
945 FORMAT(I,2X, 'PRIOR NO_ DIS_,BUTION P__ i)
& //, 2X, 'REGION ', 5X, 'DELTA ,_X, mO ,_uA, _m_ ',
950 FORMAT (5X, II, 5X, F7.2,5X, F7 •4,5X,Ell" 5)
955 FORMAT(//,2X, 'MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION INFORMATION_', _
& //,2X, 'MEDK*/MEDK" ',5X, Ell.5,/,5X, LAMBDAN= ,SX,Ell.5)
RETURN
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE TRANSFORMATION ON STR() WHEN THE
C STRESS RATIO, R, IS NOT -i.0
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 6OCT87 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCER V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2,
C V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONVRT (J, NUMI, NUM2, STR, RSTR, R, FTU, FTY)




PARAMETER (MAXDAT =" 50, MAXSET " 5 )
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, NUMI, NUM2
REAL FTU, FTY, R, RSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),

















ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL (PSI)
YIELD STRENGTH OF MATERIAL(PSI)
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN THE DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
DATA SET OF INTEREST
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
FIRST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
LAST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
STRESS RATIO (R " -i.0 IS DESIRED)
TOR- 1 0 PSISTR( VALUES TRANSFORMED - -
Kt * Smax * (i - R)/2 , TO BE COMPARED WITH rl'x
Kt IS ASSUMED TO HE ONE
DO 100 I = NUM1, NUM2
TEST = STR(I,J) * (i.0 - R)/2.0
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*) 'I =' ,I,' J =',J,' TEST =',TEST
7 - 283
IF (TEST .GE. FTY) THEN
RSTR(I,J) = TEST
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*)'I:RSTR() -',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE IF ((TEST .LT. FTY) .AND. (STR(I,J) .GT. FTY)) THEN
RSTR(Z,J) = TEST/(Z.0 -((FTY - TEST)/FTU))
IF (IOUT.E0.10) WRITE(B,*)'2=RSTR() -',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE
RSTR(I,J) - .TEST/(I.0 - ((1.0 + R) * STR(I,J)
& /(2.0 * FTU)))





C SUBR(XTTZNE SW2SU2 CALCULATES. SWHAT2, TEE RESIDUAL VARIANCES OF Y ON X__AND, SUHAT2, THE X ON Y REGRESSIONS FOR EACH REGION WHERE Y .. LN(NF) AND
C X .. LN(STR); TO HE USED IN THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CALCULATIONS
C PR_ z L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 (NU]_%EG, NSETS, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SkY,
& S¥2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C INPUTS : NUMREG__NSETS, NP, LNSTR. LNNF
C OUTPUTS : SX2, SkY, SY2, DD, SWEAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT " 50, MAXREG " 3, MAXSET " 5)
CON)ION IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, K_ L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG),
& NSETS, NUMREG
REAL BB(_). DD(MAX_J_), DIFFX(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
& DIleTY(MAX3_T, 0:MAXSET), LNNF(MAXDAT, 0!MAXSET, MAXREG),
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET l MAXREG), MEANX(O=MAXSET),
& MEANY(0:MAXSET}, SUHAT2(MAXREG}, SWHAT2(MAXREG),














I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SY2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY_L_/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNSTR(K,J,L)
AND MEANX(J) FOR EACH POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNNF(K,J,L)











C MEANX ( )
C


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
_-3D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO ZND_L_U • ______
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) _D
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X MEAN FOR POINTS FROM REGION
L AND DATA SET J (X = Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y MEAN FOR POINTS FROM REGION
L AND DATA SET J (H = Ln N)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF (.(SUM OF (NP()-I))-I) .OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Regzon)
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X = Ln S)
1-_ ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y, COVARIANCE FOR
EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln NN)1-v ARRAYCONTAINING HVAR CZ EACHR GZON
(Y = Ln N)
C INITIALIZE ARRAYS








DO 60 J " 0, MAXSET




MEANY (J) = 0.0
MEANX(J) == 0.0
6 0 CONTINUE
C NOW PERFORM CALCULATION OF SX2, SY2, SXY, SWHAT2, SUHAT2 FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L = 1, NUMREG
DO 200 J = 0, NSETS
C FIRST CALCULATE SAMPLE X AND Y MEANS
C FOR DATA SET J IN REGION L
MEANY(J) " 0.0
MEANX(J) - 0.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)'L =', L, ' J =', J,
& ' NP = , NP(J,L)
DO 250 K - 1, NP(J,L)
MEANY(J) = MEANY(J) + LNNF(K,J,L)
MEANX(J) = MEANX(J) + LNSTR(K,J,L!
IF (IOUT .EQ. ,i0) WRITE(8,*) LNNF =', LNNF(K,J,L),
& , LNSTR = , LNSTR(K,J,L)
250 CONTINUE
MEANY(J) = MEANY(J)/FLOAT(NP(J,L) !
MEANX(J) = MEANX(J)/FLOAT(NP(J,L))
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) MEANY(J) =', MEANY(J),
















NOW _TE SAMPLE VARIANCES. SY2, SX2 AND SXY,
OF X AND Y FOR EACH REGION BY SUMMING OVER EACH
DATA SET IN REGION L
DO 300 K - I, NP(J,L)
DIFFY(K,J) " LNNF(K,J,L} - MEANY(J_
DI_X(K,J) = LNs_cK,_,L) - _X(J)
SY2(L) - SY2(L) + DIFFY(K,J)
SX2(L_ " SX2(L_ + DIFFX(K,J) ** 2
SkY(L) " SkY(L} + DIFFX(K,J) • DIFFY(K,J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0} THEN , , ___
WRITE(8,*) 'K "', K. DIFFIf(K,J} ,.. ul_z(K,J),




NPPR(L) " NPPR(L) + NP(J.L) - 1
WRITE(8, *) 'NPPR(L)
coi_O_ z_ zo) -,, ,eP,_(L)
= (skY(-.) ._. o.o} _,
LIFE WILL INCREASE WITH INCREASING STRESS -- INVALID FOR
OUR MODEL
_%_-wRTTE_IS"*_T'ERROR: SkY >m 0 IN REGION', L
ENDIF
NPPR(L) = NPPR(L) - 1
IF (NPPR(L) .LE. O)THEN





" SY2 FLOAT(NPPR(L} }
SkY(L) .= SkY(L) / rLOAT(NJPPR(L))
NOW CJE,CUT._TE THE RESI"DUAL VARZ.k.NCES, SWHAT2, SU1E_T2, FOR
REGION FROM THE Y ON X AND X ON Y REGRESSIONS
DD(L} " SXY(L} / SX2(L)
IF (IODT .EQ. 1N_PR(L) ._: ' NPPR(L),' SY2(L)"', SY2(L),
WRITE(8'•) ' SX2(L) , SX2(L)
-':'i ' =(")""&& w_TE(8,*) , BB(L)
ENDIF
DO 400 J -, 0, NSETS
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8, •} 'J "', J, ' NP(J,L) ..', NP(J,L)
DO 500 K .. 1, NP(J,L)
SWHAT2(L) .. SWHAT2 (L) **
+ (DIFFY(K,J) - DD(L) • DIFFX(K,J)) 2
SUHAT2 (L} " SUHAT2 (L) * ••
+ (DIFFX(K,J) - BB(L) DIFFY(K,JII _ 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)WRITE(B,*) 'K "'._K, ' SWHAT_(L) =',
SWHAT2(L), ' SUHAT2(L} "', SUHAT2(L)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
SWHAT2(L) " SWHAT2(L) / FLOAT(NPPR(L})
SUHAT2(L) " SUHAT2(L) / FLOAT(NPPR(L) ) ,
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(B,*) 'NPPR(L) -, , _NP,PR(L),




C SUBROUTINE INTRVL CALCULATES THE 95% CONFIDENCE I_1_J_, Io, ON
C C; AND THE 95% CONFIDENCE II_, JO, ON M
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 5OCT87 COMMENTS : 15SEP89
VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,C
C V8.4, V8.
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2_ DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR
C OUTPUTS- IZERO, JZERO, MCHAT
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER CHITAB, MAXREG, TTAB
PARAMETER (CHITAB = 150, MAXREG = 3, TTAB = 31)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, L, NPPR(MAXREG), NUM, NUMREG
REAL ARG, CHI025(CHITAB), CHI975(CHITAB), DD(MAXREG),
& IZERO(2, MAXI_EG)__JZERO(2, MAXREG)L MCHAT(2r _.M_RE.G),
& SUHAT, SUHAT2(_), SWHAT, SWHAT_(_G), _A,
& SX2(MAXREG), T, T025(TTAB)
DATA (CHI025(I , I = 1 75) /
& _.000982_69, 0.506356, 0.215795, 0.484419, 0.831211,
& 1.237347, 1.68987, 2.17973, 2.70039, 3.24697,
& 3.81575, 4.40379, 5.00874, 5.62872, 6.26214,
& 6.90766, 7.56418, 8.23075, 8.90655, 9.59083,
& 10.28293, 10.9823, 11.6885, 12.4011, 13.1197,
& 13.8439, 14.5733, 15.3079, 16.0471, 16.7908,
& 17.53, 18.28, 19.04, 19.80, 20.56
& 21.33, 22.10, 22.87, 23.65, 24.43_1,
& 25.21, 25.99, 26.78, 27.57, 28.36,
& 29.15, 29.95, 30.75, 31.55, 32.3574,
& 33.16, 33.96, 34.77, 35.58, 36.39,
& 37.21, 38.02, 38.84, 39.66, 40.4817,
& 41.30, 42.12, 42.95, 43.77, 44.60,
& 45.43, 46.26, 47.09, 47.92, 48.7576,
& 49.59, 50.42, 51.26, 52.10, 52.94 /
DATA (CHI025(I_._8= 76, 150) /& 54.62 55.46 56.30, 57.1532,
& 57.80 58.84 59.69 60.54, 61.39,
65.6466,& 62.24 63.09 63.94 64.79,
& 66.50 67.35 68.21 69.07, 69.92,
& 70.78 71.64 72.50 73.36, 74.2219,
& 75.08 75.94 76.80 77.67, 78.53,
& 79.40 80.27 81.13 82.00, 82.87,
& 83.73 84.60 85.47 86.34, 87.21,
& 88.08 88.95 89.83 90.70, 91.57,
& 92.45 93.32 94.19 95.07, 95.94,
& 96.82 97.70 98.57 99.45, 100.33,
& 101.2 102.0!, 102.9 , 103.85, 104.73,
& 105.61_ 106.49, 107.37, 108.25, 109.14,
& 110.02, 110.90, 111.79, 112.67, 113.56,
& 114.44, 115.33, 116.21, 117.10, 117.98 /
DATA (CHI975(I), I = i, 75) /















&DATA (CHI975(I), I =
& 102.00 105.47
14.4494, 16.0128, 17.5346, 19.0228,
21.9200, 23.3367, 24.7356, 26.1190,
28.8454, 30.1910, 31.5264, 32.8523,
35.4789, 36.7807, 38.0757, 39.3641,
41.9232, 43.1944, 44.4607, 45.7222,
48.23, 49.48, 50.72, 51.96,
54.44, 55.67, 56.89, 58.12,
60.56, 61.77, 62.99, 64.20,
66.62, 67.82, 69.02, 70.22,
72.61, 73.81, 75.00, 76.19,
78.57, 79.75, 80.93, 82.12,
84.48, 85.65, 86.83, 88.00,
90.35, 91.52, 92.69, 93.86,
























































































C VALUES FOR THE TABLES ABOVE WERE OBTAINED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
C
C 1 - 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, i00 -- Theil, pp. 718-719
C
C 31-39, 41-49, 51-59, 61-69, 71-79, 81-89, 91-99, 101-150
C -- _TED USING CUBE RULE APPROXIMATION
DATA T025 / 12.706, 4.303, 3.182, 2.776, 2.571, 2.447,
& 2.365, 2.306, 2.262, 2.228, 2.201, 2.179,
& 2.160, 2.145, 2.131, 2.120, 2.110, 2.101,
& 2.093, 2.086, 2.080, 2.074, 2.069, 2.064,






























TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-S_JARE DISTRIBUTION
TABLE OF 0.975 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN CHI025 AND CHI975
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS LOOP FOR CHI025() AND CHI975t()
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING Io, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING Jo, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT (1, L ) = -DD, THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MC_AT(2,L) = SUBAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C _ - __
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM .OF_(NP_()-_I))-I) _ ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Polncs Per Reglon)
EQUAL TO NPPR(L) FOR A SET OF CALCUI_%TIONS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
EQUAL TO SUMAT2(L}*t0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = Ln N)










I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X _ Ln S__Y m Ln N)
EOUAL TO tNPPR(L)*SX2(L))**0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-'D ARRAY'CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
v_X - Ln S)
DE OF T025() USED IN CALCULATIONS
TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, T DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN T025
C INITIALIZE IZERO, JZERO AND MCHAT








C CHECK THAT ALLOWABLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE NOT BEEN EXCEEDED
DO 75 L s I, NUMREG
IF (NPPR(L) .GT. CHITAB} THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERROR- EXCEEDED LIMIT ON DEGREES OF FREEDOM '




C ASSIGN VALUES TO NUM, T, SWHAT, SUHAT AND THEN CALCULATE
C CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EACH REGION
C
DO 100 L = 1, NUMREG
NUM = NPPR(L)





SWHAT = SWHAT2(L) ** 0.5
SUHAT - SUHAT2_L) _* 0.5
SX = (NUN * SX2(L)) ** 0.5
CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES OF M AND C
ARG = T * SWHAT / SX
MCHAT(I,L) " - DD(L)
MCHAT (2, L ) = SUHAT
CALCULATE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
IZERO(I,L) _ MCHAT(2,L) (FLOAT(NUM)
IZERO(2,L) MCHAT(2,L) : (FLOAT(NUM)
JZERO(1,L) _ MCHAT(I,L) - ARG
JZERO(2,L) MCHAT(I,L) + ARG
/ CEI975(NUM)) ** 0.5












'L '', L, ' NPPR =', NPPR(L), ' ,NUM ..', NUM
'SWHAT2 m', SWHAT2(L), ' SWHAT .. , SWHAT
'SUHAT2 =', SUHAT2(L), ' SUHAT =', SUHAT
'SX2 =', SX2(L) ' SX =', SX
'CHI025 =', CHI625(NUM), ' ,CHI9_75,.. L_CCHI975(NUM)
'T =', T, ' DD =', DD(L), AI___=_,___u__. ,
'IZERO(1,L) =', IZERO(1,L), ' IZWl_O(Z,"_ = ,
IZERO(2,L)
'JZERO(I,L) =', JZERO(I,L), ' JZERO(2,L) =',
JZERO(2,L )








C SUBROUTINE FINDMC _ THE CONSTRAINED M RANGES BASED UPON
C THE CO GIVEN BY THE USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEblLIN
C DATE: CODE: 80CT87 CO_4ENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SkY, SY2, I_CPNT, MC)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SkY, SY2





INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG),
REAL ARGI, ARG2, CZERO, CZERO2, MC(2, MAXREG), SX2(MAXREG),


























EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
EQUAL TO CZERO ** 2
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR F_CH REGION
MAXII4_JM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA -- MC(I,L) IS
THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MCI_ FOR EACH REGION
OF REGIONS OF INTERESTI-D coNTAI.ING x yoR REoION
(X - Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X_ SAMPLE Y COVARIANCE FOR
EACH REGION (X 1 Ln S, y 1 Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(Y - Ln N)
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES











CZERO2 = CZERO ** 2
&IF [1OUT .EQ. ,i0_.WRITE(8,*) ERO ,- ', CZERO, ' CZER02 - ', CZERO2
DO I00 L ,- I, NUMREG
ARGI : SX2(L) - CZER02
ARG2 0.0
IF (CZERO .EQ. 0.0} THEN
THEN NO M CONSTRAXNT IS REQUXRED
MCPNT(L) - 0
EI_EIF (ABS(ARGI} .LT. 1.0E-6} THEN
THEN THE CONSTRAINT WZLL BE ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) = 1
MC(I,L) " - SY2(L} / (2.0 * SXY(L))
ELSE
THE OTHER TWO POSSIBLE CONSTRAINTS REQUIRE SOME
COMMON CALCULATIONS
ARG2 = (SXY(L) ** 2 - SY2(L) * ARGI)
IF (ARG2 .LT. 0.0) THEN
ARG2 IS NEGATIVE -- IMPLIES M IS COMPLEX
C__T 'ERROR: Co TOO LOW'
ELSE
ARG2 -ARG2 ** 0.5
ENDIF
IF (SX2(L} .LT. CZERO2) THEN
AGAIN THE M CONSTRAINT IS JUST ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) ." 1
MC(I,L) m (- SXY(L) - ARG2) / ARGI
ELSE
SX2 (L) .GT. CZERO2 -- THIS TIME THE M CONSTRAINT IS A RANGE
MCPNT(L} -, 2




IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
DO 200 L = 1, NUMREG
WRITE(8, 'L = ' MCPNT = 'l MCPNT(L)






C SUBROUTINE GTPVAR CALCULATES THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE
C HEAT MEDIAN S/N CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE" CODE= 213UN88 COI@IENTS = 13JUL89
C MATGRM V4: _ V4.2, V4" ; V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE GTPVAR (NSETS, NF, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
C INPUTS = NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : PVAR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NSETS, NUM(MAXREG),
& NtMREG, TOTAL





























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF var (I21 N given_s - ) / (m**2 c*-2),
CONSTANT OVER R_-GIONS AND COMPONENTS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS _D
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) = -DO(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) _ SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C .......
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
EQUAL TO Nj-1 FOR EACH REGION WHERE Nj IS THE SUM OF THE
NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ESTIMATES OF THE MATERIAI_ PROCESS
VARIATION IN EACH REGION
THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE PROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT MEDIAN S/N
CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
WEIGHTED SUM OF THE PSIG2S -- USED TO CALCULATE A WEIGHTED
AVERAGE








DO i00 L ,. i, NUMREG
DO 150 J = 0, NSETS
7 - 292
NUM(L} " NUM(L} + NP(J,L}
150 CONTINUE
NUM(L) = NUM(L) - 1
TOTAL = TOTAL + NUM(L)
i00 CONTINUE
DO 200 L = i, NUMREG
PSIG2(L) " (LAMN- 1.0} * MCHAT(2,L) ** 2
SUM = SUM + PSIG2(L) * NUM(L)
200 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'LA_ = ', LAMN
DO 300 L " i, NUMREG
WRITE(8,*) 'L " ', Lt, ' NUM " ', NUM(L) _
WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT , MCHAT(2,L), ' PSIG2
300 CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) 'TOTAL = ', TOTAL, ' SUM = ', SUM
ENDIF




C SUBROUTINE FNDRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE ON BOTH
C M AND CO WITH THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (JZERO FROM INTRVL)
C TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO,
& MCHAT, RANGEM )
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), NPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL JZERO(2, MAXREG), LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG),


















2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MCHAT (1, L) DD(L ), THE ESTIMATE














I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY C(A_TAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGI(Xq
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS TEE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES




C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST
DO I00 L a, i, NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRITE (8,*) ' NUMREG
ENDTF
IF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
C THERE IS NO EXOGENOUS INFORMATION







8,*) RANGEM(I,L) = ', RANGEM(I,L),
' JZERO(I.L) = ', JZERO(I,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(2nL) _ ', RANGEM(2,L),
' JZERO(2,L) _ ', JZERO(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0) .AND. (MK:PNT(L) .EQ. i) ) THEN
NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A LOWER BOUND ON M DUE
TO CO, ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF JO ACCORDINGLY
LOWER _ AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MC(I,L) )
UPPER JZERO (2, L )
(UPPER .LT. LOWER} NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND MC'





IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'JZERO(1,L) - ', JZERO(1,L),
' JZERO_2,L) .. ', JZERO(2,L}
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) - ', MC(I,L) _
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER _ ', LOWER, ' UPPER .. ', UPPER
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) m ,, RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A RANGE




















IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER)




RANGEM(2, L) = UPPER
ENDIF
10) THEN
JZERO(I,L) ." _, JZERO(I,L),
, JZERO(2, L) - , JZERO (2, L)
'MC(I,L) = ', MC(I,L}, ' MC(2,L) " ", MC(2,L)
'IX_ER _ ', LOWER, ' UPPER- ', UPPER




THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON H -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER
INFORMATION: ASSUME POINT POSTERIOR ON M GIVEN BY THE PRIOR
RANGEM(1,L) = MZERO(1,L)
RANGEM(2,L) .. 0.0
l ::I EBocl,,-;'RANGEM(1,L) = , RANGEM(1,L),
WRITE ' RANGEM(2,L) i ,, RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L} .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)} THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO CO CONSTRAINT
USE INTERSECTION BETWEEN JO AND Mo
LOWER .. AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MZERO(I,L) )
UPPER .. AMINI(JZERO(2,L)L MZERO(2,L))
IF (UPPER .LT. IX_ER) THEN
c/W_&__T,ERROR: NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND Mo'
ELSE
RANGEM(I,L) - LOWER
RANGEM( 2, L) = UPPER
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*),'JZERO(I,L) = ', JZERO(I,L),
JZERO(2,L) ,, JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) ,, MZERO(_,L),
' MZERO(2,L) ', MZERO(2,L)
'LOWER =. ', LOWER, ' UPPER = ', UPPER
w TE  ::I GE.cI, -
WRITE( , RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. I)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A LOWER BOUND DUE TO Co
CONSTRAINT, INTERSECT Jo AND Mo, ADJUSTING THE LOWER
BY Mc ACCORDINGLY
LOWER .. AMAXl(JZERO(1,L), MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))














.EQ. 10) THENWRI'Z'Z(e,*) - ,
, OZZRO(2,L) - ', OZZ_ZO(2,T.)
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(1,L) " ', MZERO(1,L),
' MZERO(2,L} m ', MZERO(2,L}
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) " ', MC(I,L)----- ,
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER " ', LOWER, UP_" , UPPER
WRITE(8,*) 'RANEGM(1,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L} m ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO CO CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES WITH JO
LOWER " AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MZERO(I,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER " AMINI(JZERO(2,L), MZERO(2,L), MC(2,L))
IF (UPPER .LT.,LOWER) THEN






IF IOUT .EQ. 10 THEN
- ,
' JZERO(2,L) .. ', JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(e,*) 'MZERO(1,L) .. ', MZERO(1,L),
' MZERO(2,L) " ', MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) - ', MC(1,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER- ', LOWER, ' UPPER- , UPPER
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) m ,, RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) m ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSE
C_ 8,_T'ERROR: PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
ENDIF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(I,L) -AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), 0.0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(S,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) - ', RANGEM(I,L)
100 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L .. i, NUMREG
IF ((MCHAT(I,L) .LT. RANGEM(I,L) )
& .OR. (MCHAT(I,L} .GT. RANGEM(2,L) ) )
& WRITE(8,*) 'NOTE: E(m) IS NOT IN THE PO6TERIOR RANGE '





C SUBROUTINE ADDREG ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES FOR REGIONS
C WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT)
C INPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM, MCHAT, NUMREG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMmON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG), NNODAT, NUMREG

























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CAI/IULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) _ - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L}
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions(REGIoNS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
IF (xoUT .EQ. I0) WS_TE(8,*)
DO I00 L = I, NNODAT
'NUMREG '', NUMREG
NUMREG - NUMREG + 1
LL - NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10_ W_UTE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' NUMREG-', NUMREG,
& _ LL-', LL, MPNT(LL) -', _NT(LL)
.EQ. i) .OR.(MPNT(LL).EQ. 2)} THEN
IF _sMP_oLLR)ON M IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
RANGEM(I,LL) - MZEP_(1,LL)
RANGEM(2,LL) = MZERQL2_,LL)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)Tm_WRXTE(8,*) RANGEM(I,LL) -' RANGEM(I,LL),
& ' MZERO(I,LL) ,, ', MZERO(I,_I__)
w_TE(8,*) ,,_,_s_(2,u.) =' _.NG_(2 _--L{ '& ' MZERO(2,LL) " ;, MZERO(2
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
CALCULATIONS IN SUBROUTINE EXPCTD
IF (RANGEM(2,LL) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
MCHAT (1, LL) = RANGEM( i, LL )
ELSE
7 - 297
MCHAT(1,LL) - (RANGEM(1,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOOT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT-', MCHAT(I,LL)
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY '






C SUBROUTINE CONCAV ADJUSTS THE UPPER BOUND6 OF THE POOTERIOR CREDIBILITY
C RANGES ON M TO BE CONSISTENT WITH CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.I, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONCAV (NUMREG, RAN(EM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, RANGEM




PARAMETER (MA,XR]_ - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG
















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF R_GIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(lpL) IS THE _ BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF RANGE ON M IN REGION L-I -- USED DURING
CONCAVITY ADJUSTMENT
ADJUST RANGE TO INSURE CONCAVITY
DO 100 L " NUMREG, 2, -I
IF (RANGEM(2,L-I) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
RANGE IS A POINT IN REGION L-I
IF (RANGEM(I,L-1) .GT. AMAXI(RANGEM(1,L),RANGEM(2,L))) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION ', L,




RANGE IS AN INTERVALINREGIONL-I
TESTM- AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), RANGEM(2,L))
IF (TESTM .LT. RANGEM(I,L-I)) THEN
7 - 298
WRITE(8,*} 'ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION ',,L,
& IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN ,
& 'REGION ', L-I
CALL TRMNAT
ELSE




IF _O_(8,,) RANGEM(ItL_I } .. , RANGEM(ILL_I},
, RAN_(2.I.-1 ! -,, RANG_(_,L-_)
& WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) - , RANGEM(1LL),
& ' RANGEM(2,L) "', RANGEM!2,L)





C SUBROUTINE MEDIAN CALCITLATES THE MEDIAN VALUES OF M AFTER Jo HAS
C BEEN ADJUSTED BECAUSE OF PRIOR INFORMATION ON M OR Co
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 5OCT87 COMMENTS : IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.I, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, RANGEM
C IOUTPUT : MEDM
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON I OUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG
















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF M RANGE (DUE TO CONCAVITY CONSIDERATION)
TO BE USED IN MEDIAN CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM (2, L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
INITIALIZE ARRAY MEDM






BEGIN C2&LCUI_TIONS FOR EACH REGION
DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0)
RANGE IS A POINT
MEDM(L) - RANGEM(I,L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. 1)
WE ARE IN REGION ONE -- NOT AFFECTED BY OTHER REGIONS
-- M_DIAN WILL JUST BE AVERAGE OF RANGEM
MEDM(L) = (RANGEM(I,L) + RANGEM(2,L}) / 2.0
ELSE
MUST TAKE MEDIAN OF REGION L-1 INTO ACCOUNT
LOWERM ,. AMAXI(RANGEM(1,L), MEDM(L-I)_











'L _ ', L, ' N%D_REG s ', NUMREG
'RANGEM(1,L) = ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) = ', RANGEM(2,L)
'LOWERM m ', LOWERM, ' MEDM(L) m '• MEDM(L)
C SUBR(XJTINE EXI_CTD _TES THE EXPECTED OR MEDIAN VAI/2F_ OF THE S/NCURVE PARAMETERS
C PROG_ : L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE" 13FEB89 FORMAT/COMMENTS Z 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.






&SUBROUTINE EXPCTD (NCOMPS, _DM, NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG,ZROREG, NBND, BIGKI, BZHAT)
INPUTS: NCOMPS, MEDM NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND
_UTs: sIGE1, sz_
SUBPROGRAMS: TRNSFM, SMNVAR, KBETA, FINDK, FINDSB, KOMO
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NCOMPS, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG, ZROREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), BIGKI, BZHAT, FACTR, KHAT, MEANZ,































































W  =Oa AT,
SZ2, SZERO, TRBIGK(0:MAXREG), ZZ(MAAUA }
LIST OF VARIABLES
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A m K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGK (I )
E (BETAo )FACTORA SCALE = PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
E_OLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWEDOFTH .,,SFO DTA, ,. ,%
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE EACH ON
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
Number of COMPonents -- 1 FOR S T__SSsEDANDsTRAIN_DATAW_ DECO_OSED
AVAILABLE -- 2 FOR DECOMPQ_u _
DATA UN NING RAWNF CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR THE
2-D ARRAY CONTAI ONSSPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DF_ _ BROKEN INTO RE_I
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH REGION FOR
THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R -- -1.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAININ_ RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFICCONTAINED IN NBND ) MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, _FI-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES K. IN THIS ROUTINE
TRBIGK(i) =__B_ZeRO REGIon CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTSL =I - NO ZERO REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TRANSFORMED S-N DATA, Z F(STR, NF,NBND,MM)
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
s0 =00
C CREATE _g4() ARRAY FROM M_DM ( ) ARRAY
DO i00 L _ 1 NUMREG
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO T_ VAR/ABLE Z = Ln(X)
CALL TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z = Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE BETAO AND k
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, KHAT, BZHAT)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR EACH REGION
CALL FINDK (BZHAT, KHAT, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
BIGKI = BIGK(1)
7 - 301
C CALCULATE BOUNDARIES OF STRESS REGIONS
CALL FTNDSB (I_'MREG, ZROREG, NBND, BI_q, MM, SBND)
C CALCULATE KO AND MO FOR THE NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT IF REQUIRED
DO 150 L " ZROREG, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) " BIGK(L)
150 CONTINUE
IF (ZROREG .E_. 0) THEN
FACTR " l-O
CALL KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, IO4, NBND, SBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NtD4REG )
ENDIF
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
&
200
IF (NCOMPS .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZHAT, KHAT
IF (I(_'T .E(}. I0) WRITE(8,900) NUMREG, BZHAT, KHAT
DO 200 L m ZROREG, NUMREG
WRITE(7,910) L, MM(L)__TRBIGK(L), NBND(L), SBND(L)





WRITE(7,930) MM(I), BIGK(X), KHAT
ENDIF
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
900 FOaMAT(///.2X.'P_,a_mWU_S _OR_DIA, S/, C_mVZ'.//.2F.
& 'NUMBER OF REGIONS='LI4,5X, E(BET_} - ,FS.4,5X, E(_ " ,




930 FORMAT(//,2X,'PARAMETERVALUES FOR,MEDIAN S/N CURVE',
& //,11X,'m',14X,'K',13X,'E(K) ,
& //,7X, FS.5,5X, E12.5,6X,F7.4,/)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE MUSIG CALCUlaTES THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS=
C MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIG; FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER= L. NEWLIN
C DATE= CODE= 21JUN88 CO_rTS= 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.1, VS_: V8.3, V8_: V8.5C MATGRM V4.1, V4 V4.3, V4 V4.5
SUBROUTINE MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA,
& MO, SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWEAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2




PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
CO_g_ON IOU_T

























C SIGMA2 ( )
C
C SUHAT2 ( )
C
C SUMX2




ARG, DD(MAXREG), DELTA(MAXREG), MCHAT(2, M_),_
MO(MAXREG), MU(MAXREG), SIG(MAXREG), SIGMA2(MAXREG),
SUHAT2(MAXREG), SUMX2, SWHAT2(MAXREG), SX2(MAXREG)
LIST OF VARIABLES
INTERMEDIATE CALCULATION VARIABLE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG() CALCULATION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C FOR
EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY -- MCMAT(I,L) =
- DD(L). THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND MCMAT(2,L) = SUHAT,
THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES .OF ((SUM OF (NP()-i)l-l) OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = _Ln N)
EQUAL TO NPPR() * SX2() FOR A PARTICOLAR_ _.ION_ ON
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES _UM x Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y = L_ N)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X = Ln S)
C INITALIZE ARRAYS




SIG (L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C BEGIN CALCULATION FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L = 1 , NUMREG
MCHAT(I,L) = - DD(L) _
MCHAT(2,L) = SQRT (SUHAT2(L))
SUMX2 = NPPR(L) * SX2(L)
ARG = SUMX2 + DELTA(L)
IF (DELTA(L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE MEAN WAS SUPPLIED
C USE THE ESTIMATE OF M
MU(L) = MCHAT(I,L)
ELSE
C UPDATE THE ESTIMATE OF M WITH Mo USING DELTA






IF (SIGMA2 (L) .EQ. 0 .0 ) THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE VARIANCE WAS SUPPLIED
USE SWHAT2 AS AN ESTIMATE OF SIGMA-HAT-2
SIG(L) - SQRT (SWHAT2(L) / ARG)
ELSE
SIG(L) " SORT (SIGMA2(L) / ARG)
ENDIF
IF _ .EQ. i0) _(8,*) 'L " , L, ' DD ,. ', DD(L), ' MCHATI .. ,
MCHAT(1,L)
& WRITE($,*) 'SUHAT2- ', SUHAT2(L), ' MCHAT2- ',
MCHAT (2; L )
& WRITE(8,*) 'NPPR- , NPPR(L), ' SX2 - ', SX2(L),
& ' SUMX2- ', SUMX2
WRITEr8.*, 'DELTA- ', DELTA(L), ' ARG - ', ARG
w TEl i**l,.o- ,,-ocL), ' '; ,,sIm UcL),WRI E 'SWHAT2 " ', SWBA_2(L),





C SUBROUTINE NORRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR INFORMATION ON BOTH M AND CO TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PR_" L. NEMLIN
C DATE : CODE X 10FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V_'I' VS, VS.l, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5c v4, .,, v4.2, v4.3, v4.4, v4.5
SUBROUTINE NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCMAT, RANGEM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT




PARAMETER (MAmU_ - 3)
COMMON IOUT
I_ IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(_), NUMREG
REAL LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MZERO(2, _),


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF Co AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MCHAT(I,L) .. - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE
FOR M AND MCHAT (2, L) - SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN












I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST ........ S
CONTAINING VALUES OF THE _RRTERIOR RA_N_ .(2_._M2-D ARRAY
FOR EACH REGION -- RANG_M(1,LJ IS _ LUW_*_ _mu
RANGEM(2,L} IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES




C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST
DO I00 L ,- I, NUMREG
IF ___OU___ .EQ. i0) THEN
WIt_T_
WRITE 'MPNT = ', MPNT(L), ' MCPNT s ', MCPNT(L)
ENDIF
IF (MPNT(L) .EQ. i) THEN
C THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER
C INFORMATION: ASSUME POINT POSTERIOR ON M GIVEN BY THE PRIOR
RANGEM(1,L) = MZERO(1,L)
RANGEM(2,L) " 0.0
IF WRITE(IOUT('EQ'88_ i0) THEN'MZERO(I,L) " ' MZERO(I,L)
'RANGEM(1,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
&
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN




RANGEM(I,L) _ MZERO(IR G  2,L> MzERo 2: I
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(1,L) " ', MZERO(1,L),
' MZERO(2,L) " ', MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A LOWER BOUND DUE TO CO
CONSTRAINT ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF MO BY MC
LOWER " AMAXI(MZERO(I,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER = MZERO(2,L)
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN
W_..TE_,*_ 'ERROR: NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN MO AND MC'
ELSE
RANGEM(I,L) " LOWER
RANGEM( 2, L) = UPPER
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) "= :, MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L) , MZERO(2,L)






WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER" '. _LO__,, ' UPPER" ', UPPER
WRITE(6,*) 'RANEGM(1,L) - , RANGEM(1,L),
, _,,_ZM(Z,L) - ', _X,,,_ZM(Z,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIZ" ((aUNT(L) .E0. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .F.Q. 2)) THZN
ZS A _OR _ ON H _ A _GE DUB TO _ CON_W_D_
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES
LOWER ,,. AMAXI(MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER - AMINI(MZERO(Z,L__ MC(2,L))
IF {UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN





IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)
WRITE(8,*), MZERO(1,L) - _, MZERO(I,L),
,MZERO(2,L) " , MZERO(2,L)
WRITE{9,*) MC(I,L) " '_1ws._TE(a,*) ,LCX,,U - ' I''Z')UPI:qm = '
wszTE(e, *) '_(], t)_'_," _,,_Gra(z,L),





PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
_IF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(I,L) - AHAXI(RANGEM(I,L), 0.0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(6,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(I,L)
i00 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L " I, NUMREG
IF ((MCHAT(I,L) .LT. RANGEM(I,L}}
& .OR.. (MCHAT(I,L) .GT. RANGEM(2,L))I
& WRITE(8,*) 'NOTE: E(m) IS NOT IN THE PO6TERIORRANGE '
& 'ON m IN REGION ', L
300 C_I_
Cttttttttt*ttttttt*ttt*tttttd***tttttttttt*tttt*ttt*tttttttttttt*tttttt*t
C SUBROUTINE ADDRGN ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES AND NORMAL
C DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE: IOFEB8 8 FORMAT/COHMENTS : 12AUG9 1
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V_44_I: V4.2,V8'VS.I,v4.3,V8.2,V4.4,V8-3,5V8"4'V4V8.5C MATGRM V4, -





& MZERO, MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
INPUTS: RANG_J4, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT,
MO, S IGMA2
OUTPUTS-" RANGEM, MCHAT, _gJ, SIG, NUMREG
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3 )
COMMON 1OUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG}, NNODAT, NUMREG
REAL MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MO(MAX__ }, _gJ(MAXR___),
& MZERO(2, MAXREG}, RANGEM(2, _), SIG(MAXREG),










































S IGMA2 ( )
LIST OF VARIABLES
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERL%Z_ DATA ONLY --
MCEAT I,z - VD Z , TRE--STI TEFOR. =o
MCHAT(2,*.) _ SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO () FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions(REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,LJ IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
C
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG =', NUMREG
DO 100 L = 1, NNODAT
NUMREG = NUMREG + 1
LL = NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*},'L =', L, ' NUMREG =', NUMREG,
& , LL =', LL, ' MPNT(LL) -- , NPNT(LL)
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. 1) .OR. (MPNT(LL) .EQ. 2)) THEN
POSTERIOR ON S IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
RANGEM(1,LL) = MZERO(1,LL)
RANGEM (2, LL ) MZERO (2,LL)
MU(LL) " MO(LL)
SIGtLL)- SQRT(SIGMA2 (LL))
IF (IOOT .EQ. 10) THEN
,RANGEM(1,LL) :=',; RANGEM(1,LL),
WRITE(8,*)
MZ_O(Z, L_ , _ZERO I,LL)
=; WRITS(8,*) ,RANGEH(2,LL) , _GEM(2,LL),
' MZERO/2,LL) = ', MZERO(2,LL)
& WRZTE(8,*) 'WO(LL)'= ', HU(LL), ' NO('r.T.) = ,, MO(,LT.,)






SPECIFY E(M) OF PO6TERIOR FOR SAKE OF
_TIONS IN SUBP_)UTINE EXPCTD





MCHAT(1,LL) - (RANGEM(1,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT-', MCHAT(I,LL),
' _u = ', MU(LL), ' SIG = ', SIG(LL)
ELSE
WRITE(8,t) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY '






C SUBROUTINE PAREST CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE PARAMETER
C ESTIMATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C PROGRARE4ER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 13FEB89 FORMAT COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION* MATCHRV8.3, V8.4, V8.5 -- FOR USE WITH PFM'S
C MATGRMV4.3, V4.4, V4.5
copyright (c) 1990, california Institute of Technology.
u.s. Govermnent Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7_918is acknowledged.
&SUBROUTINE PAREST (VARY, RANGEM, WJ, SIG, NF, NPTS, NUMREG,ZROREG, RAND, NEND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, _Q4,
sssv )
C INPUTS: VARY, RANGEM, _, SIG, NF, NPTS, NUMREG, ZROREG, RAND,
C NBND, STR
OUTPUTS: BIGK, BZERO, MM, SBNDS B ROGRAMS: FINDM, FINDMN, TRNSFM, S_E_VAR, KBETA, FINDK, FINDSB
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG, VARY, ZROREG
BIGK(0:MAXREG), BZERO, K, MEANZ, _g4(0:MAXREG},REAL
& MU(MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, _
& RANGEM(2, MAXREG), SBND(0=MAXREGJ __SIG( ),









I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A _ K ** M FOR
EACH REGION






































VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) _D
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND. _MM}
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGF.,M(lj, L_) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROEZN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z F(S_, NF, NBND. _4)
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- - NO VARIATION;
1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM VARIATION;
3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0- ZERO REGION EXISTS. 1 - NO ZERO REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TRANSFORMED S/N DATA,
Z = F(STR,NF,NBND,MM)
C OBTAIN THE VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
IF (VARY .LE. 2) THEN
C UNIFORM OR NO VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, NN)
ELSE
C NORMAL VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, MM)
ENDIF
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z = Ln(X)
CALL TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCUI_TE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z = Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES FOR k AND BETAo FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN
C AND VARIANCE
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF K FOR EACH REGION WHERE A = K ** M
CALL FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C CALCULATE STRESS TIE-POINTS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
7 - 309
C WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZERO
C DO 200 L " ZROREG, NUMREG




900 FORMAT(III.2X,'SELECTED VALUES OF,S_/N CUR_,.._P_' i
& //.2X. 'NUMBER OF R_GIONS: ._4tnA, .=_o ,._-.-,
& /l,2X, 'REGION' ,7.X, 'm', 15X, 'K' ,gX, 'LIFE BOUND' ,5X,
& 'STRESS BOUND' I)




C SUBROUTINE FINDM CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE M RANGE
C PROG_: L. NENLIN
C DATE : CODE: 7JUN88 COIQ4EITI_ : 13JUL89
,..svs"5C VERSION" MATCHR VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.
SUBROUTINE FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
C INPUTS" RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS:
C SUBPRDGRAMS : RANDOM, _T
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG

















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2tL } IS THE UPPER BOUND
UNIFORM(0,1 ) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
C INITIALIZE MM()
7 - 310
DO 50 L " 0, MAXREG
CO MMrMAXR'EG)NT--_= 0.050
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS
DO i00 L - 1, NUMREG
PICK(11 = 0.0PICK( 2 = 0.0
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0)THEN
C M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUE
MM(L) - RANGEM(I,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(U,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) '', RANGEM(I,L),
& ' MM(L) =', MM(L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. i) THEN
C SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE
CALL RANDOMOM( D)X RAND *
_-_.,(2,i.) - _,_,G_(Z,L_ x + _.NG_(Z,L>MM(L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i )_0 _
wRITE(s,*) '_.NG_(Z.L) =': 1__..u_(..Ij,_ ,,
& ' RANGEM(2,L)=', *u_mmt_,_J .......
WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' X =', X, ' MM(L) =', M_"I
ENDIF
ELSE
C ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
C AND THEN SAMPLE
PICK(l) = AMAXI(MM(L-I), RANGEM(I,L))
PICK(2)= RANGEM (2, L ) _
IF (PICK(I) .GT. PICK(2)) THEN
C NO RANGE EXISTS -- THIS SHOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE
C STOP PROGRAM
_L__T 'IMPO6SIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
C SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
CALL RANDOM(X, RAND)
MM(L) " (PICK(2) - PICK(I)) * X + PICK(l)
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' _(L-I)" , IOi(L-1),
' RANGEM(I,L) "', PJ2_EM(1,L)_
& WRITE(8,*_ 'PICK(l) =', PICK(l), ' PICK(2) -',,PICK(2)
WRITE(8,*, , MM(L) =', MM(L)







C SUBROUTINE RANDOM USES AN LCG RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO GENERATE
C UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBERS
C
C Miles, R. F.__The RANDOM computer Progr.am: A Linear Congruential
C Random Number Generator, JPL PUD£1catlon 85-98, JPL Document
C 5101-277, Feb. 15, 1986.
C
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE: IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V2_3V3 , V3.1, V3.2, V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2,C V4 , V4.4, V4.5
7 -311




































_X = _ * _ + _C
RANDrV=_ / _
RANT = DZNT(R_n)rV)
_S_ = _ _
= _ - _S_
nU_C - SN_Z,(e.AND / l_U,m)
ZF ((FRAC .E0. 0.0) .OR. (FRAC .EQ. 1.0))_ i0
IF I_ .EQ. 2) WRITE(8,')'RANX ="e RANX, RAND,IV _IDeRANDIV,
& , _l,, _
RETURN
END
C N_: I_2 D_S _ S_
C S_I_ FI_ _A_ _ V_ OF M _R _ _ION BY
C _LI_ O_ T_ _PRO_A_ __ NO_ M DI_B_I_
C PR_MO_R: L. _IN
C _ : C_E : 7_88 C_ : 13_B89
C _ V4, V4. V4 V4. V4.4, V4.5
C INPUTS: _, _, _, SIG, _
C OUTPUTS : MM
C S_PRO_ : _M, _AT
C I_LICIT NOn
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (_ = 3)
C_N I_
7 - 312
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUHREG






















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEAN OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM( I__L_ IS THE L(YSER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER B_O___
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF M FOR EACH
REGION
NORMAL(MU,SIGMA) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
C INITIALIZE MM( )
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
HM (MAXR,EG) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C BEGIN C2&LCULATIONS
DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
PiCK(l I = 0.0PICK( = 0.0
(RANGEM( ,)2 L .EQ. 0.0) THENIF
M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUEC
MM(L) - RANGEM(I
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10_L)wRITE(8, *) 'RANGEM(I,L) =", RANGEM(I,L),
' MM(L) =', MM(L}&
ELSEIF (L .EQ. I)THEN
C SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE
i0 CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU(L), SIG(L),
IF J(X .LT. RANGEM(I,L)) .OR. (X ._. RANGEM(2,L)}} G(>I_ i0
HM(L) = x
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ,RANGEM(1,L) =', RANGEM(I_L),
, RANGEM(2,L) =' RANGEM(2,L)
& WRITE(8,*) 'L =', L, ' X ='', X, ' MM(L) =', MM(L}
ENDIF
ELSE
C ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
C AND THEN SAMPLE
PICK(1) = AMAXl(MM(L-1), RANGEM(1,L))
PICK(2) = RANGEM(2,L) _
IF (PICK(1) .GT. PICK(2)) THEN
C NO RANGE EXISTS -- THIS SHOULD NOT BE PO6SIBLE
C STOP PROGRAM
_.aa_,_x__W_'''TE_'_*'_T'IMPOSSIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
C SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
20 CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU(L), SIG(L), X
IF ((X .LT. PICK(I)) .OR. (X .GT. PICK(2))) GOTO 20
MM(L) = X
ENDIF
IF (IOUT QEQ @ i0)=,_7_," '_'_" MM(L-I) ,, MM(L-I),WRITE (8,*) 'L ' =
7 - 313
' RANGEM(I,L) =', RANGEM(I,L)&
WRITE(wRITE(8_'1 'RANGEMI2,L}'PICK(I)-', "' ,PICK(1)"RAN_EMI2,L) ,'PICK(21 X''',PICK(2).,X,







C SUBROUTINE NORMGN GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBERWITH MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIGMA
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 3FEB88
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5V_:i: V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5C MATGRMV4,
C
C The rav_omvariates are generated us'.In.gthe -DirectoMethod"
c Abramowitz, M_, and Stegun t I_ A. 4 _ecL1tors, H_a_:_x)oKj?I .......
C Mathematical Funcrlons, _a_lqnal Bureau or._r_naar.us c Ap_%_gu .
C Mathematics Series 55, Issued June 1964, Ninth Prln_ng, Novemoer
C 1970 with corrections, pg. 953.
***********************************************************************





REAL FRAC, MU, PI, SIGMA, X, U1, U2, ZI, Z2



























MEAN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED




NORMAL RANDOM NUMBERON N(U,I)
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N(0,1)
IF _8.EQ. i0).OR. _& ,*) 'RAND =',
.EQ. 15))
' MU= °, MU,
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U1 = FRAC
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U2 - FR_:
IF ((IOUT .EQ. 10)=,OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))
& WRITE(8,*) 'U1 , UI,' U2 =', U2
• SIGMA=', SIGMA
7-314
zl: :ALOGC,I coN,2.: :
X = SIGMA * Z1 + MU
IF ({IOUT .EQ. i0) ,OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15},}
& WRITE(8,*) 'Zl = , Zl, ' Z2 =', Z2 ' X =', X
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TRNSFMPERFORMS THE _TIONS NECESSARY TO TRANSFORM
C THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z =Ln(X)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 7JUN88 COMD_ZNT_: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR VS, V8 _: V8._: V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4_ V4. V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C INPUTS: NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND
C OUTPUTS: NP, ZZ
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, K, L, LL, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL MM(0:MAXREG), MML, NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),

























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS INNER DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION) ALIX)WED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO MM(L) FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER ROUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATER/AL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S-N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR _)










IF {IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(St*}'L ''• L, ' _-' MM(L), ' _-'
& MML, ' NPTS-', NPTS(L)
DO 2[_00.K_ +i'INPTS(L)
ZZ(NP} = ALOG(STR(K,L)) + ALOG(NF.(K2L) _ * (1,0 / M_,}
IF (IOOT .EQ. 1O)WRITE(8,*)'K =', _, " NP = , NP, NF-',
& NF(K,L), ' STR =', STR(K,L}, ' ZZ =', ZZ(NP)
DO 300 LL - 2. L
ZZ(NP) -ZZ(_) + ALOG(NB__ (LL--1))_ _ _
& * ((1.0 1 MM(LL-:Z)) - (I.0 / _(LL))) _
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10 W_TE(8,*)'LL-', LL, ' _BSD(LL-Zl -',
NBND(Lr.-I). ! _(LL-I) -'. _(LL-I). ' _(LL) --.






C SUBROOTINE S_2RCALCULATES THE Sample MmaN and VARiance OF
C Z = F(STR, NF. NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE= CODE: 24AUG87 COZ4R0_ITS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2,
C V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROOTINE SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C INPUTS: NP, ZZ
C OUTPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT
PARAMETER (MAXDAT - 50)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, NP













CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION}
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE TRANSFORMED S/N DATA•





C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF ZZ(}, MEANZ
DO 100 I " 1, NP
MEANZ - MEANZ + ZZ(I) , , --
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) NP " , -_', ' I "', I,
& i ZZ m,, ZZ(I), ' MEANZ ", MEANZ
100 CONTINUE
MEANZ m MEANZ / FLOAT(NP)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*}' MEANZ ", MEANZ
C CALCULATE THE VARIANCE OF ZZ( ), SZ2
DO 2oo z s '+ zzcI) -_z) ** 2SZ2 Z (
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*)'I .K,, I, ' SZ2 =', SZ2
200 CONTINUE
SZ2 = SZ2 / FLOAT(NP - 1)
IF (IOt_ .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)' SZ2 =', SZ2
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE KBETA CALCULATES k AND BETAo FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN AND
C VARIANCE OF Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER_ L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C INPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2
C OUTPUTS: K, BZERO
C IMPLICIT NONE
REAL PI
PARAMETER (PI - 3.1415926536)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT














VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATABASE
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
SELF EXPLANATORY CONSTANT
SZ2 ** 0.5
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF THE TRANSFORMED DATA,
Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
7 - 31'7
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS
SZ = SZ2 ** 0.5
BZERO = PI / (SZ * (6.0 ** 0.5))
K = MEANZ
C DATA DUMP STATEMENTS
IF zQ Tm





' K m ', K, ' BZERD =', BZERD
C SUBROUTINE FINDK _TES THE VALUE OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
C EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 7JUN88
C VERSION: MATCHR VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8 3: V8.4:V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4_ V4. V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C INPUTS: BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG




PARAMETER (GAMMA " 0.57721566490, MAXREG " 3)
COHMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG

















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A _ K ** M
FOR EACH REGION




VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
7 - 318
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
BIGK(L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE K FOR REGION ONE
BIGK(1) = (ALOG(2.0) ** (I._0 / BZERO)} * EXP(K + GAMMA / BZERO)
WRITE(7.*) 'REGION: I, K ", BIGK(I} - . -
C IF (IO0T-.EQ. 10) WRITE(8.*)'BZERO ", BZERO, ' K ,,', *%,
& ' GAMMA-', GAMMA, ' BIGK(1) ,,', BIG_(1)
C CALCULATE K FOR REMAINING REGIONS
DO 100 L = 2, NUMREG
BIGK(L) = BIGK(L-I) * NBND(L-I}_
& ** ((1.0 / MM(L)) - (1.0 / MM(L-I)))
C WRITE(7,*) 'REGION '_L, ' K .,'; BIGK(L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(S,*)'L ,, , L, i _'BND(L-I) "l
& _BND(L-1), ' MM(L) =', MM(L), ' MM(L-1) -', _4(L-1),




C SUBROUTINE FINDSB CALCULATES THE REGION 'TIE-POINTS' -- THE STRESS
C VALUES WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARIES" ACCORDING TO THE
C RANDOMLY SELECTED Ms, AND THE Ks CAI_ULATED FROM THE BETA AND k
C CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 22DEC88
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.2, V8.3, V8 4; V8.5C MATGRM V4.2, V4.3, V4: V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, ZROHEG, NBND, BIGK, MM
C OUTPUTS : SBND
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG, ZROREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), MM(0:MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG),















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M
FOR EACH REGION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R " -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH




ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
C
INITIALIZE SBND( }
DO 50 L - 0, MAXREG
SBND(L} = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
CALCULATE SBND(0) IF ZROREG = 0
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) THEN
SBND(0) - BIGK(1) * NBND(0) ** (-1.0 / MM(1))
ENDIF
CALCULATE THE NON-ZERO REGION STRESS BOUNDARIES
DO 100 L m i, NUMREG
IF (NBND(L) .GE. 1.0E+36) THEN
SmqD(L) = 0.0
ELSE





C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES WEIBULL(BETA,ETA) _ VARIATES WITHMEDIAN OF DISTRIBUTION CONSTRAINED TO BE ONE USING THE "INVERSE
C TRANSFORM METHOD"
C PROG_ = L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE: 18MAR87 COMMENTS : 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7, V7.1, VS, VS.l, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
c _ v2, v3, v3.1, v3.2, v3.3, v4, v4.1, v4.2,
C V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
copyright (c) 1990, California Institute of Technology.
U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7_918is acknowledged.























WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER










ETA = 1.0 ] (ALOG(2.0) ** (i.0 1 BETA))
GENERATE WEIBULL RANDOM VARIATE
CALL RANDOM(FRAC, RAND)
ARG - -ALOG(1.0 - FRAC)
WEIB - ETA * ARG**(I.0_BETA)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)'BETA- '__BETA,
& ' FRAC =', FRAC, ' ARG =', ARG, ' WEIB ='
RETURN
END
' ETA -' ETA,0
, WEIB
C SUBROUTINE KOMO _TES KO AND _ FOR THE ZERO REGION (NO DATA
C REGION TO THE LEFT). IT ACCOUNTS FOR TYING UP THE TENSILE POINT
C AT SZERO, AND SCALING D(_TN THE CURVE IF IT WENT ABOVE SZERO.
C PROGRAMMER : L. NEWLIN
C DATE = I_JJG91
C VERSION : MATCHR V8 •5 MATGRM V4 •5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, cali.fornia.Institute of T_hn.olog_:






















SUBROUTINE KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, m4, NBND, TRSBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NUMREG)
INPUTS: SZERO, BIGK, MM t NBND, TRSBND, FACTR
OUTPUTS: TRBIGK, MM, TRSBND
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXHEG), FACTR, MM(0:MAXREG) v_N_.N.D...(.0--__.M_.A_G),














I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A _ K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
SCALE FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR BIGK IF TRSBND(0) • SZERO
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, ADJUSTED TO KEEP
• FoR




LIFE BOUNDARY VALUES FOR F_ RBGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
ADJUSTED BY VARIATION PARAMETERS FOR EACH TRIAL
100
BZGK(0) - SZERO
IF CTRSBND(0) .GT. SZERO)
_CLK - _Z_BO/TREBND(0)
DO 100 L " 0, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) _ BIGK(L) * SCLK
TRSBND(L) TRSBND(L) * SCLK
CONTINUE
ELSE




_iil 'SZERO " '. SZERO, ' HIGZO " ', TRBIGK(0)WRITE( 'FACTOR = ;, FACTR, ' BIGKI = '• TRBIG_(1)




CC FUNCTION GTLIFE _ TEE CYCLES TO FAII/YRE FOR A PARTICULAR STRESSBASED UPON THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION S/N EQUATICX_
PROG_ : L. NEWLIN
_TE • 101q_89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4 4, V4.5
copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.





REAL FUNCTION GTLIFE (S. MM, BIGK, PHI, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
& ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
INPUTS: _IMM_ BIGK, PHI, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND, ZROREG, NUMREG, SZEROOUTPUTS:
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER IOUT, L, MAXREG, NUMREG, ZROREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG " 3)
COHMON IOUT
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), GETLIF, KRATIO, LNZ, )Q4(0:MAXREG), PHI,






















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A _ K ** M
FOR EACH REGION
VALUE TO BE ASSIGNED TO GTLIFE -- CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR
THE REQUIRED STRESS LEVEL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER R_GIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION




















WEIBULL(BETAo, ETAo) GENERATED RANDOM V oA_J&FL_F E
VALUE OF STRESS (PSI) FOR WHICH A VALUE OF L (CYCLES TO
FAILURE) IS REQUIRED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES _RF_-_
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" ._ _ REGION
CONTAINED IN NBND ()
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED TO PREVENT ARITHMETIC UNDER AND OVER
FLOWS
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
GETLIF = 0.0
CALCULATE CYCLES TO FAILURE
ELSE
DO i00 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
IF (S .GT. SBND(L)) THEN
TEMP ,. MM(L) * (ALOG(BIGK(L)) - _(S) + ALOG_(_PHI)
& + ALOG (KRATIO) + LNZ)
IF (TEMP .GT. 86.0) THEN
TEMP= 86.0
ENDIF









C SUBROUTINE 'SORTM' SORTS THE ARRAY, ALLM( ), FROM LOWEST TO HIGHEST
C M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 10FEB88
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4._, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, cali.fornia.Institute of Technology.^





SUBROUTINE SORTM (ALLM, NUMREG, NUM)




INTEGER I, INC, IOUT, L, MAXMM, MAXREG, NUM, NUMREG
PARAMETER (MAXMM = 20001, MAXREG = 3)
LOGICAL INORDR

























2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS INSERTION POINTER
SORT INCREMENT VARIABLE
FLAG TO INDICATE WHETHER SORT IS FINISHED
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROI3JCR
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXI_CR4 NUMBER OF M' S TO RE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ALLM( } TO BE SORTED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
TEMPORARY SORTING VARIABLE
DO 400 L " I, NUMREG
5 INC -NUM
10 IF (INC .GT. /1.)2Tm_INC " INC
20 INORDR = .TRUE.
DO 300 I l I. (NUM - INC)
IF (ALLM(I,L) .GT. ALLM(I + INC, L)) THEN
TEMP " ALLM(I,L)
ALLM(I,L) 1 ALLM(I + INC, L)












The program tree structure, a list of subprograms, a description of the key variables,
and the FORTRAN source listing for the materials characterization model code
MATCHR are given here. The pertinent materials characterization methodology is
given in Section 2.1.2. The overall description of the program and the flowcharts are
given in Section 4.1. The user's guide for running MATCHR is given in Section 6.3.
7.3.1 MATCHR Program
7.3.1.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for the stress formulation of MATCHR using Uniform
variation on the materials shape parameter m is given in Figure 7-7, and the tree
structure for the truncated Normal case is given in Figure 7-8. The tree structure for
the strain formulation of MATCHR using Uniform variation on the materials shape
parameters mp and m E is given in Figure 7-9, and the tree structure for the truncated
Normal case is given in Figure 7-10. In all four trees, those subprograms not
"shadow-boxed" are random number generators and are described in Section 4.4.
The program, subprogram, and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
7.3.1.2 Ust of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and their purposes is given in Table 7-7. The section numbers
where the subprograms are described by means of flowcharts are given next to the
names.
Table 7-7 List of Subprograms for Program MATCHR






Adds the rn ranges for the non-data life regions to the right of those
with data, for the Uniform distribution case of the stress formulation
of the S/N curve.
Adds the m ranges for the non-data life regions to the right of those
with data, for the truncated Normal case of the stress formulation of
the S/N curve.
Adjusts the lower bound of the posterior ranges on mE to be consis-
tent with the randomly selected value of mp of the strain formulation
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Figure 7-7 Tree Structure for the Stress Formulation of the
Program MATCHR for the Uniform Variation in
























Figure 7-8 Tree Structure for the Stress Formulation of the
Program MATCHR for the Truncated Normal Variation











Tree Structure for the Strain Formulation of the
Program MATCHR for the Uniform Variation In




























Figure 7-9 Tree Structure for the Strain Formulation of the
Program MATCHR for the Uniform Variation in





















Figure 7-10 Tree Structure for the Strain Formulation of the
Program MATCHR for the Truncated Normal Variation





























Figure 7-10 Tree Structure for the Strain Formulation of the
Program MATCHR for the Truncated Normal Variation


































Adjusts the upper bound of the posterior ranges on m to be consis-
tent with concavity constraints of the stress formulation of the S/N
curve.
Transforms stress data to equivalent zero-mean stresses with stress
ratio of - 1.0 for the stress formulation of the S/N curve.
Controls the logical flow for the plastic-elastic strain decomposition
and the information aggregation portion of the strain formulation
materials characterization model.
Calculates the median S/N curve parameters from the results of the
information aggregation calculations.
Calculates the value of the function and its derivative at the current
iteration value of life, in order to find the solution of the strain for-
mulation S/N curve given by Equation 2-50.
Calculates the value of the location parameter K (where A = K m) for
each life region by using Equations 2-37 and 2-41.
Obtains the value of rn for each life region by adjusting the range
(to ensure concavity) and then sampling from the Uniform distribu-
tion over the appropriate m range.
Calculates the m range for each life region Implied by the constraint
on the coefficient of variation of fatigue strength C by using Equa-
t/ons 2-28 through 2-32 for the stress formulation of the S/N curve.
Obtains the value of m for each life region by sampling from the
appropriate truncated Normal distribution on m.
Calculates the life region _tie-points" or stress values which
correspond to the "life boundaries" conditional on the randomly
selected m for each region. Also calculates K, characterizing the
specific material S/N data set, which is a function of/Yo and k.
Combines the 95% confidence interval, Jo, with the implicit and
explicit constraints on m to obtain postedor credibility ranges on rn
for each life region.
Calculates the cycles to failure for a particular stress based upon
the materials characterization model stress formulation S/N curve of
Equation 2-48.
Calculates the cycles to failure for a particular strain based upon
the materials characterization model strain formulation S/N curve of
Equation 2-50.
Calculates 0 2 , Equation 2-49, the extent of departures from the mul-






































Controls the logical flow for the information aggregation portion of
the stress formulation materials characterization model.
Initializes the entries of the arrays used in the stress formulation
information aggregation subroutine, INFAGG, to zero.
Initializes the entries of the arrays used in the strain formulation
information aggregation subroutine, DECOMP, to zero.
Calculates the 95% confidence Intervals Io for C, and Jo for m, for
each region by using Equations 2-24 and 2-26.
Calculates k and ,6o from the sample mean and variance of Z, where
Z is a function of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's
by using Equation 2-42.
Calculates K o and mo for the zero region, the no data region to the
left of the first data region. Extends the stress formulation S/N curve
consistent with the tensile point at So.
The main routine that controls the logical flow of the calculations of
the materials characterization model.
Calculates the median values of m based on the posterior credibility
ranges of m by using Equation 2-34 for the stress formulation S/N
curve.
Calculates the postedor Normal distribution parameters: mean m.
and standard deviation a., for each life region of the S/N curve.
Solves the general nonlinear equations of the form f(x) = 0 by
means of Newton's iteration method.
Generates Normal_, ¢r2) random vadates.
Combines the implicit and explicit constraints on m to obtain the
posterior credibility ranges of m for each life region.
Controls the logical flow for the parameter estimation model
portion of the materials characterization model.
Calculates the plastic-elastic strain decomposition by using
Equations 2-45 through 2-47 for the information aggregation
calculations of the strain formulation S/N curve.
Places the plastic-elastic decomposition strain data into arrays of
the appropriate data structure to allow usage of routines of the
stress formulation S/N curve calculations.
Uses a Linear Congruential random number Generator (LCG) to






















Reads the data from SPECFD and RELATD; calls CONVRT to trans-
form the stress data to a stress ratio of -1.0; and echoes the data
to SPECFO and RELATO for the stress formulation S/N curve. RCE
also breaks S/N data sets into regions as specified by the user.
Reads the data from SPECFD and RELATD and then echoes the
data to SPECFO and RELATO for the strain formulation S/N curve.
Calculates the sample mean and variance of Z, where Z is a func-
tion of stress, life, the life region boundaries, and the m's by using
Equation 2-42.
Sorts the m values in increasing order for each life region for the
truncated Normal distribution case.
Calculates the residual variances from the Y on X and X on Y regres-
sions for each life region where Y = In(Endurance cycles) and
X = In(Stress) by using Equations 2-20 and 2-21; to be used in the
credibility range calculations.
Performs premature program termination, when required.
Performs the calculations necessary to transform the specific
material S/N data into the variable Z, where Z is a function of stress,
life, the life region boundaries, and the m's.
Generates Weibull(,6, r/_)) random variatas.
1 No data regions to the right are discussed on Page 2-17.
2 Concavity constraints are discussed on Pages 2-13 through 2-14.
3 The stress transformation is discussed on Page 2-7.
4 Plastic-elastic strain decomposition is discussed on Page 2-20, the information aggregation
calculations are discussed on Pages 2-6 through 2-14.
5 The_S/Ncurveparametere.q:.nationcalo.dafionsare_onPages2"lSthrough2"lS.
s Selection of the {mj} parameters is discussed onPage 2-15.
7 Combining information to obtain the posterior credibifity ranges on m is discussed on Page 2-13.
8 The information aggregation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-6 through 2-14.
9 Extension of the S/N curve to the left is discussed on Page 2-17.
10 Calculation of the truncated Normal distribution parameters is discussed on Page 2-14.
11 The Normal distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
12 The parameter estimation calculations are discussed on Pages 2-15 through 2-18.
13 The Uniform distribution is discussed onPage 2-23.
14 The need for saving m's is discussed onPage 2-15.
15 The S/N data transformation is discussed on Page 2-16.
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7.3.1.3 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the materials characterization model code MATCHR is
given in Table 7-8. The chart of Table 7-9 provides a cross-reference among routines,
or subprograms, and their variable usage. 1 The variable names are indicated by
BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the variable "type" is specified as follows: CH40 is a
standard character variable, forty characters long; INT is a standard integer variable;
RE is a standard real variable; DRE is a double precision variable; and LOG is a
standard logical variable. The various array dimensions are defined by using the
following parameters: CHITAB, MAXDAT, MAXMM, MAXREG, MAXSET,
MAXTNS, and TTAB. In the strain formulation of the materials characterization
model, those variables with MAXREG as a dimension use only region 1.
Table 74 List of Variables for Program MATCHR














2-D arraycontaining the materialsmodel shape
parameters (m's) for each liferegion to be used in the
truncatedNormal median S/N curve calculation.1
RE 2-D array containing values of the ratio of Sp to SE,
Equation 2-47, for each total strain point.
RE Intermediate calculation variables.
RE 1-D army containing values of b = SXY(L)/SY2(L),
Equation 2-21, for each life region of the S/N curve.
RE 1-D array containingvalues of the materials model
IocatJonparameter K, Equation2-12, whereA = Km.
RE Dummy variable used during calls to subroutine
EXPCTD, equal to BIGK(1).
RE 1-D army containing the value of the materials
modal location parameter KE, Equation 2-43, for
the elastic strain components.
RE Value of the materials model location parameter K
for life region I corresponding to the median
value(s) for the materials modal shape parameter(s).
RE 1-D army containing the value of the materials
model location parameter Kp, Equation 2-43, for
the plastic strain components.
1 A numeric entry in Table 7-9 indicates the appropriate definition of Table 7-8 to b¢ used for
























Estimate of Weibull distribution shape parameter
/_o,Equation 2-11, which characterizes the intrinsic
variation of the S/N data set.
RE Estimate of Weibull distribution shape parameter,
/_oE,that characterizes the intrinsicvariation of the
elastic strain components of the S/N data set, used
to estimate/_o in Equation 2-43.
RE Estimate of Weibutl distribution shape parameter,
/_oP,that characterizes the intrinsicvariation of the
plastic strain components of the S/N data set, used
to estimate/_o in Equation 2-43.
RE Valueof,6o corresponding to the median S/N curve.2
RE Table of 0.025 percentage points for the Z2 distribu-
tion used in Equation 2-24.
RE Table of 0.975 percentage points for the %2distribu-
tion used in Equation 2-24.
INT Maximum numberof degrees of freedom fn CH1025( )
and CHI975(). The maximum number is 150.
INT Army index variable used by RCE to facilitate data
input, stress ratio transformation, life region par-
titioning, and data echo.
RE Co in Equations 2-28 through 2-32, the user-
specified upper bound of the coefficient of variation
of material fatigue strength.
RE Value of CZERO ** 2.
RE 1-D array containing values of d = SXY(L)/SX2(L),
Equation 2-20, for each life region of the S/N curve.
RE 1-D army containing values of the shape parameter
6 of the Bayesian prior distribution for each life
region.3
RE 1-D army containing the value of the shape
parameter 6E of the Bayesian prior distribution for
the elastic strain components.3
RE 1-D army containing the value of the shape
parameter 6p of the Bayesian prior distribution for
the plastic strain components.3




























DERivative of E The resultant value of the deriva-
tive of F at the root during the Newton's method
calculations.
RE 2-D array containing values of the difference
between LNSTR(K,J,L) and MEANX(J) for each
point in each S/N data set for region L, used in
calculations for Equations 2-20 and 2-21.
RE 2-D array containing values of the difference
between LNNF(K,J,L) and MEANY(J) for each
point in each SIN data set for region L used in
calculations for Equations 2-20 and 2-21.
RE 2-D array containing values of the elastic strain
components SE (%).
RE Value of the maximum error allowed inthe result of
the Newton's method calculations.
RE Resultant value of the function F at the root during
the Newton's method calculations.
RE Value of (PHI * KRATIO * Z) in Equation 2-48.
RE Material ultimate strength (psi).
RE Material ultimate strength (psi) for specific material.
RE Material yield strength (psi).
RE Material yield strength (psi) for specific material.
RE Euler's constant.
RE Value to be assigned to GTUFE, the fatigue cycles
to failure at the required stress level.
RE Value to be assigned to GTMF2, the fatigue cycles
to failure at the required strain level.
RE Function that calculates the fatigue cycles to failure
at a given stress, given by Equation 2-48.
RE Function that calculates the fatigue cycles to failure
at a given strain, given by Equation 2-50.
INT Controls DO loop for each data point in an S/N
data set.
INT Controls the DATAstatements for CHI025( ) and
CHI975().
INT Controls insertion sort DO loop.
INT Maximum number of iteration steps allowed to find






























intheNewton'smethodcalculations.A value of 0
indicates that no error occurred; a value of I indi-
cates no convergence after lEND iteration steps;
and a value of 2 indicates that at some iteration
step, the derivative DERF was equal to zero.
Controls DO loop for each trial when the empidcal
median $/N curve for the truncated Normal case
has be requested.4
Increment variable used during insertion sort.
Logical flag to indicate whether the insertion sort
has been completed.
RE INVerse of ME, the value of I / ME. 5
RE INVerse of MP,the value of I / MP.5
INT Output dump controller.
RE 2-D array containing values of the 95% confidence
intervalfor C, Io, Equation 2-24, for each life region.
INT Controls DO loop for each S/N data set.
INT S/N data set of interest dudng stress ratio transfor-
mation calculations.
RE 2-D array containing values of the 95% confidence
intervalfor m, Jo, Equation 2-26, for each life region.
INT Controls DO loop for each point in a life region.
RE k in Equations 2-40 through 2-42, a parameter that
characterizes the specific material S/N data base
for a set of {mj}.
RE KE in Equation 2-47, the median KE for the user-
provided elastic strain components. (See KHATE
in DECOMP)
RE Scalar variable used by function GTUF2, equal to
BIGKE(1).
RE Value of KE * PHI * KRATIO * 76
RE Value of k corresponding to the median S/N curve.7
RE KE in Equation 2-47, the median KE for the user-
provided elastic strain components.
RE Kp in Equation 2-47, the median Kp for the user-
provided plastic strain components.
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Kp in Equation 2-47, the median Kp for the user-
provided plastic strain components. (See KHATP
in DECOMP)
RE Scalar variable used by function GTUF2, equal to
BIGKP(1).
RE Value of KP * PHI * KRATIO * Z 6
RE Ratio of MED K*/MED K in Equation 2-48. KRATIO
is constant over life regions and strain components
for the materials modal.
RE Value of KP / KE.
INT Controls DO loop for each life region of the S/N
curve.
RE 2-D array containing values of _i, Equations 2-46
and 2-47, the plastic fraction of the total strain.
RE _N, theratioofV (In N IS. multiple hea_=,_/
V (In N I S, single heat) or (1 + o= / C=).e LAMN
is constant over life regions and strain components.
RE The fatigue cycles to failure at a given stress or
strain given by Equation 2-48 or 2-50.
RE Value of N for an iteration during the Newton's
method calculations.
INT Value of NUMREG for a set of calculations.
INT Controls inner DO loop for each life region of the
SIN curve.
RE 1-D array containing values of In(A) = In(BIGK) *
MM for each life region of the SIN curve.
RE 3-D array containing values of In(RAWNF())
indexed for life regions.
RE 3-D array containing values of In(RATSTR())
indexed for life regions.
RE 3-D array containing values of In(SE()) or
In(STRE()) for the elastic strain components.
RE 3-D array containing values of In(SP()) or
In(STRP()) for the plastic strain components.
RE In(Z) inEquation 2-48, the Normal(0, PVAR)
random variate for the materials process variation
















Listof Variables for Program MATCHR (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE The lower bound of the intersection to find _r(m) in
a particular region.9
RE max (rnt , LI+I) in Equation 2,33, the lower bound
of the m range, due to concavity considerations, to
he used In the median calculation. TM
RE 1-D array containing values of In(PHI) * MM for
each life region of the S/N curve.
INT Controls DO loop for each of the NDIV data
divisionsduring data input, stress formulation.
INT Controls DO loop for each tensile test point in an
S/N data set, strain formulation.
INT Maximum number of points per data set per region
allowed for $/N curve. The maximum number of
data points per set allowedis 50.
INT Maximum number of m's to be saved and sorted
for the truncated Normal median $/N curve.1 The
maximum number of m's is 20,000.
INT Maximum number of life regions allowed for the
S/N curve. The maximum number of regions is 3.
INT Maximum number of related S/N data sets allowed.
The maximum number of related data sets is 5.
INT Maximum number of tensile test points per data set
allowed for the strain formulation. The maximum
number of tensile points is 5.
RE 2-D array containing values of the ranges on the
materials shape parameter rn for each life region
consistent with CO, the user-specified upper bound
for the coefficient of variation of fatigue strength C
and the S/N data. The ranges for m's implied by a
specified bound Co are given in Equations 2-28
through 2-32. MC(1,L) is the lower bound and
MC(2,L) is the upper bound in region L
RE 2-D array containing values of the range on the
materials shape parameter mE for the elastic strain
components consistent with Co, the user-specified
upper bound for the coefficient of variation of
fatigue strength C and the S/N data. Note: the C
constraint is not utilized at this time by the strain for-
mulation, but is a necessary parameter to some of


















2-D array containing values of the point estimates
of m and C for each region, given in Equation 2-22.
MCHAT(1,L) = - DD(L), the point estimate t_ and
MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT, the point estimate C'.
RE 2-D array containing values of the point estimates of
Cp and CE given in Equation 2-22. MCHAT(2,1) =
MCHATP(2,1), and MCHAT(2,2) = MCHATE(2,1).
RE 2-D array containing values of the point estimates
of mE and CE for the elastic strain components,
given inEquation 2-22. MCHATIE(1,1) = - DD(1),
the point estimate h E and MCHATE(2,1) =
SUHAT, the point estimate C E"
RE 2-D array containing values of the point estimates
of mp and Cp for the plastic strain components,
given inEquation 2-22. MCHATP(1,1) = - DD(1),
the point estimate t_p and MCHATP(2,1) =
SUHAT, the point estimate C p.
RE 2-D array containing values of the range on the
materials shape parameter mp forthe plastic strain
components consistentwith Co, the user-speciflad
upper bound for the coefficient of variation of
fatigue strengthC and the S/N dat_ Note: the C
constraint is not utilizedat this time by the strain for-
mulation, but is a necessary parameter to some of
the subroutines shared with the stress formulation.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points, 0, 1,
or 2, in MC( ) for each life region.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points, 0, 1,
or 2, in MCE(). All entdes are zero for the strain
formulation.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points, 0, 1,
or 2, in MCP(). All entries are zero for the strain
formulation.
RE mE in Equation 2-43, the 1-D array containing the
randomly selected value of the materials model
shape parameter for the elastic strain component
of the S/N curve.
RE mE in Equation 2-47, the median m E for the user-























Scalar variable used by function GTLIF2, equal to
ME(l).
RE 1-D array containing values of £j, Equations 2-20
and 2-21, the sample X mean for points from region
L and data set J, where X = InS.
RE 1-D array containing values of _j, Equations 2-20
and 2-21, the sample Y mean for points from region
Land data set J, where Y = In N.
RE Z in Equation 2-42, the sample mean of the trans-
formed data of Equations 2-39 through 2-41.
RE 2-D array containing the allowable posterior
credibility range on mE for the elastic strain com-
ponents, after the random selection of mp for the
plastic strain components.
RE 1-D array containing the median m for each life
region of the S/N curve. 11
RE 1-D array containing the median mj: for the elastic
strain component of the S/N curve."I1
RE 1-D array containing the median rap.for the plastic
strain component of the S/N curve.11
INT Pointer to the median m values in array SORTM( )
for the truncated Normal median S/N curve. Value
of haft of NTRIAL
RE mj in Equation2-12, the 1-D array containingthe ran-
domly selected valuesof the materialsmodel shape
parameter m for each life region of the S/N curve.
RE Value of MM(L) for a set of calculations.
RE 1-D array containing values of the location
parameter mo of the Bayesian prior distdbution of
the shape parameter m for each life region.3
RE 1-D armycontainingthe valueof the iccaticn _
moE of the Bayesian prior distribution of the shape
parameter mE for the elastic strain components. 3
RE 1-Darraycontainingthe valueof the Iocaticnparameter
mop of the Bayesian prior distribution of the shape





















mp inEquation 2-43, the 1-D array containing the
randomly selected value of the materials model
shape parameter for the plastic strain component
of the S/N curve.
RE mp in Equation 2-47, the median mp for the user-
provided plastic strain components.
RE Scalar variable used by function GTLIF2, equal to
MP(1).
RE 1-D army containing the number of points, 0, 1, or
2, in MZERO( ) for each life region.
RE 1-D army containing the number of points, 0, 1, or
2, in MZEROE( ) for the elastic strain component.
RE 1-D army containing the number of points, 0, 1, or
2, in MZEROP( ) for the plastic strain component.
INT Materials PROCess variation. Controls materials
processvariation.A value of 0 indicatesno materials
process variation, while a value of 1 indicates that
materials process variation should be included. 12
RE Value of- [(1 /MP) - (1 /ME)]. 13
RE I-D army containingthe posteriorNormal distribution
mean14of the materialsshape parameter m for each
life region of the truncated Normal S/N curve.
RE 1-D army containing the posterior Normal distribu-
tion mean 15 of the materials shape parameter mE
for the elastic strain components of the truncated
Normal SIN curve.
RE 1-D array c=ontainingthe posterior Normal distribu-
tion meanTM of the materials shape parameter mp
for the plastic strain components of the truncated
Normal S/N curve.
RE 2-D army containing values of the user-specif'md
explicit constraints on the shape parameter m for
each life region, given inEquation 2-27.
MZERO(1,L) is the lower bound and MZERO(2,L)
is the upper bound.
RE 2-D army containing values of the user-specified
explicit constraints on the shape parameter mE for
the elastic strain components. MZEROE(1,1) is the






















2-D army containing values of the user-specified
explicit constraints on the shape parameter mp for
the plastic strain components. MZEROP(1,1) is the
lower bound and MZEROP(2,1) is the upper bound.
RE N_/,i+I in Equation 2-35, the I-D army containing
upper bounds for the NUMREG life regions of inter-
est for the specific material S/N data set.
INT Number of COMPonentS. Controls the formulation
of the S/N curve to be used. A value of I indicates
the stress formulation, whge a value of 2 indicates
the strain formulation.
INT Number of DeComposed points. I-D army contain-
ing the number of strain data points with user-
provided plastic and elastic component information
for each S/N data set.
INT Number of input data divisions for an S/N data set.
A data set is broken into divisions by (stress ratio,
life region) pairs during input.
RE 2-D army containing values from the army
RAWNF( ) for the specific material S/N data set
partitioned into life regions.
INT Controls S/N curve median calculationforthe
truncated Normal distributioncase. A value of 0
indicatesthat the userdoes notdesire a median cal-
culation orthat the Uniformdistributioncase isbeing
used;while a value of I indicatesthat the user
desiresthe median calculationto be perf(xmed.
INT Number of NO DATa regions, the number of life
regions to the right with no S/N data. 17
INT 2-D army containing number of points of each S/N
data set in each life region.
INT The total number of points in the specific material
S/N data set.
INT Number of Points Per Region. 1-D army containing
values of N inEquation 2-20 for each life region.
INT 1-D army containing the number of points per life
region for the specific material S/N data set.
INT 1-D array containing the total number of points in


























P in Equation 2-20, the number of related material
S/N data sets.
INT 1-D array containingthe number of tensiletest data
pointsfor each S/N data setfor the strainformulation.
INT Number of m's to be used to calculate the empldcal
median S/N curve for the truncated Normal case.4
INT Number of S/N data points in a particular data
division during data input.
INT Value of NPPR(L) for a set of calculations.
INT 1-D array containing values of [ (Z Nj) - 1] for
each life region.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points in each
S/N data set.
INT Number of elements in array ALLM( ) to be sorted.
INT Index of first point in STR( ) to have the stress ratio
transformation performed.
INT Index of last point in STR( ) to have the stress ratio
transformation performed.
INT R in Equation 2-11, the number of life regions of
Interestinthe S/N curve.
RE No, the lifefrom the elastic portion of the strain
formulation S/N curve used as the initial value in
the Newton's method calculations.
RE _pinEquation 2-11, the materials intrinsic variation,
or scatter, given by a Weibull_ o, r/o (,8o)) random
variate.
RE _, constant equal to 3.1415926536.
RE 1-D array containing the bounds of the credibility
range for m in a region adjusted for concavity con-
stralnts after the random selection of m in the life
region to the left. PICK( ) is only used in multiple
region cases.
RE 2-D array containing values of the plastic strain
components Sp (%).
RE a inEquation 2-48, the value of SQRT(PVAR).
RE 1-D array containing the estimates of G2, Equation
2-49, for each life region.
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o 2 in Equation 2-48, characterizes the extent of
departure from the multiple heat median S/N curve
warranted by the available information.
RE SIN data stress ratio, a stress ratio of - 1.0 is
desired.
DRE Random number seed.
RE 2-D army containing values of the posterior
credibility ranges on the materials model shape
parameter m for each life region in the S/N curve.
RANGEM(I,L) is the lower bound and
RANGEM(2,L) is the upper bound in region L 18
RE 2-D array containing values of the posterior
credibility range on the materials model shape
parameter mE for the elastic strain components.
RANGME(1,1) is the lower bound and
RANGME(2,1) is the upper bound. 19
RE 2-D army containing values of the posterior
credibility range on the materials model shape
parameter mp for the plastic strain components.
RANGMP(1,1) isthe lower bound and
RANGMP(2,1) is the upper bound.20
RE S/N data stress ratio, a stress ratio of -1.0 is
desired.
RE 2-D army containing stress points (psi) with stress
ratio -- - 1.0, or strain total points (%) for all S/N
data sets.
RE 2-D army containing the cycles to failure data for
all S/N data sets.
RE 2-D army containing the user-provided stress data
(psi) or total strain data (%) for all S/N data sets.
INT 1-D array containing the number of points per life
region for the specific material S/N data set.
INT Life region of interest for a particular data division
during data input for the stress formulation.
INT 1-D army containing the number of points for the
specific material S/N data set, RFNF(1) -- NP(0,1).
Note: for the strain formulation case only region 1
is used.
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2-D array containing elastic strain component
points (%), SE( ) or S'I'RE(), for the specific
material S/N data set, strain formulation.
RE 2-D array containing plastic strain component
points (%), SP( ) or STRP(), for the specific
materials S/N data set, strain formulation.
RE 2-D array containing stress points (psi) with stress
ratio = - 1.0, or strain total points (%) for all S/N
data sets.
RE Value of stress S (psi) for which a value of fatigue
cycles to failure is required.
RE 1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each life region of the S/N
curve contained in array NBND().
RE Adjustment factor for BIGK( ) if TRSBND(0) >
SZERO. 21
RE 2-D array containing values of the user-provided
elastic strain components SE (%).
RE 1-D array containing the,postedor Normal distribu-
tion standard deviation_'=of the materials model
shape parameter m for each life region of the trun-
cated Normal S/N curve.
RE 1-D array containing value of V (In N I In SE), the
shape parameter G2 of the odginal distribution of
the shape parameter mE for the elastic strain com-
ponents. 3
RE 1-D array containing value of V (In N I InSp), the
shape parameter ap= of the odginal distribution of
the shape parameter mp for the plastic strain com-
ponents. 3
RE 1-D array containing the.posterior Normal distribu-
tion standard deviation`=`'of the materials model
shape parameter mE for the elastic strain com-
ponents.
RE 1-D array containing,values of V (in N I In S), the
shape parameter G': of the original distribution of

























tionstandardeviation"*of the materials model
shape parameter mp for the plastic strain com-
ponents.
RE 2-D array containing values of the user-provided
plastic strain components Sp (%).
RE 2-D array containing stress points with stress ratio
= - 1.0, for the specific material S/N data set parti-
tioned into life regions, stress formulation.
RE 2-D array containing the user-provided stress data
(psi) or total strain data (%) for all S/N data sets.
RE Value of total strain S (%) for which a value of
fatigue cycles to failure is required.
RE Value of total strain S (%) for which fatigue cycles
to failure is desired.
RE 2-D array containing values of the user-provided
and the calculated elastic strain components SE
(%).
RE Value of stress (psi) for which fatigue cycles to
fallure is desired.
RE 2-D array containing values of the user-provided
and the calculated plastic strain components Sp
(%).
RE Value of SUHAT2(L) ** 0.5 for a set of calculations.
RE 1-D array containing values of the residual varian-
ces S_, Equation 2-21, from the X on Y regression
for each life region, where X = InS, Y = In N.
RE Value of Z(PSIG2(L) * NUM(L)), a weighted sum of
the PSlG2's, used to calculate a weighted average
to obtain 0.2 in Equation 2-49. 25
RE Value of (NPPR() * SX2()) for a particular life
region.
RE Value of SWHAT2(L) ** 0.5 for a set of calculations.
RE 1-D array containing values of the residual varian-
ces Sw_,Equation 2-20, from the Yon X regression
for each life region, where X = InS, Y = In N.



























1-=Darray containing values of the sample variance
Sz Equation 2-20, for each life region, where
X=InS.
1-D array containing values of the sample
covariance Sxy, Equation 2-20, for each life region,
where X = In S, Y = In N.
1-D array containing values of the sample variance
Equation 2-21, for each life region, where
InN.
RE Value of SZ2 ** 0.5.
RE SZ2 in Equation 2-42, the sample variance of the
transformed data of Equations 2-39 through 2-4 1.
RE Stress tensile test point, So (psi).21
RE Value of T025( ) to be used in calculations for
Equation 2-26.
RE Table of 0.025 percentage points for the Student's
t.dlstdbution.
RE Temporaryvariable usedto prevent arithmeticunder-
flowsand overflowsduring fatigue lifecalculation.
RE Temporary variable used during insertion sort.
RE Value of Kt Smax (1 - R) / 2, to be compared with
FTY during the stress ratio transformation calcula-
tions. See Section 4.1.3.3 for a discussion of the
stress ratio transformation calculations.
RE Upper bound of the posterior credibility range on
m in region (L - 1_,used during concavity adjust-
ment calculations."
RE 2-D array containing tensile test data points for
each S/N data set, strain formulation.
INT Sum of NUM( ) over all life regions.25
RE 1-D array containing values of the materials model
location _11rameterK consistent with the tensile
point So.
RE 1-D array containing the stress values (psi) with
stress ratio = - 1.0, corresponding to the "life
boundary" values for each region of the S/N curve
contained in array NBND( ) for each PHI draw


















Maximum number of degrees of freedom in T025().
The maximum number is 31.
RE The upper bound of the Intersection to find _(m) in
a particular region.9
INT Controls type of S/N curve variation desired. A
value of 0 indicates that no variation is required; a
value of 1 means that intrinsic materials variation
only; a value of 2 indicates that the user desires a
Uniform distribution on m; while a value of 3 indi-
cates that a truncated Normal distribution is
desired.
RE Uniform(0, 1) random variate used to obtain a
randomly selected value for m.
RE Normal_, o 2) random variate used to obtain a
randomly selected value for m.
RE Valueof the root of the equation f(x) = 0 for a par-
ticular Iterationof the Newton's method calculationL
RE Value of the initial guess of the root x for the
Newton's method calculations.
RE Z in EquaUon2-48, the randomly selected process
variation shift factor given by a Lognormal(0, PVAR)
random variate.
INT ZeRO REGion, the variable permits the Inclusion of
the tensile point So. The value of 0 implies a DO
loop from zero to NUMREG, while a value of 1
causes the DO loop to be executed from one to
NUMREG. 21
RE Z in the data transformation of Equations 2-39
through 2-41.
1 The need for saving m's is discussed on Page 2-15.
2 See variable BZERO for a description Of_o.
3 Specification of the Bayesian prior distribution for the truncated Normal case is discussed on
Page 2-14.
4 The median S/N curve for the truncated Normal case is discussed onPage 2-15.
s Use definition 3 of variables ME and MP.
6 Use definition 2 of variables KE and KIP.
7 See variable K, definition 2, for a description of k.
8 _N is discussed on Pages 2-21 and 2-22.
9 The procedure for obtaining;c(m) is discussed onPage 2-13.
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10 The median rn calculation for the Uniform case is discussed onPages 2-13 through 2-14.
11 The median S/N curve for the Uniform case is discussed onPages 2-13 through 2-14 and for
the truncated Normal case is discussed on Page 2-15.
12 See Section 2.1.2.3 for a discussion of process variation in materials.
13 Use definition 2 of variables ME and MP.
14 m, of the posterior density ofm is discussed onPage 2-14.
15 m, E of the posterior density ofm E is discussed on Page 2-14.
16 m,p of the posterior density of rap is discussed on Page 2-14.
17 Extension of the S/N curve to the right is discussed onPage 2-17.
18 The posterior credibility ranges x(m) are discussed onPage 2-13.
19 The posterior credibility range n(mE) is discussed on Page 2-13.
2o The posterior credibility range _(mp) is discussed on Page 2-13.
21 Extension of the S/N curve to the left using the tensile point is discussed on Page 2-17.
22 o, of the posterior density ofm is discussed onPage 2-14.
23 G,E of the posterior density of mE is discussed on Page 2-14.
24 a,p of the posterior density of mp is discussed on Page 2-14.
Use definition 3 for variable NUM().








































Table 7-9 Routine/Variable Chart
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Table 7-9 RoutineNariable Chart (Cont'd)
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Table 7-9 Routine/Variable Chart (Cont'd)
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Table 7-9 Routine/Variable Chart (Cont'd)
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C PROGRAM MATCHR PERFORMS THE OVERALL CONTROL OF THE STAND-_
C MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION CALCULATIONS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE" IAUG91
C VERS ION : 8 •5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, cali.fornia.Institute of Technoloqy.
C U.S. Government sponsorship unuer NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
PROGRAM MATCHR
TRMNAT, INFAGG, PAREST, NORMGN,_, KOMO, GTLIFE,CC SUBPROGRAMS: DECOMP, ADJSTM l GTLIF2, SORT_4_, . -. _ __
C FILES: I:SPECFD-OLD; 3:SPECFO-NEW; 5=_GLD, 6.RELATO-_;
C 7 :DUMP-NEW; 8 :IOUTPR-NEW
C NOTE: 5 & 6 ARE OPENED IN INFAGG OR DECOMP
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXMM, MAXREG
















IOUT, L, MID, MPROC, NCOMPS, NMED, NPTS(MAXREG),
, NUMR , VARY, ZROREG
ALLM(MAXMM, MAXREG), BI_(0:MAXREG). BIGKI. ____
BIGKE(0:MAXREG), BIGKP(0.MAXREG)_ BZE__. BZ_ER_OE, BZ_EROP,
F_::TR, FTUZ, F'_Z, GTLIF2, _G_.,I_.._._S.__J.r,_, _"_',
ME(0:_), MEBND(2, MAX_), _u____)_UU_EG.
.M(o:_), _(0:m_G), .U(_.um_), .u_( __
MUP(MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG), NF___M_D_ATL_, P ,PSIG, PVAR, RANGEM(2, MAXREG), ANGM (2, ),
RANGMP(2, MAXREG), RFSTRE(MAXDAT, _M_REG). ..........
SFST_(_.U_AT, _), Sm_(0:_l, _-_?_--"__u.
SIGE(MAXREG), SIGP(MAXREG), sTR(MAXDA__T_, .nPJ_ua_ _ - ,


















































2-D ARRAY CONTAINING M VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A I K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGK(I) -- DUMMY PARAMETER FOR CALLS TO SUBROUTINE
EXPCTD
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUE OF Ke FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUE OF KpFOR PLASTIC COMPS___
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING S/N DATA
SET
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAoe, CHARACTERIZING ELASTIC
COMPONENTS OF S/N DATA SET
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAop, CHARACTERIZING PLASTIC
COMPONENTS OF S/N DATA SET
IT IS FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
UnTIMATESTR G (Psi) FoRS CIFIC
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC E)_S_ _
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE CYCLES TO F LURE AT A
GIVEN STRAIN
FUNCTION WHICH CALCULATES THE CYCLES TO FAILURE AT A
GIVEN STRESS OR STRAIN WHEN NCOMPS = I
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH TRIAL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
CYCLES TO FAILURE AT A GIVEN STRESS OR STRAIN
NORMAL (0, PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE






































































































MAXIMUM NUMBER OF M'S TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUE OF Me FOR ELASTIC
COMPONENTS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING ALLOWABLE RANGE ON Me, FOR ELASTIC
COMPONENTS, AFTER SELECTION OF Mp
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
POINTER TO THE MEDIAN M _ -- EQUAL TO HALF OF NTRIAL
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUE OF Mp FOR PLASTIC
COMPONENTS
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION N 0 - NO VARIATION; I - VARIATION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE P06TERI0_ NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN
FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PO6TERIOB NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN
FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) F(_ THE
REGIONS OF INTEREST FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE)
S/N DATA SET
Number of COMPonents -- I FOR STRESS AND STRAIN
DECOMPO6ED DATA UNAVAILABLE -- 2 FOR DECOMPOSED STRAIN
DATA
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S-N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
CONTROLS MEDIAN _ION FOR THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
CASE -- 0 - NO MEDIAN _ION; i - MEDIAN CALCULATION
DESIRED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION
FOR THE SPECIFIC (REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF M'S TO BE USED TO _TE MEDIAN
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
WEIBULL(BETAo, ETAo) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
EQUAL TO SQRT (PVAR)
CHARACTERIZES THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE PRON THE MULTIPLE HEAT
MEDIAN S/N CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIGR RANGES ON
M FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(ltL)_ IS THE LOWER BOUND
AND RANGEM(2.L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGE ON
Me FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS -- RANGME(I, lJ IS THE LOWER
BOUND AND RANGME(2,1)IS THE UPPER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGE ON
FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS -- RANGMP( I, lJ IS THE LOWER
AND RANGMP(2,1) IS THE UPPER BOUND OR2-D ARRAY CONTAINING ELASTIC STRAIN POINTS (%), SE()
_n_(). FOR _ SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET OR2-D ARRAY CONTAINING PLASTIC STRAIN I_.ZN'_(%_z_SP()
STRP( ), FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R - -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN MEND()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIO_ NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PO6TERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS OR STRAIN POINTS FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET (STRESS RATIO _ -i.0)
BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
VALUE OF TOTAL STRAIN (%) FOR WHICH CYCLES TO FAILURE IS
DESIRED
VALUE OF STRESS(PSI) FOR WHICH CYCLES TO FAILURE IS DESIRED
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, ADJUSTED TO BRING
CURVE DOWN IF SBND(0) > so FOR EACH TRIAL . ^.
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING T_ STRESS VALUES (PSI_e_R_m_-__: ul
CORRESPONDING TO THE LIFE BOUNDARY VALUES FOR EAC.
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND() ADJUSTED BY VARIATION PARAMETERS
FOR EACH TRIAL








VARIATION; i - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
LOG-NORMAL (0, PVAR ) RANDOM VARIATE ......
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGT_ DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, I - NO ZERO
REGION
OPEN(I, FILE = 'SPECFD', STATUS == 'OLD')
OPEN(3, FILE = 'SPECFO', STATUS _ 'NEW')OPEN(7, FILE _ 'DUMP', STATUS 'NEW')
OPEN (8, FILE 'IOUTPR', STATUS 'NEW' )
WRITE(3,*) ' Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of
'Technolo_/. U.S. Government"
&WRITE (3, *) ' SVonso_hip under NASA Contract ',
& ,NASa-918 is acknowledged.
c
*) RAND
(B, *) ' RANDOM NUMBER SEED _ ' , RAND
READ (11") IOUT
WRITE(8,*) ' OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER: ', IOUT
_It* ) NCOMPS
(8, * ) ' NUMBER OF COMPONENTS: ',NCOMPS
WRI_(_,*) TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED
WRITE(8,*) ' (0-NONE; 1-INTRINSIC; 2-UNIFORM; 3-NORMAL)" ', VARY
READ(1_*) NMED
WRITE (8, * I ' MEDIAN CURVE FOR NORMAL TYPE 'WRITE(8,* ' VARIATION DESIRED (0 - NO, 1 - YES)= ', NMED
( 8, * ) MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION DESIRED '
WRITE(B,*) ' (0- NO, 1- YES): ', MPROC
((VARY .LT. 0) .OR. (VARY .GT. 3)
_NVALID TYPE
IF _C_LL__T 'ERROR: _FS_N VARIATION DESIRED'
ENDIF
IF ((NMED .NE. 0) .AND. (NMED .NE. I)) THEN
WRITE(8,*) "ERROR: INVALID RESPONSE TO NORMAL MEDIAN ',
& 'CURVE QUESTION '
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF ((MPROC .LT. 0) .OR. (MPROC .GT. i)) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: INVALID TYPE OF MATERIALS PROCESS ',




IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (NMED .EQ. I)) NTRIAL- 2000
IF (NCOMPS .EQ. i) THEN
READ(I_*) STRESS
WRITE(8,*) ' VALUE ' ,
& 'OF STRESS: ', STRESS
PERFORM CALCULATIONS ON STRESS OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA
INFAGG (RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, NPTS, SZERO, ZROREG, NUMREG,










IF (MPROC .EQ. 1) PSIG = SORT (_)
DO i00 II = i, NTRT.AL
CALL PAREST (VARY, RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, NPTS, NUMREG,
ZROREG, RAND, NBND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, D_i,
SBND )
OBTAIN MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION PARAMETERS IF DESIRED
CALL NORMGN (RAND, 0.0, PSIG, LNZ)
IF (MPROC .EQ. i) THEN






CALL WEIBGN (BZERO, RAND, PHI)
IF (VARY .EQ. 0) PHI ,, 1.0
WRITE(7,*} 'PHI =', PHI
FACTR ,, PHI " KRATIO * Z
DO 25 L m ZROREG, NUMREG




IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) THEN
CALL KOMO(SZERO, BIGK, 1414, NBND, TRSBND, TRBIGK,
FACTR, NUMREG)
ENDIF
LIFE = GTLIFE (STRESS, _q, TRBIGK, PHI, KRATIO, LNZ, TRSBND,
ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
WRITE(8,*) 'NUMBER OF REGIONS=', NUMREG, 'PHI:', PHI
DO 50 L - ZROREG NUMREG
WRITE(8.*) '_GION:', L, ' STRESS BOUND, , .TRSB_..(L)
WRITE_8,*} ' BIGK(L):', BIGK(L), ' MM(L)=', _u_i_l
CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) 'STRESS =', STRESS, ' LIFE ,.', LIFE
DO 150 L " i, NUMREG
CONTIA_N_II,L) .. MM(L)
CONTINUE
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (NMED .EQ. i)) THEN
CALL SORTM (ALLM, NUMREG, NTRIAL)
MID - NTRIAL / 2
DO 175 L " i, NUMREG
MEDM(L) = ALLM(MID,L)
CONTINUE
EXPCTD (1, MEDM, NPTS. STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
NBND, BIGK1, BZERO)
ENDIF
ELSE IF (NCOMPS .EQ. 2) THEN
lt*) STRAIN
(S,*) '






PERFORM CALCULATIONS ON DECOMPOSED STRAIN DATA
CALL DECOMP (RANGMP, RANGME w I_JP, SIGP, MUE, SIGE, NF, NlWi_ L
NBND, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, VARY, MPROC, KRATIO, PVAR)
IF (MPROC .EQ. i) PSIG " SQRT (PVAR)
DO 200 II " 1, NTRIAL
CALL PAREST (VARY, RANGMP, MOP, SIGP, NF, NPTS, i, i, RAND,
NBND, RFSTRP, BIGKP, BZEROP, MP, SBND)
CALL ADJSTM (MP, RANGME, MEBND)
(vARY, sz . 1, 1,NBND, BIGKE, BZEROE, ME, SBND)
BZERO " 1.0 / SQRT (0.5 * ((1.0 _ BZEROP) ** 2+ (1.0 BZI_IOE) ** 2))
CALL WEIBGN (BZERO, RAND, PHI}
IF (VARY .EQ. 0) PHI " 1.0
CALL NORMGN (RAND, 0.0, PSIG, LNZ)
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) THEN






WRITE(7,*) 'PHI = ', PHI, ' Z = ', Z
LIFE " GTLIF2 (STRAIN, BIGKP(1), BIGKE(1), MP(1), ME(I},
PHI, KRATIO, Z )
WRITE 88':I, 'Ke: ',BIGKE(1),' Me: ', ME(l)WRITEI 'Kp" ',BIGKP(1), ' Mp: ', MP(1)
WRITE(8!:_ 'PHI = ', PHI, ' Z: ', ZWRITE ( 'STRAIN : ' , STRAIN, ' LIFE : ', LIFE
ALLM(II, i) MP(I
ALLM(II, 2) = )ME(l)
CONTINUE
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (NMED .EQ. I) ) THEN
SORTM (ALLM, 2, NTRIAL)
MID = NTRIAL / 2
WRITE(7,*) 'MEDIAN PLASTIC S/N CURVE'
MEDM(I) = ALLM(MID, 1 )
CALL EXPCTD (2, MEDM, NPTS, RFSTRP, NF, 0.0, i, i, NBN ,
BIGKI, BZEROP )
WRITE(7,*) 'MEDIAN _ELASTIC S/N CURVE'
MEDM(1) = ALLM(MID,2)
CALL EXPCTD (2, MEDM, NPTS, RFSTRE, NF, 0.0, 1, I, NBND,
BIGKI, BZEROE )
1.0 / BZEROP) ** 2BZERO = 1.0 / SQRT (0.5 *+( E ))









C SUBROUTINE TRMNAT HANDLES THE TERMINATION OF THE PROGRAM RUN WHEN
C ONE OF THE PROGRAM'S ASSUMPTIONS HAVE BE_ VIOLATED
C PROG_: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 50CT87
C VERSION= MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE TRMNAT
WRITE (8, * ) ,PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATED '
STOP
END
C SUBROUTINE INFAGG CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FOR TEE INFORMATION
C ACK;REGATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIAI,S CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C FOR THE STRESS FORMULATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 13JUL89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION = MATCHR V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.4, V4.5
copyright (c) 1990, california Institute of Te?hnolo_:.
U.S. Government Sponsorship unuer NASA Conuracr _r,.'s_-_ois acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE INFAGG (_, MU, SIG, NF, REFNP, SZERO, ZRONEGt
NBND, STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, VARY, MPROC,
KRATIO, PVAR)
NUM_5_,
INPUTS: READS DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD; VARY, MPR_CC OUTPUTS: RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF, REFNP r SZERO, ZROREG,
NBND, STR, FTUZ, FTYZ, KRATIO, _I_AR_............ GC SUBPROGRAMS: INIT, RCE, SW2SU2, FINDMC, £NTRVL, 1_Ul_q_, Auurm ,
C CONCAV, MEDIANt EXPCTD, MUSIG, NORRNG, ADDRGN, GTPVAR
C FILES : 5 :RELATD-OLD; 6 :RELATO-NEW
C IMPLICIT NONE
I_ER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
C_4MON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), MPROC, NNODAT,
& NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG_), NPTS(0:MAXSET),
& NSETS, NUMREG, REFNP(MAXREG), VARY, ZPDREG












FTUZ. FTYZ, IZERO(2, MAXREG), JZERO(2__ ),
KRATIO, LAMN, nL_ (MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET,_ X_____,_.
LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0.MAXSET, MAXREG), MC(2, MAXREG):.._.___.
MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MEDM(MAXREG). MO(MAXREG). MU(_),
MZERO(2, MAXREG), NBND(0; _M__ G), I_.MAX_n.T&vc_MA_'_ ),
PVAR, RANGEM(2t MAXREG), RAT STR(Mgz___A _, u:...__ ._-,,






































































































EQUAL TO THE MEDIAN VALUE OF K IN REGION 1
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO, CHARACTERIZING THE S/N
DATA SET
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU()
AND SIG( _TION ALULTIMATE S_NGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERI
YIELD STRENGTH (PSI) FOR SPECIFIC MATERIAL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var(La N given S) / (m**2 C*-2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF(}}, ALSO INDEXED FOR RE_GI_ON
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()). ALSO INDEXED FOR R___I_o_
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER RBGION)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF Co AND THE DATA
-- MC(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCEAT(I,L) = -DD, THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) = SUBAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation --CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; i - VARIATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S./N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa reglons(REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF (.(SUM OF (NP() -I ))-i ) OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (_r of Points Yer Re_1on)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION


















C SUHAT2 ( )
C














FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I_L__ IS TEE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM 2,L IS THE UPPER DATA(psi) :ON....!_ _)OlgD
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N _DA__TA_S,.ETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/m
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%} FOR ALL $/N DATA SETSI-D_Y co_A_-_NG_ m.a.mo,FOz_sFO._ s,zciF_c(REn_,.CE)MA_ s/. DATAs___ ___,_
1-D ARRAY COWl'AINXNG VALUES OF THE l, osTJm_
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALb'ES OF T _R- PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPEC_IC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS___(I__SI 0_ .).
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FI_UK X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X m Lrl S. Y m Ln N)_
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM ¥ ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X m I41 S, Y "= 141 N)
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
l-_X_ _NTAINING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y COVARIANCE FOR EACH
REGION (X = Ln S, Y = I.EI N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
- Ln N)
SS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; 1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CE06EN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO ZERO REGION
OPEN(5, FILE m 'RELATD', STATUS _ ;_N_;IOPEN(6, FILE" 'RELATO', STATUS
C RELATD CONTAINS THE RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET INFORMATION
C RELATO CONTAINS THE PROCESSED REI_TED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
C INFORMATION
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS COMMON TO BOTH UNIFORM AND NORMAL TYPE OF VARIATION
C INITIALIZE PRIMARY ARRAYS
IN= RAw=, RAT= , RE ,
& NF, STR, MPHT, MZERO, DELTA,
C READ, CONVERT, ECHO INFORMATION
CALL RCE (VARY, MPROC, NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, LNSTR,
& LNNF, REFNP, STR, NF, SZZROe ZROREG, N_Z_Z, NNODAT,
& NSETS, NBND, CZERO, MPNT, MZERO, FTUZ, FTY , DELTA, MO,
& SIGMA2, KRATIO, LAMN)
C CAI_UI_TE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (NUMREG, NSETSI NP, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR )
C CALCULATE M CONTRAINT BASED ON CO
CALL FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, MC)
ZF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. 1) .OR. (VARY ._Q. 2)) TSZN
C CALCULATIONS FOR ALL TYPES OF VARIATION SAVE NORMAL
C CALCULATE ROUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2r DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT)
7 - 374
C CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) THEN
CALL GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
C COMBINE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
CALL FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO, MCHAT,
& RANGEM)
C ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT)
C ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF POSTERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE (7,900)
DO 25 L " I, NUMREG




DO 50 L " I, NUMREG
WRITE(7,915) L, MCHAT(2,L), MCHAT(I,L)
50 CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7,960)
DO 150 L = i, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(7,965) L, MC(I,L)_ _
ELSEIF(MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN





DO I00 L I i, NUMREG
WRITE(7,940) L, RANGEM(I,L), RANGEM(2,L)
100 CONTINUE
WRITE (7,950)
C CALCULATE MEDIAN M VALUES BASED ON DATA, MZERO, AND CZERO
CALL MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)
C CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES FOR S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
CALL EXPCTD (1, MEDM, REFNP, STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG, ZROREG,
& NBND, BIGKHT, BZERO)
C CHECK TYPE OF S/N VARIATION DESIRED AND FIX M AT MEDIAN IF DESIRED
IF ((VAI_Y .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. i)) THEN
DO 200 L = 1, NUMREG
RANGEM(I,L) = MEDM(L)





C NORMAL VARIATION IS DESIRED
C CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH R_GION
CALL MUSIG (NUM__, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO,
& SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
C CAI_ULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
(NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LA_, MCHAT, PVAR)
ENDIF
C COMBINE PRIOR INFORMATION TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
CALL NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT, RANGEM)
C ADD INFORMATION ON RANGE FOR RBGIONS WITHOUT DATA
C
350
CALL ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO,
& MPNT, MO, SIGMA2)
ADJUST UPPER BOUNDS OF PO6TERIOR RANGES FOR CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
CALL CONCAV (NUMREG, RANGEM)
WRITE RESULTS TO FILE DUMP
WRITE(7,975)
DO 350 L " 1 NUMREG
WRITE(7,9_0) L, MCHATII,L)
CONTINUE
IF (CZERO .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(7.960)
DO 360 L " 1, NUMREG
IF (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(7,965) L, MC(I,L}
ELSEIF(MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2) THEN _






DO 370 I, -, it




DO 380 L - i. NUMREG
WRITE(7,990) L, MU(L}, SIG(L)
380 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C PRINT RESULTS OF MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION CALCULATIONS




900 FORMAT(2X, 'Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of. ',__
& ,Tecnnolocjy. U.S. Gover.r_ent", 1,2X,. S_onsor, s,n,lp unaer ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowleagea. •_////._ __,
& 2X, ,RESULTS OF INFORMATION AGGREGATION CALCULATXC_ ,
7 - 376
& ///,2X, '95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C AND m ',
& 'FOR EACH REGION',/}
905 FORMAT(7X.'vR_ION: ',I1,7X,'IO m (',F12.9,',',F12.9,')',
& /,24X, JO " (',F12.9,',',F12-9,')')
910 FORMAT(//o2X,'POINT ESTIMATES OF C AND m FOR EACH REGION',
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 8X, 'E(C) ', 12X, 'E(m) ',/)
915 FORMAT(9X, I1,8X,Fll.9,5X,Fg.6)
920 FORMAT(///,2X, ',POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGE ON m FOR EACH '
& 'REGION )
930 FORMAT(//,2X, 'REGION',5X, 'LOWER BOUND',5X, 'UPPER BOUND',/)
940 FORMAT(6X, I1,8X, FS.4,8X, FS.4)
950 FORMAT(I 1)
960 FORMAT(//,2X,'RANGE ON m FOR EACH REGION IMPLIED BY C '
& 'CONSTRAINT ',
& 11,2X, 'REGION', 5X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND',/)
965 FORMAT(6X, I1,SX,FS.4,8X, 'INFINITY' )
970 FORMAT(6X, I1,8X, F8.4,8X,FS.4)
975 FORMAT(2X, '.copyright (c) 1990, californi'a Institute o.f ', __
& 'Techno¢ogy. U.S. Gore .rnment',/,2X,'sponsorsnap unaer
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 as ackhowledgea. ',IIII, ,
& 2X, 'RESULTS OF INFORMATION _GREGATION _TIONS ,
& ///.2X, 'ESTIMATE OF m FOR .EACH REGION',
& //, 7X, 'REGION', 12X, 'E(m) ', I)
980 FORMAT (gx, I1, 11X,F10.6 )
985 FORMAT(2X, 'POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAS',
& //,2X, 'REGION' ,5X, 'MEAN' ,8X, 'STD DEV',/)
990 FORMAT (5X, I1,5X, F7.4,5X, Ell. 5)
995 FORMAT(/,2X, 'THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT ',
& 'MEDIAN S/N CURVE'./.2X, 'WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE ',





C SUBROUTINE INIT PERFORMS THE INITIALIZATION ON THE PRIMARY ARRAYS
C USED IN THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION SUBROUTINE INFAGG
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 21JUN88 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8 i: V8.2, V8 3: V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4: _ V4.2, V4: _ V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE INIT (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, MP, LNNF, LNSTR,
& _, NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2)
C INPUTS : ---
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, RATSTR, NP, sI_LNSTR, REFNP,C NF, STR, MPNT, MZERO, DELTA, MO,
C IMPLICIT NONE








































PARAMETER (MAXDAT " 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET " 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, K, L, MPNT(MAXREG), NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
& NPTS (0 :MAXSET), REFNP (MAXREG)
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0.MAXSET, MAXI_)n__I__(_I,
& MZERO(2. MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAX_}__
& RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), SI_MAXDAT, 0zMAXSET),
& RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), (MAXREG),
& STR (MAXDAT, MAXREG)
LIST OF VARIABLES



















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTRC_T.,ER
CONTR(3_.,S DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT ZN A REGZON
COIr_OLS DO LOOP FOR EACH miniON ......
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXED FOR I_E___GI__O?..
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER S,_zQ_i)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGZON
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED FOR_ __ __
STRESS RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA 5E_
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OF TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN _EA______.RE__ION..........
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORNAb u.i._'z'_u._u-JL-_,,m
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR )
DO I00 J = 0, 0M_ETNPTS (J) •
100 CONTINUE
DO 200 L ,, 1, MAXREG
DO 250 J = 0, MAXSET
NP(J, L) = 0.0
250 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 300 J " 0, MAXSET
DO 350 I " i, MAXDAT
RAWNF(I,J) " 0.0




DO 400 L = 1, MAXREG
DO 425 K " i, MAXDAT







DO 500 L " 1, MAXREG
















C SUBROUTINE RCE "READS" THE DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD; "CONVERTS"
C THE STRESS DATA TO A STRESS RATIO OF -i.0; AND "ECHOES" THE DATA TO
C SPECFO AND RELATO. RCE ALSO BREAKS S/N DATA SETS INTO REGIONS AS
C SPECIFIED BY USER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 21JUN88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCER VS.1:V8 2: V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4.. V4_ V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
.= RAw  LRA-  NP
& LNSTR, LNNF, REFNP_STR, NF, SZERO,ZE_--_--ZI_ ,
& NUMREG, NNODAT, NSETS, NBND, CZERO._MPNT_ERO,
& FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2, KRATIO,O. LARU_))
C INPUTS : VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR. RATSTR, NP, LNSTR, LNNF, R_'_,
c s_,R,NP, szERo, ZROREG, .Um_U...ODAT, "SE_L_ ,
C CZERO, MPNT, MZERO, FTUZ, FTYZ, DELTA, I_), _I_4AX,
C KRATIO, LAMN
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT, CONVRT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT " 50, MAXREG " 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER COUNT, I, IOUT, J, K, L, M, MPNT(MAXREG), MPROC_IV,
& NNODAT, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG)__NPTS(0:MAX@__ETI 6 N ,
& NUM, NUMREG, REFNP(MAXREG), REG, VARY, ZROK_
CZERO, DELTA(MAXREG), FTU, FTUZ, FTY, FTYZ,
&REAL KRATIO, LAMN, LNNF (MAXDAT, 0 :MAXSET, MA_GG},
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), ( ), _ _
& RATIO, RATSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET)L _MAX_AT, U:Ma],_ ;,
& RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), SIGMA2(MAXI_U),
& STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SZERO


























































































INDEX THAT KEEPS TRACK OF DATA DURING INPUT, ECHO,
CONVERSION, AND BREAK UP
EXOGENOUS INFORMATION _N THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN _WJ() AND
SIG( ) CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI} OF MATERIAL DATA SET
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (PSI} F0R SPECIFIC MA___T_I__tT_EL
YZZLD STRD_" (psz) FOR enPECzFic MATnCU_
YXZLD STRENGTH(psx) FOR sPECn, zc JCL-'mtT.AL
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTRC_LER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTRQLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTRQLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var (Ln N givon S) / (m**2 C*-2),
CONSTANT OVER ALL REGIONS AND CCNPONENTS
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF()), ALSO INDEXZD FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA DMSION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZERO.() FOR EACH REGION
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; I - VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUND6 (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF DMSIONS DATA SET IS BROKEN INTO BY RATIO,
REGION PAIRS DURING INPUT
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE} FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S./N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
Number of NO DATa reglons(PEGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA___
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
IN EACH RmGION
I-DARRAY CONTAINING NU_BEROF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN A PARTICULAR DMSION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
STRESS RATIO (R i -I.0 IS DESIRED)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS DATA (PSI) CORRECTED FOR STRESS
RATIO OR TOTAL STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS -N
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR TOTAL STRAIN
DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
REFERENCE} MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
ION OF INTEREST IN A PARTICULAR DIVISION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH R_GION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FORT HE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SO
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; i - S/N RANDON_E_S ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, I - NO ZERO
REGION
C INITIALIZE COUNT AND NBND()
7-380
COUNT = 0
DO I0 L = O, _G
NBND(L} ,. 0.0
I0 CONTINUE
C INPUT DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
READ(I,*) DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NDIV, NPTS(0)
IF (NPTS (0 ) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN




WRITE(3,900} DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NPTS{0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,900) DESCRP(0), FTY, FTU, NPTS(0)
WRITE(3,905)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,905)
C STORE VALUES OF SPECIFIC MATERIAL FTU AND FrY INTO FTUZ AND FTYZ
FTUZ = FTU
FTYZ = FTY
C INPUT STRESS/LIFE INFORMATION -- INCLUDING STRESS RATIO AND REGION
C INFORMATION FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
DO 100 M = i, NDIV
READ (i,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
IF (ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0) THEN
W_TTTE_'ERROR: INVALID VALUE FOR RATIO: ', RATIO
ENDIF
IF (REG .GT. MAXREG)THEN
_.__W_TTTE_'*_T'ERROR: OVER REGION LIMIT IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
ENDIF
DO 110 I = (COUNT + I)_ (COUNT + NUM)
, RAWNF (I, O)conRm °(l'TI ro * ) RAws (I, o)110
C CHECK TO SEE IF STRESS RATIO IS -i.0 AND CONVERT STRESSES IF NOT
IF (RATIO .EQ. -i.0) THEN
C STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT




C STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION MUST BE DONE
CALL CONVRT (0, (COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM), RAWSTR, RATSTR,
& RATIO, FTU, FTY)
ENDIF
C ECHO STRESS/LIFE DATA ON SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DO 130 I., (COUNT + 1), (COUNT + NUM)
WRITE(3,910) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0), RATIO, REG,




IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRiTE(e,910) RA_TR(I,0), RA_F(I,0),




BREAK UP DATA ACCORDING TO SPECIFIED REGIONS FOR USE BY SW2SU2,
EXPCTD, AND PAREST
K = NP(0,REG)
DO 140 I - (COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM)
K=K+ 1
LNSTR(Kt0,REG) .. ALOG(RATSTR( 0) )
LNNF(K, 0, REG) ALOG(RAWNF (I, _i )
STR(K.REG) RATSTR(_, 0)
NF(K, REG) - RAWNF(I,0)
CONTINUE
IF (K .GT. MAXDAT)THEN






COUNT ,,, COUNT + NUM
i00 CONTINUE
IF (NPTS(0) .NE. COUNT) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DIVISION '
& 'INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED'
__WRITE_'*_T'IN SPECIFIC DATA SET'
ENDIF
READ(I,*) SZERO





IF (IOUT .EQ. I_& WRITE(8,*) ERO - ', SZERO, ' ZROREG = ', ZROREG
150
160
INPUT OTHER REGION INFORMATION AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
READ (i, * ) NUMREG, NNODAT
((NUMREG + NNODAT) EXCEEDED LIMIT ON NUMBER OF REGIONS'
IF CALLTRMNAW_ITE(8'*}T'ERROR: .GT. MAXREG)THEN
ENDIF
DO 150 L " ZROREG, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
CONTII_..ADNu_1, * )NBND (L)
READ(I,*) CZERO
DO 160 L " i, (NUMREG + NNODAT}
CONTIRIm_I,*) _NT(z,), _ERo(1,I.), _ERo(2,I.)
WRITE(3,913 )
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) WRITE(3,914) SZERO
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,913 )






IF (IOUT .E(}. 10) WRITE(8,915) NUMREG, NNODAT
DO 170 L = ZROREG,(NUMREG + NNODAT)
WRITE (3,920) NBND (L) _
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,920) NBND(L)
170 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,925) CZERO
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,925) CZERO
180 L = 1 (NUMREG + NNODAT
DO WRITE(3,9_0) L, MPNT(L), MZ_O(I,L), MZERO(2,L)
IF (IOUT .E_. I0)
& WRITE(8,930) L, MPNT(L), MZERO(I,L)t MZERO(2,L)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND. (MPNT(L).EQ. 0)) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERROR: NORMAL VARIATION REQUIRES A PRIOR ',




IF (VARY .EQ. 3) THEN
READ PRIOR INFORMATION ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
WRITE (3,945)
IF (IOUT .E(}. i0) WRITE(8,945)
DO 190 L ,, i, (NUMREG + NNODAT)
READ(I,*) DELTA(L), MOLL ), SIGMA2(L)
WRITE(3,950) L, DELTA(L), MO(L), SIGMA2(L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0)
& WRITE(8,950) L, DELTA(L), MO(L}, SIGMA2(L)
IF ((DELTA(L) .LT. 0.0) .OR.
& ((DELTA(L) ,GT. 0.0) .AND. (MO(L) .LE. 0.0)})THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERROR: BAD VALUE FOR DELTA OR VALUE OF MO '





IF (MPROC .EQ. 1) THEN
READ(l, _) KRATIO, LAMN
WRITE(3,955) KRATIO, LAMN
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,955) KRATIO, LAR_
ENDIF
BEGIN INPUT OF RELATED MATERIAL INFORMATION FROM RELATD






DO 200 J = 1, NSETS
COUNT= 0
IF (IOUT. EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)'J ..'
THEN
OVER LIMIT ON NUMBER OF RELATED DATA SETS'
• J, ' NSETS ,.', NSETS
READ(5,*) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NDIV, NPTS(J)
IF (NPTS(J) .GT,. MAXDAT) THEN




WRITE(6,940) DESCRP(J), FTU_ FTY, NPTS(J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,940) DESCRP(J), FTU, FTY, NPTS(J)
7-383
&WX_:TE(6,9 05)
IF (lOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,905)
DO 300 N" 1, NDIV
READ(5,*) NUM, RATIO, REG
(ABS(RATIO) .GT. 1.0)
IF _---__TTE_T'ERROR: INVALID VALUE OF RATIO =
ENDIF







OVER REGION LIMIT IN RELATED MATERIAL ', J
lO) TBEN
'NUM- ', NUM, ' COUNT i ', COUNT
'RATIO .. ', RATIO, ' REG .. ', REG
DO 310 I - (COUNT + 1)_ (COUNT + NUM)
READ(5,*) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
CONTINUE







IF (RATIO .EQ. -1.0) THEN
STRESS RATIO IS CORRECT




STRESS RATIO TRANSFORMATION MUST BE DONE
CONVRT(J,(COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM), RAWSTR,
RATSTR, RATIO, FTU, FTY)
ENDIF
RECORD BOTH S/N DATA SETS TO RELATO
DO 330 I l (COUNT + I), (COUNT + NUM)
WRITE(6,910) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J), RATIO, REG,
RATSTR( I, J), RAWNF( I, J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,910) RAWSTR(I,J)L RAWNF(I,J),
RATIO, REG, RATSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
CONTINUE
K = NP(J, REG)
DO 340 I 1 (COUNT + i), (COUNT + NUM)
KIK+ 1
LNSTR(K,J, REG) 1 ALOG(RATSTR(I,J) )
LNNF(K,J,REG) 1 ALOG(RAWNF(I,J) )
CONTINUE
IF (K .GT. MAXDAT) THEN







COUNT = COUNT +
CONTINUE
IF (_rPrs(J) .NE. COUNT)
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NUMBER OF POINTS PER DIVISION '




FORMAT STATEMENTS USED TO WRITE TO SPECFO AND RELATO
900 PORMAT(////, 13X, 'HATERL_L,INPUT' .///,2X, 'DF_,CRIPTION: ' ,2X, A40,//,& 2X, YIELD STRENGTH ,18X,EII.5,//,2X, ULTIMATE STRENGTH
& 15X,Ell.5,//,2X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS' , 16X, I2)
905 FO_T(//.Tx,'oRI%_?_ s/.',gx,'s_, ss',iSx,'_sFO_ s/.',
& /,5X, STRESS ,TX, LIFE ,TX, RATIO ,3X,'REGION',5X,
& 'STRESS' ,7X, 'LIFE'/)
910 FORMAT (2X, Ell. 5,2X, F9 •0,5X, F5.2,5X, I1,5X, Ell. 5,2X, F9.0 )
913 FORMAT(//)
914 FORMAT(2X, 'THERE IS A NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT WITH AN SO OF',
& 5X, Ell.5)
915 FORMAT(2X_'TI'n_-RE IS ',I2,' REGION(S) WITH DATA ',
& /,2X, AND __I2, REGION(S) TO THE RIGHT WITHOUT, DATA',
& /,2X, 'THE UPPER BOUND(S) OF THE REGION(S) ARE ,
& '(CYCLES): ',/)
920 FORMAT(10X,Eg.3)
925 FORMAT(///,2X, 'EXOGENOUS INFORMATION' ,///.2X,
& 'CONSTRAINT ON COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, C_ ',2X,F6.4,
& //,2X, 'EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT ON m FOR EACH REGION: ',
o , • , • ,& //,2X, REGION ,5X, # OF POINTS ,5X, LOWER BOUND ,
& 5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,/)
930 FORMAT(6X, I1,11X,I1, 12X, F7.4,gX, F7.4)
935 FORMAT(20X, 'NUMBER OF DATA SETS: '.2X, I2,//,17X.
& 'NOTE: ALL Kt ASSUMED TO BE 1.0' ,////,23X,
& 'TRANSFORMED DATA' )
940 FORMAT (///.2X, 'DESCRIPTION :', 2X.A40.
& //,2X, YIELD STRENGTH', 18X, F7.0,
& //, 2X, 'ULTIMATE STRENGTH ', 15X.F7 •0,
& //,2X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS' ,16X, I2)
945 FORMAT(/,2X, 'PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION P_:'.,
& //,2X,'REGION',5X,'DELTA',SX,'mo',IOX, SIGMA2 ,/)
950 FORMAT (5X, I1,5X, F7.2,5X, F7.4,5X, Ell. 5)
955 FORMAT(//,2X, 'MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION INFORMATION',
& //, 2X, 'MEDKW/MEDK: ', 5X, Ell. 5,/, 5X, 'LAMBDAN: ', 5X,E11.5 )
RETURN
END
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE TRANSFORMATION ON STR() WHEN THE








DATE : CODE : 6OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2,
V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE CONVRT (J, NUMI, NUM2, STR, RSTR, R, FTU, FTY)




PARAMETER (MAXDAT - 50, MAXSET m 5)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, J, NUMI, NUM2
REAL FTU, FTY, R, RSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
















ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF MATERIAL (PSI)
YIELD STRENGTH OF MATERIAL (PSI)
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN THE DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
DATA SET OF INTEREST
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS
FIRST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
LAST INDEX TO BE TRANSFORMED
STRESS RATIO (R - -1.0 IS DESIRED)
STR(} VALUES TRANSFORMED TO R m -i.0 (PSI)_
ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI} FOR S/N CURVE
Kt * Smax * (1 - R)/2 , TO BE COMPARED WITH FTY
C Kt IS ASSUMED TO BE ONE
DO 100 I - NUM1, NUM2
TEST = STR(I,J) * (1.0 - R)/2.0
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*) 'I -',I,' J =',J,' TEST =',TEST
IF (TEST .GE. FTY) THEN
RSTR(I,J} " TEST
IF (IOUT.EQ.10)WRITE(8,*)'I:RSTR() =',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE IF ((TEST .LT. FTY) .AND. (STR(I,J) .GT. FTY)) THEN
RSTR(I,J) = TEST/(1.0 -((FTY - TEST)/FTU) )
IF (IOUT.EQ.10) WRITE(8,*)'2:RSTR() =',RSTR(I,J)
ELSE
RSTR(I,J) = TEST/(1.0- ((I.0 + R) * STR(I,J)
& /(2.0 * FTU)))






C SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 CALCULATES. SWHAT2, THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES OF Y ON X
C AND, SUHAT2, THE X ON Y REGRESSIONS FOR EACH REGION WHERE Y = LN(NF) AND
C X - LN(STR); TO BE USED IN THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL _TIONS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS_ 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, VT, VT.I, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SW2SU2 (NUMREG, NSETS. NF, LNSTR, LNNF, SX2, SXY,
& SY2, DD, SWHAT2, SUK_T2, NFPR)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, NSETS, NP, LNSTR, LNNF
C OUTPUTS: SX2, SXY, SY2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
COMMON 1OUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, K, L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG),
& NSETS, NUMREG
REAL BB(MAXREG), DD(MAXREG), DIFFX(MAXDAT, O_NAXSET),
& DIFFY(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), LNNF(MAXDAT, 0.MAXSET. MAXREG),
& LNSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET. MAXREG), MEANX_0:MAXSET),
& MEANY_0:MAXSET), SUHAT2(MAXREG), SWHAT2(MAXREG),



























C SUHAT2 ( )
C






I-DARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SY2(L) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXYIL}/SX2_L)FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNSTR(K,J,L)
AND MEANX(J) FOR EACH POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
2-DARRAY CONTAINING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LNNF(K,J,L)
AND MEANY(J) FOR E_H POINT IN EACH DATA SET FOR REGION L
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOREACE DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF(} ), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RATSTR()), ALSO INDEXED FOR REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS PER S/N DATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS
I-DARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X MEAN FOR POINTS FROM REGION
L AND DATA SET J (X _ Ln S)
I-DARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y MEAN FOR POINTS FROM REGION
L AND DATA SET J (Y - Ln N)
2-DARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-DARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM OF (NF()-I))-I) OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region)
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR THE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FORT HE BEST FIT LINE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACB REGION




c (Y = Ln N)
EACH REGION (X " Ln S, Y = Ln N}
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
C INITIALIZE ARRAYS

























DO 200 J = 0, NSETS
FIRST CALCULATE SAMPLE X AND Y MEANS
FOR DATA SET J IN REGION L
MEANY(J) = 0.0
IF (IOUT -E I0) WRITE(S,*)'L -', L, ' J =', J,
& ' NP =', NP(J,L)
DO 250 K = 1, NP(J,L)
MEANY(J) - MEANY(J) + LNNF(K,J,L}
MEANX(J) - MEANX(J)+ LNSTR(K,J,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'LNNF




IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(S,*) MEANY(J) =', MEANY(J),
& , MEANX(J) =', SEANX(J)
NOW CALCULATE SAMPLE VARIANCES, SY2, SX2 AND SXY,
OF X AND Y FOR EACH REGION BY SUMMING OVER EACH






DO 300 K = i, NP(J,L)
DIFFY(K,J) = LNNF(K,J,L) - MEANY(J)
DIFFX(K,J) = LNSTR(K,J,L) - MEANX(J)
SY2(L) = SY2(L) + DIFFY(K,J) ** 2
SX2(L) = SX2(L) + DIFFX(K,J) ** 2
SXY(L) - Sky(L) + DIFFX(K,J) * DIFFY(K,J)
IF (IOUT _EQ. 10) _ ,
WRITE(S,*) K =__ K, DIFFY(K,J) = , DIFFY(K,J),
• DIFFX(K,J) =', DIFFX(K,J)
WRITE(8,*) 'SY2(L) =', SY2(L), ' SX2(L) -', SX2(L),
' SXY(L) -', Sky(L)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
NPPR(L) = NPPR(L) + NP(JtL ) - 1
IF (I(X2T .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'NPPR(L) =', NPPR(L)
CONTINUE







LIFE WILL INCREASE WITH INCREASING STRESS -- INVALID FOR
OUR MODEL
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: SXY >4= 0 IN REGION', L
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
NPPR(L} -NPPR(L) - 1
IF (NPPR(L) .LE. 0) THEN




SX2 (L) SX2 FLOAT(NPPR(L)
SXY(L) SXY / FLOAT(NPPR(L}
NOW CALCULATE THE RESIDUAL VARIANCES, SWHAT2r SUHAT2, FOR EACH
REGION FROM THE Y ON X AND X ON Y REGRESSIONS
DD(L) . SXY(L) / SX?(L}
BB(L) SXY(L} / SY2(L)
IF CLOUT .EQ. ,10)T_
WRITE(8,*) NPPI__(L} -', NPPR(L}, ' SY2(L) =', SY2(L),
& ' SrU(L) =', SX2(L)
WRITE(8,*) 'SXY(L} ,,', SXY(L), ' DD(L) -', DD(L),
& ' BB(L) m,, BB(L}
ENDIF
DO 400 J = 0, NSETS
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'J-', J, ' NP(J,L) -', NP(J,L)
DO 500 K = 1, NP(J,L)
SWHAT2 (L) = SWHAT2 (L)
& +(DIFFY(K,J} - DD(L) * DIFFX(K,J)) ** 2
SUHAT2 (L) = SUHAT2(L)
& + (DIFFX(K,J) - BB(L) * DIFFY(K,J)} ** 2
IF SWHAT(IOUT2"EQ*i0)WRITE(8,*) 'K =', K r ' SWHAT2(L) ..',& (L), ' SUHAT2(L) m,, SUHAT2(L)
500 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
SWHAT2(L) .. SWHAT2(L) / FLOAT(NPPR(L))
SUHAT2(L) - SUHAT2_L} / FLOAT_NPPR_L}}
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'NPPR(L) =', NPPR(L),




C SUBROUTINE FINDMC CALCULATES THE CONSTRAINED M RANGES RASED UPON
C THE CO GIVEN BY THE USER







DATE: CODE : 8OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, VT, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,V8.4, V8.
MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDMC (NUMREG, CZERO, SX2, SXY, SY2, MCPNT, MC)






INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG},




















c sxY ( )
c





EXOGENOUS INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A CONSTRAINT ON THE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, Co
EQUAL TO CZERO ** 2
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF Co AND THE DATA -- MC(I,L) IS
THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
NUME_ OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
_t
  NTAI.ING x, ,c CE ,OR
EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y - Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(Y - Ln N)
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES






CZERO2 = CZERO ** 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. ,i0_.& WRITE(8,*) ERO = ', CZERO, ' CZERO2 m ', CZERO2
DO i00 L E i, NUMREG
AP_I SX2 (L) - CZERO2
ARG2 _ 0.0
IF (CZERO .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C THEN NO M CONSTRAINT IS REQUIRED
MCPNT(L) " 0
ELSEIF (ABS(ARGI) .LT. 1.0E-6) THEN
C THEN THE CONSTRAINT WILL BE ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) " 1
MC(I,L) = - SY2(L) / (2.0 * SXY(L))
ELSE





ARG2., (SXY(L) ** 2 - SY2(L) * ARGI)
IF (ARG2 .LT. 0.0) THEN
ARG2 IS NEGATIVE -- IMPLIES M IS COMPLEX
_.SE
A_;2 ,, ARG2 ** 0.5
ENDIF
IF (SX2(L) .LT. CZERO2} THEN
AGAIN THE M CONSTRAINT IS JUST ON THE LOWER BOUND OF M
MCPNT(L) - 1
MC(I,L) " (-SXY(L) -ARG2) / ARGI
ELSE
SX2(L) .GT. CZERO2 -- THIS TIME THE S CONSTRAINT IS A RANGE
MCPNT(L) = 2
MC(I,L) = (- SXY(L) - ARG2) / ARGI




IF (IOUT .EQ. i0} THEN
DO 200 L = 1, NUMREG
wRITE''" ',.- ', L, =
'ARG1 " ', ARG1, ' ARG2 " ', ARG2





C SUBROUTINE INTRVL CALCUIJ&TES THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL, Io, ON
C C; AND THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL, Jo, ON M
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 5OCT87 COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2, V7, V7.1, VS, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.4, V8.
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE INTRVL (NUMREG, SX2, DE), SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO,
& JZERO, MCHAT)
C INPUTS: NI/MREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR
C OUTPUTS: IZERO, JZERO, MCHAT
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER CHITAB, MAXREG, TTAB
PARAMETER (CHITAB = 150, MAXREG = 3, TTAB = 31)
7 - 391
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, L, NPPR(MAXREG), NUM,
REAL ARG__CHI025(CHITAB), CHI975(CHITAB}, DD(MA_REG),
& IZERO(2, MAXREG}, JZERO(2, MA:GtEG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG),
& SUHAT, SUHAT2(_G}__SWHAT, SWHAT2(MAXREG), SX,
& SX2(MAXREG), T, T025(TTAB)
(CHI025(I , I = 1 75) /
&DATA _.000982669, 0.506356, 0.215795, 0.484419, 0.831211,
& 1.237347, 1.68987, 2.17973, 2.70039, 3.24697,
& 3.81575, 4.40379, 5.00874, 5.62872, 6.26214,
& 6.90766, 7.56418, 8.23075, 8.90655, 9.59083,
& 10.28293, 10.9823, 11.6885, 12.4011, 13.1197,
& 13.8439, 14.5733, 15.3079, 16.0471, 16.7908,
& 17.53, 19.04, 19.80, 20.56,
& 21.33, 22.87, 23.65, 24.4331,
& 25.21, 26.78, 27.57, 28.36,
& 29.15, 30.75, 31.55, 32.3574,
33.16, 34.77, 35.58, 36.39,
37.21, 38.84, 39.66, 40.4817
41.30, 42.95, 43.77, 44.60, '
45.43, 47.09 47.92, 48.7576




































































































































































































































C VALUES FORT HE TABLES ABOVE WERE OBTAINED IN THE FOLLOWING NANNERz
C
C 1 - 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 _ Theil, pp. 718-719
C
C 31-39, 41-49, 51-59, 61-69, 71-79, 81-89, 91-99, 101-150
C -- CALCULATED USING CUBE RULE APPROXIMATION
DATA T025 / 12.706, 4.303, 3.182, 2.776, 2.571, 2 447,
& 2.365, 2 306, 2.262 2 2.201, _179,.228,
& 2.160, _ '
, 086, 2.080, .074, 2.069, 064,






































TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
TABLE OF 0.975 PERCENTAGE POINTS, CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN CHI025 AND CHI975
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L) FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS LOOP FOR CHI025() AND CHI975()
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING IO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCEAT(I,L) - -DD. THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) - SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM OF (NP( )-I) )-I) OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region)
EQUAL TO NPPR(L) FOR A SET OF _TIONS
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
EQUAL TO SUHAT2(L)**0.5 FOR A SET OF _TIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X s Ln S, Y = Ln N)
EQUAL TO SWHAT2(L)**0.5 FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = I_ S, Y = Ln N)
EQUAL TO (NPPR(L)*SX2(L))**0.5 FOR A SET OF _IONS
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
X = Ln S)
OF T025() USED IN CALCULATIONS
TABLE OF 0.025 PERCENTAGE POINTS, T DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN T025
C INITIALIZE IZERO, JZERO AND MCHAT








C CHECK TEAT ALLOWABLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE NOT BEEN EXCEEDED
DO 75 L = i, NUMREG
IF (NPPR(L) .GT. CHITAB) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED LIMIT ON DEGREES OF FREEDOM '





cC ASSIGN VALUES TO NUM, Tr SWHAT, SUBAT AND THEN CALCULATECONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EACH REGION
DO 100 L = 1, NUMREG
NUM " NPPR(L)





SWHAT " SWHAT2(L) ** 0.5
SUHAT " SUHAT2_L) ** 0.5
SX m (NUM * SX2(L)) ** 0.5
CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES OF M AND C
ARG = T * SWHAT / SX
MCHAT (I,L)
:
C CALCULATE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
IZERO(I,L) =__MCHAT(2,L) : (FLOAT(NUM) / CHI975(NUM) I ** 0.5IZERO(2,L} = MCHAT{2,L) (FLOAT(NUM) / CHI025(NUM) ** 0.5
JZERO(I,L) == MCHAT(I,L) ARG
JZERO(2,L) MCHAT(I,L) + ARG
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L-', L, ' NPPR _', NPPR(L), ' NUM s,, NUM
WRITE(8,*) 'SWHAT2-', SWHAT2(L), ' SWHAT-', SWHAT
WRITE(8,*) 'SUHAT2 _'. SUHAT2(L), ' SUHAT =', SUHAT
WRITE(8,*) 'SX2 ", SX2( ).L ' SX ", SX
WRZTE(8,*) 'CHZ025 "=', CH_025(NUM), ' CHI975 i,, CHI975(NUM)
WRZTE(8,*) 'T ". T. ' DD ". DD(L). ' ARG ". ARG
WRITE(8,*) 'IZER0(I,L) m,, ZZERO(I,L), ' ZZERO(2,L) -',
IZERO(2,L)
& WRITE(8,*) 'JZERO(I,L) -', JZERO(I,L), ' JZERO(2,L) ..',
JZERO(2,L)






C SUBROUTINE GTPVAR CALCULATES THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE
C HEAT MEDIAN S/N CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE: 2 IJUN88 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.11: V8_2: V8.3: V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4. V4 V4. V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE GTPVAR (NSETS, NP, NUMREG, LAMN, MCHAT, PVAR)




PARAMETER (MAXREG = 3, MAXSET = 5)
7 -394
COMMON "rOUT
INTEGER IOUT, J, L, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NSETS, NUM(MAXREG),
& NUMREG, TOTAL













































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH R_GION
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Vat (Ln N given S) / (m**2 C*-2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION. BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT (1, L) " -DD (L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
EQUAL TO Nj-I FOR EACH REGION WHERE Nj IS THE SUM OF THE
NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ESTIMATES OF THE MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION IN EACH REGION
THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT MEDIAN S/N
CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
WEIGHTED SUM OF THE PSIG2s -- USED TO CALCULATE A WEIGHTED
AVERAGE








DO i00 L ,, i, NUMREG
DO 150 J .. 0, NSETS
coNT_>...._...- _<L> + _<o,L>150
NUM(L) .. NUM(L) - 1
TOTAL - TCYI'AL + NUM(L)
i00 CONTINUE
DO 200 L = i, NUMREG
PSIG2(L) = (LAMN - 1.0} * MCHAT(2,L) ** 2
SUM = SUM + PSIG2(L) * NUM(L)
200 CONTINUE
IF WRITE(8(IOUT.EQ., "LAMN--10)THEN, LAMN
DO 300 L _- I, NUMREG
WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT .. ', MCHAT(2,L), ' PSIG2
300 CONTINUE
WRITE(8,*) 'TOTAL = ', TOTAL, ' SUM- ', SUM
ENDIF





CC SUBROOTINE FNDRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE ON BOTHM AND CO WITH THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (JZERO FROM INTRVL)
C TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 1ZAUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FNDRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, JZERO,
& MCHAT, RANGEM)





PARAMETER (MAXREG ,, 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, _CPNT(HAXREG), MPNT(_m]_G), NUMREG
REAL JZERO(2, MAXREG), LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG),






























2-D ARRAY CONTAINING JO, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOOND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MCHAT(I,L) - - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE
FOR M AND MCHAT(2,L) =¢=SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES




C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST








IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) ,THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MPNT .. ', MPNT(L),
ENDIF
IF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .E0. 0)) THEN
THERE IS NO EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
ASSUME RANGE TO BE JO










• JZERO(1.L) " f JZERO(I,L)
'RANGEM(2,L} -, , RANGEM(2,L),
' JZERO(2,L) - , JZERO(2,L)
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 1)) THEN
NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A LOWER BOUND ON M DUE
TO Co, ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF Jo ACCORDINGLY
LOWER = AMAXl(JZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER - JZERO(2,L)
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN






IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THENWRITE(S,*) JZERO(1,L) " , JZERO(1,L),
,JZERO(2,L),= ', JZERO(2,L)&
WRITE(8,*) MC(1,L) " , MC(1,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER " ', LOWER, ' UPPER " ', UPPER
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) = ', RANGEM(1,L),
& ' RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 0) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS NO PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT THERE IS A RANGE
CORRESPONDING TO THE CO CONSTRAINT, ADJUST JO ACCORDINGLY
LOWER " AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER " AMINI(JZERO(2,L)_MC(2,L} )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN
_.__W_"TTTE_'*_T'ERROR: NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN JO AND MC'
ELSE
RANGEM( 2 " UPPER
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .E0. 10)THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'J_.ERO(I,L) = , JZERO(I,L),
' JZERO(2,L) = ', JZERO(2,L)
& WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) .. ', MC(I,L), ' MC(2,L) - '. MC(2,L)
,,RITE s,* ', LOWER,' UPPER-', UPPER
'RANGEM(1,L) -- ', RANGEM(1,L),
& WRITE(8,*), RANGEM(2,L)., ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF (MPNT(L) .EQ. 1) THEN
THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER








IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'M_ERO(1,L) - , MZERO(1,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) - ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO Co CONSTRAINT
USE INTERSECTION BETWEEN Jo AND }4o
LOWER = AMAXI(JZERO(I,L), MZERO(I,L))
UPPER = AMINI(JZERO(2,L)_ MZERO(2,L))
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN





IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)THEN , JZERO(
WRITE(8,*),'JZERO(1,L) - ' 1
, JZERO(: :LI'JZERO(2,L) = ' 2
, MZERO_WRITE(8,*) ,'MZERO(I'L) " ' It,L),
MZERO(2,L) " ', MZERO(2_L)
WRITE(8,*) 'I,OWER = ', LOWER, ' UPPER = ',
WRITE(8,*),'RANGEM(1,L) = ', RANGEM(1,L),
RANGEM(2,L) ,, ', RANGEM(2,L)
UPPER
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MP_(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MC_T(L) .ZO. 1)) TE_
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A _ BOUND DUE TO CO
CONSTRAINT__INTERSECT JO AND }40, ADJUSTING THE LOWER BOUND
BY Mc ACCORDINGLY
= AMAXI(JZERO(1,L), MZERO(1,L), MC(1,L))
UPPER = AMINI(JZERO(2,L), MZERO(2,L))
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN







IF Tn_O_ ( .EQ.8,*)
WRITE(8,*)
101 THEN
'J_ERO(1,L) = , JZERO(1,L),
& ' JZERO(2,L) ,, ', JZERO(2,L)
'MZERO(I,L) " ', MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L) ,,, ', MZERO(2,L)& WRITE(,,*) 'MC(1,L) = . MC(1,L)
WRITE(8,:I 'LOWER " ', LOWER, ' UPPER " ', UPPERWRITE(8, 'RANEGM(I,L) " ', RANGEM(I,L),
& ' RANGEM(2,L) " ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO CO CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES WITH JO
LOWER = AMAXI(JZERO(1,L), MZERO(1,L), MC(I,L))
UPPER " AMINI(JZERO(2,L), MZERO(2,L), MC(2,L) )
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN




RANGEM (2 = UPPER
7-398
CENDIF
IF (IOUT _EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) JZERO(1,L) _ ,, JZERO(1,L),
',JZERO(2,L) . ,, JZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) MZERO(I,L) ,, MZERO(I,L),
' MZERO(2,L),- , MZERO(2,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(I,L) - , MO(I,L)
WRITE(8 'LOWER - ', LOWER, ' UPPER- '




C__T,ERROR: PRIOR ON M INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED IN ', L
ENDIF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(1,L) =AMAXI(RANGEM(1,L), 0.0)
IF (IO(3T .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(I,L)
I00 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN POSTERIOR RANGE
DO 300 L = I, NUMREG
IF ((MOHAT(I,L) .LT. RANGEM(I,L))
& .OR. (MCHA,_(I,L) .GT. RANGEM(2,L)))
& WRITE(8,*) NOTE: E(m) IS NOT IN THE POSTERIOR RANGE ',




C SUBROUTINE ADDREG ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES FOR REGIONS
C WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, VS. 5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE ADDREG (RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, )4ZERO, MPNT}
C INPUTS: RANGEM, MCHAT, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM, MCHAT, NUMREG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG .. 3 )
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, LL, MPNT(MAXREG), NNODAT, NUMRG





































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF _TIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(1,L) " - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCHAT(2,L) _ SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
FOR  iON2- CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L} IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA}
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM (2, L ) IS THE UPPER BOUND
IF (TOUT .EO. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG =', NUMREG
DO i00 L B i, NNODAT
NUMREG = NUMREG + 1
LL = NUMREG
IF (ZOUT .EQ. i0)WRITE(8,*) "L B: L _L_r' NUMREG "', NUMREG,
& ' LL =', LL, ' m'NT(LL) .,, _O_T(LL)
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. 1) .OR.(I,U'NT(LL) .ZQ. 2)) T_EN
POSTERIOR ON M IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
RANGEM(I,LL) - MZERO(1,LL)
RANGEM(2,LL) ,, MZERO(2,LT.,)
IF (]:OUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM (1,LL) RANGEM( I,LL),
,,.z_(ly) -", _ERo(I,,,)
& WRITE(8, *) RANGEM (2, LL) - RANGEM(2, LL),
& ' MZERO(2,LL} ,,,'', MZERO(2,LL)
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
CALCULATIONS IN SUBROUTINE EXPCTD
IF (RANGEM(2,LL) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
MCHAT(I,LL) = RANGEM(I,LL)
ELSE
MCHAT(1,LL) - (RANGEM(I,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'MCHAT =', MCHAT(I,LL)
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY ',






C SUBROUTINE CONCAVADJUSTS THE UPPER BOUNDS OF THE POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY
C RANGES ON M TO BE CONSISTENT WITH CONCAVITY CONSTRAINTS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 2FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,




















MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5






PARAMETER (MAXREG " 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG









CONTROLS DO LOOp FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGZM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM (2, L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF RANGE ON M IN REGION L-I -- USED DURING
CONCAVITY ADJUSTMENT
ADJUST RANGE TO INSURE CONCAVITY
DO i00 L " NUMREG, 2, -i
IF (RANGEM(2,L-I) .EQ. 0.0)THEN
RANGE IS A POINT IN REGION L-I
IF (RANGEM(1,L-I) .GT. AMAXI(RANGEM(1,L),RANGEM(2,L) )) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: PO6TERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION ', Lo




RANGE IS AN INTERVAL IN REGION L-I
TESTM = AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), RANGEM(2,L))
IF (TESTM .LT. ,RANGEM(I,L-1) ) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERROR: POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN REGION ', ,L,
& ' IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE POSTERIOR INTERVAL IN ,
& 'REGION ', L-I
TRMNAT
ELSE
RANGEM(2,L-I) = AMINI(RANGEM(2,L-1), TESTM)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1.L-I) = , RANGEM(I_L-1),
' RANGEM(2,L-I) -', RANGEM(2,L-1)
& WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM( ltL ) =', RANGEM(I_L),
' RANGEM(2,L)=', RANGEMI2,L )






C SUBROUTINE MEDIAR CALCULATES THE MEDIAN VALUES OF M AFTER Jo HAS
C BEEN ADJUSTED BECAUSE OF PRIOR INFORMATION ON M OR Co
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE: 5OCT87 COMMENTS: IDEC87
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MEDIAN (NUMREG, RANGEM, MEDM)




PARAMETER (M_XREG - 3)
COMMON 1OUT
INTEGER 1OUT, L, NUMREG

















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF M RANGE (DUE TO CONCAVITY CONSIDERATION)
TO BE USED IN MEDIAN CALCULATION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
INITIALIZE ARRAY MEDM
DO 50 L - I, MAXREG
cME°M'L  I "0050
BEGIN CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION
DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0} THEN
RANGE IS A POINT
MEDM(L) = RANGEM(I,L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. i) THEN
WE ARE IN REGION ONE -- NOT AFFECTED BY OTHER REGIONS
-- MEDIAN WILL JUST BE AVERAGE OF RANGEM VALUES
MEDM(L) = (RANGEM(I,L) + RANGEM(2,L)) / 2.0
ELSE
MUST TAKE MEDIAN OF REGION L-I INTO ACCOUNT
LOWERM = AMAXI(RANGEM(I,L), MEDM(L-_I)_
MEDM(L) - (LOWERM + RANGEM(2,L)) / 2.U
ENDIF
7 - 402
&IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) T,HEN ,
WRITE(8,*) 'L- , L, NUMREG- ', NUMREG
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) - ', RANGEM(1,L),
' RANGEM(2,L) -, ', RANGEM(2,L)






C SUBROUTINE EXPCTD CALCULATES THE EXPECTED OR MEDIAN VALUES OF THE S/N
C CURVE PARAMETERS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 13FEB89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california.Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE EXPCTD (NCOMPS, MEDM, NPTS l STR, NF, SZERO, NUMREG,
& ZROREG, NBND, BIGK1, BZHAT)
C INPUTS: NCOMPS, MEDM, NPTS, STR, NF, SZERO,
C OUTPUTS: BIGKI, BZHAT




























INTEGER IOUT, L, NCOMPS, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG, ZROREG
BIGE(0:MAXREG), BIGKI, BZHAT, FACTR, KRAT, MEANZ,
MEDM(MAXREG), MM(0:MAXREG}, NBND(0:MAXREG),
NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG), SBND(0:MAXREG), STR(MAXDAT, MAXREG},



















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
EQUAL TO BIGE ( 1 )
E (BETm:_ )
A SCALE FACTOR " PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
I'D_%
=P FOR  ioN
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA F Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM}
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE MEDIAN M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
Number of COMPonents -- i FOR STRESS AND STRAIN WHEN DECOMPONED
DATA UNAVAILABLE -- 2 FOR DECOMPOSED STRAIN DATA
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE




c m)TS ( )
C
C NUMREG












TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN EACH REGION FOR
THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R s -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
CONTAINED IN NBND()
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, SO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K. IN THIS ROUTINE
TRBIGK_i) " BIGK(i)
ZeRO REGIon -- VALUES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS. I - NO ZERO REGION




C CREATE SM( ) ARRAY FROM MEDM( ) ARRAY
Do zoo L = z, m._zu
Z00 co_-r_r_ HEOM(I,)
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z = Ln(X)
TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ}
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z = Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE BETAo AND k
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, KHAT, BZEAT)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR EACH REGION
CALL FINDK (BZHAT, KHAT, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK}
BIGK1 = BIGK(1)
C CALCULATE BOUNDARIES OF STRESS REGIONS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND}
C CALCULATE Ko AND Mo FOR THE NO DATA REGION TO THE LEFT IF REQUIRED
DO 150 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) = BIGK(L)
150 CONTINUE
IF (ZROREG .E 9. 0) THEN
FACTR .. I-U
CALL KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBND, SBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NUMREG)
ENDIF
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
IF (NCOMPS .EQ. i) THEN
WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZHAT. KHAT
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,900) NUMREG, BZHAT, KHAT
DO 200 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
WRITE(7,910) L, MM(L), TRBIGK(L), NBND(L}, SEND(L}











900 FOm4AT(///,2X, 'P_'£ER VALUES FOR MEDIAN SIN CORVE',//,2X,
& 'NUMBER OF REGIONS: 'tI4,5Xw 'E(BETAO) "'rF8.4r5Xe 'E(_k) ",
& FS.4.//,2X, 'REGION' ,7X, 'm', 15X, 'K' ,gX, 'LIFE BOUND' ,7X,
& 'STRESS BOUND',/)
910 FORMAT (5X, I1,5X, F9.5,5X,E12.5, 5X,E9.3,9X,El1.5)
920 FORMAT(///)
930 FORMAT(//,2X, 'PARAMETER VALUES FOR MEDIAN S/N CURVE',




C SUBROUTINE MUSIG CAI_ULATES THE POGTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS=
C MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIG; FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE = CODE: 2 IJUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION- MATCHR V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE MUSIG (NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA,
& MO, SIGMA2, MCHAT, MU, SIG)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTA, MO, SIGMA2
C OUTPUTS: MCHAT, MU, SIG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (I_XREG = 3)
COMMON I OUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG, NPPR(MAXREG)
REAL ARG, DD(MAXREG), DELTA(MAXREG), MCHAT(2, M_.XR_G)t
& . MO(MAXREG), MU(MAXREG), SIG(MAXREG), SIG_2(MAXREG),










I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SXY(L)/SX2(L} FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MU() AND
SIG( ) CALCULATION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGION ALLOWED




































EACH REGIONL BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY -- MCHAT(I,L) "
- DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT,
THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM 9F_(SP()-I))-I) OVER ALL
DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Po_n_s Per Reglon)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VAR.T.ANCF.S FROM Y ON X
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X m Ln S, Y - Ln N)
EQUAL TO NPPR() * SX2() FOR A PARTICULAR REGIONON
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X Y
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X i Ln S, Y ,, Ll_ N)
I-D ARRAY CONTA-TNING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X = Ln S)
INITALIZE ARRAYS
DO 50 L - i, MAXR
MCHAT(1,L) = 0.0




BEGIN CALCULATION FOR EACH REGION
DO i00 L - i , NUMREG
MCEAT(I,L) I - DD(L)
MCHAT(2,L) - SQRT (SUHAT2(L))
SUMX2 - NPPR(L) * SX2(L)
ARG -- SUMX2 + DELTA(L)
IF (DELTA(L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE MEAN WAS SUPPLIED
USE THE ESTIMATE OF M
MU(L) - MCHAT(I,L)
ELSE
UPDATE THE ESTIMATE OF M WITH Mo USING DELTA
END MU(L)IF " (MCHAT(I,L) * SUMX2 + MO(L) * DELTA(L)) / ARG
IF (SIGMA2(L).EQ. 0.0) THEN
THEN NO PRIOR VALUE OF THE VARIANCE WAS SUPPLIED
USE SWHAT2 AS AN ESTIMATE OF SIGMA-HAT-2
SIG(L) = SQRT (SWHAT2(L} / ARG)
ELSE
SIG(L} = SQRT (SIGMA2(L) / ARG)
ENDIF
IF L_O._ .EQ. I0)THEN(8,*) 'L = ', L, ' DD- ', DD(L), ' MCHAT1 = ',
MCMAT ( 1, L )
& WRITE(8,*} 'SUF,AT2 = ', SUHAT2(L), ' MCMAT2 = ',
& NPPR = , NPPR(L), ' SX2- ', SX2(L},WRITE(8,* ) MCHAT (2,L)
& ' SUMX2 = ', SUMX2
WRITE(8,*) 'DELTA .. ', DELTA(L), ',ARG = ', ARG
WRITE(8,*) 'MO = ', MO(L), ' MU = , MU(L}
WRITE(8,*} 'SWHAT2 = ', SWHAT2(L), ' SIGMA/ = ', SIGRh%2(L),





C SUBROUTINE NORRNG COMBINES THE PRIOR INFORMATION ON BOTH M AND CO TO
C OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGES ON M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 10FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS : 12AUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1,1, VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,5VS.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4. V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.
SUBROUTINE NORRNG (NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT, RANGEM)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, MPNT, MZERO, MCPNT, MC, MCHAT
C OUTPUTS : RANGEM
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXR
PARAMETER (MAXREG ,. 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, MCPNT(MAXREG), MPNT(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL LOWER, MC(2, MAXREG), MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MZERO(2, MAXREG),




























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
LOWER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGES ON M FOR EACH
REGION CONSISTENT WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA
-- MC(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MC(2,L) IS THE UPPER
BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND C
FOR EACH REGION -- MCHAT(I,L) = - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE
FOR M AND MCHAT(2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MC() FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO() FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS THE UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UPPER BOUND OF INTERSECTION
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES




C PERFORM CALCULATIONS FOR EACH REGION OF INTEREST
DO i00 L = I, NUMREG
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L = ', L, ' NUMREG = ', NUMREG





IF (MPNT(L) .EQ. I} THEN
THERE IS A POINT PRIOR ON M -- THIS OVERRIDES ALL OTHER
INFORMATION: ASSUME POINT POSTERIOR ON M GIVEN BY THE PRIOR
RANGEM(I,L) = MZERO(I,L)
RANGEM(2,L) = 0.0
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*)
WRITE(8,*)
',MZERO(I.L) " ' MZERO(I,L)
RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(I,L),
' RANGEM(2,L} - ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 0)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M, BUT NO Co CONSTRAINT USE 14o
RANGEM (1, L) MZERO(I,L)
_GFa(2,L) -" MZERO(2,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0)THEN
WRITE(8,*} MZERO(I,L) - , MZERO(1,L),
' ,MZERO(2oL) - ' MZERO(2,L)
RANGEM(I,L) - ', RANGEM(1,L),
&& WRITE(8,*) ' RANGEM(2,L) - ', RANGEM(2,L)
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L) .EQ. 2} .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. i}) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A _ BOUND DUE TO CO
CONSTRAINT ADJUST THE LOWER BOUND OF 14o BY Mc
LOWER - AMAXI(MZERO(I,L), MC(I,L) )
UPPER = MZERO(2,L)
IF (UPPER .LT. LOWER) THEN
__-,,-W_*TTE_'*_T'ERROR: NO INTERSECTION _ Mo AND Mc'
ELSE
RANGEM (2 = UPPER
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(I,L) = ',, MZERO(I,L),
& ' MZERO(2,L) = , MZERO(2,L}
WRITE(8,*) 'MC(1,L) - ,• MC(1,L}
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER- ', _, ' UPPER ,, ', UPPER
WRITE(8,*) 'RANEGM(1,L) = ', RANGEM(1,L),
& ' RANGEM(2,L} - ', RANGEM(2,L}
ENDIF
ELSEIF ((MPNT(L} .EQ. 2) .AND. (MCPNT(L) .EQ. 2)) THEN
THERE IS A PRIOR RANGE ON M AND A RANGE DUE TO CO CONSTRAINT
INTERSECT THESE TWO RANGES
LOWER = AMAXl(MZERO(1,L), MC(I
 PER_
(UPPER .LT. LOWER)
NO INTERSECTION BETWEEN 14o AND Mc'
IF C_LLTE 8'_T'ERROR: THEN
ELSE
RANGEM(1,L) - LOWER
RANGEM (2, L ) = UPPER
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'MZERO(1,L) = ',, MZERO(1,L),
',MZERO(2,L) = , MZERO(2,L)
& WRITE(8,*) MC(1,L) = '. MCtl,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'LOWER = ', #.OWE_, ' UPPER .. ', UPPER
7 - 408
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) " ', RANGEM(1,L),
• RANGF.M(2,L) ,, ', IU_GEM(2,L)
_'DIF
ELSE
C__T'm_'_OR: PRIORON M I_CO_C'n_Y SPECIFIED IN ', L
ENDIF
RESTRICT RANGE TO BE NON-NEGATIVE
RANGEM(1,L) = AMAXI(RANGEM(1,L), 0.0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(1,L) - ', RANGEM(1,L)
100 CONTINUE
CHECK TO SEE IF E(m) IS IN PO6TERIORRANGE
DO 300 L = 1, NUMREG
IF ((MCHAT(I,L) .LT. RANGEM(I,L))
& .OR. (MCHAT(I,L) .GT. RANGEM(2,L)))
& WRITE(8,*) 'NOTE: E(m) IS NOT IN THE





C SUBROUTINE ADDRGN ADDS THE INFORMATION ON M RANGES AND NORMAL
C DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR REGIONS WITHOUT DATA
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 10FEB88 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 12AUGgl
C VERSION: MATCHRV7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,5V8.4,. V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4
SUBROUTINE ADDRGN (RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG L NNODAT, NUMREG,




RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NNODAT, NUMREG, MZERO, MPNT,
MO, SIGMA2
RANGEM, MCHAT, MU, SIG, NUMREG
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG ,, 3)
COMMON IOUT




MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MO(MAXREG), MU(MAXREG),
















































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO NUMREG FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF M AND
C FOR EACH REGION, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY --
MCHAT(I,L) = - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR M AND
MCEAT(2,L) = SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR C
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MZERO( ) FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGES ON M FOR
EACH REGION -- MZERO(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND MZERO(2,L)
IS UPPER BOUND
Number of NO DATa regions (REGIONS WITHOUT ANY S/N DATA)
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2, L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
IF (XOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'NUMREG-'
DO i00 L = i, NNODAT





IIOUT .EQ. I0)_J:NT_.TSI* ) ;LM_ TL._.' NUMREG "', NUMREG,LL =', LL, ' =' ( )
IF ((MPNT(LL) .EQ. i) .OR. (MPNT(LL) .EQ. 2)) THEN
POSTERIOR ON M IS SAME AS PRIOR ON M
EANGEM(I,LL) " MZERO(I,LL)RANGEM(2, LL) MZERO(2, T-T.)
MU(LL) = MO(LL)
SIG(LL) - SQRT(SIGMA2 (LL))
XF (_OUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRTTE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,LL) -' RANGEH(1,LL),
& ' MZERO(1,LL) - ', MZEROII,LL)WRITE (8, *) ' RANGEM(2, ) ' RANGEM( 2, LL),
& ' MZERO(2,LL) ', MZERO(2,LL)
waITE(B, :_ ,_(,.,.) .. , _(,.,.), , _(,.,.) = ,, MO(LC)WRITE(o,-, 'SIG(LL) = ', SIG(LL), ' SIGMA2(LL) = ',
& STC4_A2(LL)
ENDIF
SPECIFY E(M) OF POSTERIOR FOR SAKE OF
CALCULATIONS IN SUBROUTINE EXI_TD
ZF (RANGEM(2,LL) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
MCHAT(I,LL) = RANGEM(I,LL)
MU(LL) = RANGEM (1, LL )
SIG(LL) = 0.0
ELSE
MCHAT(1,LL) = (RANGEM(1,LL) + RANGEM(2,LL)) / 2.0
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) :MCHAT =', MCEAT(I,LL),
& ' MU = ', MU(LL), ' SIG = , SIG(LL}
ELSE
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: OVERALL PRIOR RANGE INCORRECTLY ',







C SUBROUTINE DECOMP CONTROLS THE CALCUI_TIONS FOR THE INFORMATION
C AGGREGATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C FOR THE STRAIN FORMULATION
C PROGRAMMER= L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 FORMAT/CO_F_S= 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.1, VS:_: VS._: V8o4, V8.5C MATGRM V4.1, V4 V4. V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government sponsorship unaer NASA contract NAS71918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE DECOMP (RANGMP, RANGME, MUP, SIGP t MUE, SIGE, NF,
& RFNP, NBND, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, VARY, MPROC,
& KRATIO, PVAR}
C INPUTS: READS DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD; VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: RANGMP__RANGME, MUP, SIGP. MUE, SIGE, NF, RFNP,
C NBND, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, }Q_ATIO, PVAR
C SUBPROGRAMS- INITD, RDECHO, PREP, SW2SU2, INTRVL, FNDRNG,
C EXPCTD. PECOMPt MUSIG, NORRNG, GTPVAR
C FILES: 5 :RELATD-OLD; 6 :RELATO-NEW
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET, MAXTNS


























IOUT, J, MCPNTE(MAXREG), MCPNTP(MAXREG), MPNTE(MAXREU),
MPNTP(MAXREG), MPROC, NDC(0=MAXSET),
NP(0=MAXSET, MAXREG), NPPR(MAXREG), NPTS(0:MAXSET),
NSETS, NTENS(0:MAXSET), RFNP(MAXREG), VARY
BZERO, BZEROE, BZEROP, DD(MAXREG), DELTAE(MAXREG),
DELTAP(MAXREG), IZERO(2, MAXREG), JZERO(2, MAXREG),
KHATE, KHATP, KRATIO. LAMN,
LNNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
LNSTRE(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
LNSTRP_MAXDAT, 0=MAXSET, MAXREG}, M_E(2, _),
MCHAT(2, MAXREG}, MCHATE(2, _), MCHATP(2, MAXREG),
MCP(2, MAXREG), MEDME(_), MEDMP(MAXREG),
MOE(_), MOP(MAXREG}. MUE(MAXREG), MUP(nM_Eu_vG_,
MZEROE(2, MAXREG), MZEROP(2, MAXREG), NBND(0.MAXREG),
NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG), PVAR, RANGME(2, MAXREG),
RANGMP(2, MAXREG), RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0=MAXSET),
RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), RFSTRE(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
RFSTRP(MAXDAT, _), SE(MAXDAT_ 0:MAXSET)_ ...........
SIG2E(MAXREG), SIG2P(MAXREG), SIGE(MAXREG). SIGP(_,
SP(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), STRE(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),_ _













VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO, CHARACTERIZING S/N DATA SET
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAoe, CHARACTERIZING ELASTIC
COMPONENTS OF S/N DATA SET
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAop, CHARACTERIZING PLASTIC
COMPONENTS OF S/N DATA SET












































































































I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN _/LTIPLIER USED IN MUE() AND
SIGE ( ) CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN MUP() AND
SIGP( ) CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING Io, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON C
FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING Jo, THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON M
FOR EACH REGION
E(Ke), THE MEDIAN Ke FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
EIKp), THE MEDIAN Kp FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var (Ln N given_S_) / (m**2 C*'2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF())
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(SE()) OR LN(STRE())
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(SP()) OR LN(STRP(
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS II_ _/N DATA SET REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TENSILE TESTS PER DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGE ON Me CONSISTENT
WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA -- NOTE: THE CO
CONSTRAINT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE STRAIN FOR_3LATION,
BUT IS A NECESSARY PARAMETER TO SOME OF THE SUBROUTINES
SHARED WITH THE STRESS CASE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF Cp AND Ce,
BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY -- MCHAT(2,1) - MC_ATP(2,1),
MCHAT(2,2) = MCMATE(2,1)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF Me AND
Ce FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS, BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY
-- MCHATE(1, i) m - DD(L), THE ESTIMATE FOR Me AND
MCHATE(2,1) s SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR Ce
2-D coNTAI.INGvALUEsoFTHE O,DAAO T  Cp FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS, BASED ON MATERIALS Y
MCHATP (i, i) s - DD (L), THE ESTIMATE FOR Mp AND
MCHATP(2, i) m SUHAT, THE ESTIMATE FOR Cp
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGE ON _ CONSISTENT
WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA -- NOTE. THE CO
CONSTRAINT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE STRAIN FORMULATION,
BUT IS A NECESSARY PARAMETER TO SOME OF THE SUBROUTINES
SHARED WITH THE STRESS CASE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MCE() (ALWAYS 0 FOR STRAIN CASE)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MCP() (ALWAYS 0 FOR STRAIN CASE)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN Me VALUE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEDIAN Mp VALUE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR
ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR
PLASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MZEROE()
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
t'_ER. OP ( )
Materials PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; I - VARIATION







THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR
vALUEsorTHEPRIOR ONMe
MZEROE(I i) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
_p ER som_
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGE ON Mp FOR
PLASTIC COMPONENTS -- MZEROP(I,1) IS THE IXMER BOUND AND
MZEROP (2,1) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING Number of given DeComposed STRAIN


















































































2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF ((SUM OF (NP()-I) -i) OVER
ALL DATA SETS IN A REGION (Number of Points Per Region}
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
Z-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF TENSILE TEST DATA POINTS
FOR EACH DATA SET
THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE BEAT MEDIAN S/N
CURVE WARRANTED BY THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PO6TERIOR RANGE ON Me
FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS -- RANGME( I, 1) IS THE LOWER
BOUND AND RANGME(2,1)IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGE ON Mp
FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS -- RANGMP( I, I) IS THE LOWER
BOUND AND RANG_P(2,1) IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR RAW TOTAL
STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET IN EACH REGION
-D ARRAY CONTAINING ELASTIC STRAIN PO.INTS (%), SE() OR
STRE(), FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING PLASTIC STRAIN PO.INTS (%), SP() OR
S_ FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA2- CONTAINING GIVEN ELASTIC STRAIN CO_S (%)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE
FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE
FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE POSTERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD DEVIATION FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING GIVEN PLASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING CALCULATED PLASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES FROM X ON Y
I REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S,
-D ARRAY CONTAINING RESIDUAL VARIANCES _ ON X
_J
REGRESSION FOR EACH REGION (X = Ln S, Y - Ln N)
-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
(X " Ln S)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE X, SAMPLE Y COVARIANCE FOR EACH
REGION (X == Ln S, Y "= Ln N)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLE Y VARIANCE FOR EACH REGION
( -Ln N
2-DYARRAY CONTAINING TENSILE TEST DATA -- INDEXED FOR EACH
)
DATA SET
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; i - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
OPEN(5,, FILE = 'RELATD', STATUS == 'OLD' IOPEN ( FILE = 'RELATO ', STATUS 'NEW'
RELATD CONTAINS THE RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET INFORMATION
RELATO CONTAINS THE PROCESSED RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
INFORMATION
INITIALIZE PRIMARY ARRAYS
CALL INITD (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, NDC, SP, SE, NTENS_ TNSILE,
& NP, LNNF, LNSTRP. LNSTRE. STRP, STRE. MZEROP.
& MZEROE, MPNTP, MPNTE, MCP, MCE, MCPNTP, MCPNTE,
& RFNP, NF, RFSTRE, RFSTRP, NBND, DELTAP, DELTAE,
& MOP, MOE, SIG2P, SIG2E, MCHAT)




RDECHO (VARY, MPROC, NPTS. RAWNF__RAWSTR, NSETS, DESCRP,
& NDC, SP. SE, NTENS. TNSILE, MZEROP. MPNTP. MZEROE,
& MPNTE, DELTAP, DELTAE, MOP, MOE, SIG2P, SIG2E,
& KRATIO, LA/_)
PREPARE GIVEN DECOMPOSED STRAIN DATA FOR INFORMATION
AGGREGATION PROCESSING
&CALL PREP (0, NDC__SP, SE__RAWNF, NP, LNSTRP, LNSTRE, LNNF,RFNP, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, NF)
C BEGIN INFORMATION AGGREGATION PROCESSING FOR THE GIVEN PLASTIC
C STRAIN DATA
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (1, 0, NP, LNSTRP, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (I, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO, JZEPX),
MCHATP )
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
WRITE (7,900)
WRITE(7,905) JZERO(1,1), JZERO(2,1), MCHATP(1,1)
WRITE(7,9 i0)
C CALCULATE MEDIAN VALUES FOR PLASTIC S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
C BASED ON GIVEN DECOMPOSITION DATA
MEDMP(1) = MCHATP(I,1)
EXPCTO (2, MEDMP, RFNP, RFSTRP, NF, 0.0, i, I, NBND, KHATP,
& BZEROP )
C BEGIN INFORMATION AGGREGATION PROCESSING FOR THE GIVEN ELASTIC
C STRAIN DATA
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (i, 0. NP, LNSTRE, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (1, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, IZERO, JZERO,
& MCHATE )
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
WRITE (7,915)
WRITE(7,920) JZERO(1,1), JZERO(2,1), MCHATE(1,1)
WRITE (7,925)
C CALCULATE MEDIAN VALUES FOR ELASTIC S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
C BASED ON GIVEN DECOMPOSITION DATA
MEDME(1) --MCHATE(I,1)
CALL EXPCTD (2, MEDME, RFNP, RFSTRE, NF, 0.0, I, I, NBND, KHATE,
& BZEROE )
C DECOMPOSE TOTAL STRAIN DATA BASED ON MEDIAN S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
C FOR THE GIVEN PLASTIC AND ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENT DATA TO OBTAIN
C ESTIMATED PLASTIC AND ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS
CALL PECOMP (NSETS, DESCRP, NDC, SP, SE, NFTS, RAWSTR,
& RAWNF, NTENS, TNSILE, KHATP, KHATE, MCHATP(I,I),
& MCHATE(1,1), STRP, STRE)
C PREPARE ESTIMATED DECOMPOSED STRAIN DATA FOR INFORMATION
C AGGREGATION PROCESSING
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&CALL PREP (NSETS, NPTS, STRP r STREe RAWNF, liP, LNSTRP, LNSTRE,LNNF, RFNP, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, NF)
IF ((VARY .EQ. 0) .OR. (VARY .EQ. i) .OR. (VARY .EQ. 2)) THEN
C BEGIN INFORMATION AGGREGATION PROCESSING FOR THE ESTIMATED PLASTIC
C STRAIN DATA -- FOR ALL TYPES OF VARATION SAVE NORMAL
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (I, NSETS, NP, LNSTRP, LNNF, SX2, SkY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (I, SX2, DE), SWHAT2, SUBAT2, NFPR, IZERO, JZERO,
& MCHATP)
C COMBINE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
C TO OBTAIN PO6TERIOR RANGE ON Mp
FNDRNG (_M_), MZEROP, MCPNTP, MCP, JZERO, MCSATP,&
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
WRITE (7,930)
WRITE(7,905) JZERO(1,1), JZERO(2,1), MCHATP(I,I)
WRITE 17,935 )WRITE 7,940} 'rap', RANGMP(1,1), RANGMP(2,1)
WRITE(7,945)
C CALCULATE MEDIAN VALUES FOR PLASTIC S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
C BASED ON ESTIMATED DECOMPOSITION DATA
IF (RANGMP(2, I} .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C RANGE ON Mp IS A POINT
MEDMP(1) = RANGMP(1,1)
ELSE
C RANGE ON Mp IS AN INTERVAL
MEDMP(1) = (RANGMP(1,1) + RANGMP(2,1)) / 2.0
ENDIF
EXPCTD (2, MEDMP, RFNP, RFSTRP, NF, 0.0, i, I, NBND,
& KHATP, BZEROP )
C BEGIN INFORMATION AGGREGATION PROCESSING FOR THE ESTIMATED ELASTIC
C STRAIN DATA
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (i, NSETS, NF, LNSTRE, LNNF, SX2, SkY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE BOUNDS FOR CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
CALL INTRVL (I, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NFPR, IZERO, JZERO,
& MCHATE)
C COMBINE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND EXOGENOUS INFORMATION
C TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGE ON Me
CALL FNDRNG (i, MPNTE, MZEROE, MCPNTE, MCE, JZERO, MCHATE,
& RANGME)
C WR/TE RESULTS TO FILE
WRITE (7,950)
WRITE(7,920) JZERO(1,1), JZERO(2,1), MCBATE(I,1)
WRITE(7,955)







CALCULATE MEDIAN VALUES FOR ELASTIC S/N CURVE PARAMETERS
BASED ON ESTIMATED DECOMPOSITION DATA
IF (RANGME(2,1) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
RANGE ON Me IS A POINT
MEDME(1) = RANGME(1,1)
ELSE
RANGE ON Me IS AN INTERVAL
MEDME(1) " (RANGME(1,1) + _(2,1)) / 2.0
ENDIF
CALL EXPCTD (2, MEDME, RFNP, RFSTRE, NF, 0.0, I, i, NBND,
& KHATE, BZEROE }
BZERO = 1.0 / SQRT (0.5 *+((I.0( / BZEROP) ** 2& 1.0 / BZEROE) ** 2)}
WRITE(7,985) BZERO
C CHECK TYPE OF VARIATION DESIRED AND FIX M RANGES AT MEDIAN
C IF NECESSARY







C BEGIN INFORMATION AGGREGATION PROCESSING FOR THE ESTIMATED PLASTIC
C STRAIN DATA -- FOR NORMAL VARIATION
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (i, NSETS, NP, LNSTRP, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
MUSIG (i, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTAP, MOP,
& SIG2P, MCHATP, MUP, SIGP}
C USE PRIOR INFORMATION TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGE ON Mp
CALL NORRNG (1, MPNTP, MZEROP, MCPNTP, MCP, MCHATP, RANGMP )
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
WRITE(7,975) MCHATP(I, I)
WRITE(7,935)
WRITE(7,940} 'mp', RANGMP(I,I), RANGMP(2,1)
WRITE(7,965) MUP(1), SIGP(1)
C BEGIN INFORMATION AGGREGATION PROCESSING FOR THE ESTIMATED ELASTIC
C STRAIN DATA
C CALCULATE RESIDUAL VARIANCES
CALL SW2SU2 (1, NSETS, NP. LNSTRE, LNNF, SX2, SXY, SY2, DD,
& SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR)
C CALCULATE THE POSTERIOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
CALL MUSIG (i, SX2, DD, SWHAT2, SUHAT2, NPPR, DELTAE, MOE,
& SIG2E, MCHATE, MUE, SIGE)
C USE PRIOR INFORMATION TO OBTAIN POSTERIOR RANGE ON Me
CALL NORRNG (i, MPNTE, MZEROE, MCPNTE, MCE, MCHATE, RANGME)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
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C100
WI_TE (7,980) MCI=_TE (1,1)
Wl_TE (7,955)
WRITE(7_,940) 'me' t RANGME(I,I), RANGME(2,1}
WRITE(7,970) MUE(1), SIGE(1)
ENDIF
CALCULATE MATERIALS PROCESS VARIATION IF DESIRED
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) THEN
DO i00 J = 0, NSETS
CONT_2) " NP(J,I)
MCHAT (2 MCHATP (2,




900 FORMAT(2X, 'Copyright (C) 1990, Californi'a Institute o.f ', _
& 'Technology. U.S. Government',/,2X_'Sponsorsnlp unaer ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledgea. ',////,
& 2X, 'RESULTS OF STRAIN DECOMPOSITION AND INFORMATION ',
& _P_RF_TION CALCULATIONS',////,2X,
& 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND POINT ESTIMATE OF rap,,
& /,2X, 'FOR GIVEN PLASTIC COMPONENTS',/)
905 FORMAT(7X,'Jop - ( ',F12.9,', ',FI2.9,')',5X,'U_D = ',F9.6)
910 FORMAT(//,2X,'RESULTS FOR GIVEN PLASTIC COMPONENT DATA',/)
915 FORMAT(///,2X, '95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND POINT ESTIMATE OF me',
& /,2X, 'FOR GIVEN ELASTIC COMPONENTS' ,/)
920 FORMAT(TX,'JOe = ( ',F12.9,', ',FI2.9,')',5X,'_ = ',F9.6}
925 FORMAT(//,2X,'RESULTS FOR GIVEN ELASTIC COMPONENT DATA',/)
930 FORMAT(////.2X, 'RESULTS OF INFORMATION AGGREGATION',///,
& 2X° 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND POINT ESTIMATE OF _p',
& /,_X, 'FOR ESTIMATED PLASTIC COMPONENTS' ,/)
935 FORMAT(///,2X,'POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGE ON _o FOR ESTIMATED ',
& 'PLASTIC COMPONENTS ', / )
940 FORMAT(TX,A2,' = ( ',F7.4,', ',F7.4,')')
945 FORMAT(//,2X, 'RESULTS FOR ESTIMATED PLASTIC COMPONENT DATA',/)
950 FORMAT(///,2X,'95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND POINT ESTIMATE OF me,,
& /,2X, 'FOR ESTIMATED ELASTIC COMPONENTS' ,/)
955 FORMAT(///.2X, 'POSTERIOR CREDIBILITY RANGE ON ms FOR ESTIMATED ',
& 'ELASTIC COMPONENTS ', / )
960 FORMAT(//,2X, 'RESULTS FOR ESTIMATED ELASTIC COMPONENT DATA',/}
965 FORMAT(///,2X,'PO6TERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR ',
& 'ESTIMATED PLASTIC COMPONENTS' ,//, 12X, 'MEAN ',8X, 'STD DEV' ,
& //, 10X, F7.4,5X, Ell .5)
970 FORMAT(///,2X,'PO6TERIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR ',
& 'ESTIMATED ELASTIC COMPONENTS' ,//, 12X, 'MEAN' ,8X, 'STD DEV' ,
& //, 10X, FT.4,5X, Ell.5)
975 FORMAT(///,2X, 'POINT ESTIMATE OF mp FOR ESTIMATED PLASTIC ',
& 'COMPONENTS',//, 7X, 'mp - ',F9.6)
7 - 417
980 FORMAT(III,2X,'POINT ESTIMATE OF m FOR ESTIMATED ELASTIC ',
& ,CO_4PONENTS',II,TX,'me - ',F9.6)
985 FORMAT(/,2X,'TOTAL STRAIN E(BETAo) - ',F7.4)
990 FORMAT(/,2X,'THE EXTENT OF DEPARTURE FROM THE MULTIPLE HEAT ',




C SUBROUTINE INITD PERFORMS THE INITIALIZATION ON THE PRIMARY ARRAYS
C USED IN THE STRAIN FORMULATION OF THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION
C MODEL CAI_ULATIONS
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR VSo_: V8 _: V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4. V4: V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
i
SUBROUTINE INITD (NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, NDC, SP, SE, NTENS,
& TNSILE, NP, LNNF, LNSTRP, LNSTRE, STRP, STRE,
& MZEROP, MZEROE, MPNTP, MPNTE, MCP, MCE, MCPNTP,
& MCPNTE, RFNP, NF, RFSTRE, RFSTRP, NBND, DELTAP,
& DELTAE, MOP, MOE, SIG2P, SIG2E, MCHAT)
INPUTS=
OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF, RAWSTR, NDC, SP, SE, NTENS, TNSILE,
NP, LNNF, LNSTRP, LNSTRE, STRP, STRE, MZEROP, MZEROE,
MPNTP, MPNTE, MCP, MCE. MCPNTP, MCPNTE, RFNP, NF,
RFSTRE, RFSTRP, NBND, DELTAP, DELTAE, MOP, MOE, SIG2P,
SIG2E, MCHAT
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET, MAXTNS



















I, IOUT, J, K, L, M, MCPNTE(MAXREG), MCPNTP(MAXREG),
MPNTE(mUmEG), M_"_P(MAXREG), NDC(0=MAXSET),





LNSTRP_MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG), MCE(2, MAXREG),
MCHAT(2, MAXREG), MCP(2, MAXREG), MOE(MAXREG),
MOP(MAXREG), MZEROE(2, MAXREG), MZEROP(2, MAXREG),
NBND(0=MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
RFSTRE(MAXDAT, MAXREG), RFSTRP(MAXDAT. MAXREG)r
SE(MAXDAT, 0=MAXSET), SIG2E(MAXREG)t SIG2P(MAXREG),
SP(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), STRE(MAXDAT, 0=MAXSET),
STRP(MAXDAT, 0=MAXSET), TNSILE(0:MAXSET, MAXTNS)
C
C
C DELTAE ( )
C




I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED IN I_JE() AND
SIGE() CALCULATION
I-DARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIANMULTIPLIER USED IN MI/P() AND
SIGP() CALCULATION

















































































































CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF())
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(0RSE()) LN(STRE())
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(SP()) OR LN(STRP())
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH TENSILE TEST POINT IN A DATA SET
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TENSILE TESTS PER DATA SET ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGE ON Me CONSISTENT
WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA -- NOTE" THE CO
CONSTRAINT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE STRAIN FORMULATION,
BUT IS A NECESSARY PARAMETER TO SOME OF THE SUBROUTINES
SHARED WITH THE STRESS CASE
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE ESTIMATES OF Cp AND Ce,
BASED ON MATERIALS DATA ONLY -- MCHAT(2,1) - MCBATP(2,1)
AND MCHAT(2,2) - MCHATE(2,1)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE RANGE ON Mp CONSISTENT
WITH GIVEN VALUE OF CO AND THE DATA -- NOTE._ THECo
CONSTRAINT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE STRAIN FORMULATION,
BUT IS A NECESSARY PARAMETER TO SOME OF THE SUBROUTINES
SHARED WITH THE STRESS CASE
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MCE() (ALWAYS 0 FOR STRAIN CASE)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MCP() (ALWAYS 0 FOR STRAIN CASE)











THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR
THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGE ON Me FOR
UP ERB(X/ND--p_EROE(I'1) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGE ON Mp FOR
PLASTIC COMPONENTS -- MZEROP (I, I ) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
MZEROP(2,1) IS THE UPPER BOUND
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUND (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING Number of given DeComposed STRAIN
POINTS FOR EACH DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING R_() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF TENSILE TEST DATA POINTS
FOR EACH DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR RAW TOTAL
STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC
(REFERENCE) MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING ELASTIC STRAIN POINTS (%), SE() OR
S_ FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET2- CONTAINING PLASTIC STRAIN POINTS(%)__SP() OR
S_ FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET2- CONTAINING GIVEN ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE
FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE
FOR PLASTJC COMPONENTS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING GIVEN PLASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING CALCULATED ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS l:I2-D ARRAY CONTAINING CALCULATED PLASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING TENSILE TEST DATA -- INDEXED FOR EACH
DATA SET
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DO 200 J ,. 0, MAXSET








DO 300 L ,, 1, MAXREG
DO 325 J - 0, MAXSET
DO 350 K = I. MAXDAT
LNNF (K, J,L} = 0.0
LNSTRE (K, J, L) = ?.0




DO 400 L "= 1, MAXREG
DO 450 J = 0, MAXSET
450 CONTROL) - 0
400 CONTINUE























DO 525 L = 0, (MAXREG)
NBND(L) = 0 .O
525 CONTINUE
NBND(1) = 1.0E+36
DO 600 L " i, MAXREG






DO 700 M - I, MAXTNS







C SUBROUTINE RDECHO READS THE DATA FROM SPECFD AND RELATD AND ECHOES
C THE DATA TO SPECFO AND RELATO
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 21JUN88 FORMAT/COMR_NTS = 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE RDECHO (VARY, MPROC, NPTS__RAWNF, RAWSTR r NSETS__
& DESCRP, NDC, SP, SE, NTENS, TNSILE, MZEROP,
& MPNTP, MZEROE. MPNTE, DELTAP, DELTAE, MOP,
& MOE, SIG2P, SIG2E, KRATIO, LAMN)
C INPUTS : VARY, MPROC
C OUTPUTS: NPTS, RAWNF__RAWSTR, NSETS, DESCRP, NDC, SP, SE,
C NTENS, TNSILE, MZEROP l MPNTP. MZEROE, MPNTE, DELTAP,
C DELTAE, MOP, MOE, SIG2P, SIG2E, KRATIO, LAMN
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET, MAXTNS













I, zoUT, J, M, MPNTE(MAXREG), MPNTP(MAXREG), MPROC,
NDC(0:MAXSET), NPTS(0:MAXSET), NSETS, NTENS(0:MAXSET},
VARY
DELTAE(MAXREG), DELTAP(MAXREG), KRATIO, LAMN,
MOE(MA_REG), MOP(MAXRE_), MZEROE(2, MAXREG),
MZEROP(2, MAXREG), RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
RAWSTR(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), SE(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),









































I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN MULTIPLIER USED MUE() AND
SIGE ( ) CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING BAYESIAN M_JLTIPLIER USED MUP( } AND
SIGP ( ) CALCULATION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
LAMBDA-N -- RATIO OF Var (L_ Ngiven S} / (m**2 C*'2),
CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH TENSILE POINT IN A DATA SET
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SET ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TENSILE TESTS PER DATA SET ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR
ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR
PLASTIC COMPONENTS
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C MZEROE ( )
C
C






















1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, i, OR 2, IN
MCE() (ALHAYS 0 FOR STRAIN CASE)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS, 0, I, OR 2, IN
MCP()_ (ALWAYS 0 FOR S .TRAIN CASE)
Materlals PROCess variation -- CONTROLS MATERIALS PROCESS
VARIATION -- 0 - NO VARIATION; 1 - VARIATION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGE ON Me FOR
ELASTIC COMPONENTS -- MZEROE( I, i) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
MZEROE(2, 1) IS THE UPPER BOUND
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE PRIOR RANGE ON MpPOR
PLASTIC COMPONENTS -- MZEROP(1,1) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
MZEROP(2.1) IS THE UPPER BOUND
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING Number of given DeComposed STRAIN
POINTS FOR EACH DATA SET
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF TENSILE TEST DATA POINTS
FOR EACH DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI) OR RAW TOTAL
STRAIN (%)DATA FOR ALL S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING GIVEN ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE
FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VARIANCE
FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING GIVEN PLASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING TENSILE TEST DATA -- INDEXED FOR EACH
DATA SET
CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED -- 0 - NO
VARIATION; 1 - S/N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM
VARIATION; 3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
C READ DECOMPO6ED STRAIN DATA FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA
C SET FROM SPECFD AND ECHO TO SPECFO
READ( 1,* DES CRP (Rz (z,*l NTm,s(o)
WRITE(8 ,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN '
& 'SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA SET'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF . _(NPTS(0)..GT- AXDAT)THEN
WRITE (8, ) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN '
& 'SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA SET'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (NTENS(0) .GT. MAXTNS) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TENSILE ',
& 'POINTS IN SPECIFIC MATERIAL DATA SET'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
WRITE(3,900) DESCRP(0), NDC(0), NPTS(0), NTENS(0)
WRITE (3,910)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0} THEN
WRITE(0,900) DESCRP(0), NDC(0), NPTS(0), NTENS(0)
WRITE(8,910)
ENDIF
DO 50 I - 1, NDC(0)
READ(1.*) RAWSTR(I,0), RAWNF(I,0), SP(I,0), SE(I,0)
WRITE(3,920) RAWSTR(I,0). RAWNF(I,0), SP(I, h SEII._,[01,IF (IOUT .E0. i0)WRITE(8,920)RAWSTR(I,0),0.v----,._
& sP(z, o), SE(I,0)
50 CONTINUE
C READ REMAINING TOTAL STRAIN DATA FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL







60 I - (_(0) + l). _(0) _
RF._D(I.*) RAWSTR(I,0), I_AWNF(I,0)
WRITE(3,930) RAWSTR(I,0). RAWNF(I,0_
co z_ouT .z0. 10) wRITE(s,930) lU_,eSTR(I,O), p._,_rr(z,0)
WRITE(3,980)
IF (IOUT .E0. 10) WRITE(8,980)
DO 70 M = 1, N_S(0)
READ(1.*) TNSILE(0,M)
WRITE(3,990) TNSILE (0,M) ....
c_I_OuT .z0. zo) wRi_(.,99o) _sz_(0,M)
READ PRIOR RANGE INFORMATION FROM SPECFD
READ(1,*) MPNTP(1), MZEROP(1,1), MZEROP(2,1)
WRITE(3,960) MI__ (1), MZEROP(1,1), MZEROP(2,1)
READ(1.*) MPNTE(1), _EROE(I,I), F_ZEROE(2,1)
WRITE(3,965) MPNTE(1), MZEROE(I,I), MZEROE(2,1)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
_RITE(8,960) MPNTP(1), MZEROP(I,I), MZEROP(2,1)
wRITE(8.965) .P,TE(z). MZEROE(I,I)..ZEROE(2.Z)
ENDIF
IF ((VARY .EQ. 3) .AND.
& ((MPNTP(1) .E(}. 0.0) .OR. (MPNTE 1 .EQ. 0.0 ) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: NORMAL V_t_A_I_N REQU_ _RIOR RANGES
& 'ON Mp AND Me'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (VARY .EQ. 3) THEN
READ PRIOR INFORMATION ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
1.*) DELTAP(1), MOP(l), SIG2P(1) _
(3,970)_DELTAP(1)t MOP(l), SIG2P(1)
IF ((DELTAP(1) .LT. 0.0) .OR.
((DELTAP(1) .GT. 0.0) .AND. (MOP(l) .LE. 0.0))) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: BAD VALUE FOR DELTAP OR VALUE OF ',
'MOP INCONSISTENT WITH DELTAP'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
I,*) DELTAE(1), MOE(1), SIG2E(1)
(3,975) DELTAE(1)= MOE(1), SIG2E(1)
IF ((DELTAE(1) .LT. 0.0) .OR.
((DELTAE(1),.GT. 0.0).AND. (MOE(1) .LE. 0.0))) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ERROR: BAD VALUE FOR DELTAE OR VALUE OF ',
'MOE INCONSISTENT WITH DELTAE'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE( 8,970 DELTAP ( SIG2P (1 )
WRITE{8,9751 DELTAE( iiI' MOP , SIG2E(1)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (MPROC .EQ. I) THEN
READ(1,*) KRATIO, LAMN
WRITE(3,995) KRATIO, LAMN




READ STRAIN DATA FOR THE RELATED MATERIAL DATA SETS
FROM RELATD AND ECHO TO RELATO
READ(5,*) NSETS
IF (NSETS .GT. MAXSET) THEN
WRITE (8, * ) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF _TED








WRITE (6,940 } NSETS
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,940) NSETS
DO 100 J .. 1, NSETS
READ(5,*) DESCRP(J), NDC(J), NPTS(J}, NTENS(J)
IF _$_ .GT; MAXDAT) THEN
,* ) ERRORs EXCEEDED MAXI_JM NUMBER OF POINTS IN '
& 'RELATED DATA SET ', J
CALL _T
ENDIF
IF (NPTS(J) GT. MAXDAT) THEN
WRITE (8, * i ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN '
& 'RELATED DATA SET ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
IF (NTENS(J) .GT. MAXTNS)THEN
WRITE(8,*} 'ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TENSILE ',
& 'POINTS IN RELATED DATA SET ', J
TRMNAT
ENDIF
WRITE(6,950) DESCRP(J), NDC(J), NPTS(J), NTENS(J)
WRITE(6,910)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
wRiTEcs.gso_ DESC_CJ). S'DC(J). Np'rscJ). ,TEss(J)
WRITE (8, 910}
ENDIF
DO 125 I_= 1, NDC(J)
READ(5.*) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J), SP(I,J), SE(I,J)
WRITE(6,920) RAWSTR(I,J). RAWNF(I,J), SP(I,J), _SE(I,J__
IF (IOUT .E(_. i0) WRITE(8,920) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
SP(I,J), SE(I,J)
CONTINUE
DO 150 T -- (_)C(J) + 1), NPTS(J)
READ(5.*) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
WRITE(6,930) RAWSTR(I,J), RAWNF(I,J)
co_OuT ._Q. 1o) wRITE(S,93O) _ws_(I,J), _(I,J)150
WRITE(6,980)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8,980)
DO 175 M - 1, NTENS(J)
READ (5.*) TNSILE(J, M)
WRITE (6,990) TNSILE (J, M)
CO IF(I(kJTNTINUE.EO. i0) WRITE(8,990) TNSILE(J,M)175
i00 CONTINUE
900 FORMAT(////, 13X, 'MATERIAL INPUT',///, 2X, 'DESCRIPTION.'' ,2X,A40,
& //,5X, NUMBER OF DECOMPOSED STRAIN POINTS:__2X,I2, _
& //,2X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS IN SPECIFIC DATA SET: ',2X, I2,
& //, 10X, 'NUMBER OF TENSILE TEST POINTS: ',2X,I2)
910 FORMAT(_//,7X, 'TOTAL STRAIN' ,5X, 'LIFE' ,5X, 'PLASTIC STRAIN' ,
& 5X, 'ELASTIC STRAIN' ,/)
920 FORMAT( 10X, F7.4,6X, F6 •0,8X, F8.5,10X,F8.5)
930 FORMAT( 10X, F7.4,6X, F6 •0)
940 FORMAT(20X, 'NUMBER OF DATA SETS:',2X, I2)
950 FORMAT(///.2X, 'DESCRIPTION: ', 2X,A40,
& //,2X, 'NUMBER OF DECOMPOSED STRAIN POINTS:',2X, I2,
& //,8X, 'NUMBER OF POINTS IN DATA SET:',2X,I21
& //,7X, 'NUMBER OF TENSILE TEST POINTS: ' ,2X, I2)
7 - 424
960 FORMAT(II/Io2X, 'EXOGENOUS INFORMATION',
& III,2X, 'EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT ON rap'
& /,gXr'NUMBER OF POINTS IN RANGE: ',_X, II,
& //, 15X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,
& //, 16X, F7.4,10X,FT. 4)
965 FORMAT(///,2X, 'EXPLICIT CONSTRAINT ON rim'l
& /,gXI'NUMBER OF POINTS IN RANGE:',2X, II,
& /_, 15X, 'LOWER BOUND' ,5X, 'UPPER BOUND' ,
& //, 16X, F7.4,10X, F7.4)
970 FORMAT(///,2X, 'PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONPARAMETERS -- rap',
& //, 12X, 'DELTA', 8X, 'mo', 10X, 'SIGMA2',
& //, 10X, F7.2,5X, F7.4,5X, E11.5)
975 FORMAT(///,2X, 'PRIOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONPARAMETERS -- me',
& //, 12X, 'DELTA', 8X, 'too', 10X, 'SIGMA2' ,






C SUBROUTINE PREP PREPARES THE DECOMPOSED STRAIN COMPONENT DATA FOR
C PROCESSING THROUGH THE INFORMATION AGGREGATION MODEL -- STRAIN DATA
C MUST CONFORM TO DATA STRUCTURE REQUIRED BY THE STRESS FO_TION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 6OCT87 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1,5V6.2 , V7, VT.I, VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,C V8.4, V8.
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE PREP (NSETS, NUM, PLAS, ELAS, RAWNF, NP, LNSTRP,
& LNSTRE, LNNF, RFNP, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, NF)
C INPUTS: NSETS, NUM, PLAS, ELAS, RAWNF
C OUTPUTS: NP, LNSTRP, LNSTRE, LNNF, RFNP, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, NF
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG, MAXSET











IOUT t J, K, NP(0:MAXSET, MAXREG), NSETS,
NUM(0 :MAXSET), RFNP (MAXREG)
  ss MAXDAT, U C. XDAT,
(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
LNSTRP(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET, MAXREG),
NF(MAXDAT r MAXREG), PLAS(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), RFSTRE(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
RFSTRP (MAXDAT, MAXREG )
C
C
C ELAS ( )
C IOUT
LIST OF VA/tIABI_S


























CONTROLS _DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(RAWNF())
3-D ARRAY CONTAINING LN(SP()) OR LN(STRP(
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINT_ i_ S/N DATA SET ER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS OF EACH S/N DATA
SET IN EACH REGION
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING PLASTIC STRAIN COMP(OENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR THE SPECIFIC(R .PEaZ.cz) MAI' u,U, s/. DATASET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING ELASTIC STRAIN POINTS (%), SE() OR
2-STRE(_'DAR]_Y FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SETCONTAINING PLASTIC STRAIN POINTS (%)__SP() OR
STRP( ), FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
RFNP(1) = 0
DO 50 J = 0_ NSETS
NP(J,1) ;" 0
50 CONTINUE
DO 75 K " i, MAXDAT




DO 100 J " 0, NSETS
DO 150 K " i, MAXDAT
LNSTRP(K,J, I) " 0.0
I..NST_(K,J,I_ = 0.0




C PREPARE NP, LNSTRP, LNSTRE, AND LNNF FOR USE BY SUBROUTINE SW2SU2
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'NSETS = ', NSETS
DO 200 J., 0, NSETS
NP(J, 1) = NUM(J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)
& DO WRITE (8, *)LNS RE (K, J,PNF(K,j,250IF_ouTK= I,I).EQ.NUM(J)I)I)'J= ALOG(RAWNF(K, J)===I0 LOG ELAS(K, J)AIX_(PLASJ)''T,HENJ' ' NUM = ))''NUM(J), ' NP,=', NP(J, I)
' WRITE(8,*) 'K = , K
WRITE(8,*) 'PLAS ,, ',PLAS(K,J),' LNSTRP -, ,LNSTRP(K,J, i)
WRITE(8,*) 'ELAS = ',ELAS(K,J) ,' LNSTRE " ',LNSTRE(K,J, I)




C PREPARE RFNP, RFSTRP, RFSTRE, AND NF FOR USE BY SUBROUTINE EXPCTD
RFNP(1) = NUM(0)
7 - 426
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'NUM ,, ', NUM(0), ' RFNP., ', RFNP(1)
DO 300 K = It N_M(0)
RFSTRP(K, I) PLAS (K, 0)
RrSTRE(K, I) = _S(K, 0)
NF(K,I) - RAWNF(K,0)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'K = ', K
WRITE(8,*) 'PLAS- ', PLAS(K,0), ' RFSTRP = ', RFSTRP(K, 1)
WRITE(8,*) 'ELAS- ', ELAS(K,0) ' RFSTRE _ ', RFSTRE(K,I)





C SUBROUTINE PECOMP CONTROLS THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE STRAIN DECOMPO6ITION
C PORTION OF THE INFORMATION RC,GREGATION MODEL FOR THE STRAIN FORMULATION
C PROGRAMMER: L° NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE : 6OCT87 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE PECOMP (NSETS, DESCRP, NDC, SP, SE, NPTS, RAWSTR,
& RAWNF, NTENS, TNSILE, KP, KE, MP, ME,
& STRP, STRE)
C INPUTS: NSETS. DESCRP. NDC, SP, SE, NPTS, RAWSTR, RAWNF, NTENS,
C TNSIL_, KP, K_, MP, ME
C OUTPUTS : STRP, STRE
C SUBPROGRAMS : TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXSET, MAXTNS











I, IOUT, J, M, NDC(0:MAXSET), NPTS(0:MAXSET), NSETS,
NTENS (0 :MAXTNS )
ALPHA(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), KE, KP, KTERM,
LAMBDA(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), ME, MP, MTERM,
RAWNF(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), RAWSTR(M_J_DAT, 0:MAXSET),
SE(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), SP(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
STRE(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET), STRP(MAXDAT, 0:MAXSET),
























2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE RATIOS OF Sp TO Se FOR EACH
TOTAL STRAIN POINT
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH S/N DATA SET
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA SET
S-N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Ke, FOR THE ELASTIC STRAIN
S-N CURVE
S-N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Kp, FOR THE PLASTIC STRAIN
S-N CURVE












































2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES FOR THE PLASTIC FRACTION OF
THE TOTAL STRAIN
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH TENSILE TEST DATA POINT
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION} ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA SETS ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TENSILE TESTS PER DATA SET ALLOWED
S/N CURVE SHAPE PARAMETER, Me, FOR THE ELASTIC STRAIN
SIN CURVE
S/N CURVE SHAPE PARAMETER, Mp, FOR THE PLASTIC STRAIN
sIN CURVE
I-D ARRAY gxven DeComposed STRAIN
POINTS FOR EACH DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SETS
NUMBER OF RELATED MATERIAL S/N DATA SETS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF TENSILE TEST DATA POINTS
FOR EACH DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FOR ALL S/N
DATA SETS
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAW STRESS DATA (PSI} OR RAW TOTAL
STRAIN DATA (%) FOR ALL S/N DATA SET
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING GIVEN ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING GIVEN PLASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING CALCULATED ELASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING CALCULATED _LASTIC STRAIN COMPONENTS (%)












KTERM., KP / KE
Wr'ERM = - ((1.0 / MP) - (1.0 / ME))
IF {IOUT .EQ. !_ T_WRITE(8,*) KP, ' KE == '
WRITE(8,*) MP, ' ME '
WRITE(8,*) 'NSETS = ', NSETS
ENDIF
, KE, ' KTERM 1 '
, ME, ' MTERM = '
DO 100 J .. 0, NSETS
IF {IOUT .EQ. I0)






IF GIVEN COMPONENT DATA EXITS, NO DECOMPOSTION IS REQUIRED
DO 150 I = I, NDC(J)
STRP(I,J) 1 SP(I,J)
STRE(I,J) ,, SE(I,J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'I .. ', I
WRITE(8,*) 'SP- ', SP(I,J), ' STRP .. ', STRP(I,J)
WRITE(8,*) 'SE .. ', SE(I,J), ' STRE 1 ,, STRE(I,J)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
DECOMPOSE REMAINING TOTAL STRAIN DATA
DO 200 I .. (NDC(J) + i), NPTS(J)
ALPHA(I,J_ " KTERM * RAWNF(ItJ ) ** MTERM
LAMBDA(I,J) " ALPHA(I,J) / (i.0 + ALPHA(I,J))
STRP(I,J) l LAMBDA(I,J) * RAWSTR(I,J)
7 - 428
STRE(I,J) = RAWSTR(!_J) - STRP(I,J)
IF (IOUT .EQ° i0) THEN
WRITE(B, _) 'I- ', I, ' RAWSTR- ', RAWSTR(I,J),
& ' RAWNF- ', RAWNF(I,J)
WRITE(8,*) 'ALPHA m ', ALPHA(I,J) c
& ' LAMBDA " ', LAMBDA(I,J)
WRITE(8,*) 'STRP = ', STRP(I,J), ' STRE = ', STRE(I,J)
ENDIF
200 CONTINUE
C GENERATE ELASTIC COMPONENTS FOR TENSILE TEST DATA
C AND CALCULATE TOTAL STRAIN VALUE
IF ((NPTSiJ) + NTENS(J)) .GT. MAXDAT) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'ERROR: EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS DUE ',
& 'TO ADDITION OF TENSILE DATA IN DATA SET ', J
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF
I .. NPTS(J) II'DO 250 M - NTENS (J)
I = I+
ALPHA(I,J) = KTERM
STRP (I, J) TNSILE (J,M)
STRE(I.J) =-"TNSILE(J,M) / ALPHA(I,J)
RAWNF(I,J} = 1.0
RAWSTR(I,J) m STRP(ILJ} + STRE(I,J)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'M = ', M, ' I = ', I
'TNSILE " ', TNSILE(J,M) ,
WRITE(8,*) ' ALPHA = '. ALPHA(I,J)&
WRITE(8,*) 'STRP " ', STRP(I,J), ' STRE " ', STRE(I,J)
WRITE(8,*) 'RAWSTR " ', RAWSTR(I,J),
& ' RAWNF " ', RAWNF(I,J)
ENDIF
250 CONTINUE
NPTS(J) = NPTS(J) + NTENS(J)
i00 CONTINUE
C WRITE RESULTS TO DUMP
WRITE(7,900)
WRITE(7,905) DESCRP(0), NPTS(0)
DO 300 I = I, NPTS(0)
WRITE(7,910) RAWNF(I,0), RAWSTR(I,0), STRP(I,0), STRE(I,0)
300 CONTINUE
WRITE (7,915) NSETS
DO 400 J = i, NSETS
WRITE(7.905) DESCRP(J), NPTS(J)
DO 500 i = i. NPTS(J)
WRITE(7,910) RAWNF(I,J), RAWSTR(I,J), STRP(I,J), STRE(I,J)
500 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
900 FORMAT(///.2X,'ESTIMATED STRAIN DECOMPOSITION',
& //,2X,'SPECIFIC MATERIAL')
905 FORMAT(//12X,'DESCRIPTION:',2X,A40,
& /,2X,'NUMBER OF DATA POINTS:',2X, I2,
& //,7X,'LIFE',5X,'TOTAL STRAIN',5X,'PLASTIC STRAIN',
& 5X,'ELASTIC STRAIN',/)
910 FORMAT(6X, F6.0,6X,F7.4,11X,FS.5,10X, F8.5)
915 FORMAT(///.2X_'RELATED MATERIALS',




C SUBROUTINE PAREST CONTROLS THE _TIONS FORT HE PARAMETER
C ESTIMATION MODEL PORTION OF THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION MODEL
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE; 13FEB89 FORMAT/COMMENTS: 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute o 5 Tech_..919_:.





































SUBROUTINE PAREST (VARY, RANGEM, MU, SIG, NF. NPTS. NUMREG,
& ZROREG, RAND, NBND, STR, BIGK, BZERO, MM,
& SBND )
INPUTS-" VARY, RANGEM, MU' SIG, NF, NPTS, NUMREG, ZROREG, RAND,
NBND, STR
OUTPUTS: BIGK, BZERO. MM, SBND
SUBPROGRAMS: FINDM, FINDMN, TRNSFM, SP_VAR, KBETA, FINDK, FINDSB
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT, MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NP, NPTS(MAXR G), NUMREG, VARY, ZROREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), BZERO, K, MEANZ, M_4(0:MAXREG),
& MU(MAXREG), NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG),
& RANGEM(2, MAXREG). SBND(0:MAXREG), SIG(MAXREG),






















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAO, CHARACTERIZING S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS IN S/N DATA SET (PER REGION)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE} FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOb_D AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TOTHE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()












STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH REGION
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N
DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)
vARI CEOF DATA,Z " --oFCSTR'-CONTROLS TYPE OF CURVE VARIATION DESIRED NO VARIATION;
1 - S-N RANDOMNESS ONLY; 2 - UNIFORM VARIATION;
3 - TRUNCATED NORMAL VARIATION
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHO6EN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS. I - NO ZERO REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING TRANSFORMED S/N DATA, _. ,, F(STR,NF,NBND,MM)
C OBTAIN THE VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
IF (VARY .LE. 2) THEN
C UNIFORM OR NO VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
ELSE
C NORMAL VARIATION IN M IS DESIRED
CALL FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, MM)
ENDIF
C TRANSFORM THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z = Ln(X)
CALL TRNSFM (NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM, NBND, NP, ZZ)
C CALCULATE THE SAMPLE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF Z ,,_Ln(X)
CALL SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C CALCULATE THE VALUES FOR k AND BETAo FROM THE SAMPLE MEAN
C AND VARIANCE
CALL KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF K FOR EACH REGION WHERE A ,. K ** M
CALL FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C CALCULATE STRESS TIE-POINTS
CALL FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE
WRITE(7,900) NUMREG, BZERO
DO 200 L = ZROREG, NUMREG




900 FORMATi///.2X, 'SELECTED VALUES OF S/N CURVE PARAMETERS',
r • • _ r& //,2X, NUMBER OF REGIONS: ,I4.5X, BETAO ,F8.4,
& //,2X,'REGION',TX,'m',I5X,'K',gX,'LIFE BOUND',5X,
& 'STRESS BOUND ', / )





C SUBROUTINE FINDM CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE M RANGE
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWL IN
C DATE : CODE: 7JUN88 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8o5
C MATGRM V4, V4.!, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROt_INE FINDM (RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM, MM)
C INPUTS : RAND, NUMREG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS : MM
C SUBPROGRAMS: RANDOM, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(1,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2_L) IS THE UPPER BOUND
UNIFORM(0, I ) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
C INITIALIZE MM()
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
CONT_0(_G} = 0.050
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS
DO I00 L = i, NUMREG
PICK(I I = 0.0PICK(2 = 0.0
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
C M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUE
MM(L) = RANGEM(I,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I,L) =', RANGEM(I,L),
& ' MM(L) =', MM(L)
ELSEIF ,L .EQ. I) THEN
C SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE
CALL RANDOM(X, RAND)
MM(L) = (RANGEM(2,L) - RANGEM(I,L)) * X + RANGEM(I,L)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'RANGEM(I_L) ='_ RANGEM(ILL),









W_TE(8,*) 'L "', L, ' X "', X, ' m4(L) -', NM(L)
ENDIF
ELSE
ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
AND THEN SAMPLE
PZCK(1) -ANAXl(MM(L-1), _'_NGEM(1,L))PICK(2) RANGEM(2.L)
IF (PICK(l) .GTo PICK(2))THEN
NO _ANGE EXZSTS -- THZS SHOULD NOT EE POSSZELE
STOP PROGRAM
W_,TTTE_m'IMPO6SIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
CALL RANDOH (X. RAND)
MM(L) - (PICK(2) - PICK(I)) * X + PICK(l)
ENDIF
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'L "', L, ' MM(L-1)- , _g4(L-1),
' RANGEM(I,L) -', RANGEM(1,L)
WRITE(8,*) 'PICK(1)-', PICK(I),' PICK(2)-', PICK(2)
WRITE_8,*) _RANGEM(2,L) -', RANGEM(2,L), _ X =', X,






SUBROUTINE RANDOM USES AN LCG RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO GENERATE
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBERS
Miles_ R. F._ The RANDOM Computer Programz A Linear Congruential
Random Number Generator, JPL Publication 85-98, JPL Document
5101-277, Feb. 15, 1986.
PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
DATE: 1DEC87
VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8 3' V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
MATGRM V2, V3, V3.1, V3.2, V3_, V4, V4.1, V4.2,
V4.3, V4.4, V4.5





DOUBLE PRECISION RANA, RANC,
& RANT, RANX








































RANX - RANA * RAND + RANC
RANDIV " RANX / RANM
RANT .. DINT(RANDIV)
RANSUB - RANT * RANM
RAND - RANX - RANSUB
FRAC .. SNGL (RAND / ANM)
IF ((FRAC .EQ. 0.0} .OR. (FRAC .EQ: 1,0)_)G_O IO. _D, RANDIV'
&IF (IOUT .EQ. 2) WRITE(8,*)'RANX "', _mA, lu_u÷v
' RANT ..', RANT, ' RANSUB m', RANSUB, ' RAND m-,
& ' FRAC "', FRAC
RETURN
END
C NOTES : IOUT"2 DUMPS TO SCREEN
C SUBROUTINE FINDMN CALCULATES THE VALUE OF M FOR EACH REGION BY
C SAMPLING OFF THE APPROPRIATE TRUNCATED NORMAL M DISTRIBUTION
C PROGRAMMER Z L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 7JUN88 COMMENTS : 13FEB89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8, V8 11: V8.2, V8 3: V8.4, V8.5GRM 4 4_ 4 4" 4 4
SUBROUTINE FINDMN (RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM, MM)
C INPUTS: RAND, NUMREG, MU, SIG, RANGEM
C OUTPUTS : MM
C SUBPROGRAMS : NORMG, TRMNAT
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXREG " 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG


















CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE MEAN OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ADJUSTED RANGE ON M TO BE SAMPLED FROM
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE POSTERIOR RANGES ON M
FOR EACH REGION -- RANGEM(I,L) IS THE LOWER BOUND AND
RANGEM(2,L) IS THE UPPER BOUND








NORMAL(MU, SIGMA) RANDOM VARIATE USED TO OBTAIN VALUE SAMPLED
OFF THE RANGE ON M
INITIALIZE MM( }
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
COMMtMAXREG)N_P_I_" 0.050
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS
DO I00 L .. i, NUMREG
PICK(l) = 0.0
PICK(2) = 0.0
IF (RANGEM(2,L) .EQ. 0.0} THEN
C M IS SPECIFIED AS A POINT VALUE
MM(L) .. RANGEM(1,L) 'RANGEM(I,L) "'t RANGEM(I,L),
& IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(8, t) , MM(L) ..', MM(L)
ELSEIF (L .EQ. i) THEN
C SAMPLE ON EXISTING RANGE
I0 CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU(L), SIG(L), X) _
IF ((X .LT. RANGEM(I,L)) .OR. (X .GT. RANGEM(2,L))) GOTO i0
MM(L) = X
IF (IOUT .EQ. ,I0) THEN
WRITE(S,*) RANGEM(I,L) = , RANGEM(IzL),
& ' RANGEM(2,L)=', RANGEM(2,L)
WRITE(S,*) 'L ..', L, ' X ..', X, ' MM(L) ..', MM(L)
ENDIF
ELSE
C ADJUST RANGE ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS M VALUE
C AND THEN SAMPLE
20
PICK(I) _ AMAXI(MM(L-I), RANGZM(I,L))
PICK(2 ) RANGEM(2, L)
IF (PICK(1) .GT. PICK(2)) THEN







__._W_KvvTE_T'IMPOSSIBLE M RANGE IN REGION', L
ELSE
SAMPLE ON ADJUSTED RANGE
CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU(L), SIG(L), X )




'L =', L, ' _(L-I)..', M_4(L-I),
' RANGEM(1,L) ,. , RANGEM(1,L)_
_PICK(1) =', PICK(l), ' PICK(2! _',,PICK(2)
RANGEM(2,L) .. , RANGEM(2,L), , X,




C SUBROUTINE NORMGN GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER
C WITH MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIGMA
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 3FEB88
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_ioN: _c_ v',, _:I: ,,8,,,8.1,,.2, ,_.3, ,,e.4,,,8.sC MATGRM V4, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C The random variates are generated us'l.n,gthe "Direct. Method"
c Abramowitz I M., and .Stegun, I: A. L ec_uoro,. _sJ_u_x_)0_Kjol ..... ej
C Mathemarlcal Func_lone, Na_lonal Bureau ol _.r_uar_.urn._ xpp_ u .
C Mathematics Series 55, Issued June 1964, Ninth Prlnrlng, November









REAL FRAC, MU, PI, SIGMA, X, UI, U2, ZI, Z2

























UNIFORM( 0, 1 ) RANDOM VARIATE
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MEAN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL RANDOM VARIATE
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U (0, 1 )
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U (0, 1 )
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N (0, I)
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N (0, 1 )




CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U2 -FRAC
IF ((IOUT .EQ. I0) .OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))
& WRITE(8,*) 'Ul "', Ul,' U2 "', U2
zl : sQ,_! 2. : _,_(,J1)): coN,2.: ,,I : ."_1Z2 SORT t" 2. ALOG(U1)) SIN(2 - PI •
X = SIGMA * Z1 + MU
IF ((IOUT .EQ. i0) .OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))




C SUBROUTINE TRNSFM PERFORMS THE CALCULATIONS NECESSARY TO TRANSFORM
C THE S/N DATA INTO THE VARIABLE Z = Ln(X)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 7JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89





SUBROUTINE TRNSFM (NPTS• STR, NF• NUMREG• MM• NBND• NP• ZZ)
INPUTS: NPTS, STR, NF, NUMREG, MM• NBND
OUTPUTS • NP, ZZ
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT• MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXDAT = 50, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, K, L, LL, NP, NPTS(MAXREG), NUMREG
REAL MM(0:MAXREG), MML, NBND(0:MAXREG), NF(MAXDAT, MAXREG)•

























CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN EACH REGION
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
CONTROLS INNER DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION) ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SAMPLED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
EQUAL TO MM(L) FOR A SET OF CALCULATIONS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE
REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-D ARRAY CONTAINING RAWNF() (CYCLES TO FAILURE) FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER REGION FOR THE
SPECIFIC MATERIALS/N DATA SET
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
2-DARRAY CONTAINING RATSTR() FOR THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
S-N DATA SET BROKEN INTO REGIONS (PSI OR %)








DO i00 L = I, NUMREG
HHL = MM(L)
IF (IOUT ;EQ. 10),WRITE(S,*)'L ='
& MML, NFTS = , NPTS(L)
• L, ' MM =', MM(L), ' MML =',
DO 21_00=KN_ +i,INPTS(L)
ZZ(NP) = ALOG(STR(K,L)) + ALOG(NF(K,L)) * (i.0 / MML)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)'K =', K, ' NP =', NP, ' NF =',





DO 300 LL " 2, L
zz(NP) = ZZ(NP) + ALOG(NBND(LL-I)) .....
* ((1.o / MM(LL-1)) - (Z.0 / .'_!LL))) _IF (IOUT .EO. 10) WRZTE(8,*)'LL =', L.__, NBND(LL-]. I =',
NBND(LL-I), ' MM(LL-I) =', MM(LIr-1), ' MM(LL) =',







C SUBROUTINE SMNVAR CAI_IYLATES THE sample Mean and VARiance OF
C Z = F(STR r NF, NBND, MM)
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 24AUG87 COMR_TrS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V5 3' V6, V6.1, V6.2, VT, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2,
C VS_, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE SMNVAR (NP, ZZ, MEANZ, SZ2)
C INPUTS: NP, ZZ
C OUTPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXDAT
PARAMETER (MAXDAT - 50)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, NP













CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH DATA POINT IN A DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S/N DATA POINTS (PER REGION)
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, _)
TOTAL NUMBEROFPOINTS IN THE SPECIFIC MATERIALS/N
DATA SET
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, _n4)





C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF ZZ (), MEANZ
DO i00 I = i. NP
MEANZ ,, M_ANZ + ZZ(I)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)'NP =', NP, ' I =', I,
& ' ZZ =', ZZ(I), ' MEANZ =', MEANZ
100 CONTINUE
MEANZ = MEANZ / FLOAT(NP)
IF (IO_T .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)' MEANZ =', MEANZ
C CALCULATE THE VARIANCE OF ZZ( ), SZ2
DO 200 I " i, NP
SZ2 " SZ2 + (ZZ{I) - MEAN_Z) ** 2
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) WRITE(U,*)'I "', I, ' SZ2 =', SZ2
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200 CONTINUE
SZ2 = SZ2 / FLOAT(NP - l)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*)' SZ2 ..', SZ2
RETURN
END
c S_RO_I_ ,_A C._CU,_ZSk AND-ET_ FROM_ _ _ AND
C VARIANCEOFZ - _,LQ_,NP'_,,'D,MM_C PROGRAMMER -" L.
C DATE: CODE • 6OCT87 COMMENTS : 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V6, V6.1, V6.2, V7, VT.I, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3,
C V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE KBETA (MEANZ, SZ2, K, BZERO)
C INPUTS: MEANZ, SZ2
C OUTPUTS: K, BZERO
C IMPLICIT NONE
REAL PI
PARAMETER (PI .. 3.1415926536)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER 1OUT














VALUE OF WEIBULL PARAMETER, BETAo, CHARACTERIZING THE
SPECIFIC MATERIAL S/N DATA SET
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
SAMPLE MEAN OF TRANSFORMED DATA, Z = F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
SELF EXPLANATORY CONSTANT
SZ2 ** 0.5
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF THE TRANSFORMED DATA,
Z-F(STR, NF, NBND, MM)
C PERFORM CALCULATIONS
SZ = SZ2 ** 0.5
BZERO = PI / (SZ * (6.0 ** 0.5))
K = MEANZ
C DATA DUMP STATEMENTS
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10) _
WRITE(8,*) SZ2 , SZ2, ' SZ =', SZ





C SUBROUTINE FINDK _TES THE VALUE OF K, WHERE A " K ** M FOR
C EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER" L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 7JUN88
C VERSION= MATCHR VS, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDK (BZERO, K, MM, NBND, NUMREG, BIGK)
C INPUTS: BZERO, K, _4, NBND, NUMREG




PARAMETER (GAMMA = 0.57721566490, MAXREG = 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L, NUMREG


















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M
FOR EACH REGION




VALUE OF k -- PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING THE SPECIFIC MATERIAL
DATA BASE
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-DARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPERBOUNDS (CYCLES) FORT HE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
DO 50 L " 0, MAXREG
BIGK(L) = 0.0
50 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE K FOR REGION ONE
BIGK(1)_= (ALOG(2.0) ** (i.0 / BZERO)) * EXP(K + GAMMA / BZERO)
C WRITE(7,*) 'REGION: i, K =', BIGK(1)
IF (TOUT .EQ. i0) WR_TE(8,*)'BZERO ='. BZERO, ' k =', K,
& ' GAMMA =', GAMMA, ' BIGK(1) =', BIGK(1)
C CALCULATE K FOR REMAINING REGIONS
DO 100 L = 2, NUMREG
BIGK(L) " BIGK(L-I) * NBND(L-I)
& ** ((1.0 / HN(L)) . (1.,0 / NN(L-1)))
C WRITE(7,*) 'REGION ', L_ K = , BIGK(L) _ ,
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) WRITE(8,*)'L =', L, ' NBNDIL-I) = ,
& NBND(L-I), ' MM(L) =', MM(L), ' MM(L-I) = , MM(L-I),





C SUB_bUTINE FINDSB CALCULATES THE REGION 'TIE-POINTS' -- THE STRESS
C VALUES WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARIES" ACCORDING TO THE
C RANDOMLY SELECTED MS, AND THE KS _TED FROM THE BETA AND k
C CHARACTERIZING SPECIFIC MATERIAL
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 22 DEC 88
C VERSION: MATCHR V8 2, V8.3, V8-4, V8°5
C MATGRM V4_2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
SUBROUTINE FINDSB (NUMREG, ZROREG, NBND, BIGK, MM, SBND)
C INPUTS: NUMREG, ZROHEG, NBND, BIGK, MM
C OUTPUTS : SBND
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXR
PARAMETER (MAXREG - 3)
COMMON IOUT





















I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M
FOR EACH REGION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLE.S) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING STRESS VALUES (PSI, R " -i.0)
CORRE.SFONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH
REGION CONTAINED IN NEND()
ZeRO REGion -- VALUES CHOSE_ TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
C INITIALIZE SBND()
DO 50 L = 0, MAXREG
cSBNDtL)oNTINU_." 0.050
C _TE SBND(0) IF ZROHEG = 0
IF (ZROREG .EQ. 0) THEN
SBND(0) - BIGK(1) * NBND(0) ** (-I.0 / MM(1))
ENDIF
C CALCULATE THE NON-ZERO REGION STRESS BOUNDARIES
DO 100 L .. 1, NUMREG
IF (NBND(L) .GE. 1.0E+36) THEN
SBND(L) - 0.0
ELSE






C SUBROUTINE ADJSTM CONTROLS THE _TIONS NECESSARY TO CONSTRAIN
C Me TO BE GREATER THAN THE SELECTED Mp BY ADJUSTING THE PO6TERIOR
C RANGE ON Me
C PROGRAMMER" L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 7JUN88
C VERSION: MATCHR VS, VS.l, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of Technology.





SUBROUTINE ADJSTM (MP, RANGNE, MEBND)




PARAMETER (MAXR_G - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOUT, L
REAL MEBND(2, MAXREG), MP(0:MAXREG), RANGME(2, MAXREG)
C LIST OF VARIABLES
C
C IOUT OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
C L CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH POINT IN A REGION
C MAXREG MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
C MEBND() 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING ALLOWABLE RANGE ON Me, FOR ELASTIC
COMPONENTS, AFTER SELECTION OF Mp
MP() I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUE OF MpFOR PLASTIC COMPONENTScccR_=() 2-D u.,u_YcoNTAININGV_UESoF THEPO6_OR _.GE ONMIB
C FOR ELASTIC COMPONENTS -- RANGME(I, I) IS THE LOWER
C BOUND AND RANGME(2,1 ) IS THE UPPER BOUND







C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES WEIBULL(BETA,ETA) RANDOM VARIATES WITH
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C MEDIAN OF DISTRIBUTION CONSTRAINED TO BE ONE USING THE "INVERSE
C TRANSFORM METHOD"
C PROGRAMMERz L. NEWLIN
C DATE" CODE : 18MAR87 COMMENTS z 15SEP89
C VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
C V7, V7.1, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V2, V3, V3.1, V3.2, V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2,
V4. 3, V4.4, V4.5C
C





SUBROUTINE WEIBGN (BETA, RAND, WEIB)

















WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER
UNIFORM (0, i) RANDOM VARIATE
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
WEIBULL(BETA, ETA} GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
CALCULATE CONSTRAINED ETA
ETA = 1.0 / (ALOG(2.0) ** (i.0 / BETA}}
GENERATE WEIBULL RANDOM VARIATE
CAIX, RANDOM(FRAC, RAND)
ARG - -ALOG(I.0 - FRAC)
WEIB = ETA * ARG**(1.0/BETA)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10)WRITE(8,*)'BETA- ', BETA, ' ETA-'




C SUBROUTINE KOMO _TES KoAND Mo FORT HE ZERO REGION (NO DATA
C REGION TO THE LEFT). IT ACCOUNTS FOR TYING UP THE TENSILE POINT
C AT SZERO, AND SCALING DOWN THE CURVE IF IT WENT ABOVE SZERO.
C PROGRAMMER : L. NEWLIN
C DATE: IAUG91
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.5 MATGRM V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of T_chnology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
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CSUBROUTINE KOMO (SZERO, BIGK, MM, NBND, TRSBND, TRBIGK,
& FACTR, NUMREG )
INPUTS: SZERO, BIGK, MM NBND, TRSBND, FACTR
OUTPUTS" TRBIGK, MM, TRS_ND
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXREG
PARAMETER (MAXNEG - 3)
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER IOOT, L, NOMREG
REAL BIGK(0:MAXREG), FACTR, MM(0:MAXREG), NI_ND(0:MAXREG),































I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M FOR
EACH REGION
SCAZ_ FACTOR = PHI * KRATIO * Z
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UPPER BOUNDS (CYCLES) FOR THE NUMREG
REGIONS OF INTEREST
NUMBER OF REGIONS
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR BIGK IF TRSBND(0) > SZERO
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, ADJUSTED TO KEEP
S_ < SO FOR EACH TRIAL1- CONTAINING STRESS VALUES CORRESPONDING TO THE
LIFE BOUNDARY VALUES FOR EACH REGION CONTAINED IN NBND()
ADJUSTED BY VARIATION PARAMETERS FOR EACH TRIAL
100
BIGK(0) " SZERO
IF CTRSBNDC0) .GT. SZERO) THEN
_CLK .. _ZERO/TRSBND(0}
DO i00 L " 0, NUMREG
TRBIGK(L) BIGK(L) * SCLK




MM(0) - b_(1) * ((ALOG - ALOG
+ALOG (SZEBO) ) ) )& (FACTR) } (_I_A_) (_I_BND (0 }
ENDIF
IF-,_O_T('EQ" i0) THEN8,*} 'SZERO = ', SZERO, ' BIGKo = ', TRBIGK(0}




C FUNCTION GTLIFE CALCULATES THE CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR A PARTICULAR STRESS
C BASED UPON THE MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION S/N EQUATION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 10FEB89
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C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, Cali.fornia Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
REAL FUNCTION GTLIFE (S, MM, BIGK, PHI, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
& ZROREG, NUMREG, SZERO)
C INPUTS: S, MM, BIGK, PHI, KRATIO, LNZ, SBND,
C OUTPUTS: GTLIFE
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER IOUT, L, MAXREG, NUMREG, ZROREG





BIGK(0:MAXR G), GETLIF, KRATIO, LNZ, MM(0:MAXREG), PHI,

























I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF K, WHERE A = K ** M
FOR EACH REGION
VALUE TO BE ASSIGNED TO GTLIFE -- CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR
THE REQUIRED STRESS LEVEL
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
NORMAL(0,PVAR) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING SELECTED VALUES OF M FOR EACH REGION
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
WEIBULL(BETAO, ETAo) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
VALUE OF STRESS (PSI) FOR WHICH A VALUE OF LIFE (CYCLES TO
FAILURE } IS REQUIRED
1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE STRESS VALUES (PSI, R = -i.0)
CORRESPONDING TO THE "LIFE BOUNDARY" VALUES FOR EACH REGION
CONTAINED IN NBND ()
STRESS TENSILE TEST POINT, So
TEMPORARY VARIABLE USED TO PREVENT ARITHMETIC UNDER AND OVER
FLOWS
ZeRO REGion -- VAI//ES CHOSEN TO FACILITATE REGION DO LOOP
BEGINNING VALUE -- 0 - ZERO REGION EXISTS, 1 - NO REGION
GETLIF = 0.0
CALCULATE CYCLES TO FAILURE
IF _GE_. SZnERO ) .AND. (ZROREG .EQ. 0)) THEN
ELSE
DO 100 L = ZROREG, NUMREG
IF (S .GT. SBND(L)) THEN
TEMP = MM(L) _ (ALOG(BIGK(L)) - ALOG(S) + ALOG(PHI)
& + ALOG (KRATIO) + LNZ)
IF (TEMP .GT. 86.0) THEN
TEMP = 86.0
ENDIF










C FUNCTION GTLIF2 CALCULATES THE CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR A PARTICULAR
C VALUE OF TOTAL STRAIN BASED UPON THE MATERIALS CHAR_JOTERIZATION
C COMPONENT STRAIN S/N EQUATION. THE SOLUTION IS FOUND USING A
C NEWTON'S METHOD ITERATION SUBROUTINE AND THE LIFE CORRESPONDING
C TO THE ELASTIC STRAIN IS USED AS THE INITIAL LIFE VALUE, No.
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 15FEB89 CORR_NTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8.3, V8.4, V8.5 MATGRM V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, California.Institute of Technoloqy.
c U.S. Government Sponsorship unaer NASA Contract NAS7_918
C is acknowledged.
REAL FUNCTION GTLIF2 (STR, KP, KE, MP, ME, PHI, KRATIO, Z)





INTEGER IEND, IER, IOUT
REAL
&















































RESULTANT VALUE OF DERIVATIVE AT ROOT
INPUT VALUE WHICH SPECIFIES THE UPPER BOUND OF THE ERROR OF
THE RESULT
RESULTANT FUNCTION VALUE AT ROOT
VALUE TO BE ASSIGNED TO GTLIF2 -- CYCLES TO FAILURE FOR
THE REQUIRED STRAIN LEVEL
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION STEPS SPECIFIED
RESULTANT ERROR PARAMETER, CODED -- 0 - NO ERROR; I - NO
CONVERGENCE AFTER IEND ITERATION STEPS; 2 - AT ANY
ITERATION STEP DERIVATIVE DERF HAS EQUAL TO ZERO
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
S/N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Ke, FOR THE ELASTIC STRAIN
S/N cURVE
S/N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Kp, FOR THE PLASTIC STRAIN
S/N CURVE
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
S/N CURVE SHAPE PARAMETER, Me, FOR THE ELASTIC STRAIN
S/N CURVE
S/N CURVE SHAPE PARAMETER, Mp, FOR THE PLASTIC STRAIN
S/N CURVE
EQUAL TO THE LIFE FROM THE ELASTIC PORTION OF THE CURVE
USED AS THE INITIAL VALUE IN THE NEWTON'S METHOD ITERATION
WEIBULL(BETAo, ETAO)GENERATED RANDOM VARIABLE






CALCULATE INITAL VALUE OF LIFE FOR NEWTON
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NZERO s (KE * PHI * KRATIO * Z / STR) ** ME
LET NEWTON ITERATE TO FIND A SOLUTION
CALL NEWTON (GETLIF, F, DERF, NZERO, EPS, IEND, IER, STR,
& KP, KE, MP, ME, PHI, KRATIO, Z)
NOW CHECK IER FOR ANY PROBLEMS AND ASSIGN GTLIF2 ACCORDINGLY
IF (IER .EQ. 0) THENGTLIF2 GETLIF
IF (IOUT .EQ° I0) WRITE(8,*) 'GETLIF s', GETLIF
ELSEIF(IER .EQ. I} THEN
_I_NO CI_'VEI_I_I_ AFTER SPECIFIED NO. ITERATION STEPS '
ELSEIF(IER .EQ. 21 THEN
_-,_._._W_rTTE_T'DERIVATIVE EQUAL TO ZERO'
ELSE




C SUBROUTINE FCT IS USED BY SUBROUTINE NEWTON TO CALCULATE THE VALUE
C OF THE FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVE AT THE VALUE 'LIFE', IN ORDER TO
C FIND THE SOLUTION OF THE COMPONENT STRAIN S/N CURVE
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 21JUN88 COMMENTS: 13JUL89
C VERSION: MATCHR V8._: V8.2, VS:l: V8._: V8.5C MATGRMV4. V4.2, V4 V4. V4.5
SUBROUTINE FCT (LIFE, F, DERF, STR, EP, KE, MP, ME, PHI, KRATIO,
& z)
C INPUTS" LIFE, STR, KP, _, MP, ME, PHI, KRATIO, Z






DERF, F, INVME, INVMP, KE, KEPROD, KP, KPPROD, KRATIO,





















RESULTANT VALUE OF DERIVATIVE AT ROOT
RESULTANT FUNCTION VALUE AT ROOT
EQUAL TO I/M_ (INVerse of Me)
EQUAL TO 1/Mp (INVerse of Mp)
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
S/N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Ire, FORT HE ELASTIC STRAIN
S/N CURVE
EQUAL TO KE * PHI * KRATIO * Z
S/N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Kp, FOR THE PLASTIC STRAIN
SIN CURVE
EQUAL TO KP * PHI * KRATIO * Z
RATIO OF K*/K, CONSTANT OVER REGIONS AND COMPONENTS
VALUE OF N (CYCLES TO FAILURE)
S/N CURVE LOCATION PARAMETER, Me, FOR THE ELASTIC STRAIN
S/N CURVE










WEIBULL(BETAof ETAo) GENERATED RANDOM VARIABLE
VALUE OF TOTAL STRA/N (%) FOR WHICH CYCLES TO FAILURE IS
DESIRED
LOG-NORMAL (0, PVAR) RANDOM VARIATE
INVMP - 1.0 / NP
INVME = 1.0 / ME
KPPROD = KP * PHI * KRATIO * Z
KEPROD - _ * PHI * KRATIO * Z
F - KPPROD * LIFE ** (-INVMP) + KEPROD * LIFE ** (-INVME} - STR
INVMP
&DERF - -+(KPPRODKEPROD: _ : LIFELIFE:: I- ii'0.0- INVMEI)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 5J THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'INVMP i , INVMP, ' INVME = ', INVME
WRITE(8,*} 'KPPROD = e, KPPROD, ' KEPROD = ', KEPR(X)
WRITE(8,*) 'F _ ', F, ' DERF = ', DERF












































THE FOLLOWING SUBROq3TINE IS A MODIFIEDVERSIONOF SUBROq3TINE RTNI
TAEZN FROM "MATHEMATICS -- ROOTS OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS" (SEE P. 220)
PURPOSE
TO SOLVE GENERAL NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF THE FORM F(X) i 0 BY MEANS
OF NEWTON'S ITERATION METHOD.
USAGE
CALL NEWTON (X, F, DERF, XST, EPS, IEND, IER)
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
X RESULTANT ROOT OF EQUATION F(X) - 0°
F RESULTANT FUNCTION VALUE AT ROOT X.
DERF RESULTANT VALUE OF DERIVATIVE AT ROOT X.
FCT NAME OF THE EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE USED. IT COMPUTES TO GIVEN
ARGUMENT X FUNCTION VALUE F AND DERIVATIVE DERF. ITS
PARAMETER LIST MUST BE X, F__DERF.
:(ST INPUT VALUE WHICH SPECIFIES THE INITIAL GUESS OF THE ROOT X.
EPS INPUT VALUE WHICH SPECIFIES THE UPPER BOUND OF THE ERROR OF
RESULT X.
IEND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION STEPS SPECIFIED
IER RESULTANT ERROR PARAMETER COOED AS FOLLOWS
IER = 0 -- NO ERROR
IER - i -- NO CONVERGENCE AFTER IEND ITERATION STEPS
IER = 2 -- AT ANY ITERATION STEP DERIVATIVE DERF WAS
EQUAL TO ZERO
REMARKS
THE PROCEDURE IS BYPASSED AND GIVES THE ERROR MESSAGE IER _ 2 IF AT
ANY ITERATION STEP DERIVATIVE OF F(X) IS EQUAL TO 0. POSSIBLY THE
PROCEDURE WOULD BE SUCCESSFUL IF IT IS STARTED ONCE MORE WITH
ANOTHER INITIAL GUESS XST.
SUBROUTINE AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
THE EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE FCT(X, F, DERF) MUST BE FURNISHED BY THE USER
METHOD
SOLUTION OF EQUATION F(X) = 0 IS DONE BY MEANS OF NEWTON'S ITERATION
METHOD, WHICH STARTS AT THE INITIAL GUESS XST OF A ROOT X. CONVERG-
ENCE IS QUADRATIC IF THE DERIVATIVE OF F(X) AT ROOT X IS NOT EQUAL
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CC TO ZERO. ONE ITERATION STEP REQUIRES ONE EVALUATION OF F(X) AND ONEEVALUATION OF THE DERIVATIVE OF F(X). FOR TEST ON SATISFACTORY
cC ACCURACY SEE FORMULEA (2)OF MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION.REFERENCE, SEE R. ZURMUEHL, PRAKTISCNE MATHEMATIK FUER INGENZEURE
C UND PHYSIKER, SPRINGER, BERLIN/GOETTINGEN/HEIDELBERG, 1963, PP. 12-17
C









&SUBROUTINE NEWTON (Xf F, DERF, XST, EPS, IEND. IER, STR,
KP, KE, MP, ME, PHI,.KRATIO, Z)
IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IEND, IER, IOUT
REAL A, DERF, DX, EPS, F, TOL, TOLF r X, XST,







IOUT .EQ. 5) WRITE(8,*) 'XST -',XST,
FCT (TOL, F, DERF, STR, KP, KE, MP,
TOLF - I00. * EPS
IF (Iot_r .EQ. 5)
& WRITE(8,*) "TOL ,.',TOL,' F -',F,
START ITERATION LOOP
DO 6 I - 1.,IENDIIF (F) 7, 1
EQUATION IS NOT SATISFIED BY X
IF (DERF) 2, 8, 2
ITERATION IS POSSIBLE
DX - F / DERF
X=X-DX
TOL=X
IF (IOUT .EQ. 5)
& WRITE,8_*) 'I =', I,
CAI_ FCT (TOL, F, DERF,
TEST ON SATISFACTORY ACCURACY
TOL - EPS
A = ABS(X)
IF (A- 1.) 4, 4, 3
TOL = TOL * A
IF (ABS(DX) - TOL) 5, t5 6
IF (ABS(F) -TOLF) 7,7,6
CONTINUE
END OF ITERATION LOOP
' X _',X,' TOL _',TOL
ME, PHI, KRATIO, Z)
' DERF s' ,DERF, ' TOLF _' ,TOLF
' DX "', DX, ' X _', X, " TOL _', TOL
STR, KP, KE, MP, ME, PHI, KRATIO, Z)
NO CONVERGENCE AFTER IEND ITERATION STEPS.
IER- 1
7 RETURN






C SUBROUTINE 'SORTM' SORTS THE ARRAY, ALLM(), FROM LOWEST TO HIGNEST
C M FOR EACH REGION
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 10FEB88
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7.1, V8, VS.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
C MATGRM V4, V4.1, V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (c) 1990, California.Znstitute of Technoloqy.















SUBROUTINE SORTM (ALLM, NUMREG, NUM)




INTEGER I, INC, IOUT, L, MAXMM, MAXREG, NUM, NUMREG
















2-DARRAY CONTAINING VALUES TO BE SORTED FOR EACH REGIOU
CONTROLS INSERTION POINTER
SORT INCREMENT VARIABLE
FLAG TO INDICATE WHETHER SORT IS FINISHED
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH REGION
MAXIMUM NUMBEROF M'S TO BE SORTED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS ALLOWED
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ALLM() TO RE SORTED
NUMBER OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
TEMPORARY SORTING VARIABLE
DO 400 L " i, NUMREG
5 INC = NUM
i0 IF INC(INC'GT'INC_)2 THEN
20 INORDR = .TRUE.
DO 300 I = i, (NUM - INC}(IALLMIF (ALLM(I,L) .GT. + INC, L)) THEN
TEMP =ALLM(I,L)
ALLM(I,L) = ALLM(I + INC, L)











Prior Distribution Parameter Estimation Program
The program tree structure, list of subprograms, description of the key variables,
and the FORTRAN source listing for the prior failure distribution parameter estimation
codes BFIT and ABTFIT, and the assurance calculation code LZERO are given here.
The pertinent methodology is given in Section 2.1.1. The overall descriptions of the
programs and the flowcharts are given in Section 4.2. The user's guide for running
BFIT, ABTFIT, and LZERO is given in Section 6.4.
7.4.1 BFIT Program
7.4.1.1 Ust of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and their purposes is given in Table 7-10. The section number
where each subprogram is described is given next to the name. The program,
subprogram, and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.





The main routine that controls the logical flow of the prior failure
distribution parameterp estimation calculations.
Solves a linear least squares problem.
7.4.1.2 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the prior failure distribution parameter p estimation code,
BFIT, is given in Table 7-11. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE
letters; the variable =type" can be interpreted as follows: INT is a standard integer
variable, and DRE is a double precision variable. The various array dimensions are





List of Variables for Program BFIT
TYPE DESCRIPTION
DRE Slope parameter calculated by LLS, estimate of,8.
DRE 1-D array containing values of the difference be-
tween X(I) and MEANX for each point used in the
linear regression.
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1-D array containing values of the difference
between Y(I) and MEANY for each point used
in the linear regression.
Ending index positionfor regression performed by
LLS.
F(Ni) in Equation 2-8.
Controls DO loop.
Output dump controller.
1-D array containing values of Ni, Equation 2-8,
generated by the PFM.
Intercept parameter calculated by LLS.
Length of F, the number of (F(NI), Ni) pairs
provided by the PFM.
Maximum value for M.
The sample mean of X.
The sample mean of Y.
Starting index position for regression performed by
LLS.
The sample variance of X.
The sample covariance of X and Y.
1-D array containing values of In Ni corresponding
to the Nl's in the array UFE(),
1-D array containing values of Y_Equation 2-8,
corresponding to the Ni's in the array MFE().
7.4.1.3 Program BFIT Listing
C PROGRAM BFIT CONTROLS THE LINEAR LEAST SQUARES CALCULATIONS
C REQUIRED TO ESTIMATE THE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 20AUG90 COMMENTS: 20SEP91
C VERSION : I. 1
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.





INTEGER DUM, END, I, IOUT, M, MAXM, START
PARAMETER (MAXM = 200)


















D Un__.y variable us_ed during data entry.
Ending position for regression loops.
F(N)
Controls DO loop.
Output dump controller. ....
1-D array containing values of N genera_eu my the PFM.
Intercept parameter.
The number of IF(N), N) pairs provided by the PFM.
Maximum value for M.
Starting position for regression loops ..
1-D array containing values of Y corresponulng to the N's
in the array LIFE().
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND READ INPUT PARAMETERS
OPEN (ii, FILE = 'BFITD', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN i8_ FILE = 'IOUTPR', STATUS = 'NEW'OPEN , FILE = 'IX)WLIF', STATUS = 'OLD'
OPEN (13, FILE = 'BFITO', STATUS = 'NEW')
READ(11,*) IOUT, START, END, M
DO I00 I = 1, M
READ(12,*) DUM, FOFN, LIFE(I)
Y(I) = DLOG ( - DLOG (I.D0 - FOFN))
I00 CONTINUE
C PERFORM LINEAR LEAST SQUARES TO FIND SHAPE PARAMETER B
CALL LLS (LIFE, Y, START, END, B, LNC, IOUT)
C PRINT RESULTS
WRITE(13,900) B
900 FORMAT (2X,'Cowright (C) 1990, california Institute of '
& 'TechnolSgy. U.S. Government',/,2x,'sponsorship under ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledgeS. ',////,
& 2X,'The solution is ',/,5X,'Beta: ',D12.7)
STOP
END
C SUBROUTINE LLS PERFORMS A Linear Least Squares FIT
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 17AUG90
C VERSION: BFIT VI, VI.I
SUBROUTINE LLS (LIFE, Y, START, END, B, LNC, IOUT)
C INPUTS: LIFE, Y, START, END, IOUT
C OUTPUTS: B, LNC
C IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXM
PARAMETER (MAXM = 200)
INTEGER END, I, IOUT, START
DOUBLE PRECISION B, DIFFX(MAXM), DIFFY(MAXM), LIFE(MAXM),
























I-D array containing the difference between X and MEANX for
each LIFE.
1-D array containing the difference between Y and MEANY for
each LIFE.
Ending_position for regression loops.
Controls DO loops.
Output dump controller, o
1-D containing values oz the lives generated by the PFM
( alra_e_:':_y sorted).
Intercept parameter._
Maximum numoer of fatigue lives allowed for regression.
sample man of x.
sample roman of Y.
staining pq.si_ion for regression loops.
sample var_agce of x.
c0v  anc,ofxand,
X = In (Life)__











C BEGIN CALCULATIONS -- FIRST CAI_UE_TE THE SAMPLE MEANS
DO i00 I = START, END
X(I) = DLOG (LIFE(I)}
ME._X = MY_.ANX + X(I)MEANY MEANY+ y(x)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) ,l = ,, I, _,LI_ : ', LIFE(I)WRITE(S,*) 'X- ', X(I ', Y(X)
WRITE(8,*) 'MEANX = ', MEANX, ' MEANY = ', MEANY
ENDIF
i00 CONTINUE
MEANX = MEANX / DFLOAT(END - (START - i))
MEANY - MEANY / DFLOAT(END - (START - i)}
WRITE(8,*) 'MEANX = ', MEANX, ' MEANY =', MEANY
C CAI_ULATE THE SAMPLE VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE
DO 150 I = START, END
DIFFX(I) = X(I) - MEANX
DIFFY(I) = Y(I) - MEANY _
SX2 = SX2 + DIFFX(I) ** 2
SXY = SXY + DIFFX(I) * DIFFY(I)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 10} THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'DIFFX = ', DIFFX(I), ' DIFFY = ', DIFFY(I)




csx2.-sx2/ DrLoAT - STARTISXY SXY / DFLOAT (END START
WRITE(8,*) 'SX2 = ', SX2, ' SXY = ', SXY
CALCULATE REGRESSION PARAMETERS
B = SXY / SX2
LNC " MEANY - B * MEANX




7.4.2.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for ABTFIT is given in Figure 7-11. The program,
subprogram, and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters. Subprogram
DUNLSJ is described in =User's Manual," IMSL Math/Library FORTRAN Subroutines
for MOth_rn_tk;al ADDlications MALB-USM-UNBND-EN8901-1.1, Version 1.1, Volume




Figure 7-11 Tree Structure For Program ABTFIT
7.4.2.2 List of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and their purposes is given in Table 7-12. The section number






Table 7-12 Ust of Subprograms for Program ABTFIT
FUNCTION
Evaluates the function which defines the least squares problem.
The main routine that controls the logical flow of the prior failure
distribution parameter estimation calculations.
An IMSL routine that solves a nonlinear least squares problem by
using a modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Evaluates the Jacobian at a pointX.
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7.4.2.3 DescripUon of Variables
A list of variables used in the prior failure distribution parameter estimation code,
ABTFIT, is given in Table 7-13. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPER-
CASE letters; the variable "type" can be interpreted as follows: INT is a standard
integer variable, and DRE is a double precision variable. The various array dimen-
sions are defined by using the following parameters: MAXJAC, MAXM, N, and N2.





















Evaluates the function given by Equation 2-10
which defines the least squares problem.
intermediate calculation variables.
Slope parameter, b.
Ending index position for regression.
Vector of length M containing the function values at
X.
The M by N matrix containing the calculated
Jacobian at the approximate solution.
F(Ni) in Equation 2-10.
Vector of length M containing the diagonal scaling
matrix for the functions.




Parameter vector of length 6, required by DUNLSJ.
Array index variable.
Evaluates the Jacobian at a point X.
Leading dimension of FJAC.
1-D array containing values of NI Equation 2-10,
generated by the PFM and scaled by LSCALE.
1-D array containing all values of NI Equation 2-10,
generated by the PFM.


















LengthofF,thenumberof (F(NI), NI) pairs to be
used.
Maximum value for LDFJAC.
Maximum value for M.
The tofalnumber of (F(Ni), Ni) pa_ proVidedbylhe
PFM
Length of X, two for this application.
Dummy parameter replacing N in routines ABT and
JABT.
Parameter vector of length 7, required by DUNLSJ.
Starting index position for regression.
Vector of length N containing the approximate
solution. X(1) is e, and X(2) is oz.
Vector of length N containing the Initial guess.
Vector of length N containing the diagonal scaling
matrix for the variables.
1-D array containing values of Y/,Equation 2-10,
corresponding to the Ni's in the array UFE().










PROGRAM ABTFIT CONTROLS THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES CALCULATIONS
REQUIRED TO ESTIMATE THE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS THETA & ALPHA
PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
DATE: CODE: 24AUG90 COMMENTS: 20SEP91
VERSION: 4.2
copyright (c) 1990, California.Institute of Technology.





COMMON Y, LIFE, IOUT, XGUESS, B
INTEGER DUM, END, I, IPARAM(6), IOUT, J, LDFJAC,
& MAXM, MTOT, N, START
PARAMETER (MAXJAC = 200, MAXM= 200; N = 2)
M, MAXJAC,
DOUBLE PRECISION ABT, B, FJAC(MAXJ_, N), FOFN(MAXM),
& FSCALE(MAXM), FVEC(MAXM)n JAB_T, LIFE(MAXM),











































































Evaluates the function which defines the nonlinear least
squares problem.
Suape parameter.
D .u_ny. variable used during .data entry.
E noi_g, position.zor regre.sslon loops - ___
The M Dy. N mar.rlx con_alnlng nne calculaue_ Jacobian at the
approximate solution. _ .
I-D array containing values oZ F(NI}.
Vector o_ length M containing the olagonal scaling matrix for
the functions.




Parameter vector or lengun 6, required by DUNLSJ.
Array index va{_iable.
EValuates the Jacooian at a point X.
Leading dimension of FJ_.
1-D array containing values 95 the life, Ni, generated._the
PFM to be used.by r__e p_n1%near _east squ_.es a_gorz . -ed
I-D array contain%ng all MTOT values oz the llze, NI, generat
by the PFM.
LIFE() scaling, paramgter to e n_.le convergence. . .....
Length of F, the numoer ot (.F(Nz), Nz) pa_rs prov_oeo.gy_ne
PFM to be used bythe nonllnear least squares algorztnm.
Maximum value for LDFJAC.
Maximum value for M and MTOT.
Length of.FOFN() & LIFEM(), the number of (F(Ni), Ni) pairs
proyiu@o my tne PFM.. . _.
Length of X, two zor rnis a_plicat.aon.
Parameter vector oz length ,, .requlred by DUNLSJ.
Starting position for regress19n loops .........
Vector of length N contalning the approx_maze so_utaon, x(_)
is thet_a, X(2) is alpha ......
Vector of length N conta%.ni.ng the a.nltlal guess: - " for
Vector of. length N conta%nlng the u_agonal sca-%ng maur_x
the varzables.
1-D array containing values of Y corresponding to the Ni's in
the array LIFE ( ).
100
INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND READ INPUT PARAMETERS
DATA FSCALE / MAXM*I.0D0 /
IPARAM(1) = 0
OPEN (ii, FILE = 'PARAMS', STATUS = 'OLD')
READ(t1,*) IOUT, START, END, MTOT
) XGUESS(1), XGUESS(2), B
READ(II,*READ(II'*)XSCAX_(1), XSCALE(2), LSCALE
CLOSE (11 )
M = END - START + I
LDFJAC = M
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) OPEN (8, FILE = 'IOUTPR', STATUS = 'NEW'}
IF (IOUT .EQ. 20) THEN
OPEN (8, FILE = 'IOUTPR', STATUS = 'NEW')
WRITE (8, * ) ' THETA ALPHA'
ENDIF
OPEN (12, FILE = 'LOWLIF', STATUS = 'OLD')
DO I00 I = i, MTOT
READ(12,*) DUM, FOFN(I), LIFEM(I)
CONTINUE
CLOSE (12)
DO 200 I = 1, M
J = I + START - i
LIFE(I) - LIFEM(J) * LSCALE
(I.00-200
PERFORM NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES TO FIND THETA AND ALPHA
CALL DUNLSJ (ABT, JABT, M, N, XGUESS, XSCALE. FSCALE,
& IPARAM, RPARAM, X, FVEC, FJAC, LDFJAC)
PRINT RESULTS
OPEN (13, FILE = 'ABTOUT', STATUS = 'NEW')
WRITE( 13,900) X(2), B L (X(1)*LSCALE**(-B)),
& IPARAM(3), IPARAM(4), IPARAM(5)
CLOSE (13)
OPEN (14, FILE m 'BAYESD', STATUS = 'NEW'}
WRITE(14,*) B, (X(1)*LSCALE**(-B)), X(2)
CLOSE (14)
900 FORMAT (2X,'Copyright (c) 1990, california Institute. of '
& 'Technology. U.S. Governmont',/,2X,'Sponsorship u_der ',










////,2X,'The solution is ',
/,SX,'Alpha: ', Dll.6,
/,5X,' Beta: ', Dll.6,
/,5X,'Theta: ', Dll.6.
//,2X,'The number of iterations is '.10X, I3,
/,2X,'The number of function evaluations is ',I3,
/,2X,'The number of Jacobian evaluations is ',I3,/)
C SUBROUTINE ABT EVALUATES THE FUNCTION AT THE POINT X
C PROGRAMMER: L.NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 23AUG90 COMMENTS: 20SEP91
C VERSION: ABTFIT V4.1, V4.2
SUBROUTINE ABT (M, N, X, F)
COMMON Y, LIFE, IOUT, XGUESS, B
INTEGER I, IOUT, M, MAXM, N, N2
PARAMETER (MAXM = 200, N2 = 2)





















vector_of length M containing the function values at X.
controls DO loop.
Output dump controller. . _ . .
1-Darray containing values of the life, Ni, generarea my
the PFM.
Length of F, the number of (F(Ni), Ni) pairs provided by
the PFM.
Maximum value for M.
Length of X, two for this application.
Dungy parameter replacing N an rou_ines ABT_and JAB T.
Vector oz length N con_alning _ne approximate solu_aon.
X(1) is theta, X(2) is alpha.
Vector of lenqth N containing the initial _9.ess_ _.
1-D az_ray con£aining values of Y corresponding _o une Ni's
in the array LIFE().
IF (IOUT .EQ. 20) WRITE(8,175) X(1), X(2)
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DO i00 I " i, M
F(I) = Y(I) - X(2) * DLOG (IoD0 + (LIFE(I) ** B) / X(I})
IF _OUT .EQ. i0)
_/TE (8,150) I, F(I}, X(I}, X(2) LIFE(I) Y(I)& , w
100 CONTINUE
150 FORMAT (I5, IX, D,10.3, IX,D10.3, IX,D10.3, 1X,2D16.10)




C SUBROUTINE JABT EVALUATES THE JACOBIAN OF THE FUNCTION AT THE POINT X
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE: CODE: 23AUG90 COMMENTS: 20SEP91
C VERSION: ABTFIT V4.1, V4.2
SUBROUTINE JABT (M, N, X, FJAC, LDFJAC}
COMMON Y, LIFE, IOUT, XGUESS, B
INTEGER I, IOUT, LDFJAC, M, MAXM, N, N2
PARAMETER (MAXM = 200, N2 = 2}
DOUBLE PRECISION ARGA, ARGB, B, FJAC(LDFJAC, N),






























vector of length M contai.ning the function values .at X.




Evaluates %he .Jacobian at a point x. •......... n
Leading dimenszon of FJ.AC exactly as speclzleo in _ne olmenszo
statement of .the cazzzng program. .......
I-D array contalnlng values or _ne life, NI, generatea my
the PFM.
Length of F, the number of (F(Ni), Ni) pairs provided by
the PFM.
Maximum value for M.
Length of X, two for this application.
Dummy par_ameter replacing N in_routines ABT and JAB.T.
Vector oZ length N con_a%nlnq _ne approximate solu_lon°
X(1) is theta, X(2) is alpha.
vector of length N containing the initial quess.
I-D array con£aining values of Y corresponaing to the Ni's
in the array LIFE().
IF (IOUT .EQ. 20) WRITE(8,175) X(1), X(2)
DO i00 I = i, M
_BB == I.D0 +ARGo(LIFE(I)** B) / X(1)
FJAC(I,I) X(_ ARGA / (X(l} * ARGB)FJAC(I,2) : (ARGB)
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
- :_ I, ' N = ', LIFE(WRITE(8,*) _Ix[ ', X(I}, ' X2 = ',Ix(2)
WRITE( 'ARGs , ARGA, ARGB









7.4.3.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for LZERO is given in Figure 7-12. The program,








L-- I DLGAM ]
| DLGAM I
Figure 7-12 Tree Structure For Program LZERO
7.4.3.2 Ust of Subprograms
A listof subprograms and their purposes isgiven inTable 7-14. The section number







Listof Subprograms for Program LZERO
FUNCTION
Calculates the double precision value of In[ ['(x)] for a given value
ofx.
Calculates the value of the function at the current iteration value of
,t, in order to find the solution for the desired assurance level.
Calculates the cumulative distribution function for a Gamma variate.
The main routine that controls the logical flow of the assurance
calculation.
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Solves the general nonlinear equation of the f(x) = 0 form by
means of Mueller's iteration method.
Performs premature program termination when required.
7.4.3.3 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the assurance calculation code, LZERO, is given in Table
7-15. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the variable
=type" can be interpreted as follows: INT is a standard integer variable, and DRE is





















Desired assurance level requested by the user.
Gamma distribution parameter a inEquation 2-1.
Weibull distribution parameter/Y in Equation 2-1.
Function that calculates the natural logarithm of a
Gamma function.
DRE Value of the maximum error allowed in the result of
the Mueller's iteration method calculations.
DRE Cumulative distribution function in Equation 2-5.
When ,t equals 4o, F equals the desired assurance
level.
DRE Cumulative distribution function inEquation 2-5.
When ;tequals,_lb, FL equals the assurance level.
DRE Cumulative distribution function in Equation 2-5.
When _tequals '_ub, FU equals the assurance level.
INT Provides information on the type of error occurring
in the Mueller's iteration method calculations. A
value of 0 indicates that no error occurred; a value
of 1 indicates no convergence after NS iteration
steps; and a value of 2 indicates that the basic as-
sumption, that the bounds provided do not bound
the solution, is not satisfied.
INT Output dump controller.
DRE The random vartate _t inEquation 2-1. When
equals ;_o,F equals the desired assurance level.
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The lower bound of _to inEquation 2-1. When 1
equals lib, FL equals the assurance level.
The upper bound of 1o in Equation 2-1. When 1
equals lub, FU equals the assurance levet.
Number of terms of the infinite series used to
approxirnate the Gamma cumulative distribution
function.
Computational precision for calculating the value
of a Gamma cumulative distribution.
Gamma distribution parameter 8 in Equation 2-1.
7.4.3.4 Program LZERO Usting
C PROGRAM LZERO CALCULATES THE PARAMETER LAMBDA FOR A GIVEN ASSURANCE




C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute o 5 Technol_ogy__
C U.S. Government Sponsorship uD_er NASA Conuract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
PROGRAM LZERO
C SUBPROGRAMS: GAMMA, MUELLR, TRMNAT
C FILES: I:BAYESD-OLD, 2:LDAT-OLD,
C 3: LOUT-NEW, 8: IOUTPR-NEW
C IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON IOUT
COMMON / INFO / A, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI
INTEGER IER, IOUT, NS
DOUBLE PRECISION A, ALPHA, BETA, EPS, F,
& LAMU, PSI, THETA





























COMPUTATIONAL PRECISION FOR SUBPROGRAM MUELLR
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AT LAMBDA
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AT LAML
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AT LAMU
RESULTANT ERROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLLOWS:
IER = 0 - NO ERROR.
IER - 1 - NO CONVERGENCE AFTER IEND ITERATION STEPS
FO_ BY IEND SUCCESSIVE STEPS OF
BISECTION.
IER = 2 - BASIC ASSUMPTION FCT(XLI) * FCT(XRI) LESS










THRESHOLD LAMBDA AT WHICH F() IS CALCULATED
LAMBDA LOWER BOUND
LAMBDA UPPER BOUND
NUMBER OF TERMS OF THE INFINITE SERIES TO CALCULATE GA/_4A





OPEN I(i'3_FILE _ 'BAYESD', STATUS _ 'OLD'}OPEN _2 FILE 'LDAT', STATUS 'OLD' )OPEN FILE 'LOUT', STATUS 'NEW' )
READ(l,*) BETA, THETA, ALPHA




IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) OPEN (8, FILE" 'IOUTPR', STATUS m 'NEW')
CALL GAMMA (LAML, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI, FL)
CALL GAMMA (LAMU, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI, FU)
WRITE(3,910) LAML, FL, LAMU, FU
IF ((A .LE. FL) .OR. (A .GE. FU)) CALL TRMNAT
CALL MUELLR (LAMBDA, LAML, LAMU, EPS, NS, IER)
IF (IER .EQ. 0) THEN
CALL GAMMA (LAMBDA, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI, F)
WRITE(3,920) F, LAMBDA
ELSEIF (_ER .EQ. i) THEN
& CE AFTER SPECIFIED NUMBER OF ITERATIONS'
CALL _T
ELSEIF(IER .EQ. 2) THEN





900 FORMAT (2X, '.Copyright (C) 1990, California Institute of ',
& ,Technology. .U.S. C_verrm_nt',
& /, 2X, 'Sponsorship unuer ',
& 'NASA Contract NAS7-918 is acknowledged. ', ,
& ////,2x, 'The Gan_a distributlon parameters are
& //.Tx, 'Alpha ',D12.7,
& /,TX, 'Theta ',D12.7)
910 FORMAT (//,2X, 'Lambda lower bound ',D12.7,
& 5X, 'Assurance ' ,F9.7,
& //,2X, 'Lambda upper bound ',D12.7,
& 5X, 'Assurance ' ,F9.7)
920 FORMAT (//,2X, 'At an assurance level of ',F9.7,
& /,4X,'The value of lambda is ',D12.7)
STOP
END
C SUBROUTINE GAMMA CALCULATES THE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
C A GAMMA VARIATE
C PROGRAMMER: D. EBBELER
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C DATE: 8DEC89
C VERSION: LZERO Vl, V2
SUBROUTINE GAMMA (X, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI, F)
C SUBPROGRAMS : DLGAM
C IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER I, IOUT, NS
















FUNCTION THAT CALCULATES LOGARITHM OF GAMMA(XX)
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
INCREMENT OF F
COUNTER FOR SERIES SUMMATION
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
THRESHOLD AT WHICH F,, IS CALCULATED
NUMBER OF TERMS OF T_E INFINITE SERIES TO _TE GAM_4A
COMPUTATIONAL PRECISION
REAL VALUE OF I
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER
C
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0)
& WRITE(8,*) "ALP HA = ', ALPHA, ' THETA = ', THETA
I = -i
F = 0.D0
SUM THE SERIES FROM I = I, NS
11 = I+ 1
IF (I .GT. NS) GO TO 3
RI = DFLOAT(I_FB = DEXP (- LGAM (ALPHA + 1.D0 + RI) + (RI + ALPHA)
& * DLOG (X * THETA) - X * THETA)
IF (IOUT .Eg. 10) WRITE(8,*) 'I = ', I, ' FS = ', FS
IF (I .EQ. O)GO TO 2
IF (DABS (FB / F) .LE. PSI) RETURN
2 F=F+FB





C THE FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISION NATURAL LOGARITHM OF
C THE GAMMA FUNCTION OF A GIVEN DOUBLE PRECISION ARGUMENT.
C
C NOTE: THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE SUBROUTINE OF THE SAME
C NAME FOUND IN 'Mathematics -- Special Functions', IBM
C APPLICATION PROGRAM, SYSTEM/360 SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE,
C VERSION III, PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL, Program Number 360-CM-03X,
C Page 362.
C
C METHOD: THE EULER-MCLAURIN EXPANSION TO THE SEVENTH DERIVATIVE
C TERM IS USED, AS GIVEN BY M. ABRAMOWITZ AND I.A. STEGUN,
C "HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS', U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
C COMMERCE, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS APPLIED MATHEMATICS
C SERIES. 1966, EQUATION 6.1.41.






















ZZ, TERM, RZZ, DLNG
THE DOUBLE PRECISION ARGUMENT FOR THE LOG _ FUNCTION
VARIABLE ACTUALLY USED IN THE CALCULATION INSTEAD OF XX
USED TO CONVERT TO X <,, 18
1/ZZ**2
HOLDS VALUE OF DLGAM DURING CALCULATIONS
ERROR CONTROLLER:
-I -- XX IS WITHIN i0"*(-9) OF BEING ZERO OR XX
IS NEGATIVE. DLNG IS SET TO -I.0D35
0 -- NO ERROR.




1 IF (XX-1.D30) 8,9,9
C SEE IF XX IS NEAR ZERO OR NEGATIVE
2 IF (XX-I.D-9) 3,3,4
3 IER ,, -i
DLNG = -1.D35
GOTO 10
C XX GREATER THAN ZERO AND LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO I.D+I0
4 TERM = I.D0
5 IF (ZZ-18.D0) 6,6,7
6 TERM ,, TERM*ZZ
ZZ., ZZ + I.D0
C .IF _I=OUT .EQ. i) WRITE(8,*)'TERM =',TERM,' ZZ ,,',ZZ
7 RZZ z 1.D0/ZZ**2.
DLNG ,, tZZ-0.5D0J*DLOG(ZZ)-ZZ +0.9189385332046727 -DLOG(TERM)+
1 (1 .D0/Z#.)*(. 8333333333333333D-1 -(RZZ*(. 2777777777777777D-2 +(RZZ*
2 ( .7936507936507936D-3 -(RZZ* ( ;5952380952380952D"31 ),[,}),,[)
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 1) WRITE(8,*) RZZ = ,*_., u*_, = ,u*_,_,
GOTO i0
C XX GREATER THAN 1.D+10 AND LESS THAN 1.D+30
8 DLNG " ZZ * (DLOG(ZZ) - 1.D0)
GO TO i0
C XX GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO I.D+30
9 IER = +1
DLNG = I.D35
I0 IF (IER .NE. 0_THENMPTE=_WRITE(2,*) D TO TAKE DLGAM OF NUMBER ',
& 'TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL'
CALL TRMNAT
ENDIF








C FUNCTION FCT CALCULATES THE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
C A GAMMA VARIATE MINUS THE DESIRED ASSURANCE




DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FCT (X)
SUBPROGRAMS : GAMMA
COMMON IOUT
COMMON I INFO I A, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI
INTEGER IOUT, NS
























THRESHOLD LAMBDA AT WHICH F() IS CALCULATED
NUMBER OF TERMS OF THE INFINITE SERIES TO CALCULATE GAMMA
COMPUTATIONAL PRECISION
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER
CALL GAMMA (X, ALPHA, THETA, NS, PSI,
IF (lOUT .EQ. I0)






THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF SUBROUTINE
DRTMI TAKEN FROM "Mathematics -- Roots of Nonlinear Equations,"
IBM APPLICATION PROGRAM, SYSTEM/360 SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE,
VERSION III, PROGRAMMER S MANUAL, Program Number 360-CM-03X, Page 219.
PURPOSE
TO SOLVE GENERAL NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF THE FORM FCT(X) = 0
BY MEANS OF MUELLER'S ITERATION METHOD.
USAGE
CALL MUELLR (X, XLI, XRI, E_S, IEND, IER)
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
X - DOUBLE PRECISION RESULTANT ROOT OF EQUATION FCT(X) = 0.
F - DOUBLE PRECISION RESULTANT FUNCTION VALUE AT ROOT X.
FCT - NAME OF THE EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION
SUBPROGRAM USED.
XLI - DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT VALUE WHICH SPECIFIES THE
INITIAL LEFT BOUND OF THE ROOT X.
XRI - DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT VALUE WHICH SPECIFIES THE
UPPER BOUND OF THE ERROR OF RESULT X.










- RESULTANT ERROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLIX)WS
IER - 0 - NO ERROR.
IER - 1 - NO CONVERGENCE AFTER IIHD ITERATION STEPS
FOLLOWED BY IEND SUCCESSIVE STEPS OF
BISECTION.
IER = 2 - BASIC ASSUMPTION FCT(XLI) * FCT(XRI) LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO IS NOT SATISFIED.
C REMARKS
THE PROCEDURE ASSUICZS THAT FUNCTIONS VALUES AT INITIAL
BOUNDS XLI AND XRI RAVE NOT THE SAME SIGN. IF THIS BASIC
ASSUMPTION IS NOT SATISFIED BY INPUT VALUES XLI AND XRI, THE










SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
THE EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FCT(X)
MUST BE FURNISHED BY THE USER.
C METHOD
C SOLUTION OF EQUATION FCT(X) g 0 IS DONE BY MEANS OF }@JELLER'S








PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION, WHICH STARTS AT THE INITIAL BOUNDS
XLI AND XRI. CONVERGENCE IS QUADRATIC IF THE DERIVATIVE OF
FCT(X) AT ROOT X IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO. ONE ITERATION STEP Y
REQUIRES TWO EVALUATIONS OF FCT(X}. FOR TEST ON SATISFACTOR
ACCURACY SEE FORMULAE (3,4 ) OF MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION.
FOR REFERENCE, SEE G. K. KRISTIANSEN. ZERO OF ARBITRARY
FUNCTION, BIT, VOL. 3 (1963), PP. 205-206.
SUBROUTINE MUEIZ_ (X, XLI, XRI, EPS, IEND, IER)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION A, DX, EPS, F, FCT, FL, FM, FR,
& TOL, TOLF, X, XL, XLI, XM, XR, XRI





IF (IOUT .EQ. 20) THEN













IF (F) 2, 16, 2
2 FR=F
IF (DSIGN(I.D0, FL) + DSIGN(I.D0, FR)) 25, 3, 25
BASIC ASSUMPTION FL * FR LESS THAN 0 IS SATISFIED
GENERATE TOLERANCE FOR FUNCTION VALUES
3 I = 0
TOLF = I00. * EPS
START ITERATION LOOP
4I=I+l
C START BISECTION LOOP
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DO 13 K = 1, IEND
X = .5D0 * (XL + XR)
TOL=X
F I" FCT(TOL)
IF (F) 5, 16, 5
5 IF (DSIGN(I.D0, F) + DSIGN(I.D0, FR)) 7, 6, 7
C INTERCHANGE XL AND XR IN ORDER TO GET THE SAME SIGN IN F AND FR






7 TOL = F- FL
A= F+TOL
A"A+A
IF (A - _.._TF_*}(FR- FL)_ 8, 9, 98 IF (I 17, 17, a
9 XR=X
FR=F
C TEST ON SATISFACTORY ACCURACY IN BISECTION LOOP
TOL _" EPS
A = DABS(XR}
IF (A- 1.D0) 11, 11, 10
i0 TOL = TOL + A
Ii IF (DABS(XR- XL)- TOL) 12_ 12, 13
12 IF (DABS(FR FL) TOLF) 14, 14, 13
13 CONTINUE
C END OF BISECTION LOOP
C NO CONVERGENCE AFTER IEND ITERATION STEPS FOLLOWED BY IEND
C SUCCESSIVE STEPS OF BISECTION OF STEADILY INCREASING FUNCTION
C VALUES AT RIGHT BOUNDS. ERROR RETURN.
IER = 1




C COMPUTATION OF ITERATED X-VALUE BY INVERSE PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION
17A=FR-F






IF (F) 18, 16, 18
(A - TOL)
C TEST ON SATISFACTORY ACCURACY IN ITERATION LOOP
18 TOL = EPS
A = DABS(X)
IF (A- 1.D0) 20, 20, 19
19 TOL = TOL * A
20 IF (DABS(DX) -TOL) 21, 21, 22
21 IF (DABS(F) -TOLF) 16, 16, 22
C PREPARATION OF NEXT BISECTION LOOP











END OF ITERATION LOOP
ERROR RETURN IN CASE OF WRONG INPUT DATA





Bayesian Statistical Procedure Program
A description of the key variables and the FORTRAN source listing for the Bayesian
statistical procedure code BAYES are given here. The pertinent statistical methodol-
ogy is given in Section 2.1.1. The overall description of the program and the flowchart
are given in Section 4.3. The user's guide for running BAYES is given in Section 6.5.
7.5.1 BAYES Program
7.5.1.1 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the Bayesian statistical procedure code, BAYES, is given
in Table 7-16. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the
variable "type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard integer variable and RE is a
standard real variable. The array dimensions are defined by using the parameter
MAXTYM. The program name is indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
Table 7-16 List of Variables for Program BAYES














Gamma distribution parameter a for prior distribu-
tion of Weibull pararneter _t,Equation 2-1.
RE Gamma distribution parameter a' for posterior
distdbution,of Weibull parameter 4, Equation 2-2.
RE Bl-life I calculated from Equation 2-6 by using prior
distribution parameters a, 0, and/_.
RE Bl-life 1 calculated from Equation 2-6 by using
posterior distribution parameters a', 8', and ,8.
RE Weibulldistributionshape parameterS, Equation 2-1.
RE B.01-1ife1 calculated from Equation 2-6 by using
prior distribution parameters a, 8, and ,8.
RE B.014ife1 calculated from Equation 2-6 by using
posterior distribution parameters a', 8', and ,8.
RE B.l-life I calculated from Equation 2-6 by using
prior distribution parameters a, e, and _.
RE B.1qife 1 calculated from Equation 2-6 by using


















Ust of Variables for Program BAYES (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
RE Estimate ofE(T/) where T/= ,t-1/P with ,l ~ F(=, e)
RE Estimate of E(_l) where T1= ;_-1/p with
a ,,. r(a',03.
INT Number of test failure times in operating ex-
perience data.
INT Controls DO loop.
RE Value of 1/=.
RE Value of 1/a'.
RE Value of 1 ft.
RE Expected value of_ " r(a, O) in Equation 2-1.
RE Expected value of,l ~ F(a', 8') in Equation 2-2. "
INT Number of test suspension times in operating
experience data.
INT Maximum number of failure and/or suspension
times allowed. The maximum number of times
allowed is 50.
RE Gamma distribution parameter 8 for prior distribu-
tion of Weibull parameter,l, Equation 2-1.
RE Gamma distribution parameter O' for posterior
distribution of WeibuU parameter _, Equation 2-2.
RE 1-D array containing operating experience as
failure and suspension times ti, Equation 2-2.
1 A B-life is the value of the failure parameter (e.g., time) at a failure probability specified as a
percent: e.g., B.1 is the failure time at a probability of 0.001 or 0.1%.
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PROGRAM BAYES PERFORMS THE BAYESIAN UPDATING OF THE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION
FROM THE PFM) WITH THE OPERATING HISTORY (BOTH FAILURES AND SUSPENSIONS)
ROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
DATE : CODE • 12MAY88 COMMENTS : 1 ISEP91
VERS ION : 3 •1
copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technoloqy.
U.S. Government Sponsorship unaer NASA Contract NAS7¢918
is acknowledged.
PROGRAM BAYES
FILES: 1 :BAYESD-OLD; 2 :BAYESO-NEW;
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER MAXTYM
PARAMETER (MAXTYM = 50)





ALPHA, ALPHUP, BI, BIUP, BETA, BP01, BP01UP, BPI, BPIUP,



































PRIOR GAMMA DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER ALPHA
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED GAMMA DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER ALPHA
PRIOR DISTRIBUTION B1 LIFE CALCULATED PROM BETA, THETAAND
ALPHA
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED DISTRIBUTION B1 LIFE CALCULATED FROM BETA,
THETUP AND ALPHUP
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
PRIOR DISTRIBUTION B.01 LIFE CALCULATED FROM BETA, THETA AND
ALPHA
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED DISTRIBUTION B.01 LIFE CALCULATED FROM BETA,
THETUP AND ALPHUP
PRIOR DISTRIBUTION B.I LIFE CA/_ULATED FROM BETA, THETAAND
ALPHA
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED DISTRIBUTION B. 1 LIFE CALCULATED FROM BETA,
THETUP AND ALPHUP
PRIOR WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER
NUMBER OF FAILURES IN OPERATING EXPERIENCE
CONTROLS DO LOOP
INVerse of ALPha -- EQUAL TO 1/ALPHA
INVerse of ALphUp -- EQUAL TO 1/ALPHUP
INVerse of BETa -- EQUAL TO 1/BETA
PRIOR WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER EQUAL TO (I/ETA)**BETA
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER EQUAL
TO (I/ETUP)**BETA
MAXIMUM NUMBEROF FAILURE AND/OR SUSPENSION TIMES ALLOWED
NUMBER OF SUSPENSIONS IN OPERATING EXPERIENCE
PRIOR GAMMA DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER THETA
POSTERIOR OR UPDATED GAMMA DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER THETA




(i, FILE = 'BAYESD', STATUS = 'OLD')
2 FILE = 'BAYESO', STATUS = 'NEW')
3_ FILE = 'UBAYES', STATUS = 'NEW')
C INITIALIZE OPERATING EXPERIENCE ARRAY




C READ DATA FROM FILE BAYESD
READ(I,*) BETA, THETA, ALPHA
READ(I,*) FAIL, SUSP
DO 50 I = i, TYME()(FAILI+SUSP)READ(I,*)
50 CONTINUE
C BEGIN CALCULATIONS -- UPDATE ALPHA AND THETA
ALPHUP = ALPHA + FLOAT (FAIL)
THETUP = THETA
DO 100 I = i, (FAIL + SUSP)
THETUP = THETUP + TYME(I) ** BETA
i00 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE LAMBDA, ETA, AND BLIVES FOR BOTH PRIOR AND
C POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS
LAMBDA = ALPHA / THETA
LAMBUP = ALPHUP / THETUP
INVBET = 1.0 / BETA
INVALP = 1.0 / ALPHA
INVALU = 1.0 / ALPHUP
ETA = (1.0 / LAMBDA) ** INVBET
ETUP = (i.0 / LAMBUP) ** INVBET
BP01 = (THETA * (0.9999 ** (- INVALP) - 1)) ** INVBET
BPI = (THETA : (0.999 ** I- INVALP) ill ** INVBETB1 = (THETA (0.99 ** INVALP) ** INVBET
BPIUP = 999 ** INVALU) ** INVBET
BIUP - 99 ** (- INVALU} 1 ** INVBET
C WRITE RESULTS TO FILE BAYESO AND THE POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION
C TO FILE UBAYES FOR ANY FURTHER UPDATING
WRITE(3,*) BETA, THETUP, ALPHUP
WRITE(2,900) BETA, BETA, ALPHA, ALPHUP, THETA, THETUP,
& LAMBDA, LAMBUP, ETA, ETUP
, TE 2.91o BP01.BP01UP. BP1UP.B1. B1UP
WRITE (2, 920)
IF (FAIL .GT. 0) THEN
WRITE(2.930) FAIL
DO 200 I = I, FAIL
WRITE (2,940) TYME (I)
200 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (SUSP .GT. 0) THEN
WRITE(2,950 ) SUSP _















2X,'Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of ',
'Technology. U.S. Government',
/,2X,'Sponsorship under ',



















(_:5X,'NUMBER OF FAILURES:',5X,I2,10X,'FAILURE TIMES:'/}
(29X,E12.6)







Random Number Generation Subprograms
Descriptions of the key variables and the FORTRAN source listings for the random
number generator codes are given here. The pertinent statistical methodology is
given in Section 2.1.3.1. The overall descriptions of the subprograms are given in
Section 4.4.
7.6.1 RANDOM Subprogram
7.6.1.1 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the Uniform(0,1) random number generator code,
RANDOM, is given in Table 7-17. The variable names are indicated by BOLD
UPPERCASE letters; the variable "type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard
integer variable, RE is a standard real variable, and DRE is a double precision real
variable. The subprogram names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.













The Uniform(0,1) random variate generated by
RANDOM.
Output dump controller.
Constant used by the linear congruential algorithm.
Constant used by the linear congruential algorithm.
Random number seed.
Intermediate calculation variable.





PRIECED_NG PAGE BLANI( NOT FILMED
7.6.1.2 Subprogram RANDOM Usting
C,e.e . ****it tilt t tt.,ett. IIr ,tt,* **tt***t_t t_*_tt **t_tRt*tt_t***ttRtt R* t****tt
SUBROUTINE RANDOM USES AN LCG RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO GENERATE













Miles_ R. F., The RANDOM computer Pr.ogr.am: A Linear Congruential
Random Number Generator, JPL Publlca_on 85-98, JPL Document
5101-277, Feb. 15, 1986.
PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
DATE : IDEC87
VERSION: MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5.2, V5.3, V6, V6.1, V6.2,
V7, V7.1, V8, V8._, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5
MATGRM V2, V3, V3.1, V3.2 V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2,
C V4.3, V4.4, V4.5 '
***********************************************************************




































RANX _ RANA * RAND + RANC
RANDIV = RANX / RANM
RANT = DINT(RANDIV)
RANSUB = RANT * RANM
RAND = RANX - RANSUB
FRAC = SNGL (RAND / RANM )
.-Q. o.o) .o.. 1.o)) lO
IF I_OUT .EQ. 2) WRITE(8,*)'RANX =', RANX, ' RANDIV =', RANDIV,
& ' RANT =', RANT, ' RANSUB =', RANSUB, ' RAND =', RAND,
& ' FRAC =', FRAC
RETURN
END
NOTES" IOUT=2 DUMPS TO SCREEN
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7.6.2 NORMGN Subprogram
7.6.2.1 Description of Variables
A lis_ of variables used in the Normal_, O 2) random number generator code,
NORMGN, is given in Table 7-18. The variable names are indicated by BOLD
UPPERCASE letters; the variable "type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard
integer variable, RE is a standard real variable, and DRE is a double precision real
variable. The subprogram names are indicated by UPPERCASE LETTERS.














A Uniform(0,1) random varlate generated by
RANDOM.
Output dump controller.
Mean/_ of the Normal distribution.
_r, constant equal to 3.1415926536.
Random number seed.
Standard deviation a of the Normal distribution.






7.6.2.2 Subprogram NORMGN Listing
C,JI.,R,R t t t * * * R _t'l_ R t lit 11rlit lit 11r_** _t II1'IIt lit t Ib'R _t*** it**** e_ _ t t R* _* * ** t t * ** _ * t * * t _e tt it*
C SUBROUTINE NORMG GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER
C WITH MEAN, MU, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIGMA
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 3FEB88
C VERSION: MATCHR V7, V7 11, V8, V8.1, V8.2, V8.3, V8.4, V8.5C MATGRM V4, V4_., V4.2, V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C The random variates are generated usinq the "Direct Method"
c Abramowitz( M., and Stegun, I. A._ editors, Handbook of _ " "ed
C Mathematlcal Functions, Natio.nal Bureau of. Stan uar.as c Appll .
C Mathematics series 55, Issued June 1964, N_nth Prln_ng, Novemc_r
C 1970 with corrections, pg. 953.
***********************************************************************


















REAL FRAC, MU, PI, SIGMA, X, UI,
















MEAN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL RANDOM VARIATE
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U (0,1 )
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U(0,1)
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N(0,1)
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N(0,1)
_F ((_o,._.EQ. I0) .oR..tIO!_ ,E_ I,S))
& WRITE(B,*) 'RAND = , _u, = , MU, ' SIGMA ='
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
Ul =, FRAC
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U2 _ FRAC
IF ((IOUT .EQ. i0) .OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))
& WRITE(8,*) 'U1 ', Ul,' U2 _', U2
Z1 == SQRT 2. : ALOG(UI) COS(2. PI : U2Z2 SQRT I- 2 ALOG(UI)I : SIN(2 : PI U2 I
X " SIGMA * ZI + MU
IF ((lOUT .EQ. 10) .OR. (IOOT .EQ. 15))





7.6.3.1 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the Beta(a, b, p, e) random number generator code,
BETAGN, is given in Table 7-19. The variable names are indicated by BOLD
UPPERCASE letters; the variable "type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard
integer variable, RE is a standard real variable, and DRE is a double precision real
variable. The subprogram names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
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Table 7-19 Listof Variables for Subprogram BETAGN












7.6.3.2 Subprogram BETAGN Usting
Lower bound a of the Beta distribution.
Upper bound b of the Beta distribution.




Beta distribution parameter 8.
A Beta(0, 1, p, 8) random vartate
The Beta(a, b, p, 8) random variate generated by
BETAGN.
Gamma(a, 1) random variate.
Gamma(a, 1) random variate.
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A BETA RANDOM VARIABLE
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: GAM
C
C The random variates are generated us.ing.the.met_hod.dp.scribed in.:
c Johnson, N. L. r and Kotz, S., Disr.ribu_lon In _arls_ics: continuous
C univariate Dzstributions - 1, Houghton Mifflin Company, l_lU,
C pp. 181-182.
***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE BETAGN (RAND, RHO, THE A, A, B, X)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL A, B, GAM, RHO, THETA, W, X, YI, Y2
INTEGER IOUT
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'RAND "', RAND, ' RHO =', RHO,
' THETA =', TNETA, ' A =', A, ' B =', B, ' X =', X
&YI = GAM((RHO * THETA + 1.), RAND}
Y2 = GAM(((I. - RHO} * THETA + I.), RAND)
W = Y1 / (Y1 + Y2)
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'Y1 =', Y1, ' Y2 '', Y2, =', W
C TRANSFORMING STANDARD BETA DISTRIBUTION TO BETA DISTRIBUTION
X = W * (B - A) + A





7.6_4.1 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the Gamma(G, 1) random number generator code, GAM,
is given in Table 7-20. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE
letters; the variable _type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard integer variable,
RE is a standard real variable, and DRE is a double precision real variable. The
subprogram names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters

























Gamma distribution parameter a.
Intermediate calculation variable.








7.6.4.2 Subprogram GAM Listing
C The random variates are generated using an -Ac_cept._.ce./Rejection Method"
Fishman Geor-e S.,."S .ampling From _ne Gamma uis_riDu_1on on a
C C u_er," _ommunlcatlons of the ACM, Volume 19, Number 7, July 1976,
C pp.°_407-409 •




REAL A, ALPHA, ARG, UI, U2, VI, V2
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
A = ALPHA - i.
C IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'A =', A, ' ALPHA =', ALPHA
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CALL RANDOM (Ul, RAND)
CALL RANDOM (U2, RAND)
vl - - _(ul)
V2 - - ALOG(U2)
c IF (IOuT.EQ.IS) w.ITE(S_*),ul -,, ul, ' u2 -', u2,
C & Vl, ' V2 =' ,vz
ARG = A * (VI - ALOG(VI) - i.)
IF (V2 .LT. ARG) GOTO i0
GAM = ALPHA * V1




C 'GAMMA =', GAM
• V1 -',
7.6.5 WEIBGN Subprogram
7.6.5.1 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the Weibull_, r/(,B)) random number generator code,
WEIBGN, is given in Table 7-21. The variable names are indicated by BOLD
UPPERCASE letters; the variable "type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard
integer variable, RE is a standard real variable, and DRE is a double precision real
variable. The subprogram names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.











Weibuil distribution shape parameterS.
Weibull distribution location parameter r/.




The Weibull_, ,/(,8)) random variate generated by
WEIBGN.
7.6.5.2 Subprogram WEIBGN Usting
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES WEIBULL(BETA,ETA) RANDOM VARIATES WITH
C MEDIAN OF DISTRIBUTION CONSTRAINED TO BE ONE USING THE "INVERSE
C TRANSFORM METHOD"
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 18MAR87 COMMENTS : 15SEP89
C VERSION" MATCHR V4, V5, V5.1, V5 1,2'V5.3,2, V6, V6.1, V6.2, 57 7.1, V8, 8_ S 8.3, V8.4, V8.
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C MATGRM V2, V3, V3.1, V3.2, V3.3, V4, V4.1, V4.2,
C V4.3, V4.4, V4.5
C
C copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.

































WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION SHAPE PARAMETER
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION LOCATION PARAMETER
UNIFORM (0, I) RANDOM VARIATE
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
RANDOM NUMBER SEED




ETA - 1.0 / (ALOG(2.0) ** (i.0 / BETA))
GENERATE WEIBULL RANDOM VARIATE
CALL RANDOM(FR_, RAND)
ARG - -ALOG(1.0 - FRAC)
WEIB = ETA * ARG**(I.07BETA)
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0)WRITE(8,*)'BETA " ', BETA,
& ' FRAC =', FRAC, ' ARG =', ARG, ' WEIB ='
RETURN
END
' ETA =', ETA,
, WEIB
7.6.6 PRYRV Subprogram
7.6.6.1 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the random number generator code PRYRV, which
generates a pair of independent Uniform variates U(a, b), and U(c, d), is given in Table
7-22. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the variable
"type" is specified as follows: INT is a standard integer variable, RE is a standard real
variable, and DRE is a double precision real variable. The subprogram names are
indicated by UPPERCASE letters
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Lower bound a of the U(a,b) distribution.
Upper bound b of the U(a,b) distribution.
Lower bound c of the U(c,d) distribution.
Upper bound d of the U(c,d) distribution.
The U(a,b) random variate generated by PRYRV.
The U(c,d) random varlate generated by PRYRV.
7.6.6.2 Subprogram PRYRV Usting
C SUBROUTINE PRYRV GENERATES A PAIR OF U(RHOI,RHO2) AND U(THEI,THE2)
C INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIATES
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE : 9MAR87
C SUBPROGRAM: RANDOM
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, california Institute of Technology.
C U.S. Government Sponsorship under NASA Contract NAS7-918
C is acknowledged.
SUBROUTINE PRYRV (RAND, RHOI, RHO2, THE1, THE2, X, Y)
COMMON IOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND
REAL FRAC, RHOI, RHO2, THE1, THE2,
INTEGER IOUT
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)IF =',
X = FRAC * (RHO2 - RHOI) + RHOI
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
IF (IOUT .EQ. 15) WRITE(8,*) 'FR_ =',
Y = FRAC * (THE2 - THE1) + THE1






WRITE(8,*) 'RB,O1 =', RH,O1, ',RHO2 - , _RH,O2,




Reference Time History Generation Program
The program tree structure, list of subprograms, description of the key variables,
and the FORTRAN source listing for the reference time history generation code NBSIN
are given here. The pertinent methodology is given in Section 2.1.4. The overall
description of the program and the flowchart are given in Section 4.5. The user's
guide for running NBSIN is given in Section 6.6.
7.7.1 NBSIN Program
7.7.1.1 Program Tree Structure
The tree structure gives the layout of the program in terms of the subprogram
hierarchy. The tree structure for NBSIN is given in Figure 7-13. Subprograms
NORMGN and RANDOM are described in Section 4.4. The program, subprogram,
and file names are indicated by UPPERCASE letters.
I NBSIN I
L t NORMGN I
L-- 1 RANDOM I
Figure 7-13 Tree Structure For Program NBSIN
7.7.1.2 List of Subprograms
A list of subprograms and their purposes is given in Tab/e 7-23. The section number
where each subprogram is described is given next to the name.






Generates two Independent Normal_, o 2) random varlates.
Uses a Linear Congruential random number Generator (LC,G) to
generate Uniform(O,1) random variates.
The main routine that controls the logical flow and performs the
calculations of the time history generation.
1 The Normal distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
2 The Uniform distribution is discussed on Page 2-23.
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7.7.1.3 Description of Variables
A list of variables used in the time history generation code, NBSIN, is given in Table
7-24 below. The variable names are indicated by BOLD UPPERCASE letters; the
variable =type" can be interpreted as follows: CH6 is a character variable, six
characters long; INT is a standard integer variable; and DRE is a double precision
real variable. The various array dimensions are defined by using the following
















Ust of Variables for Program NBSIN
(Footnotes are at the end of the table)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
DRE 1-D array containing the amplitudes of the
sinusoidal processes.
DRE Peak-dipping level for the narrow-band processes.
DRE The time increment At of Equation 2-60.
DRE f (Hz) of Equation 2-60, the frequency used to
determine the time increment, usually the value of
max(fo,
DRE 1-D array containing values of the frequencies fc
(Hz) of the carder (sinusoidal) processes.1
iNT 1-D array containing the rde unit numbers for the
reference time history storage files.
INT fo (Hz) of Equation 2-58, the 1-D array containing
values of the modal frequencies of the component.
These are the frequencies of the narrow-band
processes.
CH6 1-D array containing the HiStory NAMes for the
time historyfiles.
INT Controls DO loop for each history and time
increment.
INT Output dump controller.
INT Controls DO loop for each sinusoidal process.
INT Controls DO loop for each narrow-band process.
DRE Length T of the time histories to be generated. 2
INT Maximum total number of time histories allowed.
The maximum number of time histories allowed
is 29.





















Ust of Variables for Program NBSIN (Cont'd)
TYPE DESCRIPTION
INT Maximum number of narrow-band time histories
allowed. The maximum number of narrow-band
histories allowed is 19.
INT Maximum number of sinusoidal time histories
allowed. The maximum number of sinusoidal
histories allowed is 10.
INT Maximum number of time increments allowed.
The maximum number of increments is 25,000.
DRE Mean/_ of the Normal distdbution used to generate
the narrow-band process. The value of/_ must be
zero.
DRE N of Equation 2-60, the number of points per cycle
of frequency f.
DRE Normal(0, 1) random variatas.
DRE 1-D array containing values of Nc(ti), Equation
2-57, the values of the cosine components of the
narrow-band processes.
DRE 1-D array containing values of Nc(tl_l). 3
DRE 1-D array containing values of N(ti), Equation 2-57,
the narrow-band processes.
INT 1-D array containing the number of narrow-band
time histories for each correlation group with
NRAND(0) being the total number of narrow-band
time histories.
DRE 1-D array containing values of Ns(ti), Equation
2-57, the values of the sine components of the
narrow-band processes.
INT The number of sinusoidal time histories.
DRE 1-D array containing values of Ns(ti_l). 4
INT The number of time increments.
DRE 1-D array containing the relative phase angle shifts
(rad) of the sinusoidal processes.
DRE Random number seed.
DRE p of Equation 2-60, the 1-D array containing a value
of the autocorrelation coefficient for each narrow-
band process.
DRE User-requested amount to shiftall sinusoidal






























1-D array containing values of S(ti), the sinusoidal
processes.
1-D array containing values of oc the standard
deviation of the cosine components of the narrow-
band processes.
1-D array containing values of aN, Equation 2-60,
the standard deviation of the narrow-band
processes.
1-D array containing the time values, ti.
Value of ?._.
1-D array containing values of uc(ti) the
Normal(O, 02) generated random variates for
the cosine components of the narrow-band
processes.5
1-D array containing values of Us(ti) the
Normal(O, 02) generated random variates for the
sine components of the narrow-band processes.5
Note: os = oc.
1-D array containing values of the angular frequen-
cies mc of the sinusoidal processes.
mo of Equation 2-57, the 1-D army containing
values of the modal angular frequencies of the
component. These are the angular frequencies of
the narrow-band processes.
The damping coefficient _ of Equation 2-58.
1-D army containing Normal(O, 1) random vartates
for the cosine component of the narrow-band
process.
1-D army,containing Normal(O, 1) random variates
for the sine component of the narrow-band
process.
1 fc is discussed on Page 2-30.
2 T is discussed on Page 2-30.
3 See variable NCi().
4 See variable NSI().
5 See u(t) in Equation 2-60.
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7.7.1.4 Program NBSIN Usting
C PROGRAM NBSIN CONTROLS THE GENERATION OF MULTIPLE SINUSOID AND
C NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
C PROGRAMMER: L. NEWLIN
C DATE : CODE : 28JAN91 COMMENTS : 11SEP91
C VERS ION • V5.4
C
C Copyright (C) 1990, cali.fornia.Institute of Technoloqy.






FILES : 1 :NBSIN-OLD; 8 :IOUTPR-NEW; 11-39 :user named-NEW
IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON IOUT
INTEGER MAXHIS, MAXRAN, MAXSIN, MAXTIM
DOUBLE PRECISION RAND, TWOPI
PARAMETER (MAXHIS - 29 MAXRAN = 19 MAXSIN = 10, MAXTIM - 25000,
& TWOPI - 6.2§3185308) '
INTEGER FILNUM(MAXHIS), I, IOUT, J, K, N, NRAND(0:4), NSIN, NTIM
DOUBLE PRECISION A(MAXSIN), CLIPf DELTAT, F, FC(MAXSIN),
& FO(MAXRAN), LASTT. MU, NI, N2, NCI(MAXRAN},
& NC_OLD(MAXRAN), NI(MAXRAN), NSI(MAXRAN}, NSIOLD(MAXRAN),
& PHASE(MAXSIN), RHO(MAXRAN), SHIFT, SI(MAXS_IN), SIGMA,
& SIGMAC(MAXRAN), SIGMAN(MAXRAN), TI(O:MAXTXM),
& UCI(MAXRAN), USI(MAXRAN), WC(MAXSIN), WO(SAXRAN), XC,
& zl(_), z2 (MAXRAN)
CHARACTER* 6 HISNAM (MAXHIS)
DATA (FILNUM(). = I, MAXHIS) /
& ii, 12,I13,I14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,















































I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE AMPLITUDES OF SINUSOIDAL PROCESSES
PEAK-CLIPPING LEVEL
TIME INCREMENT
FREQUENCY USED TO DETERMINE TIME INCREMENT
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING FREQUENCIES OF SINUSOIDAL PROCESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING UNIT NUMBERS FOR TIME HISTORY FILES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING FREQUENCIES OF NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING HiStory NAMes FOR THE TIME HISTORIES
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH TIME INCREMENT
OUTPUT DUMP CONTROLLER
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR E_H SINUSOIDAL PROCESS
CONTROLS DO LOOP FOR EACH NARROW-BAND PROCESS
LARGEST TIME VALUE TO BE CONSIDERED (LENGTH OF GENERATED
TIME HISTORY)
MAXIMUM TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME HISTORIES ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NARROW-BAND RANDOM HISTORIES ALLOWED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SINUSOIDAL HISTORIES
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME INCREMENTS ALLOWED
MEAN OF NARROW-BAND PROCESS -- EQUAL TO ZERO
NUMBER OF POINTS PER CYCLE OF FREQUENCY F
NORMAL ( RANDOM VARIATE























C SIGMAC ( }
C

















THE COSINE COMPONENTS OF THE NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Nc(i-l_
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF N(1), THE NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF NARROW-BAND TIME HISTORIES
FOR EACH CORRELATION GROUP WITH NRAND(0) BEING THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF NARROW-BAND TIME HISTORIES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ns(i}, THE MAGNITUDES OF
THE SIRE COMPONENTS OF THE NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
NUMBER OF SINUSOIDAL HISTORIES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF Ns(i-l)
NUMBER OF TIME INCREMENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE RELATIVE PHASE ANGLE SHIFTS OF THE
SINUSOIDAL PROCESSES (RADIANS)
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE AUTOCORRELATION COEFFICIENT
FOR EACH NARROW-BAND PROCESS
AMOUNT TO SHIFT ALL SINE PHASE ANGLES (DEGREES}
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF s(i), THE SINUSOIDAL
PROCESSES
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION -- EQUAL (CONSTRAINED)
TO ZERO
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF COSINE
COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF
NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING TIME VALUES, Ti
2 * PI
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NORMAL(0,SIGMAC} GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
FOR COSINE COMPONENTS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NORMAL(0,SIGMAS) GENERATED RANDOM VARIATE
FOR SIRE COMPONENTS -- SIGMAS = SIGMAC
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ANGULAR FREQUENCIES OF THE SINUSOIDAL
PROCESSES
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING ANGULAR FREQUENCIES OF NARROW-BAND
PROCESSES
DAMPING COEFFICIENT
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NORMAL(0,1) RANDOM VARIATES FOR THE COSINE
COMPONENT OF THE NARROW-BAND PROCESS
I-D ARRAY CONTAINING NORMAL(0,1) RANDOM VARIATES FOR THE SINE
COMPONENT OF THE NARROW-BAND PROCESS




C ** PERFORM PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS
DELTAT = I.D0 / (F * DFLOAT (N))
TI(0) = - DELTAT
MU = O.DO
SIGMA = I.D0
DO 30 K = 1, NRAND(0)
RHO(K) = DEXP ((( - TWOPI * XC) / DFLOAT(N)) :.(FO(K)
SIGMAC(K) = SIGMAN(K} * DSQRT (I.D0 - RHO(K) 2)
OPEN FILE 'IOtVfPR', STATUS 'NEW'
READ(I,*) RAND, IOUT, F, XC, N, LASTT, CLIP, SHIFT, NRAND(I},
& NRAND(2), NRAND(3), NRAND(4), NSIN
NRAND(0) = NRAND(1) + NRAND(2) + NRAND(3) + NRAND(4)
DO i0 K = I, NRAND(0)
READ(I,*) HISNAM(K}, SIGMAN(K}, FO(K)
CONTINUE
DO 20 J = 1, NSIN
READ(I,*) HISNAM(J+NRAND(0)), A(J), FC(J). PHASE(J)
PHASE(J) = (PHASE(J) + SHIFT) * TWOPI / 360.D0




WO(K) = TWOPI * FO(K)
30 CONTINUE
C ** INITIALIZE NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
IF (NRAND(1) .NE. 0) THEN
CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU, SIGMA, NI, N2)




IF (NRAND(2) .NE. 0) THEN
CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU, SIGMA, NI, N2)
DO 32 K - (I+NRAND(1)), (NRAND(1}+NRAND(2))
ZI(K) - N1
Z2 (K) = N2
32 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (NRAND(3) .ICE. 0) THEN
CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU, SIGMA L N1, N2)





IF (NRAND(4) .NE. 0) THEN
NORMGN (RAND, MU, SIGMA l NI, N2)_
DO 34 K - (I+NRAND(1)+NRAND(2)+NRAND(3}), NRAND(0)
Zl(K) = H1
Z2 (K) = N2
34 CONTINUE
ENDIF
DO 40 K = i, NRAND(0)
NCIOLD(K) = SIGMAN(K) : ZI(K)
NSIOLD(K) = SIGMAN(K) Z2(K)
40 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. I0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'TI = ', TI(0)
WRITE(8,*) 'NRAND0 = ', NRAND(0}
WRITE(8,*) ' NRANDI = ', NRAND(1), ' NRAND2 =, ', NRAND(2)
WRITE(8,*) ' NRAND3 = ', NRAND(3), ' NRAND4 - ', NRAND(4)
DO 50 J = I, NSIN
WRITE(8,*) 'FC = ', FC(J), ' WC = ', We(J), ' PHASE " ',
& PHASE(J}
50 CONTINUE
DO 60 K = i, NRAND(0)
WRITE (WRITE(!ii!(_F_O'='I 'FO(K),RHO(K)'' SIGMAC=,WO" ', WO(K)'' SIGMAC(K}
'NCIOLD = ', NCIOLD(K), ' NSIOLD .. ', NSIOLD(K)
60 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C ** OPEN FILES FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM HISTORY STORAGE
DO 70 K -- i, NRAND(0)
OPEN (FILNUM(K), FILE = HISNAM(K), STATUS = 'NEW')
70 CONTINUE
C ** GENERATE TIME HISTORIES
C ** FIRST GENERATE NARROW-BAND PROCESSES
DO i00 I = i, MAXTIM
TI(I) ,, TI(I-I) + DELTAT
IF (TI(I} .GT. LASTT) GOTO 150
IF (NRAND(1) .NE. 0) THEN






DO 101 K =- i_ NRAND(1)
CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF NRAND 2) .NE. 0 THEN
.2r




"rF (NRAND(3) .ICE. 0) THEN
CALL NORMGN (RAteD, MU. SIGMA, NIL N2)
DO 103 K = (I+NRAND(1)+NRAND(2)), NRAND(0)




IF (NRAND(4) .NE. 0 r THEN
CALL NORMGN (RAND, MU, SIGMA, NI. 2)N2
DO 104 K +NRAND(1)+NRAND(2)+NRAN NRAND(0)




DO 110 K s i, NRAND(0)
UCI(K) = SIGMAC(K) _ ZI(K)
USI(K) SIGMAC(K) Z2(K)
NCI (K) = RHO(K NCIOLD (K) UCI (K)
NSI (K) RHO(K I : +NSIOLD (K) USI(K r
NI(K) " NCI(K) * DCOS (WO(K) * TI(I) 1
& + NSI(K) * DSIN (WO(K r * TI(Z))
110 CONTINUE
C ** CLIP PEAKS
DO 125 K = 1, NRAND(0)
IF (HI(K) .LT. 0.0 r THEN
NI(Kr = MAX (NI(K), - CLIP)
ELSE
HI(Kr I" MIN (NI(K), CLIP)
ENDIF
125 CONTINUE
C ** WRITE TO FILES
DO 130 K = 1, NRAND(0)
WRITE(FILNUM(K) ,*) HI(K)
130 CONTINUE
IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) THEN
WRITE(8,*) 'I = ', I t ' TI = ', TI(I)
DO 121 K = 1, NRAND(0)_ ' "I .. ' NI KWRITE(8,*) 'K = ", K, , , ( )
WRITE(S,*} 'UCI .B ,, UCI(K), ' USI = ', USI(K)
WRITE(8,*) 'NCIOLD .. ', NCIOLD(K), ' NSIOLD = ',
NSIOLD(K)
& WRITE(8,*r 'NCI = ', NCI(K), ' NSI = ', NSI(K)
121 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C ** UPDATE RECURSIVE PARAMETERS







IF (IOUT .EQ. i0) WRITE(8,*) 'TI _ ', TI(I)
NTIM= I - 1
C ** CLOSE FILES FOR NARROW-BAND RANDOM HISTORY STORAGE
DO 160 K = 1, NRAND(0)
CLOSE (F_(K))
160 CONTINUE
C ** OPEN FILES FOR SINUSOIDAL HISTORY STORAGE
DO 170 J = 1, NSIN
OPEN (FILNUM(J+NRAND(0)), FILE m HISNAM(J+NRAND(0)),
& STATUS m 'NEW' )
170 CONTINUE
C ** NOW GENERATE SINUSOIDAL PROCESSES
DO 200 I = 1, NTIM
DO 210 J = i, NSIN
SI(J) = A(J) * DCOS (WC(J) * TI(I) + PHASE(J))
210 CONTINUE
C ** WRITE TO FILES
DO 220 J = i, NSIN
WRITE(FILNUM(J+NRAND(0) ),*) SI(J)
220 CONTINUE
IF DO 23--(IOUT0"EQ" I0)THENJ I, NSIN






C SUBROUTINE NORMGN GENERATES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER
C WITH MEAN, MUo AND STANDARD DEVIATION, SIGMA
C PROGRAMMER: L. GRONDALSKI, L. NEWLIN
C DATE: 14APR88
C VERSION: NBSIN VI, VI.I, V2, V3, V4, V5, V5.1, V5.3, V5.4
C
C The random variates are generated using the "Direct Method"
C Abr_itzf M_, ana Stegun, I. A., editors,_Handbook of . .
C Mathematlcal Functions, National Bureau of St anaarapf App_iea .
c Mathematics Series 55, Issued June 1964, Ninth Prin_ing, Novemoer
c 1970 with corrections, pg. 953.
***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE NORMGN (RAND, MU, SIGMA, Xl, X2)
C IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON 1OUT
































MEAN OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL RANDOM VARIATE NUMBER ONE
NORMAL RANDOM VARIATE NUMBER TWO
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U(0, !)
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER U(0, i)
NORMAL RANDOM NUMBER ON N( 0,i)
IF ((IOUT .EQ. I0) .OR. (IOUT .EQ. 15))
& WRITE(8,*) 'RAND =', RAND, ' MU =', MU, ' SIGMA--'
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
ul - DBLE (FRAC)
CALL RANDOM (FRAC, RAND)
U2 = DBLE (FRAC)
IF ((IOUT .EQ. 10)-;OR'I(IOUT_,U ," U2 .EQ. 15))& WRITE(B,*) 'U1 =', U2
Z1 = DSQRT (- 2.D0 : DLOG(U1) I ** DCOS(2.D0 : PI : U_ IZ2 = DSQRT (- 2.D0 DLOG(UI) DSIN(2.D0 - PI
Xl _ SIGMA * Z1 + MU
X2 _ SIGMA * Z2 + MU





C SUBROUTINE RANDOM USES AN LCG RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TO GENERATE
C UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBERS -- R.F. MILES, JPL
C
C Miles, R. F.__The RANDOM computer Progr.am: A Linear Congruential
C Random Number Generator, JI_L Publlcatlon 85-98, JPL Document
C 5101-277, Feb. 15, 1986.
C















































RANX = RANA * RAND + RANC
RANDIV - RANX / RANM
RANT = DINT(RANDIV)
RANSUB = RANT * RANM
RAND = RANX - RANSUB
FRAC = SNGL(RAND / RANM)
IF ((FRAC .EQ. 0.0} .OR. (,FR_ .EQ: 1.0)) _ i0 _'lDe RANDIV'IOUT .EQ. 2) WRITE(8,*) RANX = , _A, _v
& ' RANT =', RANT, ' RANSUB =', RANSUB, ' RAND = ,
& ' FRAC =', FRAC
RETURN
END
NOTES: IOUT=2 DUMPS TO SCREEN
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